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Note to the Reader

Unless otherwise stated, all translations from Arabic sources are mine. Where
translations of the same texts by others have been consulted or used, appropriate
reference is given in the notes.

Unless otherwise stated, all translations from the Quran are adapted from
those of M. Pickthall, A. J. Araburry, and N. J. Dawood and A. Y. Ali. The
adaptations vary in extent according to the demands of the interpretive con-
text and consistency.

In transliterations I have followed the system of IJMES. Diacritical marks
are used consistently on italicized technical terms and book titles and where ap-
propriate on personal and place names. Except where h indicates hijri date, all
dates are of the Common Era (CE).

Due to space limitation, I have identified sources in the notes by their date of
publication. Full details are given in the selected bibliography. For ease of recog-
nition, I have identified premodern Arabic sources by short or abbreviated titles.
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Preface

When I was a little boy I used to love the snowfall in Damascus. Playing with
friends in the street was fun, of course, but the real joy was in the gazing trick I
had discovered and thought no one knew. Raised on a couch placed under the
kitchen’s window that opens onto a large light well, I used to stand up motion-
less gazing at the snow flakes silently and gracefully falling down. In a magical
moment, as I concentrated hard on the falling motion, the situation switched: the
snow flakes suddenly became still, and I began to rise. I knew it was a mere il-
lusion, for the moment I blinked I was immobilized and had to start again, yet
the sensation of rising was still real and exhilarating. For hours I used to play this
gazing trick. The heavier the snow fell the faster I rose, and the harder I concen-
trated the smoother my ride. Perplexed by my untypical stillness, my parents
used to be curious about what I was plotting, and I used to enjoy seeing the signs
of disbelief on their faces when I innocently replied: “I am watching the snow!”
Beside the snow there were only tall, smudgy concrete walls, so I could not be
lying, but they could not figure out what I was doing. The delightful trick re-
mained one of my well-kept secrets. In some long stretches of concentration, as
the rising sensation sank deep into my body, the ascension felt monotonously
endless, as if I were silently floating in an infinite space. I often wished it were
real. I was curious to know what lies beyond the sky, the beautiful blue border of
my world. I had a suppressed desire to take a look at God’s fearful yet, surely,
wondrous land. I wanted to see where God lives! I knew my gazing trick would
never take me there, but I was sure that where God lives was a different world.
As I grew up, I learned, with some disappointment, that our world extends infi-
nitely beyond the blue sky and that we do not really know its bounds, let alone
what lies beyond. From the Big Bang on, I came to learn, the universe has never
ceased expanding, and since all began some billions of years ago, the world’s
immensity is beyond the humble human imagination to grasp. So even if my
childish trick was imbued with some magical powers, I thought, my long hard
gaze would still lead me nowhere. Many years later, as I became interested in
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xiv Preface

premodern cosmology, I was pleasantly surprised to find out that my childish
reveries were not all baseless fantasies. The world might have been much larger
than what my little mind could comprehend, but for premodern cosmologists it
was still a bounded world. Not only that, but beyond the known bounds another
unfolds, one everlasting with wondrous landscape, luminous structures, and
spiritual beings. Fascinating though they may be, all seemed as nice fairy tales,
good for bedtime stories but wildly remote to the scientific concerns of the mod-
ern world. I studied architecture, an earthly bound, technical discipline, or so it
seemed, which from the Damascene perspective appeared to have hardly any-
thing more to it than commodity, firmness, and delight. A strange set of circum-
stances then took me to Australia, a mysterious land the remoteness of which my
friends used to aptly describe, using a colloquial Damascene expression, as “just
before God.” Indeed, for a young man who had never traveled outside Damas-
cus, Australia was as remote and imaginary as heavenly Jerusalem and the Land
of Reality. Yet, it was in Sydney where I met two inspirational teachers, Peter
Kollar and Adrian Snodgrass, whose interest in medieval metaphysics, cosmol-
ogy, and symbolism immediately connected all the dots, bringing my disparate
fields of interest into focus. Since then I have been set on the path that eventu-
ally led to the writing of this book. Through architecture I found myself able to
explore the complexities of the bounded universe—its design, order, and mean-
ings—and to examine how cosmological thinking mediates human acts of mak-
ing and space ordering. Yet the journey into premodern Islamic cosmology,
mysticism, and architecture has been long, challenging, and solitary. The text
was written at different stages, and in hindsight if I am to embark on the same
project afresh I would probably tackle it differently. Along the journey many
people have influenced, supported, and facilitated my work. I am deeply in-
debted to them. Peter Kollar sparked my interest in the topic. Adrian Snodgrass
supervised my doctoral research and had the profoundest influence on my think-
ing. He taught me how to make sense of premodern concepts, how to appreci-
ate their significance, and, most important, how to remain relevant to the
concerns of the modern world. Ahmad Shboul helped me develop my translation
and interpretive skills and expanded my knowledge of the Islamic tradition. His
mentorship and friendship over the years have been invaluable. Seyyed Hossein
Nasr’s generous advice and support have been instrumental in making me be-
lieve in the merits of my work, while Yasser Tabbaa’s comments on an early draft
have led to many improvements. Two anonymous readers provided valuable cri-
tiques and praise that led to many refinements. The AKPIA’s visiting fellowship
program at MIT allowed me to access the valuable resources at MIT and Har-
vard, and the warm and generous support of Nasser Rabbat has made my visit all
the more memorable. Gülru Necipoğlu directed my attention to relevant Ot-
toman texts and afforded me several enjoyable discussions. Special thanks are
due to many people in Maktabat al-Asad in Damascus, especially those in the



manuscript and photocopy sections, for their continued help and support over
the years; to AnnaLee Pauls from Princeton University Library for her assis-
tance in acquiring copies of Arabic manuscripts; and to Sin Jee Li for preparing
the graphic materials. Finally, my deepest gratitude goes to my wife and two
sons whose love, care, and support have sustained my interest in the project.
They kept faith in me despite my depriving them of precious family times and
despite their tacit doubts about whether this book will ever be finished.
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Introduction

In his famous Ihya� �Ulum al-Din (Reviving the Sciences of Religion), al-Ghazali
(d. 1111), the celebrated Muslim theologian and mystic, cites an intriguing anal-
ogy. He says: “As an architect draws (yusawwir) the details of a house in whiteness
and then brings it out into existence according to the drawn exemplar (nuskha), so
likewise the creator (f atir) of heaven and earth wrote the master copy of the world
from beginning to end in the Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahf uz) and then
brought it out into existence according to the written exemplar.”1 In many ways,
this book is a commentary on, and an exposition of, this statement, an attempt to
explore the philosophical and theological contexts that give sense to such an anal-
ogy in premodern Islam. In broad terms, the book is concerned with the question
of art and religion, creativity and spirituality, with how religious thought and ideas
can provide a context for understanding the meanings of human design and acts of
making. In specific terms, it is concerned with the cosmological and cosmogonic
ideas found in the writings of certain influential Muslim mystics and with their rel-
evance to architecture and spatial organization. The intent, as the title suggests, is
to construct a new interpretive context that enables an architectural reading of
mystical ideas. By this I mean using a tendency in spatial ordering traceable in
buildings, settlements, and landscapes as a tool to frame mystical literature and to
organize cosmological ideas into a coherent whole. Within this frame, a complex
conjunction of metaphysics, cosmology, and mysticism is constructed and brought
to bear on tectonic expressions. 

Central to this interpretive approach is the notion of spatial sensibility,
understood as a particular awareness of space and a predisposition toward spa-
tial organization shaped by a complex, multilayered worldview. As an untheo-
rized and unaestheticized predilection or bias, spatial sensibility mediates
between layered cosmological, geographical, and bodily conceptions and delib-
erate spatial ordering. Throughout the Islamic world a tendency to order spaces
according to a cruciform layout is traceable in a sufficient number of examples
to suggest ubiquity and consistency across temporal, geographical, and cultural
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distances. True, the fleshing out of this cryptic order reveals very rich stylistic
variations across time and geography, but the order itself remains noticeably
consistent. What lies beneath this consistent sense of spatial ordering is the core
question this study is attempting to address. Deep beneath local sociopolitical
and cultural conditions, I argue, lies a predisposition anchored in a wider religio-
cosmological conception that manifests itself in a spatial sensibility traceable
through modes of spatial ordering. 

Hinged on the ways in which the cosmos, the geography, and the human
body—their structure and interconnectedness—are conceived and described,
spatial sensibility is naturally determined by prevailing scientific understand-
ing and technological abilities. Today, our modern spatial sensibility is shaped
by the remarkable scientific and technological achievements that have taken
place over the past five hundred years. The discovery of the heliocentric sys-
tem, the invention of perspective, the camera, and the computer, the develop-
ment of modern physics (quantum and astrophysics) along with space and
telecommunication technologies, and, more recently, the emergence of cyber-
space, have all led to significant transformations in our spatial sensibility. In the
last two decades, many illuminating studies have provided valuable insights
into these transformations, meticulously mapping the critical shifts in human
perceptions of reality.2

In contrast to the current understanding of a boundless and infinitely
expanding universe, premodern Muslims thought of and described the cosmos
as being finite, bounded, and with astronomically definable limits. The entirety
of the cosmos was graspable by means of geometry, numbers, and the alphabet.
It was conceived in the form of concentric circles, at the center of which hu-
mans dwelled and at the outer limit stood the all-encompassing divine Throne.
Space and time, as we know them, terminated at the divine Throne, which
formed the threshold into the divine realms of being. There and beyond, differ-
ent modalities of space and time prevailed. The Throne, the outer limit of the
universe, was also visualized to be “quadrangular” in form but with a sense of
spatiality that was distinct from our own. Marking a transitional zone, the
Throne was seen to partake in both the physical and metaphysical worlds.
Within this geometrically defined and ordered cosmos things were interrelated;
they occupied definite positions within an intricate hierarchy. Nothing stood in
isolation or ambiguity; everything was carefully positioned. Premodern Islamic
sources provide very detailed descriptions of the cosmos, and the Sufis, among
other Muslim thinkers, present numerous geometrical diagrams that illustrate
the fundamental order of being and the basic design of the world, translating
into visual idioms the “textual” contents of al-Ghazali�s exemplar. This book
examines one set of such diagrams. Most premodern cosmograms were circu-
lar and symmetrically ordered. The world was clearly round and its blueprint
revealed symmetry and hierarchy. This kind of holistic conception is not
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possible today. The cosmos has become too complex to be represented in
simple geometrical diagrams. But most important, physical space has now oc-
cupied the entire universe, the whole of reality, leaving no room for the cosmic
entities that once defined the heavenly landscape, such as the divine Throne,
the celestial Gardens, the Land of Reality, and the Cities of Light.

The finitude, graspability, and transparency of the cosmic structure have
made it possible to think of the world in allegorical terms and to compare its
genesis and structure to other natural and human-made objects, such as the
human body, earth’s geography, and the form of a building or a city. Premodern
Islamic texts are replete with such examples, revealing a mode of reasoning
that integrates the spatiality of the cosmos, of the geography, of the human
body, and of the built form in an effective way. It is this sense of integrated spa-
tiality that brings cosmology, geography, the human body, and architecture to-
gether, allowing them to be seen in terms of one another without the need of
theoretical mediation. This is what this study aims to show. Today, this inte-
grated spatiality has been fragmented, with each element assuming a world of
its own. The core metaphysical order that used to unite the whole has disinte-
grated. As a result, cosmological ideas have lost their immediacy in people’s
lives and spatial practices, while being complexified with layers of impenetra-
ble mathematics. By dwelling on premodern Islamic cosmology, this study
highlights, if indirectly, the dramatic reshaping of our spatial sensibility by
modern science and technology.

This reshaping naturally distances us from the operative context of
premodern cosmology. In dealing with premodern texts and monuments I,
therefore, make no claims of attempting to reconstruct the past objectively or
to relate what really happened. My intent is to present a probable reading—
influenced as it may be by modern preoccupations—that correlates texts and
objects and highlights certain conjunctions of ideas and forms within a mys-
tical frame of reference. The analyses are of interest to those concerned with
the intellectual and artistic traditions of Islam, shedding fresh light on a
complex area still requiring further development. 

Scope and Challenges

The defining parameters of the study—premodern Islamic cosmology,
architecture, and mysticism—present many insurmountable challenges both
conceptually and methodologically. While grappling with these challenges, I do
not pretend to have succeeded in finding satisfactory answers. With the broad in-
terpretive scope adopted, I have had to live with some of their unsettling impli-
cations. First, Islamic cosmology is a vast and complex field that incorporates
rich scientific, religious, and folkloric dimensions. Reducing such complexity to
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a single scheme constructed from a small sample of texts and presented out of a
specific historical context is problematic. The same applies to Islamic mysti-
cism, which in addition presents the problem of its tenuous relationship with
mainstream Islam. Yet, this reductive tendency is inevitable for an interdiscipli-
nary study such as this, which attempts to trace in a small volume significant
crossings in three large fields of studies. Focusing on ideas and modes of think-
ing, I chose to work within a loosely defined historical context, extending from
the tenth century to the eighteenth century. While this may concur with the com-
mon temporal definition of the “premodern” in the Islamic world, I am aware
of the distortions involved in isolating “premodern” Muslims from the concur-
rent processes of modernity taking place in Europe since the sixteenth century,
as well as in ignoring the continuity of premodern conceptions and practices
after the eighteenth century. Within this broad historical context, my reading is
guided by the writings of a core figure, the celebrated Sufi master Muhyi al-Din
Ibn al-�Arabi (d. 1240), who is recognized for his imposing presence and far-
reaching influence throughout the Islamic world. Ibn �Arabi’s ideas and teach-
ings did not emerge in vacuum, however, but were preceded by a rich tradition.
Therefore, his ideas are traced in the writings of earlier and later Sufis in order
to show the continuity and consistency of certain cosmological conceptions in
medieval Islam.3

The relationship between architecture and Sufism poses another challenge,
one that is centered on the question of how widely were sophisticated Sufi
ideas shared among lay people in general and artists and craftsmen in particu-
lar. Relevant though it may seem, the sources and line of research required to
address this question are different to those pursued in this study. In my ex-
ploratory exercise, I am bringing together two sets of historical objects: built
forms and texts. In the first I identify a recurring spatial order, and in the sec-
ond I trace a set of cosmological ideas. Although both are the products of the
same milieu of premodern Islam, imprecise as this may be, the relationship be-
tween them does not hinge primarily on the historical evidence that links them
to one another but on the logic of the relationship and the agency of the spatial
sensibility. The agency of spatial sensibility is far more complex than tracing a
link between texts and objects, of course, although the latter is by no means a
simple task. 

In most premodern Islamic sources that refer, in one way or another, to
architecture, one encounters a degree of ambivalence in the way architec-
ture is engaged. They reveal simultaneous attraction to, and disinterest in,
architecture while being preoccupied with issues of different significance,
such as the events of a journey, the biography of a governor, some myths
and anecdotes, or certain religious, mystical, or scientific matters. For ex-
ample, Ikhwan al-Saf a�, the tenth-century group of mystics and philoso-
phers, make numerous references to the creative and productive process of
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building and making; the tenth- and eleventh-century physicist and optician
Ibn al-Haytham deals with vision, visuality, sense perception, and the aes-
thetic qualities of objects; and the twelfth-century traveler Ibn Jubayr gives
extensive descriptions of the buildings and places he visits. Yet neither sus-
tains any focused discussion on architecture itself. The Ikhwan even present
a detailed analysis of the noble proportions of the human body, strikingly
similar to Vitruvius’ discussion of proportions in the temple and the human
body, but as a chapter in their treatise on music. Considering that no me-
dieval Islamic sources on architecture, similar to those by Vitruvius or
Alberti, have reached us as well as the general lack of information about ar-
chitects, one cannot speak with certainty about theory or intentionality in
architectural design, and much of the hermeneutical interpretations of
Islamic architecture remain in the domain of conjecture.

As regards my interpretive strategy, I am approaching the mystical writings
on cosmology with architectural preoccupations, with order and correspon-
dence forming the main lines of interdisciplinary crossing. Using the theme of
symbolism I aim to project a certain trajectory of mystical ideas concerning the
notion of ordering within both the divine and human contexts. Symbolism, as
understood in this study, provides the main conceptual tools that enable one’s
mind to journey between the divine and human domains and to maneuver
through the multiple states of being they involve. This trajectory inscribes its
path by reference to patterns of correspondence that link these multiple states
of being, revealing what might be described as “structural resonance” between
the divine and human levels of existence. The basis of this resonance, as will be
reconstructed from original sources, is a universal order conceived by the Sufis,
as well as other religious authorities, to be the divine model governing all
modes of manifestation and creation. It is the original structure according to
which the universe was designed and laid out. Architectural ordering seen in
this light, re-presents, as al-Ghazali’s analogy suggests, the divine order, adding
a human-made layer to this hierarchy.  

The principles of the universal order are traced through the religio-
philosophical reasoning of how Being emerged from non-Being, and how origi-
nal Unity gave birth to an inexhaustible multiplicity. Here I explore specifically
the generative “move” from unity to triplicity and quadrature, seen as a central
cosmogonic paradigm of simultaneous proliferation and synthesis. The move is
explored in a variety of contexts and manifestations. The first trace of this move
unfolds the metaphysial order, which is then traced in the cosmic order, which is
in turn traced in the architectural order. Spatially, the move refers to the deploy-
ment of space from a central point along the three axes of what the French
philosopher and metaphysician René Guénon describes as the “three-
dimensional cross.”4 This study shows how this conception formed the corner-
stone of spatial sensibility in premodern Islam. It also shows how the manifold
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manifestations and interrelatedness of this primary spatial order unfold a
complex web of meanings and intricate patterns of correspondence that at once
govern the world and materialize the order inscribed in the divine exemplar.

The Question of Difference  

Dealing with “Islamic architecture,” a category forged by nineteenth-century
European orientalists, demands some reflections on how one defines and deals
with the “Islamic.” Whether implicit or clearly stated, the question of difference
has long been at the heart of most attempts that aim to define the Islamic in his-
torical, formal, spiritual, or cultural terms. Problematic though it may be, the
question of difference has been vigorously pursued in almost all aspects of life
throughout the Islamic world. Globalization along with the recent confronta-
tions between Islam and the West has intensified the postcolonial search for
identity, resulting in desperate attempts to define and repossess this difference.
While nineteenth- and early twentieth-century orientalists were preoccupied
with the unifying characteristics of an assumed homogeneity of Islam, recent
scholarship has emphasized the richness and diversity of each and every aspect
of a heterogenous Islam, including art and architecture. Inspired by the post-
modern critique, many studies in the last two decades have contributed to de-
constructing the Islamic by showing that it can no longer designate a
monolithic, unchanging phenomenon at any level, not even the religious. With
the heterogeneity of Islam becoming the central premise of academic inquiry in
the field, speaking of universalities and consistencies runs the risk of essential-
ism: today’s ultimate and indefensible “sin”! Yet the deconstruction of the Is-
lamic has only complexified the question without offering viable alternatives.
The question of what is Islamic architecture remains unanswerable.

While dealing with the Islamic as revealed through architectural expressions
and modes of thinking, the way in which I have approached difference is some-
what different. Instead of seeking the salient characteristics of the Islamic, my
main concern here is how can the architecture of premodern Islam help us un-
derstand our present conditions? How can it enable us to penetrate into worlds of
meanings that seem completely closed to contemporary architects? These ques-
tions lead to a preoccupation with what and how we can learn from the difference
that separates us, as modern subjects, from medieval objects. Accordingly, while
dealing with the past, the accent is placed on the implications of this dealing for
the here and now of our engagements. The choice to focus on the Sufi teachings
and ideas is made not because they provide direct answers to our current prob-
lems or reveal modes of living capable of restoring or repossessing a lost identity
but because they enable us to conceive of a significant possibility of being, one
wherein architecture can be seen to interconnect intrinsically with all aspects of
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being, at once enriching and being enriched by peoples’ modes of living and
thinking, yet without constituting an end in itself or being constrained by rigid
categories. Thus, this study is concerned, if indirectly, with rethinking the rela-
tionship between peoples and their built environments, and in this context, archi-
tectural symbolism is used to introduce a broader ontological context for the
exploration of this relationship, one that extends far beyond the limited concerns
of current architectural education and practice. 

Thus by foregrounding a primary spatial order against rich scenes of tectonic
embodiments, it is not my intention to argue for or against the Islamic identity or
“ownership” of this order. In fact this primary spatial order is common in many
premodern traditions.5 My aim is to explore a probable trajectory of meanings,
not to search for evidence of identity, a trajectory that enables a fresh reading of
premodern Islamic architecture from nonarchitectural sources. Veiled by layers of
mystical and metaphysical interpretations, this reading is not preoccupied with
formal, stylistic, or aesthetic qualities but rather with the intricacies of the condi-
tions of being. In this context architecture becomes the lens though which hu-
mans see and understand the universalities that complement the cultural workings
of their earthly existence.

In this study I hope to offer an alternative perspective to view the architecture
of premodern Islam, one that complements existing approaches in a meaningful
way. By shifting the focus away from style and history to ontology and cosmology,
architecture can become a useful tool to access new literature, engage different
sources, and organize knowledge about profound topics, rather than being the
prime target of explanation. By this shift I aim to use architecture to make the
reader aware of certain patterns of thought within the premodern Islamic tradition,
instead of the normal scenarios where conceptual patterns are constructed to ex-
plain the nature and particularity of architecture. This has two advantages: first,
shifting the focus away from architecture itself liberates architectural forms from
the burden of historicity and causal interpretation, that is, finding causes (includ-
ing meanings) to explain formal qualities; second, it enables one to access a wider
spectrum of literary material, breaks disciplinary boundaries, and unfolds new in-
terpretations. This approach tends to emphasize the cogency and significance of
the constructed narratives, whereby architecture becomes a suitable tool to under-
stand the working of a premodern spatial sensibility and its coherent cosmology.
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Chapter 1

Discursive Order

Cosmology: An Overview

A study of cosmology and architecture from a premodern Sufi perspective pre-
supposes some knowledge of the trends in Islamic cosmological thinking, of
the sense in which cosmology can be related to architecture and of the terrains
of mystical thoughts in which the relationship is grounded. This chapter pre-
sents a brief overview of cosmology in premodern Islam, a critical review of
symbolism, being the prevailing method of reading cosmological ideas into ar-
chitectural forms, and a reconstruction of a Sufi perspective on symbolism.

Cosmology is the science of the cosmos—its origin, structure, compo-
nents, order, and governing laws. Its complex and multifaceted inquiry unfolds
at the intersection of philosophy, theology, and natural sciences and is sustained
by the human curiosity to know how we have come to exist and what happens
to us when we die. Until the triumph of modern physics, cosmology was the
prerogative of theologians, mystics, and philosophers, forming the core of reli-
gious sciences. All world religions provide their followers with a “logical” ex-
planation of the creation, with a description of the cosmic landscape and order,
and, most important, with a projection of what is awaiting them in the hereafter.
Cosmological doctrines were thus significant not just for their scientific valid-
ity but also for the enforcement of moral and religious codes of conduct. Re-
ward and punishment, the potent instruments of religious law and authority, can
only work within a current cosmological system of popular appeal; hence the
sensitive and volatile relationship religion has often had with science.

In Islam, the main sources of cosmological ideas were naturally the Quran
and the had ith (prophetic sayings). The Quran presents many references to cos-
mic elements—the Throne, the Footstool, the Pen, the Tablet, heaven, and
earth—to the creation and resurrection, to paradise and hell, and so on, but
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mostly in an abstract way without weaving a complete and coherent cosmic pic-
ture. It is the had ith that provide much of the information needed to piece the
Quranic elements together into a coherent architecture.1 In broad terms, two
distinct modes of cosmological thinking can be traced in the Islamic tradition:
theorized and untheorized. The untheorized mode was concerned with a col-
lected body of statements made by the Prophet and his immediate companions,
which provided, as it were, the nonnegotiable Islamic truths, the foundations
necessary for cosmological reflections and speculations. The theorized mode
was concerned with making sense of the Quranic and prophetic material and
was cultivated in three different intellectual spheres: theology and polemics,
philosophy and science, and hermeneutics and mysticism. 

Related though they may be, the two modes of cosmological thinking de-
veloped, rather curiously, independent of each other. The untheorized mode,
which appealed to mainstream religious authorities, formed part of the had ith
reporting science that was concerned with the authenticity of the statements
and the credibility of the reporters. In this context, cosmological statements
were transmitted and perpetuated in the had ith books alongside statements
concerned with daily matters, such as, prayer, ablution, marriage, divorce, pil-
grimage, and so on. Early had ith scholarship must have provided an effective
way of appropriating and authenticating pre-Islamic cosmological conceptions
and popular narratives that seemed to be in harmony with the new religion.
Over the history of Islamic cosmological thinking, the had ith corpus proved
to be a powerful tool in the hands of clerics, who grew more and more suspi-
cious and intolerant of “foreign sciences,” until they prevailed in the sixteenth
century when a had ith-based genre of cosmological writing dominated over
scientific and philosophic curiosity. Al-Suyuti’s popular treatise al-Hay�a al-
Saniyya f i al-Hay�a al-Sunniyya, which deals with what would have been per-
ceived and presented as religiously “factual” and “authoritative” cosmological
data, is a key text that represents this mode of cosmological thinking.2

The theorized modes flourished in the early periods, producing a rich spec-
trum of trends and ideas. With the kalam movement, described as Arabic
scholasticism, which emerged in the ninth century, we have the early rational-
ists and polemicists who developed sophisticated cosmological arguments con-
cerning such difficult issues as the existence of God, anthropomorphism,
creation, nature of existence, free will, and determinism. This was led by the
Mu�tazilites who were challenged and later succeeded by the Hanbalites and
Ash�arites. The kalam practitioners were theologians concerned with the un-
derstanding and interpretation of the divine revelation within rigorous linguis-
tic context, taking the Islamic truths as the basis of their polemical
engagements.3 In this they differed from early philosopher-scientists, such as
al-Kindi (d. c. 866), al-Razi (d. c. 925/935), and al-Biruni (d. c. 1051), who
were more inclined to start from observational knowledge and human reason in
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their cosmological thinking. And Ibn al-Rawandi (d. c. 910), who attempted to
forsake the religious truths altogether, points to the breadth of ideas that
emerged in early Islam.

Within the intellectual sphere of philosophy and science Muslims made
remarkable achievements in the fields of astronomy, mathematics, geometry, op-
tics, geography, medicine, and alchemy. The new findings contributed signifi-
cantly to the development and sophistication of their cosmological thinking.
Persian, Indian, and other Near Eastern influences were absorbed into the Muslim
worldview; however, it was Greek knowledge—a combination of Ptolemaic as-
tronomy and Aristotelian philosophy and physics—that ultimately prevailed in the
Islamic world. Philosophers and scientists maintained a rather precarious relation-
ship with mainstream religious authorities, who were ready to attack whenever the
Islamic dogma was being challenged. Al-Ghazali’s forceful attack on philosophy
and Ibn Taymiyya’s on Sufism and other schools are but two eminent examples.4

Motivated by spiritual fulfillment rather than scientific curiosity, the mystics
cultivated a hermeneutical mode of cosmological thinking that wove together all
aspects of available knowledge into a comprehensive whole. Mystics included
Gnostics such as Ikhwan al-Safa�, al-Sijistani, and al-�Amili and Sufis such as al-
Hallaj, Rumi, and al-Ghazali. Islamic mysticism reached its zenith in the work of
Ibn �Arabi (d. 1240), whose multilayered and complex cosmology has since dom-
inated the Islamic world. Unlike the philosopher-scientists who did not engage the
had ith literature, the Sufis elaborated the Quranic-prophetic model and integrated
its terminology into their cosmological doctrines. In doing so, they provided a so-
phisticated, yet popular, framework for the hadith-based cosmology, grounded in
interwoven layers of hermeneutical interpretations that extended to every aspect of
daily life. This, in a way and despite the tenuous relationship the Sufis had with
mainstream Islam, assisted in the triumph of the al-Suyuti’s unspeculative version
of orthodox cosmology once the scientific thrust had abated. It is this trend of
cosmological thinking that is explored in this study.

Underneath these different modes of cosmological thinking, there lay basic
consistencies. The Platonic-Aristotelian duality of the sensible and the intelligi-
ble, the physical and metaphysical, along with the Ptolemaic geocentric model
were uncontested. For over a millennium, from Mujahid b. Jabr’s (d. 722) very
basic cosmography to Haqqi’s (d. 1780) most elaborate Ma�rifat-name, a re-
markable consistency can be traced in the cosmic form and structure.5 The Is-
lamic cosmos consisted of the seen and unseen, the divine and human domains,
with each having its own inhabitants, landscape, and order. The seen world was
constructed of nine concentric spheres, seven planetary ones encompassed by the
sphere of the fixed stars (the divine Footstool) and the utmost encircling sphere
without stars (the divine Throne). The seven heavens rest on seven earths in the
form of domed structures decreasing in size and positioned one within the other.
As for the workings of the cosmos, it was seen to be regulated by a quaternary
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natural order of the four elements, mediated by many sets of four—four seasons,
four natures, four humors, four directions, and so forth. Another consistency can
be traced in the popular narrative of the creation that formed the starting point of
many Islamic chronicles, integrated into many literary sources, and appeared in
the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Ottoman genre of architectural writings.
Risa le-i Mi�mariyye, the treatise on architecture, opens with a cosmological re-
count of the creation and structure of the world, followed by poetic reflections,
whereas the Selimiyye Risalesi includes many references to the correspondence
between a building and the cosmos.6 Yet neither text provides theoretical articu-
lation of the relationship between cosmology and architecture, nor indeed do
other premodern Islamic sources. The discursive relationship was mainly the
work of modern theorists working with the notion of symbolism.

Symbolism: A Critical Review

Symbolism is a current topic in many disciplines; its discourse is multifaceted.
Psychologists, anthropologists, cultural theorists, social scientists, historians of
religion, historians of art and architecture, philosophers and architectural theo-
rists, have all developed viable dimensions of the discourse. The wide interest in
the topic in the humanities and social science disciplines points to its significance
in understanding humankind and its situations in the world. It is beyond the scope
of this study to review all of these approaches, valuable though they may be. The
perspective is narrowed down to one particular approach developed and pro-
moted by a group of contemporary scholars, focusing mainly on medieval meta-
physics and mystical sciences. The founder of this approach was the French
metaphysician René Guénon (1887–1951), who devoted his life to the study and
revival of traditional sciences, first through Hinduism and later through Islam.
His ideas influenced two eminent scholars: Sri Lankan metaphysician and art his-
torian Ananda Coomaraswamy (1877–1947) and Swiss metaphysician Frithjof
Schuon (1907–1998). The distinct approach to the study of symbolism and meta-
physics these scholars developed attracted many followers, who contributed to
their compelling theoretical analyses and shared their passion for tradition.

Driven by a great passion for medieval metaphysics, these “traditionalists”
or “perennialists” (from “perennial philosophy”), if I may so describe them,
sought to reintroduce into the life of modern Western society the badly needed
“spiritual essence” and long forgotten “traditional wisdom.” Spirituality and tra-
ditional wisdom, seen as direct manifestations of a collective preoccupation with
divine revelations, were seen as the indispensable, priceless possessions of the
East the industrialized West had lost. It might have advanced in natural sciences,
however, since the European Renaissance, they argue, Western civilization has
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witnessed but a steady decline in the intellectual, spiritual, and artistic aspects of
life, culminating in the “dark age” of modernism. Such a decline would not have
been a matter of great concern, they add, had it not infectiously spread fast and
wide, mindlessly destroying the Eastern traditions in the name of modernity and
progress. “Cain who killed his brother Abel, the herdsman, and built himself a
city,” Coomaraswamy writes, “prefigures modern civilization, one that has been
described from within as ‘a murderous machine, with no conscience and no
ideals,’ ‘neither human nor normal nor Christian,’ and in fact ‘an anomaly, not to
say a monstrosity.’”7

Among the first circle of scholars who followed and contributed to the
founding of the perennialist approach were Titus Burckhardt, Seyyed Hossein
Nasr, and Martin Lings. These are of a special significance to this study, for they
have extended the perennialist approach to the study of premodern Islam and its
rich artistic and architectural heritage. Their works have opened up a new horizon
of understanding and provided new intellectual tools for rethinking the field’s
long-established art history paradigms. Driven by a keen interest in Sufi spiritu-
ality, they sought to show how in premodern Islam the mystical experience was
inextricably linked to most aspects of life, including the creative acts of making.
Sufi spirituality, they argued, can be traced in various modes of expression, the
most conspicuous of which are art and architecture. In the perennialist project,
Sufism becomes more than an object of academic interest: it becomes a way of
life and a pursuit for knowledge, hence, the great passion and conviction with
which they write.

The perennialist approach has inspired several studies on traditional art and
architecture by figures such as Ardalan, Bakhtiar, Critchlow, and Snodgrass.8

Along with the studies of the founding figures, these sources have articulated
“symbolism” as a distinct approach to the study of traditional built environment.
Their efforts were complemented by the writings of such insightful and prolific
scholars as Annemarie Schimmel, Henry Corbin, Louis Massignon, Toshihiko
Izutsu, and Hellmut Ritter, who made significant contributions to the interpreta-
tion and understanding of medieval mystical sciences in general and that of Su-
fism in particular. The approach of symbolism has also benefited extensively from
the work of the eminent Romanian anthropologist and historian of religion Mircea
Eliade. Eliade wrote from outside the perennialists circle; however, his studies
were instrumental in refining the methodological tools of symbolism. Apart from
expounding the methodological grounds of religious symbolism, Eliade articu-
lated a theoretical framework for interpreting traditional mythology and under-
standing its social and religious functions. This has strengthened the method of
symbolism by enabling “myth” to play an effective mediatory role between ab-
stract scriptural principles and concrete human experiences. Eliade wrote very lit-
tle on Islam and Islamic mythology; however, his comparative method and
ecumenical perspective underpin the pertinence and usefulness of his analyses.
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The writings of the perennialists provided a fertile ground for theoretical
reflections on premodern art and architecture across cultural boundaries and out-
side the conventional bounds of art history. Central to their approaches is the no-
tion of symbolism, viewed as the core of spiritual engagement and the language of
premodern artistic expressions. The perennialists’project, however,  involves other
foundational themes, which are introduced briefly here.

The Transcendent Unity of Religions 

The perennialists viewed religion and tradition to be the main elements char-
acterizing premodern society, be it Islamic, Christian, Hebrew, Buddhist, or
Hindu. It is religion, they argue, that provides a community with the im-
mutable divine principles that govern the worldview of its members, and it is
tradition that weaves these principles into peoples’ modes of living, thinking,
and making, while being handed down from one generation to another. Reli-
gion, the source of heavenly truths without an awareness of which humanity
would eventually bring about its own destruction, is presented as having two
related aspects: exoteric and esoteric. The exoteric aspect reveals the diverse,
the different, whereas the esoteric contains the same, the essential. It is the
unifying core, the summit to which all paths lead and at which they all con-
verge. “In the spiritual world and, still more, the universal order,” Guénon
writes, “it is unity that presides at the summit of the hierarchy.”9 The mountain
metaphor is frequently used to illustrate the shared conviction that all religions
are but so many roads that lead to one and the same summit. In “Paths That
Lead to the Same Summit,” Coomaraswamy takes an ethical stance to argue
that all great religions of the world have valid claims to truth, which must be
respected and understood in a comparative mode and not just tolerated.10 Doc-
trinal differences, conspicuous at the mountain’s wide base, should not prevent
us from recognizing the inner meanings or seeing the peak where all differ-
ences vanish. Such recognition does not necessarily demand a change in the
path that one finds oneself on naturally, for “he who goes round about the
mountain looking for another is not climbing.”11 Asserting the necessity of this
approach for cross-religious understanding, Coomaraswamy writes: “The
greatest of modern Indian saints actually practiced Christian and Islamic dis-
ciplines, that is, worshiped Christ and Allah, and found that all lead to the
same goal: he could speak from experience of the equal validity of all these
‘ways,’ and feel the same respect for each, while still preferring for himself the
one to which his whole being was naturally attuned by nativity, temperament
and training.”12

The Transcendent Unity of Religions was the title of Schuon’s first book, in
which he articulated the theme from a metaphysical perspective.13 From the out-
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set, Schuon was careful to clarify the differences among metaphysics, theology,
and philosophy, in order to assert that the doctrine of the unity of religions ex-
presses a metaphysical reality, hence its transcendence, and not just a philo-
sophical or theological argument. To illustrate the difference between
metaphysical and theological knowledge, and indirectly to emphasize the unity
of religions, Schuon uses the metaphor of light. He compares metaphysical
knowledge to the awareness of the “colorless essence of light and its character
of pure luminosity” and theological knowledge to the assertion of light’s partic-
ular colors. Although both modes overlap in their distinction between light and
darkness, they differ in the level of reality they disclose. Metaphysics discloses
universal truths, whereas theology discloses divine revelations, which are but
particular expressions of the universal truths. Philosophy is further removed
from theology in that it deals with rational concepts. Religions, thus viewed,
translate universal truths into dogmatic languages that are accessible by the
wider public through faith. But the colorful variations of the dogmatic beliefs
fade at the level of universal truths where all religious differences disappear. In
brief, the reality of the transcendent unity of religions is shown to reside in the
oneness of the Truth that governs all modes of manifestation and existence, and
in the oneness of the human race that alone has the capacity of tracing the
process of differentiation back to its transcendental source.14

Perennial Philosophy

If religions are so many expressions of one and the same primordial Truth, it
is then only natural for them to share a universal focus and a mode of expres-
sion whereby aspects of the Truth can be accessed, comprehended, and com-
municated. This focus forms the subject of what in the Latin tradition is called
“philosophia perennis,” “perennial philosophy,” whose primary mode of ex-
pression is shown to be traditional symbolism. Perennial philosophy, also re-
ferred to as “universal” and “eternal” philosophy, differs from modern
philosophy in that it is not a system of thought or theories about the nature of
the world, but as Coomaraswamy puts it, “a consistent doctrine.” As such,
perennial philosophy is not concerned with historicized realities, that is, “with
conditioned and quantitative experience, but with universal possibility.”15 It is
described as “perennial,” “eternal,” and “universal” because of the immutabil-
ity of its focus, eloquently defined by St. Augustine as “Wisdom uncreate, the
same now as it ever was, and the same to be for evermore.”16 Thus understood,
perennial philosophy is the vehicle that reveals “the concordances between all
traditional forms,” which may be seen as projecting “genuine synonymies.”17

In his preface to Schuon’s Islam and the Perennial Philosophy, Nasr captures
the crux of this doctrine in saying: “The philosophia perennis has come to
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signify for those devoted to traditional studies an eternal truth at the heart of
all traditions.”18

By definition, perennial philosophy presupposes a universal perspective,
one that demands cross-religious understanding even if one’s concern is re-
stricted to a particular tradition. For the ultimate aim is to allow the particu-
lar to be seen and understood in light of the universal and not only in its own
sociohistorical context. Where the particular bares no relation to the univer-
sal it is considered to be insignificant, since it does not signify anything be-
yond its particularity. Moving across religious and doctrinal boundaries,
however, requires insight into the universal principles that legitimate such
movement, without which one runs the risk of syncretism. Guénon sees syn-
cretism as symptomatic of a condition where universal truths are no longer in
perspective and “can be recognized whenever one finds elements borrowed
from different traditional forms and assembled together without any aware-
ness that there is only one single doctrine, of which these forms are so many
different expressions, or so many adaptations to particular conditions related
to given circumstances of time and place.”19

The universal perspective of perennial philosophy naturally deplores
today’s wide emphasis on relativity and the historicity of human experience and
runs counter to the prevailing views that all truths, including the religious ones,
are simply the outcome of certain modes of representation and cultural con-
struction. In Logic and Transcendence Schuon argues against relativism on the
basis that such views hinge on an implicit assertion that is negated by the con-
cept of ‘relativism’ itself.

Relativism sets out to reduce every element of absoluteness to a relativity, while
making a quite illogical exception in favor of this reduction itself. In effect, rel-
ativism consists in declaring it to be true that there is no such thing as truth, or
in declaring it to be absolutely true that nothing but the relatively true exists;
one might just as well say that language does not exist, or write that there is no
such thing as writing . . . The assertion nullifies itself if it is true, and by nulli-
fying itself logically proves thereby that it is false; its initial absurdity lies in the
implicit claim to be unique in escaping, as if by enchantment, from a relativity
that is declared alone to be possible.20

Schuon concludes this book with a discussion on certainty, showing the crucial
function of perennial philosophy in a human life “studded with uncertainties” and
not just as an academic pursuit. In everyday life, he argues, one is presented with
numerous possibilities to choose from and is confronted with many events about
which to make decisions. The universal divine truths that concern human exis-
tence in this world as well as in the hereafter, with which perennial philosophy is
concerned, provide consistent criteria against which one’s choices and decisions
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can be measured. Without the constant presence of such absolute criteria one
would ultimately be lost in the world of uncertainties and be drowned in the
ocean of possibility. Perennial philosophy thus calls for perpetual renewal of the
understanding of universal truths so that they retain their relevance to people’s
lives. Although it has no history with regard to the realities it appeals to, peren-
nial philosophy has maintained a historical presence through the spiritual author-
ities who have devoted their lives to expounding its principles in various times
and places. This is viewed to have been the case throughout the world until the
advent of European modernism.

Modernism and Spiritual Decline

European modernism, founded on humanism and a preoccupation with aesthetics
and profane sciences, the perennialists argue, has shifted the focus from God to
man, thus breaking the continuity of tradition, eclipsing the spiritual pursuit, and
consequently, marking the beginning of the decline of human civilization. This is
a central theme in almost all of their writings, backed by a relentless attack on
many aspects of modern ideals, sciences, and most important here, modes of artis-
tic production. Guénon devoted much effort to initiate such a systematic attack,
which he presented in East and West, The Crisis of the Modern World, and The
Reign of Quantity and the Signs of the Times. Both Coomaraswamy and Schuon
maintained in almost all of their works the intensity of Guénon’s criticism, taking
every opportunity to remind their readers of how psychologically corrupt, intel-
lectually deranged, and spiritually bankrupt modern life has become.

This ideological position has led to a sharp distinction between modern and
premodern modes of thinking and making, which has theoretical and method-
ological implications. The perennialists present the distinction between modern
and premodern as synonymous with that of West and East and of antitraditional
and traditional. Guénon passionately argues that the rift dividing East from West,
as “one of the most noticeable features of the modern world,” has emerged from
the antitraditional sentiment and associated mentality promoted by the “modern
West.”21 So long as there were “traditional civilizations,” that is, peoples in tune
with tradition as in premodern times, Guénon argues, “no ground for a radical op-
position between East and West existed.”22 But when the West took the turn toward
humanism and profane sciences it began to distance itself from the East, which re-
mained steadfast on the traditional path. Thus, a multifaceted opposition between
two geo-mentalities was constructed, forming the basis for a range of binaries,
such as knowledge and action, sacred and profane, rational and intuitive, egocen-
tric and anonymous, and so on. In Light on the Ancient Worlds, Schuon explains
this opposition by reference to what preoccupies each of the modern and tradi-
tional sciences. He writes: “Modern science, which is rationalist as to its subject
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and materialist as to its object, can describe our situation physically and approxi-
mately, but it can tell us nothing about extra-spatial situation in the total and real
Universe . . . Profane science, in seeking to pierce to its depths the mystery of the
things that contain—space, time, matter, energy—forgets the mystery of the things
that are contained.”23

Traditional science, by contrast, is viewed to be preoccupied with metaphysical
realities, with the mysteries that are contained. Preoccupation with metaphysical
truths, the object of perennial philosophy, and the applicability of these truths across
different religious contexts formed the basis of the perennialist discourse on “tradi-
tional” art and architecture. In this discourse the adjectives traditional, medieval, ori-
ental, and even true were all used synonymously to define a condition that is distinct
from that of the modern West. The sharp distinction between modernity and tradition
was drawn on the basis of religious efficacy and the presence of spirituality. In me-
dieval theocentric societies when religion was effective, the perennialists maintain,
spirituality was intensely present in people’s lives and clearly visible in their modes
of thinking and making. Modernism, ushered in by the so-called European Renais-
sance, has introduced new living conditions and modes of thinking that led to sys-
tematic erosion of religious values. Against the millennial presence of tradition,
however, the brief history of modernity can only appear as a peculiar abnormality.
“We are peculiar people,” Coomaraswamy writes, “I say this with reference to the
fact that whereas almost all other peoples have called their theory of art or expres-
sion a ‘rhetoric’and have thought of art as a kind of knowledge, we have invented an
‘aesthetic’ and think of art as a kind of feeling.”24 In this context, studying medieval
or traditional art and architecture requires not only an awareness of the changes
modernity has introduced but also the use of an appropriate approach to uncover
their spiritual content and to facilitate a proper understanding of their meanings. The
approach is, of course, that of perennial philosophy mediated by traditional symbol-
ism. In his forward to Ardalan and Bakhtiar’s The Sense of Unity, Nasr summed up
the ultimate aim of the perennialist project: “There is nothing more timely today than
that truth which is timeless, than the message that comes from tradition and is rele-
vant at all times. Such a message belongs to a now which has been, is, and will ever
be present. To speak of tradition is to speak of immutable principles of heavenly
origin and of their application to different moments of time and space.”25

The Necessity of Symbolism

Dealing with the language of the timeless Truth and the immutable principles
of tradition requires an approach that is in tune with the traditional views. As the
medium of traditional artistic expression and the language of philosophia peren-
nis, symbolism, the perennialists argue, is the most appropriate approach for
comprehending the inner meanings of traditional art and architecture and for
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penetrating deep into their worlds of spirituality and metaphysics. Symbolism is
presented as the “language” of religion that divinity “speaks,” using allegories
and similitude. Being ontological in nature, the language of symbolism commu-
nicates the fundamental and universal conditions of existence. It is, as Martin
Lings puts it, at once “the most important thing in existence” and “the sole
explanation of existence.”26

Symbols and signs, be they verbal or visual, are commonly understood as
means of communication. The lexical definitions refer to “sign” and “symbol,”
in the general sense, as “something used or regarded as standing for or repre-
senting something else.”27 The perennialists, however, distinguish between
signs and symbols in terms of their referents. “The references of symbols,”
Coomaraswamy says, “are to ideas and those of signs to things.”28 Symbols
refer to immaterial concepts—it is “the representation of reality on a certain
level of reference by a corresponding reality on another”29—whereas signs
refer to material objects that stand on the same level of reference. One object
can be both a symbol and a sign according to its referent: “[T]he cross, for ex-
ample, is a symbol when it represents the structure of the universe, but a sign
when it stands for crossroads.”30

The main premise upon which hinges the notion of symbolism is that ma-
terial objects, tectonic or otherwise, are capable of embodying abstract concepts
that lie beyond the confines of their materiality. This basic understanding as-
sumed in the Western tradition a decisive philosophical formality in the Platonic
distinction between the sensible and the intelligible. Medieval Muslim scholars,
who inherited and developed the intellectual tools of Greek philosophy, main-
tained this through the divide between al-hissi and al-�aqli. This was, in a sense,
legitimized by the Quranic polarity of the seen and the unseen. Accordingly,
symbolism is understood to be based on the correspondence between these two
domains of reality: the inferior reflecting the superior, the visible materializing
the invisible, and the physical representing to the spiritual. Predicated on the uni-
versal perspective of philosophia perennis, symbolism becomes an ontological
inquiry, an inquest into the hierarchy of being, and an intellectual journey to the
inner worlds of universal realities. Thus viewed, symbolism often becomes a
pursuit of esoteric knowledge, reaching far beyond the mere visual objectifica-
tion of religious or cultural values. In the perennialist project, architectural sym-
bolism is developed on these conceptual grounds. Forming an integral part of
the sensible world, architectural forms are considered as eminently appropriate
to act as symbols.

Symbols, the perennialists explain, are of two fundamentally different kinds:
universal or natural and particular or conventional. Universal symbols are those
whose symbolic significance derives from their innate nature, such as geometrical
or numerical symbols, whereas particular symbols are those whose symbolic sig-
nificance relates to a particular tradition. By virtue of their very nature, universal
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symbols are regarded as primordial and transcultural, whereas particular symbols,
which include particular interpretations of universal symbols, vary in different tra-
ditions. Particular symbols, also described as arbitrary and accidental, may be
sanctified by human or divine intervention that make them the loci of transcen-
dental meanings, such as the cross as a symbol of resurrection in Christianity and
alphabetical symbolism in Islam. They are empowered by a communal acceptance
and participation in their spiritual significance.

Universal symbols are ontologically linked to, and determined by, their ref-
erents. Hence, symbols of the infinite and the timeless have the capacity of re-
vealing aspects of the infinite and the timeless itself.31 Symbols express the
quality of the infinite with respect to their finitude, finding through such ex-
pression their transcendental dimensions, their opening beyond the finitude of
their own realm. By mediating ultimate reality through things or actions, sym-
bols receive the quality of the higher realities they mediate, enabling us to com-
prehend them with respect to the finitude of our own existence. In the
experience of sacred places, for example, symbols of the sacred reveal some-
thing of the “Sacred-itself ” and produce the experience of sacredness in those
who are experiencing them. They are thus capable of revealing a modality of the
real, the sacred, or the absolute and of unveiling the deep and profound structure
of the universe. They form the “alphabet” of the universal language of religion
whereby ultimate reality expresses itself, revealing a coherent picture of exis-
tence and of the world. In this sense, symbols require no justification; the only
measure of their validity is their adequacy to the higher realities they express.

Symbolism adds meanings to objects and practices without affecting their
proper and immediate value. Here meanings are not seen as being “‘read into’
symbols or added to them as a conceptual garnish. On the contrary, they are
deemed to inhere within the form of the symbol in a manner analogous to that
in which natural law inheres within physical phenomena, or as mathematical
principles reside in the very nature of numerical or geometrical phenomena.”32

In being so, the meanings of symbols are not intentionally constructed but
rather discovered or revealed through reflections on transcendental realities,
and consequently the efficacy of a symbol does not depend on its being under-
stood. “A religious symbol,” Eliade writes, “conveys its message even if it is no
longer consciously understood in every part. For a symbol speaks to the whole
human being and not only to the intelligence.”33

Symbols are multivalent. They can simultaneously express a number of
meanings “whose continuity is not evident on the plane of immediate experi-
ence.”34 One symbol may refer to a plurality of contexts, and its significance
can be operative at a number of different levels. To fully explain the meanings
of a symbol, Eliade argues, is not a simple task, and to exhaust the significa-
tions of those concerned with divinity is not possible. Confining a symbol to
only one of its significations as the most important is therefore reductive. For
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the significance of a symbol lies in revealing the unity and continuity be-
tween the different levels it reveals. Tracing the various expressions of a sym-
bol reveals the density of meanings and resonance across multiple contexts.
In becoming a symbol, a concrete object is thus enriched with layers upon
layers of interrelated meanings, which are not necessarily evident through an
immediate experience. “The interdependence of the valences of a symbol and
the homology of its different contexts,” Eliade explains, “ought not be under-
stood as a monotonous repetition of the same message on different levels . . .
Each context of a symbol reveals something more which was only unformed
and allusive in the neighbouring contexts.”35 In this sense, symbols imbue
human existence with significance by pointing to a more profound, more
mysterious side of life, to the miraculous and “sacramental dimensions of
human existence.”36 For this reason, symbols related to ultimate reality are
viewed as a source of inspiration and revelation. 

In summary, the perennialists approach the question of artistic production
from the viewpoint of creative imagination and religious inspiration. They
focus primarily on the ideas, rituals, and cosmology within the matrices of
which an artefact is produced, rather than the historico-cultural conditions that
facilitate such production. Through symbolism they establish a continuity
among the human, cosmic, and divine modes of being, providing a means to in-
terpret the human conditions of existence in cosmological terms. In their per-
spective, “symbolic thought makes the immediate reality ‘shine’” by enabling
us to see human makings through a cosmological frame, wherein “everything
holds together in a closed system of correspondences and assimilations.”37

History and Symbolism

The perennialist discourse is of course not without problems and critics. His-
torians of Islamic art and architecture have already discredited it for its essen-
tialist tendency and lack of methodological rigor, yet their critique has largely
been concerned with its perspective on art and architecture. The perennialists,
as we have seen, have adopted a hermeneutical approach in their attempts to re-
instate an appropriate interpretive context for understanding the metaphysical
foundation of symbolism in traditional art and architecture. They also strove to
uncover the mystical and cosmological contexts of human makings, the dimen-
sions that are almost completely lost in contemporary discourses and practices.
Their passion reveals a strong sense of conviction and genuine desire for spiri-
tual fulfillment. Academic curiosity is clearly not their prime motivation: their
endeavor is above all a search for truth. No critical stance has, therefore, been
projected in regard to the approach of symbolism. In fairness, however, one
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should not expect to encounter such criticality, for that would undermine the
very certainty of the doctrine of symbolism itself and the philosophia perennis
upon which it is predicated. A degree of anonymity is also emphasized, which
reflects the sense of universality their discourse promotes. “It is not the per-
sonal view of anyone that I shall try to explain,” Coomaraswamy affirms, “but
that doctrine of art which is intrinsic to the Philosophia Perennis.”38 An anti-
modern sentiment motivates the main line of criticality pursued, which,
although insightful, seems more ideological than methodological in focus.

Reflecting on the modern approaches to the study of premodern art and ar-
chitecture, the perennialists have criticized many aspects of modern sciences,
which they dismiss for adopting predominantly a reductive historical perspec-
tive that is unsuitable for dealing with spirituality and metaphysics. “The his-
tory of art, being a modern science,” Burckhardt argues, “inevitably approaches
Islamic art in the purely analytical way of all modern sciences, by dissection
and reduction to historical circumstances. Whatever is timeless in an art—and
sacred art like that of Islam always contains a timeless element—will be left out
by such a method.”39 The perennialists maintain that historically and culturally
contextualized studies, valuable though they may be, remain incapable of en-
gaging the mystical and metaphysical dimensions of the artistic production. “A
form, though limited and consequently subject to time,” Burckhardt adds, “may
convey something timeless and in this respect escapes historical conditions, not
only in its genesis—which partly belongs to a spiritual dimension—but also in
its preservation, to a certain extent at least.”40

The historians remain unconvinced, however. In The Topkapi Scroll—
Geometry and Ornament in Islamic Architecture, Gülru Necipoglu presents an in-
sightful critique of the traditionalist discourse, focusing mainly on studies dealing
with geometry and ornaments. Her main concerns center on the following points:
the uncritical application of the theological concept of ‘tawhid’ (divine unity) to
emphasize the unity of Islamic art and architecture; the lack of contextualized and
historicized analyses; the dogmatic and essentialist approach to the subject; and
the “sweeping generalizations unsubstantiated by concrete data.”41 Necipoglu also
points out where the perennialists have continued to operate within the orientalist
and nineteenth-century conceptual paradigms, despite their new antiorientalist, an-
timodernist guise. Earlier, W. K. Chorbachi in a lengthy article presented a simi-
lar critique.42 Speaking from an empirical, scientific standpoint, Chorbachi sought
to dispel the confusion that beset the field of Islamic geometric pattern because
of the lack of a common language. Her main concern is the extension of the mys-
tical doctrine of the Unity of Being (wahdat al-wujud) to the field of geometry,
by proposing that all geometric articulations in Islamic art and architecture can be
reduced to the division and subdivision of a circle, conceived and presented as the
symbol of divine unity. “On occasion,” Chorbachi writes, this view “is pushed to
the point of scientific fallacy.”43 She seems rather puzzled with how simple
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geometric exercises in rotational symmetry or the interlocking eight-pointed star
and cross pattern can become symbols of divine presence and absence or the
Breath of the Compassionate. “I wonder,” she wrote, “if the artisan who made this
design thought of it as form, expansion, contraction and the Breath of the Com-
passionate God?”44 Chorbachi points out that “to believe in mysticism and to fol-
low in its practices and experience its positive effects” is one thing, but to promote
new mystical interpretations “under the guise of historical truth,” especially when
no documented evidence is given, is quite another.45

Chorbachi’s and Necipoglu’s critiques reflect the stance of the influential
Islamic art and architecture historian Oleg Grabar, who initiated and sustained
an insightful critique of symbolism and the perennialist approach. In “Symbols
and Signs in Islamic Architecture,” Grabar discusses the methodological prob-
lems of the current discourses on symbolism, identifying three inherent short-
comings. First is the “absence of scientific precision,” that is, the lack of an
explicit link between historical data and mystical interpretations of built forms.
Second is the ambiguity of the Islamic character that is considered unique but
“never described.” And third is the absence of the contemporary context that
grounds interpretations in existing literary documents, which “would prevent
the unavoidable impression of modern constructs, perhaps valid to modern
man, applied to traditional forms.”46 Grabar also points out that the universal
views of the perennialists “owe little to broad symbolic theories” and warns
against Eliade’s approach through which “unique cultural experiences can
much too easily be transformed into meaningless and obvious generalities.”47

While pointing to many pertinent areas requiring further development, Grabar
provides valuable insights into how to approach and think about this complex
topic. In a later series of lectures published as The Mediation of Ornament,
however, Grabar seems more inclined to abandon the idea of inherent meaning
altogether and, consequently, to dismiss the viability of the approach of sym-
bolism in favor of a psychoanalytical approach grounded in the nature of visual
perception. In his conclusive remarks, Grabar explains that “works of art and in
general the visually perceived environment have an extraordinary power in
shaping the lives and thoughts of men and women” and that “ornament is the
ultimate mediator, paradoxically questioning the value of meanings by chan-
nelling them into pleasure.”48 This was the stance from which he later analyzed
the Dome of the Rock in The Shape of the Holy. Grabar’s views seem to have
influenced Doris Behrens-Abouseif’s approach in her Beauty in the Arabic Cul-
ture, wherein she argues that the norms of beauty in the Arab-Islamic culture
were autonomous, pleasure-oriented, and independent of moral and religious
criteria. Although her proposition is predicated on the lack of contrary evidence
and loosely argued, her view contrasts that of the perennialists who would
ardently disagree that meanings in Islamic art and architecture are a matter of
aesthetics and psychology instead of symbolism and epistemology.
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While recognizing the value and validity of the art historical critique, it is
important to acknowledge the inherent dissimilarity between the perennialist
and art historical approaches that cannot be adequately and fairly measured
against one set of objective principles of academic research. A fundamental dif-
ference between the two approaches lies in the purpose and usefulness of each
undertaking. Following the well-established methods of historical research, Is-
lamic art and architecture historians have concerned themselves with the accu-
rate and objective reconstruction of the historical reality. Their domain of
influence and the usefulness of their discourse are confined mainly to special-
ized academic circles. The perennialists, by contrast, strive to re-present the his-
torical reality in ways that serve the dogmatic belief of the Muslim community.
In pursuit of truth, their research communicates matters of personal belief, and
as such it tends to have a popular appeal. The perennialists approach the past for
useful renewal of a perennial wisdom, seeking engagement, self-edification, and
spiritual fulfillment, whereas art historians approach the past for objective re-
construction of the historical reality, seeking to satisfy an academic curiosity
and a desire for knowledge. Clearly, this significant difference extends beyond
methodology, making it difficult to measure the rigor of both approaches against
the same criteria.

The art history critique, valuable as it may be, has remained largely confined
to the broad methodological problems of the perennialist discourse, without tack-
ling the approach of symbolism from within and on its own ground. From the art
history perspective, it seems sufficient to point out the lack of rigor and of tangi-
ble evidence, textual and contextual, that supports the perennialists’ claims to dis-
miss the validity and usefulness of their approach. Interestingly, this is exactly the
same tactic used by the perennialists to dismiss the approach of art historians.
Ironically however, the debate between the perennialists and art historians, de-
spite the profound dissimilarity of their ideological and methodological positions,
converges at one crucial point: the search for the “Islamic.” The question that lies
at the heart of both approaches seems to be: what is the legitimate mode of cap-
turing this all-unifying adjective, history or symbolism, culture or spirituality?
In their attempts to explain the difference that distinguishes art and architecture of
premodern Islam, both the perennialists and the art historians reveal a continuous
struggle with this deep-seated orientalist preoccupation. Both seem preoccupied
with articulating, in one way or another, a coherent and consistent discourse to
explain the Islamic difference. But whereas the perennialists passionately argue
for the underlying unity of difference, art historians, who ironically were first to
propose this unity in the nineteenth century, have recently been fervently arguing
for its diversity.

Notwithstanding the methodological problems of the perennialist approach,
the value of its discourse remains in the theoretical possibility it affords and the
horizon of thinking it opens up, both of which are remote, if not alien, to the 
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sociocultural concerns of art history. Its merit still lies in enabling the study of
art and architecture to become a cosmological inquiry, an intellectual inquest
into the hierarchy of being, and a philosophical journey into the worlds of uni-
versal ideas. These are critically pursued, explored, and examined here within
the premodern Islamic literary context but without engaging with the perenni-
alists’ ideological package or with their preoccupation with the Islamic. The
main focus here is the reconstruction of the premodern spatial sensibility that lo-
cates the meanings of human making within a complex web of cosmological
correspondences. The search for the Islamic is considered to be a different task
that is made all the more problematic by the notion of spatial sensibility.

Spatial sensibility, as articulated here, is concerned more with the difference
between modern and premodern modes of spatial ordering rather than with that
between the Islamic and the non-Islamic, although the focus is on the Islamic per-
spective. While the analyses seek to illustrate the coherence and consistency of this
spatial sensibility in premodern Islam as it discloses its workings in a variety of
contexts, the study reveals, albeit indirectly, a fundamental discontinuity between
the modern and premodern conceptions and practices. Architectural symbolism,
as articulated in both the art historical and the perennialist discourses, disregards
the spatial sensibility both of the interpreter and of those whose work is being in-
terpreted. They are, in other words, indifferent to the spatiality of difference. In
being so, the method of symbolism tends to free the interpreter form a crucial con-
straint while imbuing its own theoretical tools with a sense of universal applica-
bility. It also establishes an implicit continuity between its retrospective and
projective modes of analysis, allowing historical interpretations to easily slip into
some forms of design theories. In revealing the cosmological “terrains” of the pre-
modern Islamic sense of spatiality, this study argues that in our modern conditions
we can only access the forms in which this sense manifest, but not the sense itself.
The premodern spatial sensibility has been irreversibly changed: it can neither be
revived nor repossessed.

Theoretical Distancing

Whether the focus is historico-cultural or mythico-spiritual, my approach em-
phasizes, our understanding of premodern symbolism remains a modern en-
gagement. Modern conditions have introduced a theoretical distance between
the symbol and its referents that has irreversibly altered its efficacy. What in a
premodern context used to be intuitively available has now become the object of
discursive understanding. It is, therefore, important to stress that the barrier of
consciousness that is commonly recognized today as separating modern subjects
from their traditions must also be seen as distancing them from the immediacy
of symbolism. The perennialists overlook the fact that constructing layers of
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theoretical intermediaries between myth and architecture and between an object
and its referents is a modern necessity. As David Kolb observes in Postmodern
Sophistications, our ability to talk about tradition as a worldview with its own
logic that is distinct from an objective world and from our subjective experience
of this world, is the result of a new modern condition.49 It is not surprising, there-
fore, to find no literature on architectural symbolism in medieval Islam. In fact,
the whole discourse of symbolism, as constructed in modern sources, is alien to
premodern Islamic literature, notwithstanding the presence of the mode of
thinking that seems to support it. Yet the presence of a mode of thinking medi-
ated by a unique spatial sensibility is one thing, whereas reconstructing the the-
oretical context within which this mode is supposed to have operated is quite
another. It is in this theoretical reconstruction where the alienness emerges. It is
our current intellectual conditions that demand such a theoretical construction to
explain the association of the abstract meanings, already alienated, with concrete
objects, an association that we have come to define as “symbolic.” The discourse
of symbolism, one may argue, is no more alien to premodern Islam than that of
art history: both can be described as fictitious reconstruction of the past driven
by modern preoccupations.

Acknowledging the inevitability of Kolb’s three worlds scenario, this study
engages tradition in a different way to that of the perennialists and art histori-
ans. Focusing on the specificity of the religious experience, the study accentu-
ates the interpretive distance between the modern subject and the premodern
object. It foregrounds the distinct spatial sensibility of the premodern in order
to highlight the implicit discontinuity and disjunction between the retrospective
(historical readings) and the projective (design theories) representations of dif-
ference. While exploring and revealing aspects of the Islamic difference, this
approach highlights the impossibility of repossessing and recreating difference
by careful manipulation of selected formal and spatial vocabulary.50 The spa-
tiality of difference is not reproducible by the appropriation and manipulation
of architectural forms.

Sufism

Sufism (tasawwuf) is an Islamic phenomenon associated with piety, ascetic life,
and spirituality that emerged in the early formative period. Some scholars trace
it back to the Prophet and his immediate companions, such as Abu Dhurr al-
Ghaffari (d. 651), Abu al-Darda� (d. 652), and al-Khuza�i (d. 672), however, the
first commonly recognized Sufi personality is Hasan al-Basri (d. 728).51 Ibn
Khaldun (d. 1406), the celebrated Andalusian historian, regards Sufism and
Islam as two synonymous terms. The piety and devotion of the first generation
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of Muslims provided, in his view, the model for Sufism. It was only later, and
because of the inevitable distancing from the spirit of the religion with the march
of time that Sufis, who remained attached to the spirit of Islam, came to be
known and distinguished from others.52

Foundation

Most references on Sufism begin with a discussion of the name because it is
shrouded with ambiguity with regard to its origin and meaning. Linguistically,
it derives from suf, “wool,” and hence suf i literally means “woollen,” referring
by extension to “one who wears wool.” This was the view of al-Sarraj (d. 988),
who associates the term with the Sufis because of the woollen garment they
used to wear.53 Al-Qushayri (d. 1074) disagrees on the ground that the wearing
of a woollen garment, though familiar among them, was not one of their con-
sistent practices.54 Some relate the name to safa�, “purity,” to safwa, “elect” or
“elite,” others to suffa, as in ahl al-suffa, the ascetics the Prophet used to shel-
ter in a “shaded place” (suffa) in his house.55 Al-Qushayri argues that none of
these terms bears linguistic affinity to the name. Martin Lings proposes that the
name could have been “first aptly applied to a small group who did wear wool
and that it was then indiscriminately extended to all the mystics of the commu-
nity in order to fill a void; for they had as yet no name, and since they were be-
coming a more and more distinct class, it was becoming more and more
necessary to be able to refer to them.”56

Since its emergence Sufism has continued to play a significant role in the
intellectual, sociocultural, and political life of Muslim communities until its
rapid decline in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Sufism might have
started as isolated ascetic communities, but it rapidly gained popularity, spread-
ing all over the Islamic world. Sufism is recognized to have been the main
agency through which Islam spread into East and Southeast Asia and central
Africa. In “The Mystic Path” Fritz Meier charts the historical development of
Sufism in four stages: preclassical Sufism (eighth century), classical Sufism
(ninth–tenth century), postclassical Sufism (eleventh–thirteenth century), and
neoclassical tendencies (thirteenth–fourteenth century).57 A classical phase may
be considered with regards to the establishment of the phenomenon’s identity
and basic religious techniques through such legendary personalities as Dhu al-
Nun al-Misri (d. 861) in Egypt; al-Muhasibi (d. 857), Abu Sa�id al-Kharraz
(d. c. 899), al-Junayd (d. 910) and Ibn �Ata� (d. 922) in Mesopotamia; and Abu
Yazid al-Bistami (d. 874/877–8), Abu Hafs al-Haddad (d. c. 874), and Abu Bakr
al-Wasiti (d. c. 932) in Iran. However, as far as doctrinal development is con-
cerned the period between the twelfth and sixteenth centuries is the golden age
of Sufism.58 It witnessed the maturity of the Sufi sciences after the systemiza-
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tion of the tradition by figures such as al-Sarraj (d. 988), Abu Talib al-Makki
(d. 998), al-Kalabadhi (d. 990/4), al-Sulami (d. 1021), al-Qushayri (d. 1072),
and al-Hujwiri (d. 1072–7).59 The following generations included the most emi-
nent and influential masters, such as al-Ghazali (d. 1111), al-Jilani (d. 1166),
�Attar (d. 1190/c. 1220), al-Suhrawardi (d. 1234), Ibn al-Farid (d. 1235), Ibn
�Arabi (d. 1240), Rumi (d. 1273), al-Shadhili (d. 1258), al-Qashani (d. 1329),
Naqshband (d. 1389), al-Jili (d. 1428), and Jami (d. 1492), through whom Su-
fism reached its zenith. While some of these great Sufi masters, such as al-Ji-
lani, al-Shadhili, and Naqshband, established mystical orders (tariqa) that were
to integrate Sufism into the society and to spread and perpetuate Sufi teachings
throughout the Islamic world up to the present time, others, such as Ibn �Arabi,
Rumi, and al-Jili, produced a wealth of religious and mystical literature and pro-
found poetry that were to shape the intellectual life of Muslim communities until
the dawn of the twentieth century.60

The contributions of these and many other formidable Sufi thinkers to
various aspects of the religious and intellectual sciences in premodern Islam
have shaped the Muslim worldview and underpinned its modes of thinking.
In the conclusive remarks to his recent book on the history of Islamic mysti-
cism, Alex Knysh observes that Sufism “has been inextricably entwined with
the overall development of Islamic devotional practices, theological ideas,
aesthetics, and religious and social institutions,” making the study of Sufism
as an isolated phenomenon rather distorting.61 It follows that the study of the
artistic life in premodern Islam without considering Sufism is equally dis-
torting. Yet public perception of Sufism in the Islamic world has dramatically
changed in modern times, and the current apathy and suspicion are not re-
flective of its influential social role in premodern times. Once a dominant
feature of Muslim society with eminent and influential figures, Sufism is
today a dubious phenomenon in many Islamic countries. Ironically, Western
modernity, which was behind the sociopolitical reform that led to the rejec-
tion of Sufism as a perpetuation of medieval superstitions, backwardness,
and ignorance, has itself provided a new home for its resurgence. In recent
decades Sufism has gained noticeable popularity in the West and been the
subject of a growing scholarly interest. Most illuminating studies are cur-
rently being published in the West, and a large body of literature is already
available in English and other European languages on its history, doctrines,
terminology, techniques, and practices. Due to the complex nature of their
work, however, many key Sufi texts have remained unavailable in good edi-
tions, let alone good translations, and in this study I am using a number of
texts that are still in manuscript form.

Existing studies on Sufism are numerous, adequately covering its history,
doctrines, and practices in the eastern, middle, and western parts of the Is-
lamic world. Alongside the writings of the perennialists, there are the works of
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many outstanding scholars, such as Massignon, Corbin, Izutsu, Nicholson, 
Arberry, Dermenghem, Gardet, Rice, Meier, Filipanni-Ronconi, Chodkiewicz,
Addas, Chittick, and Knysh.62 Through their insightful and penetrating analy-
ses, their interpretations and translations of original Sufi literature, these
scholars have made enormous contributions to the scholarly coverage of the
phenomenon—its personalities, techniques, terminology, doctrines, and his-
torical development. Thus there is no need to rehash what many distinguished
scholars have already covered eloquently and comprehensively. A snapshot of
what Sufism is all about, however, would help the reader who might not be 
familiar with the literature.

Intimacy

Two citations separated by over a millennium illustrate the consistency of the ul-
timate aim of the Sufi path. The first is a holy tradition (hadith qudsi)63 by the
prophet Muhammad, while the second is a soliloquy by the eminent Sufi master
�Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi (d. 1731).64 Both describe what Sufism is all about,
one from God’s point of view, the other from the Sufis’ perspective. Sufis regard
the message of this holy tradition as constituting the ultimate aim of the spiritual
experience and the cornerstone of mystical knowledge. Speaking through the
Prophet, God says: “Nothing is more pleasing to me, as a means for my servant
to draw near unto me, than worship which I have made binding upon him; and my
servant ceases not to draw near unto me with added devotions of his free will
until I love him; and when I love him I am the hearing wherewith he hears and the
sight wherewith he sees and the hand whereby he grasps and the foot whereon
he walks.”65 It is this intimacy with divinity that underpins the Sufis’ vision, as-
pirations, and devotional practices. In the following soliloquy, the late Dama-
scene Sufi master al-Nabulusi, an ardent follower of Ibn �Arabi, shows how the
prophetic tradition is personalized in the mystical experience. Later on, I will
show how such soliloquial engagement assumes geometric personality in the
writings of �Abd al-Karim al-Jili. Al-Nabulusi writes:

My Lord said to me: “you are good for me.” I said: “how can I be good for
you while I am perishable?” He said: “nothing is good for me except the per-
ishable.” I said: “how can I be good for you when my character is bad?” He
said: “I complement it with my good Character.” He then said to me: “O my
servant, I am you, but you are not me; O my servant, I am who exists, not
you; O my servant, all people are the servants of my benefaction (ni�ma),
whereas you are the servant of my Self (dhat).” I said: “but how am I the ser-
vant of your Self?” He said: “you are the servant of Being (al-wujud), not the
servant of a being (al-mawjud). Being is me, while a being is other than me,
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because beings are by me and I am by my Self. This is the reason why I said
to you I am Being.” He then said to me: “O my servant, do not fear other
than me, because I am that other. I am your Lord, appearing unto you by my
subsistence in you. There is no divinity if it be not me, and no one is adored
other than me. In any state, if by me that I make you rich, truly, then, I have
made you rich; but if I do so by other than me, I then have made you poor;
there is no divinity if it be not me.” I said to him: “O Lord, how am I in your
regard?” He said: “you are to me amongst those who are drawn near (al-
muqarrabin), and so is everyone who loves you: I love you and love everyone
that loves you.” I said to him: “O Lord, what is the sign of your loving me?”
He said: “it is my guiding you to what I love and am pleased with.” I said to
him: “O Lord, people are harming me.” He said to me: “all of this is of ben-
efit to you; look within yourself for the result of their harm, you become
nearer to me, and inevitably you will rise above them.”66

Ibn �Arabi

Muhyi al-Din Ibn al-�Arabi (abridged as Ibn �Arabi), the central figure of this
study, is one of the most prolific and influential figures in the history of
Islam.67 He was born in Murcia, Spain, in 1165 and moved as a child with his
family to Seville where he received his education. He chose the Sufi path at a
young age, and when he began to show signs of exceptional spiritual aptitude,
his father set him up to meet a notable friend, the great peripatetic philosopher
of Cordoba Ibn Rushd (Averroes, d. 1198), who had expressed interest in
meeting the inspired young man. As described by Ibn �Arabi, who apparently
was aware of the set-up, the meeting was brief with only a few words being ex-
changed between the great Aristotelian master and the young beardless Sufi.
Yet this brief encounter was to mark a historical moment that defined the dis-
tinction between philosophical speculation and mystical revelation in the at-
tainment of truth.68 This young man who dared to challenge the rational
method of the great philosopher grew up to be no ordinary man. He became
one of the greatest mystics of all times, who was known among the Sufis and
other religious authorities as al-shaykh al-akbar (the “Greatest Master”). Like
most Sufi masters, Ibn �Arabi spent his life traveling throughout the Islamic
world and making contacts with most prominent spiritual authorities of the
time. On his way to the East, he went through North Africa, and together with
a small group of followers he then traveled to the Hijaz, Palestine, Syria, Iraq,
and Anatolia. He finally settled in Damascus where he died at the age of sev-
enty-eight in 1240 and was buried in al-Salihiyya at the foothill of Qasiyun in
the suburb of Shaykh Muhyi al-Din that carries his name to this day.

Ibn �Arabi left us a large body of knowledge, which comprised 289 books
and treatises, according to Ibn �Arabi himself, four hundred and five hundred
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according to al-Sha�rani and Jami.69 Considering the complex nature of their top-
ics and the many voluminous works he produced, such as al-Futuha t al-
Makkiyya, the lost sixty-four- or ninety-five-volume interpretation of the Quran70

and the lost three-hundred-chapter book Manahij al-Irtiqa �,71 even the most con-
servative number is extraordinary. In addition, one only needs to consider the nu-
merous versions of, and commentaries on, his works that exist in various
libraries, as well as the wide circles of followers he had attracted to appreciate the
significance of his thought and teachings both for Islam in general and for Su-
fism in particular. Speaking of his standing in the Islamic world, Chittick says
that “probably no one has exercised deeper and more pervasive influence over the
intellectual life of the community during the past seven hundred years.”72 And in
the introduction to his translation of Fusus al-H ikam, Austin regards Ibn �Arabi
as representing “a culmination not only of Sufi exposition but also, in a very sig-
nificant way, of Islamic intellectual expression.”73 Ibn �Arabi’s posthumous image
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in the memories of subsequent generations, however, was not always one of ven-
eration and esteem but was also shrouded with polemics and heresy. Al-Sakhawi
(d. 1497) compiled over three hundred legal opinions (fatwa) from various cler-
ics issued between 1223 and 1490 on the status of Ibn �Arabi.74 In a recent study,
Knysh has examined the perception of Ibn �Arabi’s personality and teachings by
Muslim scholars in the four centuries following his death, showing that the wide
fame he enjoyed was coupled with an aura of controversy.75 In his opening re-
marks Knysh pointed out that the vast body of polemical literature associated
with Ibn �Arabi attests to his “abiding importance” in the Muslim world. This is
not surprising, he says, because “from the 7th A.H./13th C.E. centuries onward
practically every Muslim thinker of note took it upon himself to define his posi-
tion vis-à-vis the controversial Sufi master.”76

Through his works Ibn �Arabi presents a complex cosmology with an intri-
cate ontological structure. His ontology brings together a wealth of philosophi-
cal, theological, scientific, linguistic, metaphysical, and mystical knowledge,
weaving them together into a cohesive, multidimensional whole with a unique
level of intricacy and profundity. Interest in Ibn �Arabi’s writings and teachings
has increased in the last few decades particularly in the West. The difficult and
complex nature of his texts, however, has kept many of his works and particu-
larly al-Futuha t largely inaccessible to the non-Arabic reader. Yet, several pro-
found studies of Ibn �Arabi’s philosophy and mystical knowledge are available
in European languages.77 In two major books, Chittick has undertaken the daunt-
ing task of providing extensive translations of Ibn �Arabi’s magnum opus, 
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al-Futuha t. His commentaries offer valuable insights into the difficulties in-
volved in interpreting and translating such complex works. In dealing with orig-
inal Sufi texts, I have benefited from the indispensable insights and excellent
translations available in Western literature.

While dealing with a range of Sufi texts, the works of Ibn �Arabi—by virtue
of their richness, comprehensiveness, and coherence—are taken to represent the
Sufi worldview in its utmost maturity and complexity. In this I run the risk of
obliterating differences and variations in Sufi thoughts and teachings and of
overstating Ibn �Arabi’s centrality and influence in the Islamic tradition. I ac-
knowledge, however, that Ibn �Arabi’s ideas did not emerge in a vacuum and that
he absorbed and represented much of what earlier and contemporary Sufis had
established. His pivotal position comes from the inspirational power, compre-
hensiveness, cogency, and profundity of his syntheses, which, as many studies
have shown, were instrumental in perpetuating and universalizing Sufi ideas in
a coherent way. Also, Sufi conceptions of the genesis, structure, and layout of
the universe reveal a remarkably consistent core, with variations being traceable
mainly in modes of expressions. Ibn �Arabi’s monumental work, al-Futuha t, the
main focus of this study, is known to have served as a main reference on Sufi on-
tology and cosmology for subsequent generations.78

Symbolism: A Sufi Perspective

A marginal commentary, attributed to Sa�d al-Din al-Hamawi (d. 1252/3), on a
manuscript copy of Ibn �Arabi’s Insha� al-Dawa�ir compares the entire world to
the eye of God that never sleeps. The upper eyelid is compared to the upper
world, the lower eyelid to the lower world, the eyelashes of the upper eyelid to
the angels that dwell in the upper world, the eyelashes of the lower eyelid to the
humans that dwell in the lower world, the iris to the Universal Soul, the white to
the Universal Spirit, and the light whereby the eye sees to God.79 This poetic im-
agery depicts eloquently the hierarchical structure of the world as conceived in
premodern Islam. The notion of symbolism hinges on this hierarchical concep-
tion in constructing its ontological links between the lower and the higher, the
sensible and the intelligible.

Premodern Islamic cosmology depicts a multilayered picture of the
universe with each layer having its own inhabitants and objects. The earth as
a central layer is covered by seven hemispherical heavens resting on seven
infraterrestrial earths. This conception might have derived from a pre-
Islamic mythology, yet it owes its continuity within the Islamic tradition to
the Quranic references and prophetic traditions.80 There are numerous
descriptions reported in various forms after the Prophet or his immediate
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companions that elaborate this conception to considerable detail. Some will
be discussed later.

The multilayered world depicted in premodern Islamic cosmology is in-
habited not only by humans but also by other intelligent creatures: the angels
and the jinn. Several traditions describe each layer in the celestial and in-
fraterrestrial world to be an exact replica of the earth with all its existents. 
In a tradition describing the heavenly prototypes of the Ka�ba, the celebrated
Prophet’s companion Ibn �Abbas is reported to have described the existence
of fourteen Ka�bas, in addition to the known one, seven above and seven
below, located exactly one above the other so that if they collapse they will
fall one on the top of the other. He is also reported to have said that in each
layer there are also creatures just as those on earth and that there are even
other Ibn �Abbas just like him.81 Alongside this one finds numerous narra-
tives and traditions that describe the various ways of communication be-
tween the inhabitants of these worlds, revealing a preoccupation with 
the nature of the other “inhabitants” and their relationships to corporeal be-
ings. In their treatise on the formation of animals and their kinds, Ikhwan
al-Safa� writes:

Then know, O just king, that these forms, shapes, structures, and attributes,
which you see in the world of bodies and material substances, are symbols,
similitudes, and colors of those forms that are in the world of spirits, save
that the latter are luminous and subtle, while the former are dark and dense.
The relationship of the former to the latter is as the relationship between the
paintings on the surfaces of boards and walls to the actual forms and shapes
of the animals with flesh, blood, bones, and skin. Those forms in the
spiritual world are the movers while these are the moved. As for the ones
below, they are motionless, speechless, sensible, decayable, corruptible, and
perishable, while those [above] are rational, intelligible, spiritual, invisible,
and durable.82

This reminds us of Plato’s cave parable wherein humans in their corporeal
experience are portrayed as being twice removed from the real forms. In
their daily experiences, Plato tells us, people deal only with the sensible
shadows of the figures, which represent the real, the intelligible forms that
reside outside the restraining boundaries of the cave of physical existence.
The Platonic-Aristotelian ontology, which Muslim philosophers inherited,
distinguishes between the sensible and the intelligible. This philosophic dis-
tinction was legitimized by the Quranic distinction between the seen and the
unseen, within the framework of which symbolism became a necessary
means of communication between two distant, yet ontologically related, 
domains of being.
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Definitions

It may be easy to recognize in contemporary Arabic architectural discourse the
equivalents of the terms symbol and symbolism—ramz and ramziyya—but once
we shift our focus to premodern literature the task becomes much harder. This is
because neither term was used consistently in the same modern sense, nor was ei-
ther specifically associated with architecture. In fact many terms were used to de-
note the meanings of sign and symbol, without a sharp semantic distinction
between the two. The Arabic terms aya, ramz, ishara, �ibara, mithal, and dalil are
all used to denote various shades of both ‘sign’ and ‘symbol.’All are used in the
Quran; however, the term aya is the most nuanced and frequently used. Aya lit-
erally means “mark” or “sign” but is most commonly used to refer to a Quranic
“verse.” Every Quranic verse is called “aya,” Ibn Manzur explains, because “it is
like a sign by which one is led to another as the road’s flags that are erected for
guidance”; also because “it is a group of letters of the Quran”; and because “it is
a sign of discontinuity between two successive speeches.”83 These definitions
suggest that aya, as a “verse,” refers to a distinct group of letters and words that
convey a particular meaning that is conducive to a following one and so on in a
sequential manner, leading to the final meaning, in the same way road’s flags
guide people to their destination. The most potent meaning of the term, however,
is “symbol” as in the widely quoted verse: “We shall show them our symbols
(ayat) on the horizons and within themselves until it will be manifest unto them
that it is the Truth” (41:53). In presenting all created things as symbols, this verse
can be seen as the cornerstone of the Islamic notion of symbolism. Aya also
means “wonder,” hence God’s wonders are his ayat. Aya is also used in the sense
of �ibra, meaning “example,” “warning,” “lesson,” and “reminder”: “Verily in
Joseph and his brethren are examples (ayat) for the inquiring” (12:7).

The terms ramz and ishara denote other shades of the meaning. Literally,
both words mean “a gesture made by the hands, eyes, eyebrows, lips or mouth
with the intention of conveying something that could otherwise be expressed
verbally.”84 Ishara, a frequently used term for ‘symbol,’ has in addition two in-
teresting derivatives, shara and shawra, connoting the idea of beauty. Speaking
of the prophet Zakariyya, the Quran says: “you shall not speak unto mankind 
. . . except by signs (ramzan)” (3:41). Symbols, Ibn �Arabi explains, are
“dwellings” that enable us to reflect upon such things as divine unity, first Intel-
lect, divine Throne, the science of representation (�ilm al-tamaththul), God’s
wonders (ayat), and so on.85 Through these “dwellings,” he says, the reflective
minds find references or proofs (dala�il, sing. dal i l) for a multitude of interpre-
tations.86 In this sense, ramz stands for “symbol” in that it points to another con-
text that is not apparent at the level of immediate experience. Ibn �Arabi
elaborates further, drawing our attention to the parallel between ramz, “symbol,”
and lughz, “riddle,” in order to show the double function of symbols: guiding



and misguiding, revealing and concealing. This is especially the case with lughz,
which is a form of speech the outward meaning of which conveys a sense not in-
tended by the speaker, making it prone to misunderstanding. This is the condi-
tion of the world, Ibn �Arabi says. God founded the world for people to seek him,
but they instead became preoccupied with the world itself, so they misunder-
stood the lughz of the creation and defied the intention of the founder.87

Following the etymological meaning of ‘symbol,’ from Greek sym�ballo
“to throw together,” “suggesting the way in which the symbol carries the mind
to its referent,”88 the term �ibara conveys a closer meaning. �Ibara, “expres-
sion,” comes from the verb �abara, “to cross” and “to interpret,” from which
comes the word �ibra, “lesson” or “wonder”: “God causes the revolution of the
day and the night. Herein indeed is a lesson (�ibra) for those who see” (24:44).
The trilateral root �.b.r. means literally “to cross from one side of a river, val-
ley, or road to another.” A common meaning of �abara is “to interpret,” “to ex-
pound,” particularly dreams and visions, as in “expound for me my vision, if
you can interpret dreams” (12:43). The expounder is �abir, “one who crosses,”
since in expounding one crosses from the outward to the inward side of the sub-
ject in order to reveal its hidden meaning. Ibn �Arabi says that to every sensi-
ble form God has attached a spiritual meaning toward which one should cross
by interpretation.89 The semantic connection between “crossing” and “inter-
preting” is clearly expressed in a tradition that says: “O God, render us amongst
those who interpret and understand (ya�bar) the world and not amongst those
who merely cross it (ya�bur).”90 

Plato features prominently in Islamic philosophy, and his doctrine of
forms was the subject of thorough discussion by various philosophers.91 The
terms that were appropriated for the word “form” were sura and mithal or
mathal, with the latter being more frequently used. The word mathal means
“likeness” and “similitude,” from mithl, “look alike.” It is extensively used in
the Quran in the sense of symbol: “Such similitudes (amthal) we coin for
mankind haply they may reflect” (59:21). �Alam al-mithal, the “world of simil-
itudes” or the “realm of images,” is a product of medieval Muslim mysticism
similar, in many respects, to Plato’s intermediary world. Mithal also means
“matrix” or “mould,” according to which a design is made, and the derivative
timthal means a “statue” or an “image” made to resemble a creature. The
timthal of a thing also means its “shadow.” Mithal equates ‘symbol’ in the
sense of being a shadow of a higher reality revealed in a sensible form. Yet
mithl, “likeness,” is also used in a different sense. In a tradition the Prophet is
reported to have said: “Surely, I have been given the book and its likeness
(mithl) with it.” This is interpreted as being given the Quran along with the
power to expound its inward meanings.92

Finally, the concealed meaning or significance of a symbol is often re-
ferred to as sirr, “secret” and “mystery,” thus pointing to the intellectual effort
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required for the discovery of what is not immediately available. This brief
survey of Arabic terms shows the range of meanings and concepts one encoun-
ters in premodern Islamic literature when dealing with the notion of symbol-
ism. In the following I will locate these terms in a wider conceptual context. 

The Seen and the Unseen

Religious worldviews hinge on an axiomatic premise that the world is made up
of physical and spiritual realities, of visible and invisible entities. This premise
underlies the fundamental beliefs in God, prophets, and holy scriptures that pre-
suppose a kind of unseen, supranatural presence. In proclaiming itself to be the
primordial as well as the last religion (al-d in al-hanif ), Islam shares with other
religions this view of the world. Both the Quran and the prophetic traditions
speak of the “unseen” and “seen” worlds (al-ghayb wa al-shahada). The Quran
stresses this polarity, describing God as “the Knower of the unseen and the
seen” (13:9) and to him “belongs the unseen of the heavens and the earth”
(16:77). The Quran repeatedly reminds the Muslims that no one knows the un-
seen except God: “And with him are the keys of the unseen. None but he knows
them” (6:59). Yet aspects of the unseen can be revealed: “This is of the tidings
of the unseen (ghayb). We reveal it unto you” (3:44). The Quran demands that
Muslims believe in the unseen and strive to gain knowledge of it by means of
the seen: “This is the Scripture whereof there is no doubt, a guidance unto those
who ward off evil. Who believe in the unseen” (2:2–3).

The Quran presents the seen as the world of the outward (zahir) that is
readily accessible to everyone. Therefore, no privilege or reward is promised in
believing and participating in it. The unseen, by contrast, is the realm of faith
that endows the believers with privileges and renders them worthy of reward:
“Gardens of Eden, which the Beneficent has promised to his worshipers in the
unseen. His promise is ever sure of fulfillment” (19:61). Ephemeral, transient,
and perishable, the seen derives meaning and subsistence from the unseen, and
its real value lies in being the necessary pathway to the unseen. The Quran
likens this dependency to a plant flourishing in the rain but dying as soon as its
source of life ceases to fall (10:25).

The seen is the world of natural realities that can be known directly
through sense perception, whereas the unseen is the world of spiritual realities
that can only be grasped by imagination. To help human imagination gain in-
sight into the unseen, religious teachings have resorted to analogy and meta-
phor. The efficacy of analogy, as an illustrative and cognitive tool, hinges on the
ontological link between the embodied and the abstract. By means of analogies
human imagination is given access to the abstract through the mediation of the
embodied. Analogy is thus the cornerstone of religious expressions that are
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concerned with spiritual phenomena. The Quran uses many tangible examples
from the seen to explain or describe matters of the unseen:

If all trees in the earth were pens, and if the sea eked out by seven seas more
were ink, the words of God could not be written out to the end. (31:27)
Do you not see how God cites a symbol: a good word as a good tree, its root
set firm and its branches in heaven. (14:24)

In the first example the incomprehensible infinity of God’s words is brought
closer to human understanding by using the analogy of trees and seas as pens
and ink. In the second, the verse relates “a good word” to “a good tree,” so that
we may understand the nature of the divine word by means of the given de-
scription of the tree. To say “a good word as a good tree” is to transfer the
known information associated with the tree to the unknown concept of the
‘word.’ It is to try to understand the concept of the word by means of the con-
cept of the tree. This mental activity involves identifying some underlying
structural similarities between the concept of the word and the concept of the
tree, and of transferring them from one onto the other. Religious understand-
ing of spiritual realities hinges on the efficacy of such analogies, and symbolic
reasoning relies on and promotes similar modes of thinking. In constructing
ties between the divine and human modes of existence, analogical reasoning
operates in the paradoxical space that lies in between the contrasting
dimensions of analogy: tashbih and tanzih, “likeness” and “transcendence.”93

In the often quoted Quranic verse: “We shall show them our symbols on the
horizons and within themselves until it will be manifest unto them that it is the
Truth” (41: 53), Ibn �Arabi says, God alludes to his symbolic presences in all
created things.94 These symbols are available to humans in their daily experience
of sensible things, be they “within themselves” or “on the horizons,” that is, in
the outside world. Their function is to give clues to direct the mind toward that
which lies beyond the immediate attractions of the sensible and the visible, for
“God coins the similitudes for mankind in order that they may reflect” (14:25).
The Quran speaks of different kinds of analogies and symbols for different kinds
of people: the contemplative, the faithful, the intellectual, and so on.95

And of his symbols is this: he created you of dust, and behold you human
beings, ranging widely!
And of his symbols is this: he created for you helpmeets from yourselves
that you might find rest in them, and he ordained between you love and
mercy. Herein indeed are symbols for folk who reflect.
And of his symbols is the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the dif-
ference of your languages and colors. Herein indeed are symbols for men
of knowledge. 
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And of his symbols is your slumber by night and by day, and your seeking of
his bounty. Herein indeed are symbols for folk who heed.
And of his symbols is this: he shows you the lightning for a fear and for a
hope, and sends down water from the sky, and thereby quickens the earth
after her death. Herein indeed are symbols for folk who understand.
And of his symbols is this: the heavens and the earth stand fast by his com-
mand, and afterward, when he calls you, surely, from the earth you will
emerge. (30:20–25)

And of his symbols are the night and the day and the sun and the moon.
Adore not the sun nor the moon; but adore God who created them, if it is in
truth him whom you worship . . . 
And of his symbols that you see the earth lowly, but when we send down
water thereon it thrills and grows. (41:37/39)

And of his symbols is the creation of the heaven and the earth, and of what-
ever beasts he has dispersed therein . . . 
And of his symbols are the ships, like banners on the sea; if he wills he
calms the wind so that they keep still upon its surface. Herein indeed are
symbols for every steadfast grateful (heart). (42:29/32–33)

These Quranic references identify the “alphabet” of a special language whose
existence is indispensable for conveying the divine message to humans. The
necessity of this special “language” emerges from the incompatibility in na-
ture between the communicants as well as the richness and intensity of the di-
vine revelations, which cannot be adequately expressed in an ordinary
language.

Distance and Deficiency

In Mahasin al-Majalis Ibn al-�Arif (d. 1141), the celebrated Andalusian Sufi
master, cites an intriguing aphorism on symbolism. Using the term ishara, he
writes that “a symbol is a call from a distance and a disclosure of an essential
deficiency.”96 This seemingly obscure statement sums up eloquently the Sufi
view of symbolism: at once an intimate call and a disclosure of one’s limita-
tions. In the Futuhat Ibn �Arabi clarifies this statement, explaining that as a
means of communication the language of symbolism becomes a necessity
under two conditions. One is when the communicants are so far apart that the
voice of the speaker cannot reach the ears of the listener, although they can still
see each other. In this case the only way for the speaker to convey their message
is through displaying signs and symbols that the listener can understand. This
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is, he says, what the Sufis refer to by “a call from a distance.” The other condi-
tion is when the communicants are close to each other but because of a defi-
ciency in the listener, such as deafness, for example, they cannot hear the
speaker’s voice. Here again the language of symbolism becomes the only way
to convey the speaker’s message. It is with reference to this condition that the
Sufis define symbols as “a disclosure of an essential deficiency.” An example
of this situation, Ibn �Arabi explains, can be seen in the Islamic prayer, a
condition wherein Muslims attempt to draw near to, and converse with, God,
since Islamic prayer has been described in a prophetic tradition as a dialogue
with God. Here human “deafness,” as an inherent deficiency, is exposed when
God replies to the praise addressed to him in their own tongue, saying: “God
hears him who praises him” (sami�a -llahu liman hamadah).97

Distance and deficiency are intrinsic to human nature when compared with
that of the divine. The ontological difference between the creator and the creature
is what manifests the polarizing distance that separates God and humans. God
transcends human deficiencies and limitations, and it is this transcendence that
makes the language of symbolism a necessity, not in respect of God being self-
sufficient, of course, but in respect of him being the creator. In these ontological
conditions human expression (�ibara) can only accommodate a limited spectrum
of the divine truths, leaving much of the revealed knowledge beyond the linguis-
tic grasp and hence uncommunicable directly through language. The ontological
distance and deficiency disable humans from direct communication, calling for
other, more effective means. The language of symbolism, by contrast, is less con-
strained than an ordinary language, and its vocabulary is more apt for communi-
cating transcendental truths.98 The efficacy of symbolism derives from the
symbol’s capacity to translate divine situations into human terms and vice versa,
thereby bridging the gap created by distance and deficiency. Participating in both
the divine and the human realms, symbols establish the necessary continuity be-
tween the order of the divine presence and that of human existence.

By means of symbols, communication with the divine can be ensured de-
spite man’s impeding ontological conditions, but so long as the communicants are
in each other’s range of “sight.” Distanced and deficient, humans still have to
“see” in order to understand. The act of “seeing” alludes here to the in-sight re-
quired to understand the meanings of signs and symbols. Distant from the sym-
bol maker though they may be, those with in-sight are able to consume the
distance, to draw near, to see and comprehend the intentions. Through symbols
they comprehend what words cannot express or voice convey. In this sense, the
significance of symbolism lies not in the symbol itself but in the meanings it
communicates, the reality it unveils. Symbols are, therefore, not sought for them-
selves but for what they symbolize, for the insights they instil, the possibilities
they disclose, and the meanings they deliver.99 In a hierarchically ordered uni-
verse, the unseen, while setting itself apart from the seen by ontological distance
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and deficiency, projects a universal medium with an immense revelatory power,
the medium of symbolism.

Shadows of the Immutable

In the Futuhat Ibn �Arabi draws our attention to an intriguing phenomenon. As
we all know, an object standing before a source of light projects a shadow that
maps the object and remains attached to it. With the inclination of the light
source, however, the shadow may extend well beyond the height of the object.100

In fact, it can extend indefinitely despite being a projection of a definite height.
Ibn �Arabi prompts us to ask how the definite, the measurable, can project the in-
definite, the immeasurable, and what does this allude to in the language of sym-
bolism? These questions lead to interesting interpretations. The phenomenon of
shadow has always intrigued the human mind. The shadow’s curious relationship
to the object it maps has often formed the object of philosophical reflections. In
the famous cave narrative, Plato constructs his hierarchical structure of the uni-
verse using the shadow metaphor. The Quran also presents some thought-
provoking statements on shadow: “Have you not seen how your Lord has spread
the shadow (zill)? And had he willed, he could have made it still” (25:45).

�Abd al-Razzaq al-Qashani (d. 1330), a celebrated commentator on Ibn
�Arabi’s works, reflects on the shadow phenomenon from the standpoint of uni-
versal manifestation. For a shadow to appear, he says, three things must neces-
sarily exist: an object to cast a shadow, a ground whereupon the shadow to fall,
and a light source to project the shadow. If we are to think of the creative process
in terms of shadow projection, then the “object” can be taken to represent ab-
solute Being, the “ground” on which the shadow falls to represent the archetypal
essences of all possible beings, and the “light” that projects the shadow to repre-
sent the divine outward presence.101 In the same vein of thinking, Ibn �Arabi
views the world as the exact shadow (zill) of the Absolute, manifesting at three
different levels. Before the transcendental “light” of the Absolute extends the
highest level of shadow, the archetypal forms, a�yan thabita, “immutable
essences” or “immutable entities.”102 From these essences extends the second
level of shadow, the natural beings that project the immutable essences in em-
bodied forms. From these embodied forms extends the third level of shadow, the
sensible shadows that project the silhouette of natural bodies on sensible surfaces.

Theoretically coherent, this structure of reality raises some philosophical
questions. First, one would want to know where the “ground” upon which the
shadow falls has come from, and what is its ontological reality? Without a
“ground,” as al-Qashani observes, the shadow would remain potentially contained
in the object; it would remain an intelligible occurrence as a tree within a seed. At
the first and second levels, the Sufis argue, there is no distinction between the
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shadow and the ground. Both the immutable essences and the concrete beings are
at once the ground and the shadow.103 Only at the third level the distinction occurs.

Insofar that the second phase of shadows is actualized in the tangible forms of
all existents, Ibn �Arabi argues, sensible existents can be regarded as the real shad-
ows. The immutable essences, by contrast, are nonexistent sensibly: “they have not
even smelt the fragrance of existence.”104 If we are to imagine the process of
shadow projection as being instantaneous, then sensible beings can be seen as the
ground on which the shadow of immutable essences falls. Twice removed from 
the source of light, they project the embodiment of the immutable essences into
the physical world. This relationship is compared to that between, for example, the
idea of wood-ness and its embodiment in every piece of wood, and in every chair,
table or box made out of wood; or to the idea of quadrature and its embodiment in
every square and in every paper, book, or house made in a square form. It is also
like the quality of whiteness in every white color and of humanity in every human
being; they are always the same, neither changing nor multiplying with the indef-
inite variety of white colors and humans that can possibly exist.105 In all these cases
none of the intelligible realities can be said to have formed part of the things in
which they are manifested, nor, of course, can it be said that any of them has been
multiplied by the multiplicity of forms in which it has appeared. The reality
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(haqiqa) of wood-ness, quadrature, whiteness, and humanity is revealed equally in
each embodied manifestation.106

Another set of philosophical questions can be raised from the Quranic per-
spective. If all existents in the heavens and the earth are no more than shadows,
then how can one make sense of the Quranic verse that says: “And unto God
prostrates whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in the earth of living
creatures and the angels” (16:49); “and the stars and the trees prostrate (in wor-
ship)” (55:6). What is the ontological mode of “prostration” in this context? Ibn
�Arabi’s answer is passivity. He interprets the act of prostration as the passive
nature of shadow, always dependent on and determined by the reality it pro-
jects. This applies to all degrees of shadows. God refers to all existents as pros-
trating themselves before him because, as shadows, they project the original
passivity of the immutable essences. When the shadows of the immutable
essences come into existence in the form of heaven, earth, sun, moon, stars,
mountains, trees, beasts, and every other being, he says, they naturally reflect
the tendency of their archetypes.107

Through this ontological nexus between the lower and higher degrees of
shadow Ibn �Arabi explains how the sensible shadow of definite objects can be
indefinite. In this he reveals how symbolism works by tracing back the process
of universal manifestation. The shadow of natural bodies, in being an integral
part of this universal hierarchy, acquires symbolic power. Although the last
and farthest in the chain of differentiation, it nonetheless carries within it qual-
ities that point toward its transcendental reality. Symbolism derives its effec-
tiveness from this unbroken nexus of projections, and the symbol’s efficacy
lies in its capacity to bring into the phenomenal world a quality of the Ab-
solute. The indefinite extension of shadow, Ibn �Arabi explains, is a reminder
of the infinite reality whence a being proceeded. Between two immeasurable
shadows (that is, the immutable essence and the sensible shadow), we appear
in measurable bodies, yet we remain bounded by two immeasurable presences.
The extension of sensible shadow seeks that intermediary presence of the im-
mutable essences, which in turn seeks the presence of absolute Being (al-
wujud al-mutlaq), which reveals itself through the attribute of “Light.”108

The power of symbolism hinges on such ontological conception, wherein
existential differentiations are projected as degrees of manifestation sequen-
tially crystallized. Sensible beings, as symbols, are determined and conditioned
by the intelligible realities they embody, revealing an ontological dependency
on the higher degree of existence they reflect, just as the shadow is inherently
dependent on the object it projects.109 This ontological link that ties all levels of
existence together into a continuous chain is reflected in the premodern Islamic
view of making, wherein sensible objects take their final shape through an
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ontological sequence of differentiation, making it possible to trace a sensible
form back to its original source.

Making and the Chain of Differentiation

Ibn �Arabi’s ontology of shadow, expressive though it may be, remains a broad-
brush sketch of universal manifestation with only three ontological “rings” in
the chain of differentiation. Around three centuries earlier, Ikhwan al-Safa�
provided a more detailed picture of the process of differentiation, which they
discussed with reference to the notion of making at the human, natural, and di-
vine levels. Relying on the premodern philosophical notions of form (sura) and
matter (hayula), the Ikhwan established a nuanced chain of differentiation that
ties human and natural artefacts up to the original source. Following the theo-
retical models inherited from the Greeks, most medieval Muslim philosophers
worked with the notions of form and matter; however, the Ikhwan were proba-
bly among the earliest to articulate their pertinence to the arts (sana�i�) in a sys-
tematic manner. Their Pythagorean, Neoplatonist perspective is particularly
instructive with regard to showing how the hierarchical conception of the uni-
verse influences the way in which the notion of making (san�a) is understood
and theorized. They also show how the sensible-intelligible polarity plays out in
the context of designing and how all fit in structured hierarchies of form,
matter, and designed objects.

In their Rasa�il the Ikhwan teach that every manifested object, whether ar-
tificial (man-made) or natural, necessarily comprises two fundamental compo-
nents: form and matter. By “matter,” the Ikhwan explain, philosophers mean
generally “every substance (jawhar) that admits form”; and by “form” they
mean “every shape and motif a substance is able to admit.”110 Since different
things can be made from the same matter, they add, it is form that is considered
responsible for the differences between things.

Know that existents differ by form not matter. For we find many things that
have one substance while their forms are different, such as a knife, a sword, an
axe, a saw, and all that is made from iron, be it a machine, an instrument, or a
container. The difference in the names of these things derives from their differ-
ent forms and not from their different substances. With respect to their sub-
stance, the iron, they are all one. Likewise is a door, a chair, a bed, a ship, and
all that is made from timber, the difference in their names derives from their dif-
ferent forms. As for their matter, the timber, they are all one. This is the way in
which matter and form are considered to be in all artefacts (masnu�at), since it
is necessary for any artefact to have a matter and a form in its composition.111
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The Ikhwan further explain that the process of making (san�a) involves neces-
sarily two kinds of art: practical art (san�a �amaliyya) and theoretical art (san�a
�ilmiyya).112 The former refers to the sensible production of an artefact, whereas
the latter refers to the knowledge that leads to such production, with both being
subject to external forces that initiate and propel the operation of making. They
make no distinction between making and designing for utilitarian and artistic
purposes. In the epistle on practical arts the Ikhwan write: “Practical art is the
artificer, the knower, externalizing the form that is in his mind and placing it
in matter. The artefact is a whole made up of matter and form together. This be-
gins by the influence of the Universal Soul on the process forced by the impe-
tus of the Universal Intellect with the order of God—exalted be his praise.”113

In this theoretical articulation the act of designing acquires cosmological
dimensions, and the designed object acquires symbolic significance through
the sequential process of differentiation that causes it to exist. Such conception
renders all human or natural makings as stages of differentiation in a univer-
sal, existential process. In the original source everything is conceived as a non-
differentiated totality, and the further bodies are from this source the more
intricate and complex they become. The Ikhwan write:

The shirt is a form with regard to the cloth, and the cloth is matter for the shirt;
the cloth is a form with regard to the yarn, and the yarn is matter for the cloth;
the yarn is a form with regard to the cotton, and the cotton is matter for the
yarn; the cotton is a form with regard to the plant, and the plant is matter for
the cotton; the plant is a form with regard to the arkan (elements), and the
arkan are matter for the plant; the arkan are a form with regard to the [Ab-
solute] Body, and the Body is matter for the arkan; the Body is a form with re-
gard to the [Prime] Substance, and the Substance is matter for the Body.
Likewise, the bread is a form with regard to the dough, and the dough is mat-
ter for the bread; the dough is a form with regard to the flour, and the flour is
matter for the dough; the flour is a form with regard to the grain, and the grain
is matter for the flour; the grain is a form with regard to the plant, and the plant
is matter for the grain . . . This is the way in which form relates to matter and
matter to form [in a sequential manner] until they terminate with the Prime
Matter (al-hayula al-�ula), which is nothing but the form of existence that in-
cludes neither quality nor quantity. It is a simple Substance—without any kind
of synthesis whatsoever—that is susceptible of all forms in a sequential order,
as we showed, and not randomly. For instance, the cotton does not take on the
form of the cloth until it has received the form of the yarn; and the yarn does
not take on the form of the shirt until it has received the form of the cloth; like-
wise, the grain does not take on the form of the dough until it has received the
form of the flour; and the flour does not take on the form of the bread until it
has received the form of the dough. In this order matter takes on forms one
after the other.114
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As the binary principles of human making, form and matter are only a re-
flection at the human level of existence of a complex ontological structure and
universal hierarchy. Making is viewed not to be an exclusively human activity:
God and nature also make. Accordingly, the Ikhwan distinguish four kinds of
making and four types of artefacts: human (bashariyya), natural (tabi�iyya),
psychic (nafsaniyya, referring to the Universal Soul), and divine (ilahiyya).
This differentiation relates to the four different types of matter: matter of arti-
ficial work (hayula al-sina�a), matter of natural work (hayula al-tabi�a), Uni-
versal Matter (hayula al-kull), and Prime Matter (al-hayula al-�ula).115 The
Ikhwan explain:

The matter of artificial work is every body (jism) out of and in which an arti-
ficer works his art, such as the timber for carpenters, the iron for ironsmiths,
earth and water for builders, the yarn for weavers, and the flour for bakers. Ac-
cordingly, it is necessary for every artificer to have a body to work his art from
and in it. This body is the matter of artificial work . . . Natural matter is the four
elements (arkan). All that is found in the sublunary sphere, the animals, plants,
and minerals, come from the elements and by corruption return to them. The
active nature responsible for this process is one of the forces of the celestial
Universal Soul . . . Universal Matter is the Absolute Body, from which is drawn
the entire world, that is, the celestial spheres, the stars, the elements, and all be-
ings. These are all bodies whose diversity derives from their diverse forms. As
for Prime Matter, it is a simple, intelligible substance that cannot be sensed, for
it is the form of being proper. It is the Original Identity (al-huwiyya).116

Made objects or artefacts correspond directly to this ontological structure, with
each type of artefact corresponding to its respective level of matter. Human
artefacts correspond to the matter of artificial work; natural artefacts to the
matter of natural work; psychic artefacts to Universal Matter; and divine arte-
facts to Prime Matter. The Ikhwan further illustrate the four types of artefacts
in the following examples:

The human artefacts are those shapes, motifs, and paints, which craftsmen
work in natural objects . . . The natural artefacts are the sensible forms of the
animals, the diverse shapes of the plants, and the colors of the mineral’s sub-
stances. The psychic artefacts are those such as the pattern (nizam) of the four
elements: fire, air, water, and earth, which are in the sublunary sphere, the
composition of the [celestial] spheres, and the formal pattern of the entire
world. The divine artefacts are the abstract forms without matters: the inven-
tions by the inventor of all invented things . . . an existence from non-existence
. . . a thing from no-thing; one impulse without time, nor place, nor matter, nor
form, nor movement.117
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Logically, the ontological differentiation of matter demands a corresponding
differentiation of form. Such differentiation coincides with the process of, as it
were, the “coagulation” or “condensation” of matter, that is, with the proces-
sion from Prime Matter, the simple spiritual form that possesses no qualifica-
tions, to the qualified and perceptible matter of particular objects.118 The
coagulation of matter is effected by the successive manifestation of three forms
or ideas: Original Identity (huwiyya), Quantity (kammiyya), and Quality (kay-
fiyya). The Ikhwan explain:

When the Original Identity admits Quantity it becomes the Absolute Body that
is referred to as having three dimensions—length, breadth, and depth. And
when this Body admits Quality, that is, the shape, like circularity, triangularity,
quadrature, and others, it becomes a special body referred to by the name of
whatever shape it takes. Thus Quality is as number 3, Quantity as 2, and the
Original Identity as 1. Just as 3 comes after 2, so does Quality come after
Quantity; and just as 2 comes after 1, so does Quantity come after the Original
Identity, which precedes Quantity and Quality as 1 precedes 2 and 3 and all the
numbers.119

Al-huwiyya, interpreted here as “Original Identity,” refers to the primordial sub-
stance that precedes all substantial differentiation. It identifies the intimate
state of divine Being designated by Sufis as huwa (he), hence the name
huwiyya. The Ikhwan explain: “Identity, Quantity, and Quality are simple, in-
telligible forms that cannot be sensed. When related to one another, some act as
matter while others as form. Quality is a form in Quantity, while Quantity is
matter for Quality. Quantity is a form in Identity, and Identity is matter for
Quantity.”120 This is the archetypal model of the chain of differentiation that es-
tablishes an unbroken chain, linking human, natural, and divine acts of making.

Along their chain of differentiation, the Ikhwan further articulate the onto-
logical nature of objects with regards to their forms. They distinguish two kinds
of forms: necessary and complementary. The formation of any sensible object,
they posit, necessarily comprises sura muqawwima, “necessary” or “fundamen-
tal form,” and sura mutammima, “complementary” or “perfective form.” These
can also be referred to respectively as “sura jawhariyya,” “essential form,” and
“sura �aradiyya,” “accidental form.”121 Both the necessary and complementary
forms can be understood in a universal as well as particular sense. In the univer-
sal sense, the necessary form is the foundational quality of all bodies in space,
that is, of having the three dimensions of length, breadth, and depth.122The com-
plementary form is what complements the necessary form, giving the object its
sensible characteristics and bringing it to its most perfect state. It includes such
things as configuration, movement, light, purity, and so on. Thus viewed, an ob-
ject has one necessary form but many complementary ones. The Ikhwan
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explain: “The necessary form of a thing is that which brings with its parting the
thing’s matter the termination of its existence. Whereas the complementary form
is that which brings the thing to the noblest states it is capable of reaching, and
whose parting the matter of the thing brings no termination to its existence. For
example, when the forms of stillness and movement part a body, its existence is
not terminated; but when the form of the three dimensions of length, breadth,
and depth parts the matter of a body, the body ceases to exist.”123

In its particular sense, the Ikhwan’s concept of ‘necessary and complemen-
tary form’ finds applications at the level of human making or art. One form can
at the same time be necessary and complementary with regard to different as-
pects of the same artefact. For example, the form of a shirt, which manifests by
the act of sewing, is a necessary form with regard to the essence of the shirt but
complementary with regard to its material. For as long as the shirt remains in the
form of unsewn pieces of material, the shirt as such does not exist, but the ma-
terial itself does. And insofar as the action of sewing brings the material to a bet-
ter state as a shirt (since any wrought object is viewed to be better than its raw
material base), the form of the shirt is complementary with regard to its mater-
ial. The same can be said about the form of the material that manifests by the act
of weaving: it is a necessary form with regard to the essence of the material but
a complementary form with regard to the yarn. For once the form of weaving
parts the yarn there would be no material as such, but the yarn would remain.124

The Agency of Imagination

The Islamic concepts of ‘form’ and ‘matter’ directly relate to the concept of
‘imagination’ (khayal), which is often described as a rarefied substance capable
of admitting and manipulating sensory forms once abstracted from their mater-
ial entrapment.125 Imagination is generally thought of as having mnemonic, rep-
resentational, and creative functions; however, it is its ontological status that
provides indispensable insights into its agency in the Sufi view of symbolism.
Within the sensible-intelligible polarity Muslim philosophers and mystics artic-
ulated a concept of imagination with two distinct functions: dreaming and imag-
ining.126 Dreaming is an involuntary act that formed the focus of mystical and
rational sciences concerned with visionary experiences, dream interpretation, and
divine inspiration. Imagining is, by contrast, a voluntary, multifaceted function
that formed the focus of a range of sciences concerned with the nature of the soul
and its intellectual faculties. With regard to creativity, the act of imagining was
viewed as involving the retaining of images perceived through the senses by
memory (al-quwwa al-hafiza), the recalling of images when they are no longer in
contact with the senses, and the composing of new images by the form-giving
faculty (al-quwwa al-musawwira). Imagination was also seen to mediate both
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analogical reasoning and symbolic representation by bringing abstract concepts
and sensory forms together in meaningful relationships. In addition to being an
essential cognitive instrument, Sufi viewed imagination as the creative cause of
our existence and the powerful agency that enables us to remain in contact with
the infinite and the Absolute. “He who does not know the status of imagination,”
Ibn �Arabi asserts, “is completely devoid of knowledge.”127

Imagination was viewed to operate within the ontology and hierarchies of
form and matter. In the subtle matter of imagination, forms become free from
the restraining forces of their sensible matter, and as such they can be easily
merged and fused into one another. In this sense, the creative nature of human
imagination becomes its capacity to deal with and manipulate the abstracted
forms in whatever way it wishes. According to the Ikhwan, this is how, for ex-
ample, “one can imagine a camel standing on the top of a palm tree or a palm
tree on the back of a camel, a bird with four legs, a horse with two wings, a don-
key with a human head.”128 In this sense, the creative power of human imagina-
tion can be explained with reference to its ability to deconstruct available forms
and reconstruct new familiar and unfamiliar forms that embody new meanings.

Ibn �Arabi further explains that although the senses might not have per-
ceived the new images composed by the human imagination in their composed
form, their elementary components must have been sensibly perceived.
Human imagination, he stresses, cannot deal with anything that does not have,
in part or in whole, sensible form.129 This means that our individual imagina-
tion is inextricably bound to the sensory world. All the elementary data that
fill our imaginary reservoir are extracted by our senses through contact with
the phenomenal world so that our imagination has no power of creatio ex ni-
hilo. We are, nevertheless, able to synthesize things creatively in our imagina-
tion according to new, unfamiliar patterns, as when, for example, we form an
image of a creature half man and half horse even though there is no sensory
model for such an image. Neither the image of man nor that of the horse, how-
ever, is a pure product of our imagination, but are both no more than imagi-
nary reflections of sensory prototypes. Al-Ghazali maintains a similar
argument, showing the dominant role of vision over other senses in the process
of imaginary constructions and interpretations.130

Ibn �Arabi’s teachings have given the concept of imagination ontologi-
cal dimensions. Ibn �Arabi differentiates three entities at the highest univer-
sal level: al-wujud al-mutlaq, “absolute Being,” al-�adam al-mutlaq,
“absolute non-Being,” and a barzakh, “mediator,” that delimits the two. The
first is the unrestricted existence of God, the necessary Self-existent; the
second is the non-Self-existent; and the third is the intermediary domain of
archetypes of all possible existents (al-mumkinat).131 The intermediary
world, or the “isthmus,” as Ibn �Arabi calls it, derives from the Quran, which
makes more than one allusion to its nature: “He has loosed the two seas to
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meet, yet between them stands an isthmus (barzakh), which they cannot
overrun” (55:19–20); “It was he who brought forth the two seas; the one
sweet and fresh, the other salt and bitter, and set between them an isthmus
(barzakh) and an insurmountable barrier” (25:53). These verses portray an
image of two integral domains, the “two seas,” that are at once related and
separated by an intermediary “barrier.” Just as the borderline between light
and shadow, the barrier through its unitive-separative nature brings together
the two neighboring domains into a productive relationship. Acting as a
common horizon that reflects the realities of both bordering worlds, the
barzakh is the medium through which the delivery of the world from poten-
tiality to act is effected. The world becomes, as it were, the “child” born
from the fruitful marriage of absolute Being and absolute non-Being.132

Carrying the “genetic structure,” so to speak, of its “parents,” the created
world is likewise tripartite. It is made of higher, lower, and intermediary
realms. The higher world is the realm of the unseen, of spiritual being, of an-
gelic forms, and of abstract meanings; whereas the lower world is the realm of
the seen, of corporeal being, of the senses and sensible forms, and of natural
bodies. In between there lies the third realm, which Ibn �Arabi calls “ �alam al-
khayal,” the “world of imagination.” It is the realm that combines the charac-
teristics of its two bordering worlds; it is the place where the spirituality of the
unseen is integrated into the corporeality of the seen to create the subtlety of
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the imaginary. It is the ontological level at which spirits manifest in sensible
matrices and abstract meanings take on bodily forms.133 As the dream world,
the world of imagination is at once real and unreal, wherein things feel touch-
able yet remain unreachable. Imaginable forms, like dreams, have an appari-
tional or phantasmal quality: they are perceivable, meaningful forms yet
without physical presence. They are neither purely sensible nor purely ab-
stract. Like an image in a mirror, it is visible, yet not there; it is visible but
without a body; and like an illusive mirage, it is there yet it can never be
reached.134 These are the qualities of the isthmian world of imagination. The
elusive nature of imaginary forms derives from its intermediary function be-
tween the pure and the gross, the spiritual and the physical, the meaningful
and the sensible. The world of imagination is the level of existence where this
duality is resolved: where the pure is embodied and the body is purified.
Imagination is the world where meaning and form marry, generating a new
world that is at once uniting and separating its parental domains, just like the
twilight zone, which unites and separates light and darkness.

“Know that you are an imagination,” Ibn �Arabi says, “and everything that
you perceive, and of which you would say ‘this is not me,’ is also an imagination.
So the whole being is an imagination within an imagination.”135 Here Ibn �Arabi
alludes to more than one level of imagination. In keeping with his universal hier-
archy and concept of ‘shadow,’ Ibn �Arabi distinguishes three ontologically dif-
ferent levels of imagination: a transcendental, unrestricted imagination, khayal
mutlaq, “absolute imagination”; an all-encompassing imagination, khayal mun-
fasil, “detached imagination”; and an encompassed imagination, khayal muttasil,
“attached imagination.”136 The notion of imagination, however, still designates
two different, yet related, things: a state of being and a creative capacity. As a cre-
ative capacity, the “detached” and “attached” polarity differentiates between the
divine and human modes of creativity. Attached imagination, Ibn �Arabi explains,
designates our ability to abstract, conceive of, and manipulate forms. It is our
imagining faculty operating within the human psychological framework. It is
called “attached” because it is, as Corbin explains, “an imagination conjoined to
the imagining subject and inseparable from him.”137 Corbin refers to it as “de-
pendent imagination” because it depends in its existence on “detached imagina-
tion” which he translates as “autonomous.” “Detached” or “autonomous
imagination,” by contrast, refers to a higher creative capacity that causes all imag-
inable forms to exist. The forms conceived by “attached imagination” are ex-
tracted by the senses from natural forms, which are a part of the cosmic forms
that belong to a self-subsisting presence independent of the imagining subject.138

Detached imagination is divine imagination, God imagining the world; it is the
presence of the world in the divine mind. Attached imagination is human imagi-
nation, man imagining the forms of existents brought into existence by the cre-
ative power of divine imagination; it is the presence of things in the human mind.
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Attached imagination depends upon detached imagination, and the human act of
imagining is no more than a participation in the latter. Ibn �Arabi says: “from this
detached imagination the attached imagination derives.”139 While both have cre-
ative power, detached and attached imaginations are fundamentally different: one
is permanent and the other transitory. The permanence of the detached derives
from divine eternity, whereas the transience of the attached is a reflection of the
humans’ ephemerality.“The distinction between attached and detached imagina-
tion is that the attached vanishes when the one who is imagining vanishes; the de-
tached is an essential presence (hadra dhatiyya) permanently receiving meanings
and spirits so that it embodies them by its special capacity.”140

In that human imagination has the power of participating in the world of
detached imagination, it is capable of composing an infinite number of differ-
ent kinds of images; but in that it is confined to the sensible domain, its ele-
mentary data are limited. It follows that out of the limited data that human
imagination has at its disposal humans have the capacity to synthesize as many
forms as there are possibilities latent in the world of detached imagination.
Here one observes that compared with the divine imaginative power human ca-
pacity fades into insignificance; and despite the infinite possibilities available
to God the forms composed in the divine imagination and revealed to us
through the process of manifestation follow certain, specific, and well-defined
patterns (the natural patterns that govern the created world). The questions may
then be asked: If the human imagination is capable of composing an indefinite
variety of forms, which includes, as the Ikhwan put it, “images that have cor-
responding realities and others that do not,” what is the value of the composed
forms that have no corresponding realities or archetypal patterns? What is the
value of the imaginary form composed of, say, half man and half horse, if it is
a mere possibility?141 There are no simple answers to such questions, of course,
for aesthetic as well as religious values play a role. Although Ibn �Arabi does
not address this question, some cues can be found in his teachings. Imagina-
tion, he teaches, is corrupt when it does not conform to the realities. An imag-
ined form has to correspond to its reality to be regarded as falling in the
category of “mental existence” (al-wujud al-dhihni). “Mental existence,” he
writes, “is the known (al-ma�lum) being imagined in the soul according to what
it is in reality; but if the conceived image does not conform to reality, that
would not be an existence of the known in the mind.”142

As an all-encompassing, permanent presence, the world of detached imagi-
nation can then be seen as governing the human attached imagination by setting an
immutable code for it. Such a code, whose content is made up of the cosmic real-
ities, is considered necessary to prevent the human imagination from degenerating
into a kind of fantasy. Participating in this realm of realities, human imagination
can become either a valuable source of knowledge when it complies with the real-
ities of that code or can become corrupt fantasy when it does not. Furthermore,
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an ignorant person, Ibn �Arabi teaches, is one who speaks of, or believes in, what
he forms in his soul while that which he has formed has no corresponding form
other than itself. Any imaginary form that has no “existential presence” (hadra
wujudiyya) governing its existence is produced by ignorance, and the producer is
ignorant. “And anything that has no form except in the soul of its speaker,” he
adds, “vanishes from existence with the vanishing of his saying or the vanishing of
his memorizing what he may have fancied from his speech, for there is no exis-
tential presence that governs its existence.”143 With regard to its elementary com-
ponents, however, whatever is composed in man’s imagination necessarily has
corresponding archetypes, for human imagination cannot escape the world of ar-
chetypes, which Ibn �Arabi says contains the essences of all possible things. But
with regard to a composed form, if it has no existing archetype, it would be in-
significant, for it would point to nonexistence (al-�adam). The sensible form pro-
duced according to an insignificant imaginary form has, according to Ibn �Arabi,
no “fatherly” principle determining its existence but only a “motherly” principle,
the producer himself.144

Imagining, Knowing, and Making

In their definition of practical art, quoted above, the Ikhwan referred to the one
who brings out the form from his mind and places it in matter as “al-sani� al-
�alim,” “the artificer, the knower.” They associate art (san�a) with knowledge
(�ilm),” assigning to knowledge as essential a role in the artistic operation as the
skills of the artificer. Yet it is only natural for the Ikhwan to attribute knowledge
to the artificer since in their view the forms retained in the artificer’s mind are
received through the act of knowing. Knowing, they say, is nothing but “the
soul imagining the form of the known”;145 and “knowledge is nothing but the
form of the known [retained] in the soul of the knower”; whereas “art (san�a) is
nothing but the bringing out of this form, which is in the soul of the artificer,
the knower, and placing it in matter.”146 Thus the artificer has necessarily to be
a knower if he is to claim possession of any form in his mind. Such view makes
art and knowledge an indissoluble whole. It also assigns to imagination an es-
sential role in the human act of knowing, whereby the known becomes identi-
cal with the imagined forms of information imprinted in the knower’s soul.147 In
al-Risala al-Laduniyya, a treatise that deals with the nature of esoteric knowl-
edge, al-Ghazali gives similar definitions. “Know that knowledge is the imag-
ining (tasawwur) by the rational, tranquil soul of the realities of things and their
abstract forms in themselves and in their qualities, quantities, substances and
essences if they are simple. And the knower is the one who encompasses, con-
ceives and imagines, and that which is known is the essence of the thing, the
knowledge of which is engraved upon the soul.”148
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Both definitions conflate the acts of knowing and of imagining. Ibn �Arabi,
however, has a somewhat different view. For him, the act of knowing is clearly
distinguishable from the act of imagining. Knowledge, he says, is not imagin-
ing the form or the meaning of the known because not every known can be
imagined or every knower have the ability to imagine. If a knower can imagine
the form of the known, this would point to his imaginative capacity, for there
are things that can only be known without being imagined. The best example
is God. Ibn �Arabi writes:

The conceiver and that which can be conceived—each is of two kinds. There
is a conceiver that knows and has imaginative power and a conceiver that
knows but has no imaginative power. There is also a conceived thing that has
a form, according to which it can be known but not imagined by the one who
has no imaginative power, and known and imagined by the one who has imag-
inative power, and a conceived thing that has no form and can be known only
. . . Knowledge is not conceiving the form of the known, nor is it the mean-
ing of the known being formalized. Because not every known admits form
nor every knower is able to conceive of form. Form-conception is related to
the knower through the latter’s ability to imagine, and form is related to the
known through the state in which it is accessible to imagination. And since
there are knowable matters that are originally inaccessible to imagination, it
is certain that they have no form.149

Thus, form, in relation to the known, is the state of the known that can be
grasped and retained by human imagination. And since Ibn �Arabi considers
the data of our imaginary repertoire to be restricted to the confines of our
sensory perception, human imagination is incapable of grasping anything
that has no likeness, in whole or in parts, in the sensible world. It follows
that the Quranic description of God as “Naught is as his likeness” (42:11)
designates a reality to which human imagination cannot ascribe a form, for
it has no likeness in comparison to which it may be grasped. This reality,
however, can be known as it is in itself, that is, being without likeness.150 Ac-
cordingly, knowledge for Ibn �Arabi is “the acquisition, by the heart, of a
particular matter according to what it is in itself, whether existent or nonex-
istent. Knowledge is the attribute that necessitates the act of acquisition
from the heart, the knower is the heart, and that which is known is that ac-
quired matter.”151

Apart from the polemics on the nature and knowing and imagining, both
views share some discursive grounds with regard to the notion of making. In
Arabic “form” (sura), “imagining” (tasawwur), and the act of “drawing,”
“painting” and “forming” (taswir), all derive from the verbal root sawwara
which means “to form,” “to configure,” “to fashion,” “to draw,” and “to
paint.”152 In the Rasa�il, the Ikhwan deal with the notion of art, using the
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term san�a (plural, sana�i�), “craft” and “craftsmanship.” The term derives
from the verbal root sana�a, which has several related meanings: “to do,” “to
make,” “to manufacture,” hence, sina�a is “industry,” “to fabricate,” and “to
create”; hence, God is sani�, the “artificer” of the world. In articulating their
notion of art, they make no distinction between different kinds of making:
everything that people make seems to have been viewed as a work of art. In
their view there is no such thing as “fine arts” and “applied arts,” nor is there
any distinction between “artist” and “craftsman” or “art” and “craftsman-
ship.”153 Certain crafts, however, are considered to be nobler than others ac-
cording to their subject matter. The craft of calligraphy, for example, deals
with the sacred letters of the Quran and is, therefore, considered to be nobler
than carpentry, which deals with timber.

The Ikhwan polarize art into practical and intellectual in accordance
with the philosophical distinction between the practical and intellectual fac-
ulties of the soul. Ibn �Arabi further articulates this view by polarizing forms
into outward and inward. The outward forms are the tangible bodies together
with all their sensible qualities, whereas the inward forms are the intelligible
sciences, insights, and intentions that reside within the sensible forms.154

Production occurs by the “marriage” of the practical and intellectual skills
of the maker, whereby forms come into existence. Ibn �Arabi views the in-
tellectual skill as representing the active, determining, fatherly principle,
whereas the practical skill as representing the passive, determined, motherly
principle. An artefact then becomes as it were the “child” born from this
fruitful relationship. This productive process applies at different levels in the
artistic operation and could even be performed by two different people, if
one person does not possess both the practical and intellectual skills, as, for
example, is the case with a knowledgeable geometer and a skillful carpenter.
Ibn �Arabi explains:

If a geometer (muhandis), who is also a carpenter, is not skillful in practice, he
may reveal the knowledge he has in the form of words to the hearing of one
who is skillful in carpentry. This revelation causes a marriage relationship. The
speech of the geometer is a father and the receptivity of the listener is a mother.
The knowledge of the listener then becomes a father, and the organs of his
body become a mother. And if you wish you may say that the geometer is a fa-
ther, and the craftsman, who is the carpenter, in that he listens to what the
geometer tells him, is a mother. Now if the geometer’s speech causes an effect
in the carpenter, then the geometer has imprinted that which he has within him
in the carpenter’s soul. And the form, which is revealed to the carpenter and
occurred clearly in his imagination by what the geometer has told him, is as the
child to whom his understanding has given birth. Then the carpenter’s work is
a father with regard to timber, which is the mother of carpentry; and by means
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of the instrument the marriage and ejaculation of sperms occur, which is the
effect of every hit by the hammer or cut by the saw, and every cut, separation,
and union of the articulated pieces in order to compose forms.155

Since knowledge has such a determining role in the making of things, it is im-
portant to ask what principles direct knowledge itself. “The nobility of knowl-
edge,” says al-Ghazali, “is in accordance with the nobility of the thing known,
and the rank of the knower corresponds to the rank of the knowledge.”156 In a
theocentric society like that of premodern Islam, religious principles naturally
occupy the highest rank. The Sufis by the very nature of their devotional stance
were, of course, at the forefront in calling for the upholding of the religious prin-
ciples. For them all knowledge stems from God and should therefore be directed
toward him. The ultimate aim of knowledge is God, and human sciences were
viewed as so many paths leading to that. Al-Ghazali explains:

There is no doubt that the most excellent of things known, and the most glori-
ous, and the highest of them, and the most honored, is God the maker (sani�),
the creator, the truth, the one. For knowledge of him, which is knowledge of di-
vine unity, is the most excellent branch of knowledge, the most glorious and
most perfect. This knowledge is necessary and must be acquired by all rational
beings . . . But this science, though it is excellent in essence and perfect in itself,
does not do away with other sciences; indeed, it is not attained except by means
of many antecedents, and those antecedents cannot be ordered aright except
through various sciences, such as the science of the heavenly bodies and the
spheres and the science of all made things. And from the science of divine unity
derives other branches of science.157

In that manifestation is viewed to have occurred in stages of progressional dif-
ferentiation, knowledge is also conceived as having degrees that correspond
with the universal order of things. The Ikhwan extend the hierarchy of knowl-
edge up to its source, the Universal Soul. They posit that the souls of those who
know (�ulama�) know in actuality, while the souls of those who are seeking
knowledge (muta�allimun) know in potentiality. The act of teaching, then, be-
comes the bringing out what is in potency into act. This relationship between the
souls of the teachers and the pupils reflects that which exists between the Uni-
versal Soul and individual souls: the Universal Soul knows in actuality, and indi-
vidual souls know in potentiality. “Thus, the more knowledge an individual soul
has, and the more perfect its products are, the closer it is to the Universal Soul.
For thus an individual soul becomes comparable to, and almost identical with,
the Universal Soul.”158
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This understanding directs our attention to the criteria of perfection. From
the Ikhwan’s perspective, perfection can be determined by measuring up the
qualities of an artefact produced by an individual soul against the qualities of
natural artefacts produced by the Universal Soul. The Ikhwan provide a means
to achieve this perfection through the concept of necessary and complemen-
tary forms, already discussed. They say that among the innumerable comple-
mentary forms, which are responsible for bringing an artefact into its most
perfect and noble state, are configuration, movement, light, and purity. Con-
figuration is triangularity, rectangularity, circularity, and similar geometrical
forms; movement is any of its six kinds,159 one of which is translocation 
(al-naqla), which is of two kinds, circular and rectilinear; and light is of two
kinds, essential (dhati) and accidental (�aradi). Of these complementary
forms, the Ikhwan explain, “The noblest of all configurations is the spherical
. . . the most perfect of all movements is the circular . . . the most splendid of
all lights is the essential, and the purest of all attributes is the transparent.”160

Clearly, the Ikhwan’s criteria derive from the world as the noblest and most
perfect natural artefact. They say that the body of the world is spherical; the
movement of its planets is circular, the light of its stars, except for the moon,
is essential; and the quality of its spheres, apart from earth, is transparency.161

Moving beyond nature up in the universal hierarchy, we find that nature was
viewed to operate according to the divine knowledge, and its artefacts reflect
the pattern of the higher divine realities. When a human artefact reflects or
corresponds to the qualities of natural artefact not only would it resonate with
the universal order, but also the maker would be measuring up his work
against the work of divinity.162

Divine Paradigms 

Religious piety advocated by Sufis as well as other religious authorities en-
courages individuals to become God-like, to acquire the divine character ac-
cording to human capacity.163 An often quoted hadith says to “acquire in
yourselves the character of God.”164 The parameters within which this may be
achieved are the divine names, of which the Quran lists the ninety-nine “most
beautiful” ones (al-asma� al-husna) and on which there exists a rich medieval
genre. The Quran says: “To God belongs the names most beautiful; so call him
by them” (7:180). The Prophet is reported to have said: “God has ninety-nine
names, whoever recounts them enters paradise.”165 These divine names act as
ideals for individuals, for, as Shehadi explains, “If God can be called by such
and such names, and man can be called by the same names, and if names are at-
tributive, then one can depict for man the ideal character of God in terms
familiar to him. Then man can be enjoined to emulate that character.”166 In this
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context, human achievements are at their best when they are in the likeness of
the divine’s.

The divine names were differentiated in premodern Islamic theology into
three types: names of essence (asma� al-dhat), names of actions (asma� al-
af �al), and names of attributes (asma� al-sifat). Names of essence, such as the
One (ahad), the Truth (haqq), concern God alone without regard to the created
world. Names of actions, such as Form Giver (musawwir) and Creator (khaliq),
concern God’s relations to the created word. Names of attributes, such as the
Generous (karim), the Living (hayy), and the Powerful (qad ir) concern the qual-
ities of the essence that mediates between the other two. In al-Maqsad al-Asna
al-Ghazali defines the meaning of each name, explaining to what extent an indi-
vidual can participate in, or has the capacity to practice, the activities involved.
He regards the names as constituting a norm that, on the one hand, defines the
nature and the qualitative standard of all human activities and, on the other hand,
establishes parameters for human morality and aspirations. The perfection and
happiness of humans, he says, lay in their adopting God’s characteristics and in
embellishing their souls with the meanings of God’s names and attributes. A par-
allel to this view can be found in the Ikhwan’s articulation of the notion of art.
They say that it is commonly recognized that God loves the skillful, diligent ar-
tisan, as described in the hadith that says: “God loves the artisan who seeks per-
fection in his art.”167 Perfection, skill, and diligence in any kind of art, be it
intellectual or practical, is to be “in the likeness of the wise artificer, who is
God.”168 It is with reference to this, the Ikhwan say, that philosophy is defined as
“the similitude of man with God according to human capacity.”169 To emulate
God’s work in the practice of art is to imitate the patterns and qualities of the di-
vine artefacts, for he is the best artificer, the one who knows best, the wisest, and
the noblest. By imitating God’s work, the Ikhwan add, one would be attempting
to draw nearer to him, referring to the Quranic description of the attitude of the
closest angels: “Those unto whom they cry, seeking the way of approach (al-
wasila) to their Lord, which of them shall be the nearest” (17:57). To “seek the
way of approach” is interpreted as attempting to be as similar to God as human
capacity permits through participation in his attributes, according to the Quranic
view that one “has only that for which he makes an effort, and that his effort will
be seen” (53:39–40).

Although it is not difficult, thanks to al-Ghazali’s examples, to know
which of the divine names are directly relevant to the making of architecture,
it is not so easy to determine whether these examples relate to actual prac-
tices. Yet, even if al-Ghazali was only using architectural examples in order to
illustrate theological concepts, this can still be instructive with regard to the
religious framework within which the making of architecture was perceived
in premodern Islam. Had the analogy been invalid it would not have been so
frequently used. 
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In the analogy quoted at the opening, al-Ghazali focuses on the nature of
the creative act. The human act of bringing a building into existence, he ob-
serves, involves activities similar to those involved in the divine act of creating
the world. Both involve the production of an exemplar first according to which
the object is then made. In drawing the form of a house in whiteness an archi-
tect imitates the divine process of manifesting the forms of the world in the ma-
teria prima. The whiteness of a sheet of paper, in so far as it is capable of
receiving an indefinitude of images, is analogous to the materia prima wherein,
prior to the admission of formal differentiation, all possibilities were fused as
a nondifferentiated totality. Ibn �Arabi also compares this process to “the cast-
ing of plaster by a builder in order to manifest in it whatever shapes and forms
he wants.”170

Shifting the focus to the process of production, al-Ghazali identifies three
necessary actions for bringing an object from nonexistence to existence. These
are: “designing” (taqd ir),171 “bringing into existence” (ijad), and “form giving”
(taswir). Designing involves both determination and measure; bringing into ex-
istence involves production; and form giving involves forming the produced
object in accordance with its design. These three activities relate to three con-
secutive divine names, the Creator (al-khaliq), the Producer (al-bari�),172 and
the Form Giver (al-musawwir). Al-Ghazali writes: 

Al-khaliq, al-bari�, al-musawwir: it might be thought that these are synony-
mous names and that they all refer back to creation and innovation, but this is
not so. Whatever is brought out from nonexistence to existence requires, first,
design (taqdir), second, bringing into existence (i jad) in accordance with the
design, and third, form giving (taswir) after being brought into existence. God,
praised and exalted be he, is a creator (kha liq) in that he is a designer (muqad-
dir); a producer (bari�) in that he is an inventor (mukhtari�), able to bring
things into existence (mujid); and a form giver (musawwir) in that he arranges
the forms of his inventions in the best (ahsan) order.173 This is like a building,
which requires a designer (muqaddir) to determine what is needed in the way
of timber, mud-bricks, area of land, the number of stories and their length and
breadth. This is normally undertaken by an architect (muhandis), who forms
and draws the building. Then a builder (banna�) is needed to undertake the
works whereby the building fundamentals occur. Then an adorner (muzayyin)
is needed to chisel the surfaces and adorn its form. This is normally under-
taken by a person other than the builder. This is the custom in designing, build-
ing and form giving.174

Designing, producing, and form giving can thus be seen as forming the core ac-
tivities of the creative process, be it divine or human. The analogy is not per-
fect, however. Human limitations introduce two main differences. First, the
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completion of this creative process requires three different people, whereas
God is at once “the designer, the one who brings into existence and the adorner,
for he is the creator, the producer and the form giver.”175 Second, unlike the
world the finished building can exist independently of its makers. The world, by
contrast, is forever dependent on its creator in the manner of speech, which
ceases to exist when speaking stops.

Al-Ghazali’s analogy provides insights into the nature of ornamentation in
Islamic architecture. From al-Ghazali’s perspective, ornamentation forms an
integral part of buildings and not merely superficial decoration. Identifying
the name Form Giver with both the order of the universe and the ornamenta-
tion of buildings implies that an unornamented building could have been per-
ceived as unordered or unfinished. In this sense, ornamentation is something
that is normally thought of in the first stage of the building process, the stage
of taqd ir, since form giving is only meant to bring out what has already been
predetermined in the design. 

Al-Ghazali’s analogy also sheds some light on the general absence of
human representations in Islamic art and architecture. Viewing the act of form
giving (taswir), which includes drawing, painting, and modeling, as a partici-
pation in the divine name Form Giver leads naturally to considering other as-
pects of the creative act, like life giving. To depict the form of a living creature,
such as humans and animals, is to make it incumbent upon the depicter to re-
produce the living qualities of the creatures they depict. Being incapable of
doing so, they would fall short of completing and perfecting their work. This is
the line of reasoning presented by many Muslim scholars. Ibn �Arabi explains
why the representation of animated creatures is not desirable while alluding at
same time to other preferences.

The form giver (al-musawwir) is a man who goes on creating creatures that
look like God’s creatures, while he is not a creator. Yet, he is a creator, because
God said: “create from clay the likeness of a bird” (5:110). He has called him
“creator” even though his creature has only the outward figure of a bird. The
outward figure of the bird is its form (sura), and every form is capable of man-
ifesting sensible life. God condemned and threatened the form giver because he
has not completed the formation of his created form. For it is part of the com-
pleteness of its formation that its living nature should be manifest to the senses,
and he has no power to do so. By contrast, the depiction of things whose living
nature is not manifest to the sense, such as the plant, the mineral, the form of a
celestial sphere, and various other configurations, is not like this.176

Preoccupation with the precise definition of the human shares in the divine at-
tributes, particularly those concerned with the creative act, must have influ-
enced the ways in which premodern Muslims viewed and rationalized their
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own actions. As far as the names khaliq (Creator) and bari� (Animator) are
concerned, al-Ghazali explains, the human share is simply nil. Humans have
no access to these names except in a metaphorical sense. But so far as al-
musawwir (Form Giver) is concerned, humans can claim a considerable share:
“The servant’s share of this name is to acquire in his soul the image of being
(surat al-wujud) in its entirety according to its form and order, until he grasps
the form and order of the whole world as though he is gazing at it. From the
whole he then descends to the details.”177

The details include knowing the order of the sensible worlds—man, animal,
plant, and mineral—as well as the order of the intelligible worlds—the spiritual
and the angelic. Participation in the divine name Form Giver, as al-Ghazali puts
it, points to the ultimate aim of the human creative endeavor:

This is the servant’s share of this name: the acquisition of the intellectual form
(al-sura al-�ilmiyya) that conforms with the existential form (al-sura al-wu-
judiyya). For knowledge is a form in the soul congruent with the known. God’s
knowledge of forms is the cause of their existence as external essences, and the
forms that manifest these essences are the cause of the existence of the intel-
lectual forms in man’s heart. Through this the servant benefits by acquiring
knowledge through the meaning of the name Form Giver . . . thereby becoming,
by virtue of acquiring this form in his soul, as though he is a form giver.178
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Chapter 2

Metaphysical Order

Being and Presence

A form giver, al-Ghazali tells us, is one who has conceived of surat al-wujud in
its entirety. He would have comprehended well the form and order of the universe
so that its image becomes vividly present in his soul as though he is constantly ob-
serving it. Once this is achieved one descends down to the details.1 Surat al-wujud,
the “image of being,” externalizes al-Ghazali’s nuskhat al-�alam, the “blueprint of
the world” referred to earlier, materializing it in a visible form. Considering the in-
stantaneous nature of the creative act, nuskhat al-�alam and surat al-wujud should
be understood as separated only by a conceptual distance. Here we will begin to
explore surat al-wujud in both its holistic form and underlying order, focusing on
God, Man, and the Word, that is, the creator, the idea, and the creative tool.

Presence and Absence

When dealing with the Sufi conceptions of reality, physical or metaphysical, it
is important to recognize the essential difference between their approach and the
Cartesian view that conditions our modern understanding.2 Sufis do not see the
world through the Cartesian polarity of subject and object, mind and extension,
conscious soul and extended bodies. In fact the subject-object polarity finds nei-
ther linguistic nor conceptual support in Arabic. Instead, Sufis present an un-
derstanding of the world through the polarity of presence (hudur) and absence
(ghiyab). Every existent has a presence that matches its mode of being. 
Even nonexistence has a notional presence. The Quranic polarity of the seen
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(shahada) and the unseen (ghayb) is but an expression of presence and absence.
The notion of presence refers to the complex web of physical, mental, and spir-
itual relationships a being spawns by its very existence and the influences it ex-
erts through this web of connectedness. A thing is perceived to have a presence
insofar as it impacts other presences, influences their course of existence, and
becomes part of their world. In other words, it is not the mere existence of the
thing that matters but rather its level of impact and domain of influence. This is
what makes it effectively present. Absence is the lack of such efficacy despite
physical existence. From the human perspective, what matters is not what exists
out there but what has a presence in, and an impact on, one’s world.3 In formal
correspondences, it is still a common practice in the Arab world today to address
the presence of the addressee. In the following, I will be introducing four pres-
ences: the primordial, divine, and human presences and the presence of the
word. In this context, a “presence” (hadra) refers to a modality of being with all
the realities it entails, the relations it involves, and the influences it commands.

The Presence of Geometry

In Sufi metaphysics, numbers and geometry are indispensable tools that aid the
reflection on the nature of divinity and illustrate the order of being. Within 
the bounds of the Euclidean tradition, geometrical principles, such as the point,
the line, and the circle, were consistently used to reason about metaphysical re-
alities. As early as al-Hallaj (d. 922) we can trace the agency of geometry as a
sophisticated hermeneutical tool. Geometrical principles, as will be shown
here, are employed to illustrate the initial stages in the creative process, which
coincide with the states of universal manifestation. These are the states through
which God becomes manifest in various modalities, corresponding to the vari-
ous levels of differentiation in his creative act. Familiarity with the basic prin-
ciples of premodern Islamic geometry is therefore necessary, not only to
appreciate the agency of geometry in metaphysical sciences but also to gain 
insights into the spatial reasoning in premodern Islam.

Following the Greek model, premodern Muslim scientists considered
geometry to be a part of the mathematical science, which comprises four divi-
sions: the science of number, whose principle is unity or the number one; the
science of geometry, whose principle is the point; the science of astronomy,
whose principle is the movement of the sun; and the science of music, whose
principle is proportion or the equality of two ratios.4 Along with this structure,
geometry contained profound mystical dimensions that survived from the times
of its Greek masters, such as Pythagoras, Nicomachus, Euclid, and Plato. The
philosophical distinction between the sensible and the intelligible that under-
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pinned the hierarchy of the world was extended to geometry. In their Rasa�il, the
Ikhwan defined geometry as the science that deals with “measures” (maqadir)
and “dimensions” (ab�ad), in their quantitative and qualitative aspects. Distin-
guishing two kinds of geometry, they wrote: “Know, Oh brother . . . that the
study of sensible geometry (al-handasa al-hissiyya) leads to proficiency in all
the practical arts, while the study of intelligible geometry (al-handasa al-
�aqliyya) leads to proficiency in the intellectual arts, because this science is one
of the gates that leads to knowing the substance of the soul, which is the root of
all sciences, the element of wisdom, and the origin of all intellectual and practi-
cal arts.”5 Sensible geometry was described as the science that deals with sensi-
ble measures and configurations, those that can be sensed by sight and touch,
whereas intelligible geometry was seen as the science that deals with abstract,
immaterial concepts, those that can only be known and understood by the intel-
lect.6 By virtue of its intellectual nature, intelligible geometry was considered to
be the foundation of designing. “When, in his craft, an artisan designs (qaddara)
before commencing work,” the Ikhwan write, “this act involves a kind of intel-
ligible geometry.”7 This shows the utility of geometry as a design tool. Design-
ing, the Ikhwan explain, involves dealing with measures, which are of three
kinds: lines, planes, and bodies. These three sensible measures can be conceived
of mentally by the qualities of length, breadth, and depth. Length is the intelli-
gible quality of the one-dimensional line; length and breadth are the intelligible
qualities of the two-dimensional plane; and length, breadth, and depth are the in-
telligible qualities of the three-dimensional body. All measures in space can be
known by means of these three intelligible qualities. “It is a part of the art of the
erudite thinkers (al-muhaqqiqin),” the Ikhwan say, “to contemplate these di-
mensions divested of bodies.”8 Geometry was also conceived as being based on
the imaginary movement of the point, its generative principle. I will return to
this later on. The point was seen as a geometrical reflection of the number 1,
with both sharing the same ontological condition. The point was viewed as the
principle of dimension, while itself having no dimension, just as the number 1
was seen as the principle of numbers, while itself not being a number. As gener-
ative principles both were seen to transcend the domain they manifest, disclos-
ing a mode of reasoning that plays a central role in metaphysical reflections.

Unity of Being

In religious thought, the relationship between the creator and the creatures, God
and the world, has always been a central theme. The perplexing questions of
why and how God created the world, and what was he doing before creation,
have engaged the religious imagination throughout history. The debate on these
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issues often leads to a sharp distinction between two modalities of being; one
belongs to God, the other to the world. In Islam, this debate has continued to
unfold a diversity of positions, ranging between the most hermeneutical and the
most literal. In this debate the Sufis advocate the doctrine of the Unity of Being 
(wahdat al-wujud). Often misunderstood as blurring the boundary between
God and the world, this doctrine emphasizes that there is only one modality of
Being (wujud) and that Being proper is none other than God in his most tran-
scendental state. Everything else depends in their existence on this Being who
is externalized in many colorful manifestations. As al-Nabulusi reflects: “Being
is me, while a being is other than me, because beings are by me and I am by my
Self.”9

The philosophical reasoning behind this complex concept is rather
simple. If God in his primordial presence, before the creation of the world, ab-
surd as this premise may be, is necessarily conceived of as mawjud (is), then
al-wujud (being) must either be identical with or other than himself. Otherness
implies duality that contradicts the Islamic doctrine of unity, therefore, al-
wujud and God must be one.10 This is only the starting point though, and more
complex reasoning is involved when the creation is taken into account. Some
important linguistic issues must be considered when dealing with wahadt al-
wujud in English. To begin with, the polarity of “being” and “existence” or
“Being” and “being” has no linguistic support in Arabic.11 There is only one
term wujud, with no lower and upper case, that accounts for all shades of
meanings and conceptual nuances. The etymological root of this term is wa-
jada, “to find,” whose passive form, “to be found,” means “to exist,” and the
derivatives awjada and ijad mean “to bring into existence” and “bringing into
existence” respectively.12 In the Latin-based languages, where the linguistic
and conceptual distinction between Being and being, on the one hand, and
Being and existence, on the other, has both historical and philosophical
depths, the concept of wahdat al-wujud appears confusing and loses much of
its immediacy and transparency. This is reflected in the range of translations
available: “unity/unicity/oneness of being/Being” and “unity/oneness of exis-
tence/Existence,” with all being unsatisfactory equivalents for tending to em-
phasize either the divine or the worldly side of things, whereas the Sufi
concept is clearly about the oneness of both. For simplicity and want of a
better expression, I have used the term Unity of Being.

In al-Tuhfa al-Mursala, “a brief tract on illustrating the science of truths”
that entertained wide popularity, Fadl Allah al-Barhanburi al-Hindi (d. 1620)
explains wahdat al-wujud succinctly:

Know, O brothers, may God bring you and us happiness, that God (al-haqq),
praised and exalted, is Being (al-wujud); and that this Being has neither shape nor
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limit nor confinement. Yet, in spite of that it has manifested and appeared in shape
and limit but without changing from what it was, having no shape and limit: it is
[now] even as it was. And [know] that Being is one, while the “clothings” (albas)
are many and different; that this Being is the reality and inner essence of all be-
ings (mawjudat); that all beings (ka�inat), even the atom, are not devoid of it; and
that this Being is not understood in the infinitive sense of realization or happen-
ing (suggesting a duality of a subject and a state), for there are no two kinds of
Being in the external world. Yet Being cannot be applied to external beings in the
same sense as it applies to God, transcendent be he above that. Rather, by Being
we mean the Real who is qualified by these qualities, I mean, its self-existence,
the existence of everything else by it, and the absence of any other externally. And
know that in respect of its inner reality (kunh) this Being cannot be revealed to
anyone, nor can the intellect, the imagination or the senses conceive of it, nor can
it be grasped by analogy. For all these are novelties, transcendent be his essence
and attributes above that. And whoever wants to know God in this respect and
goes after it is wasting his time.13

Thus understood, wahdat al-wujud sees God as the inner reality of all beings.
The oneness of the inner reality in relation to the many and different manifes-
tations is often explained analogically by reference to natural phenomena, such
as the invisible, colorless light and its visible, colorful refractions. The concept
is usually traced in numerous Quranic verses, such as, “wheresoever you turn,
there is the Face of God” (2:115); “We are nearer to him than his jugular vein”
(50:16); “And in yourselves. Can you not see?” (51:21); “We are nearer unto
him than you are, but you cannot see” (56:85); and “He is with you whereso-
ever you may be” (57:4).

The Unity of Being becomes a contentious concept once the created
world is entered into the equation. Conditions of worldly existence—space,
time, and change—cannot be said to apply to the divine, hence the need to dis-
tinguish two modes of being, one of Being, the other of becoming, as in the
Platonic-Aristotelian metaphysics. According to wahdat al-wujud, however,
there is no need for such a distinction, for the differentiation occurs in the
states or modalities that Being takes on at different levels of manifestation.
Such differentiation, however, remains external, as the one and same Reality
always resides at the very core of things. Viewing wahdat al-wujud from the
point of view of the distinction between Being and becoming, an unnecessary
discontinuity between the divine and human modes of existence confuses the
concept. While Being may still be seen as the inner reality of all existents, God
remains distinct from everything else in the realm of existence. This is often
the cause of misunderstanding.14

Wahdat al-wujud is commonly attributed to Ibn �Arabi, who articulated it
as a central theme in his writings and teachings. Its historical origin, however,
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cannot be so clearly defined, for there are many Sufi texts from the earliest pe-
riod of al-Basri, al-Kharraz, and al-Hallaj that clearly express similar concep-
tion, though not at the same level of sophistication. �Af i f i, in his introduction
to Ibn �Arabi’s most famous text Fusus al-Hikam, stresses that the radical doc-
trine of wahdat al-wujud is entirely the fabrication of Ibn �Arabi’s imagination
and that earlier Sufis had nothing to do with it. In the best light, �Af if i’s remark
reveals the stance of contemporary Islamic orthodoxy that is eager to show Ibn
�Arabi as an anomaly in an otherwise well-respected, orthodox Sufi tradition.
Such a view fails to see the historical depth of the concept, to understand the
true nature of the doctrine, and to discern the intrinsic link between the concept
itself and the nature of the mystical experience.

Sufi literature presents ample references to wahdat al-wujud. The ninth-
century Sufi al-Kharraz is often reported as quoting the Prophet’s compan-
ion �Ubayda (d. 639), saying: “I have never looked at a single thing without
God being nearer to me than it.”15 In Mishkat al-Anwar al-Ghazali wrote:
“The Truth of all truths: from here the Gnostics rise, from the lowlands of
metaphor to the peak of the truth; and at the fulfillment of their ascent they
see directly face to face that there is naught in existence save only God.” He
adds, “Each thing has two faces, a face of its own, and a face of its Lord; in
respect of its own face it is nothingness, and in respect of the Face of God it
is Being. Thus there is nothing in existence save only God and his Face.”16

This is similar to what �Abd al-Karim Al-Jili wrote three centuries later:
“Being has two aspects: one is pure Being, which is the Essence of the cre-
ator, the other is [relative] being associated with nothingness, which is the
essence of the creatures.”17 This conception resonates with Ibn �Arabi’s
teachings: “In relation to the forms of the world, ‘everything will perish,’ but
in relation to its realities, the world will not perish, nor is it possible to per-
ish.”18 There is no doubt that since Ibn �Arabi wahdat al-wujud has become
a foundational concept in Sufi metaphysics. As a reflection of an intense
spiritual love of God and a burning desire to know him, the doctrine of the
Unity of Being can also be seen as an outward expression of the mystical ex-
perience. If the affirmation of the absolute unity of God is the cornerstone of
the Islamic religion, then the concept of wahdat al-wujud can be said to be
its mystical expression.

The States of Being

While Being in its highest state is identical with the unknowable
Essence, this does not mean that it is totally inaccessible by the human
mind. Al-Hindi explains that Being has other states whereby it can be
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known. These states represent degrees of qualif ication or def inition, re-
ferred to as “essential determination” (al-ta�ayyun al-dhat i), meaning
the knowable conditions whereby the divine Essence becomes deter-
mined. These states also correspond to the modalities of “universal
manifestation” (al-zuhur al-kulli), meaning the knowable conditions
whereby the world becomes determined. The hierarchy of these states
can be considered from a number of standpoints; however, they are often
categorized into seven levels. In al-Tuhfa al-Mursala al-Hindi def ines
the seven states of Being as follows:19

1. Transcendent Unity (al-ahadiyya): the state of “nondetermina-
tion” (al-lata�ayyun), “absoluteness” (al-itlaq) and “pure
Essence” (al-dhat al-baht), not meaning “that the limits of
absoluteness and negation are affirmative in this state, but that
al-wujud in this state transcends the addition of qualities and at-
tributes, and is too sacred to be defined by any limit, even the
limit of absoluteness.”20 It is the state of the ineffable Essence
that “refuses human understanding”; the state of “nonqualified”
and “nondetermined” existence that lies beyond human concep-
tion. As such, it cannot be the object of any distinctive knowl-
edge, and is, therefore, inaccessible to the human mind.21

2. Divine Solitude (al-wahda): the state of “first determination” (al-
ta�ayyun al-awwal) that represents God’s knowledge of his
Essence, attributes, and all existents (mawjudat) in their nondiffer-
entiated, indistinctive mode of being. Ontologically, it mediates be-
tween al-ahadiyya and al-wahdaniyya and is also referred to as the
state of “Muhammadan Reality” (al-haqiqa al-muhammadiyya).22

3. Divine Uniqueness (al-wahdaniyya): the state of “second determi-
nation” (al-ta�ayyun al-thani) that represents God’s knowledge of
his Essence, attributes, and all existents in their differentiated, dis-
tinctive mode of being. It is also referred to as the state of “Human
Reality” (al-haqiqa al-insaniyya). The first three states of Being
concern Being in the primordial stage, yet, primordiality as well as
precedency and succession in the above states must be understood
as intellectual and not temporal qualifications.23

4. The World of Spirits (�alam al-arwah): the state of simple, abstract
cosmic entities, those “in the likeness of which, and in accordance
with whose essences, manifestation is fashioned.”24

5. The World of Similitude (�alam al-mithal): the state of subtle,
composed cosmic entities, those which are not susceptible to divi-
sion, portioning, separation, or conjunction.25
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6. The World of Bodies (�alam al-ajsam): the state of dense, com-
posed cosmic entities, those which are susceptible to division, por-
tioning, separation, and conjunction.26

7. Man (al-insan): the last and the sum total of all manifest states, the
bodily and the spiritual as well as the states of divine uniqueness
and divine solitude.27
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Viewing the states of Being from different standpoints, there is only one state
of nonmanifestation (al-lazuhur), that of Transcendent Unity, and six states of
universal manifestation.28 The first three represent the states of Being in the
Platonic sense, while the other four represent the states of becoming. In terms
of the creative process, there are internal and external modes of differentiation.
Internally, the second state is the state of first determination, while the third is
the state of second determination. The other four states are concerned with
external existence.

These states also identify, as al-Hindi puts it, three distinct modalities or
“homes” (mawatin) of the world. The first home is in the first determination
wherein the world is designated as divine “business” (shu�un), in the sense that
the world is God’s own concern: “He creates what he will” (30:54).29 The
expression comes from the Quranic verse “every day he is engaged in a divine
business (sha�n)” (55:29). The second home is in the second determination,
wherein the world is designated as “immutable essences” (a�yan thabita). The
third home is in the “exterior” (al-kharij), in the realm of existence, wherein the
world is designated as “external essences” (a�yan kharijiyya).30

In terms of al-Ghazali’s analogies, the three mawatin of the world can 
be compared to the stages of architectural production. The first two modalities,
the divine business and immutable essence, correspond to the stages of design
(taqdir), wherein the designed object is still contained in an unmanifest mode
within the designer’s mind. The architectural drawing, which equates al-Gha-
zali’s nuskhat al-�alam, the blueprint of the world, corresponds to the world 
of spirits, the first state of the external essences (a�yan kharijiyya), which in-
cludes both the blueprint and its embodiment. Al-Hindi’s hierarchy of the three
homes forms the basis of the following analyses of the process of universal
manifestation.

The Primordial Presence

The primordial presence (al-hadra al-qad ima), as distinct from the divine
presence (al-hadra al-ilahiyya), is the presence of divinity that precedes con-
ceptually all qualifications and determinations, including those of firstness,
absoluteness, and unity. It is the presence associated with the first state of
Being (al-ahadiyya) from the verse: “Say: He is God, the One (ahad)!”
(112:1). Although it has a conceptual presence, this state is characterized by
existential absence, as our comprehension of it is based on the denial of all
comprehensible definitions and conditions. It is the presence of the Essence
that the Sufis compare to the geometrical point.
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Nondetermination

In the Tawasin, al-Hallaj refers to the point as “the meaning of unity, but not
Unity.”31 He presents several mystical and graphical references to the symbolism
of the point, the line, the circle, and the alphabet. “The circle has no door,” he
writes, “and the point in the middle of the circle is the meaning of truth.”32 In the
Sufi teachings, the symbolism of the point (nuqta), literally “drop,” “dot,” is a
consistent and recurrent theme. In Kitab al-Nuqta (The Book of the Point), al-Jili
presents a sophisticated exposition of the meaning of the point, seen as a potent
symbol of the ultimate Reality (haqiqat al-haqa�iq), a graspable geometrical
principle capable of revealing the relationship the divine Essence bears to the
world.33 In their fascinating discourse on the symbolism of the point, Sufis often
quote a prophetic tradition that reduces all human knowledge to the dot of the
Arabic letter ba� (B). I will discuss this later.

To understand the ontological relation Sufis draw between the point and
the first state of Being, we need to reinvoke the Ikhwan’s distinction between
the sensible and intelligible geometry, which they extend to the point. The sen-
sible point (al-nuqta al-hissiyya), they explain, is a physical entity that has
parts, whereas the intelligible point (al-nuqta al-�aqliyya) is a nonspatial prin-
ciple that has no parts.34 In a treatise on the alphabetical symbolism, al-Jili re-
iterates this differentiation: “Know that, in reality, the point cannot be
determined by sight, because [it is indivisible while] all that is manifested by
it in the bodily world is divisible. So the perceived point is an expression
(�ibara) of its reality, the definition of which is a “single, indivisible sub-
stance” (jawhar fard la-yatajazza�).”35 Thus understood, the sensible point is
the smallest spatial entity in the Euclidian geometry whose repetition pro-
duces a line, the repetition of which produces a plane, the repetition of which
produces a volume. This spatial entity has a dimension, however indefinitely
small. For the repetition of a dimensionless point cannot produce a dimension
any more than the addition of zeros can produce a number. By contrast, the in-
telligible point is a mental concept, denoting the dimensionless, indivisible
principle that lies beyond the confines of spatial conditions. The sensible point
is the physical embodiment of the intelligible point, which not only escapes
space and spatial conditions but also defies our affirmative comprehension.
We are unable to attribute to the point any essential qualities whereby it may
become affirmatively graspable. When we describe the point as indivisible,
formless, dimensionless, without extension or duration, and so forth, we are in
fact negating its spatio-temporal qualities. Negative attributes can only tell us
what a thing is not. Although negating is a form of knowing, an entity can only
be grasped by means of its affirmative attributes. As Ibn �Arabi explains that
“negation is not an essential attribute (sifa dhatiyya), for all essential attributes
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of beings are affirmative (thubutiyya).”36 Furthermore, when we try to define
the intelligible point by negative attributes, we are forced to employ spatio-
temporal qualities, which the intelligible point transcends. By such definitions
we reveal our tendency to presume that such sensible qualities are potentially
latent in it. However, neither can these negative attributes determine, limit, or
define the quality of the intelligible point nor can they render it graspable.

The ungraspability and incomprehensibility of the point renders it a potent
symbol of the ineffable divine Essence (al-dhat) or God in the state of nonde-
termination. “Whenever I speak of the Point I mean the Secret of the Essence,”
says the twentieth-century Sufi Ahmad al-�Alawi in his treatise on the symbol-
ism of the Arabic letters.37 And al-Jili says that “the point is a symbol (ishara)
of God’s essence that is hidden behind the veils of his multiplicity.”38 The point
stands for the Essence because it is just as ungraspable and incomprehensible
to say that the point is formless, dimensionless, indivisible, and so forth, as the
Quranic description of God: “Naught is as his likeness” (42:11). Negation is
the only way to know of the divine Essence and, by extension, of its symbol, the
point.39 Ibn �Arabi explains the state of divinity to which the point is ontologi-
cally tied: “Praise be to God before whose oneness there was not a before, un-
less the Before was He, and after whose singleness there is not an after, except
the After be He. He is, and there is with Him no after nor before, nor above nor
below, nor far nor near, nor union nor division, nor how nor where nor when,
nor time nor moment nor age, nor being nor place. And He is now as He was.
He is the One without oneness, and the Single without singleness . . . He is the
First without firstness, and the Last without lastness. He is the Outward without
outwardness, and the Inward without inwardness.”40

Sufis teach that the point is the principle of geometry just as 1 is the prin-
ciple of number. Here the correspondence can be observed on two levels. In
Arabic “unity” is denoted by two terms: ahad, as in “Say: he is God, the One
(ahad)” (112:1); and wahid, as in “Your God is One (wahid) God” (2:163).
The conceptual difference between these two terms can be traced in the Sufi
teachings. The unmanifest state of Transcendent Unity is designated by the
term al-ahadiyya, from ahad, while the two manifested states of the divine
Solitude and Uniqueness are designated by the terms al-wahda and al-wah-
daniyya, respectively, from wahid. The two manifest states of Being share the
same etymological root with the number 1, wahid, whereby they are deliber-
ately distinguished from al-ahadiyya, whose root, ahad, though it connotes
the idea of unity, signifies unity without likeness, not even in numbers. In geo-
metrical terms, the sensible point, as the principle of sensible geometry, cor-
responds to the 1, as the principle of numbers. For just as the number 1 is a
reflection of the unmanifest Unity (ahad) in the realm of numbers, so the sen-
sible point is a reflection of the intelligible point in the realm of geometry. The
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unmanifest Unity, however, is that which lies beyond both realms of number
and geometry altogether. It can be analogically equated with the 0 or the pure
“whiteness” (bayad) in Ghazali’s example. Whiteness and 0, as Unity unaf-
firmed, are symbolic expressions of that which lies beyond the first compre-
hensible affirmation of Being, expressed by the sensible point and the number
1. Zero is to 1 what the whiteness is to the point and what possibility is to
actuality: the state of inconnumerable unity and infinite multiplicity.41

In al-Tuhfa al-Mursala, al-Hindi takes this analogy a step further. He
says that Being (wujud) is to beings (mawjudat) as light is to colors and fig-
ures. Being is the reality whereby things become conceivable just as light is
the condition whereby colors and figures become perceivable. But unlike
light, he says, Being in its manifestation is ceaseless and more intense, and,
therefore, only the elites are aware of its presence.42 He further explains that
all beings (mawjudat), in respect of Being (wujud), are none other than the
Real (al-haqq), but in respect of determination are other than the Real. Oth-
erness is a relative matter. In reality, he adds, even the shape is none other
than Real. To illustrate this view, al-Hindi uses the example of the various ob-
jects made out of water, such as hail, waves, and ice in the form of a cup. In
reality, he says, all of these are none other than water, but in terms of their
specific forms they are obviously other than water. Likewise is the mirage,
which is air appearing in the form of water; in reality, it is none other than air,
but in appearance it is other than air.43

Relating this to space, the geometrical point in its two modalities, the sen-
sible and the intelligible, may be taken to represent the ubiquitous presence of
Being in both its determined and undetermined states. Viewed from al-Hindi’s
standpoint, the point can be seen to be the basis of spatial compositions in the
same way that Being is considered to be the inner reality of all beings. Ibn
�Arabi develops this argument considering the point in its own right and in what
it causes to appear in the form of spatial composition. In reality, Ibn �Arabi
says, a spatial object is none other than the point, but in determination it is other
than the point. Explaining the nature of the radius, he writes: “A line terminates
at a point. Its beginning and its end are and are not parts of it, as you may wish
to say. What should be said of the line is this: neither are the points the line it-
self nor other than itself . . . The line is made up of points, it cannot be con-
ceived in any other way. The plane is made up of lines, so it is made up of
points, and the body is made up of planes, so it is made up of lines, which are
made up of points.”44

In summary, the point, itself undetermined and unmanifest, is the principle
of determinate manifestation. It is to space what the divine Essence is to the
world: the unmanifest principle of manifestation. In its intelligible mode, it en-
compasses the entirety of space, for potentially all is conceived within it. In its
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sensible mode, it is the generative principle of space, for all bodies in space can
be geometrically reduced to a point: it is both the whole and the part.

The Divine Presence

The divine presence (al-hadra al-ilahiyya), as distinct from the primordial
presence (al-hadra al-qadima), is the presence wherein God is known through
his names and attributes. It is the state in which the unity of the Essence be-
comes associated with the multiplicity of the names and attributes. The Sufis
teach that in his primordial presence God desired to be known, to reveal the
mysteries of his inner treasure, so he descended from his incomprehensible su-
premacy, the state of Transcendent Unity, through the state of Solitude, to the
state of Uniqueness. Therein he revealed his names and attributes as means
whereby he may become knowable. By this descent the nonqualified and unde-
termined Being becomes manifest in two qualified and determined states—
first and second determination—revealing the divine presence.

Unity and Multiplicity

The act of manifestation is associated with a perplexing philosophical question:
how could the simple unity produce the rich and complex multiplicity? The tra-
dition that says, “God was and nothing with him; and he is now even as he
was,” raises other related questions.45 How could God remain as he was after
creating the world? How could God, the one, when there was nothing with him
remain the same one when the multitude of existents is associated with him?
This is the paradox of unity and multiplicity implicit in the act of manifestation,
the paradox of the one becoming many and at the same time remaining one, of
God being at once the name and the named.46 The key to understanding this
paradox, the Sufis teach, is the double negation: to think of external beings as
neither God himself nor other than himself. It is like looking in a mirror and
seeing your image: the reflected image is neither yourself, since you are stand-
ing apart from the mirror, nor other than yourself, since it is your own and not
anyone else’s. If you imagine that you are able to look in a number of mirrors
simultaneously and see your reflected images in all of them at once, then the
paradox of unity and multiplicity is partially resolved. And if you imagine these
mirrors to be infinite in number, reflecting infinite aspects of your personality,
then the paradox is almost resolved. What remains to be explained is the “mir-
rors”: what are they and where do they come from? In this analogy, the mirrors
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are none other than the created beings, the things of the world, whose appear-
ance coincides which the manifestation of the divine reflections or realities.47

At the first level of determination, these realities are described as divine busi-
ness (shu�un ilahiyya), whereas at the second level of determination they are
designated as immutable essences (a�yan thabita).

First Determination

Al-ta�ayyun al-awwal, the state of the first determination, al-Hindi explains,
designates God’s knowledge of his Essence, attributes, and all beings (mawju-
dat) in an undifferentiated, indistinctive mode. This state is often likened to the
existence of a tree in the seed prior to its physical materialization. The act of
knowing is the first affirmative attribute that determines the Essence.
Knowing implies a triplicity: knower, known, and knowledge, affirmatively
differentiating among the Essence (knower), the names (known), and the con-
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nection (knowledge); or among unity, multiplicity, and affinity. In geometrical
terms, this initial order can be traced in the ternary structure of the circle seen
as the first qualification of the point: the unity of the center (knower), the mul-
tiplicity of the points of the circumference (known), and the connecting radii
(knowledge).

Sufis see the revealment of the divine’s infinite names from the incom-
prehensible Essence as analogous to the projection of the circumference’s in-
definite number of points from the indivisible center and to the reflection of
God’s “forms” in the mirrors of beings. Through this ontological relationship,
the circle becomes the symbol of the first comprehensible form of unity the
Essence takes on. The circle’s inherent geometrical qualities are thus condi-
tioned by the metaphysical reality it embodies. The circle, therefore, offers ef-
fective cues that help us understand the paradox of unity and multiplicity. Ibn
�Arabi explains:

Every line projecting from the center to the circumference is equal to its com-
panion and terminates at a point on the circumference. In itself the center nei-
ther multiplies nor increases despite the multitude of lines that project from it
to the circumference. The point of the center relates to every point on the cir-
cumference by its same essence. For if it were to relate to one point on the cir-
cumference by other than that by which it relates to another, it would be
divisible, and it would not be true that it is one, yet it is. So it relates to all the
points, in spite of their multitude, by none other than its essence. It is certain
then that multiplicity manifests from the one Essence without this Essence
being multiplied.48

The Quran teaches that the world depends in its existence on God: 
“O mankind! It is you who are in need of God”; while God is “the self-suffi-
cient, the glorified” (35:15). He is “independent of all creatures” (3:97).49 Ibn
�Arabi sees in the circle a confirmation of this. Although the center and the
circle are mutually dependent on each other’s presence, in the sense that 
circularity demands a center just as centrality demands a domain, the center,
as a point, remains autonomous and self-sufficient on its own.50 The circle, 
by contrast, has no state wherein it can dispense with its dependency on the
center. Just like an image in a mirror: its existence depends upon the presence
of the one whose image is being reflected while the one remains independent
on its own.

In the state of first determination, al-Hindi explains, the world is designated
as divine business (shu�un ilahiyya), a modality that, according to Ibn �Arabi,
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differentiates three things: Being (al-wujud), non-Being (al-�adam), and the pos-
sible (al-mumkin). This corresponds to the ternary structure of the knower,
known, and knowledge and its geometrization in the circle. Ibn �Arabi explains:
“The divine business (al-sha�n) in itself is as the point in relation to the circum-
ference and that which is in between. The point is Being (al-haqq), the space
outside the circumference is non-Being (al-�adam), or, say, darkness, and that
which is in between the point and the space outside the circumference is the pos-
sible (al-mumkin) . . . We have been given the point because it is the origin of the
existence of the circle’s circumference that was manifested by the point. Like-
wise, the possible does not manifest except by Being and the circumference of
the circle.”51

The differentiation of Being, non-Being, and the possible at the first level
of determination is also described as God descending from the level of absolute
oneness to the level of singleness (fardiyya, from fard, “odd”).52 Singleness is
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the level of the affirmative differentiation of the act of knowing, which is coin-
cidental with the creative act. Knowing presupposes the existence of the known,
the possible world. The nature of the divine creative act is in harmony with the
initial structure of determination. Ibn �Arabi explains:

Know, may God guide you, that the creative order is in itself based on single-
ness (fardiyya), wherein triplicity (tathlith) is implicit, since singleness begins
from the number 3 upward. Three is the first single (fard, “odd”) number. It is
from the presence of singleness that the world has come into existence. 
God says: “and our word unto a thing, when we intend it, is only that we say
unto it: Be! and it is” (16:40). Here is an Essence, one with a Will and a cre-
ative Word. Without this Essence, its Will, which is its turning towards bring-
ing something in particular into existence, and its uttering of the word “Be!”
to that particular thing at the moment of turning, that thing would not have
come into existence.53

In the Futuhat Ibn �Arabi translates this creative triplicity into a geometrical
form. He illustrates the triplicity of the divine creative act with reference to the
circle: the center stands for the Essence, the radius for the Will, and the cir-
cumference for the coming into being by the word Be!

The line projecting from the central point to a single point on the circumfer-
ence represents the predestination each creature has from its creator-most tran-
scendent. It is his saying: “and our word unto a thing, when we intend it, is
only that we say unto it: Be! and it is.” Will here is that line we assumed as pro-
jecting from the point of the circle to the circumference. It is the divine orien-
tation (al-tawajjuh al-ilahi) that determines the existence of that point of the
circumference. The circumference is the same “circle of potential beings”
(da�irat al-mumkinat), and the point in the center, which determines the points
of the encompassing circle, is the necessary, self-sufficient Being (wajib al-
wujud li-nafsihi).54

Thus viewed, the circle’s inherent order provides an immediate expression
or materialization of many Quranic concepts. Referring to the verse, “he is the
first and the last, and the outward and the inward” (57:3), Ibn �Arabi says: “The
world is between the center and the circumference: the center is the first, and the
circumference is the last.”55 He adds: “every point of the circumference is an end
to a line, while the point out of which a line projects to the circumference is the
beginning of that line, so he is the first and the last. He is the first of every pos-
sible being just as the point is the beginning of every line.”56 And with reference
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to the verses, “And God, all unseen, surrounds them” (85:20), and “Verily, he is
surrounding all things” (41:54), Ibn �Arabi writes: “If you assume lines project-
ing from the point to the circumference (muhit), these will terminate but unto a
point. The whole circumference bares the same relationship to the point, which
is his saying: ‘And God, all unseen, surrounds (muhit) them,’ and his saying: ‘Is
not he surrounding (muhit) all things?’”57

The Arabic word for “circumference,” muhit, which also means “sur-
rounding” and “encompassing,” provides a linguistic support for the mystical
interpretations.58 The symbolism of the circle is also used to illustrate and con-
firm some theological dogmas, such as the ultimate return to God at the end of
the world. The lines projecting from the point of the center to the points of the
circumference that stand for all possible beings remind us, according to Ibn
�Arabi, of our ultimate destination, as stated in the Quran: “and unto him the
whole matter will be returned” (11:123); “As he brought you forth, so you shall
return” (7:29); “God initiates the creation, then the recreation, then unto him
you will be returned” (30:11).59 Ibn �Arabi sees in the circle and the spherical
form of the cosmos a constant reminder of this ultimate return.
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Know that since the world is spherical in shape, man longs at the end of his
life to his beginning. Our springing forth from nonexistence to existence was
by him, and to him we shall return, as he says: “and unto him the whole mat-
ter will be returned” . . . Do you not see how when you start drawing a circle
you keep encircling the line until it terminates unto its beginning: then it is a
circle. Had the matter been otherwise, had we sprung forth from him in a
straight line, we would not have returned unto him, and his saying: “then unto
him you will be returned” would not have been true, but he is the truthful.60

Second Determination

The circle, the symbol of the state of first determination, is the first comprehen-
sible form unity takes on in the process of manifestation. It represents the first
polarization that differentiates the unity of the Essence from the multiplicity of
the names, but without distinguishing the names from one another. Just like the
points of the circumference: they are all alike and equally related to the origi-
nal point-center. At the state of second determination (al-ta�ayyun al-thani), the
divine names become differentiated and distinguished from one another, man-
ifesting an infinite number of patterns. These patterns crystallize the infinite
sets of relationships and combinations that bind various divine names together.
Geometrically, these patterns can be seen as an indefinite number of geometri-
cal configurations that can be inscribed within a circle, each as it were crystal-
lizing one of the divine patterns. A square, for example, can be seen to
geometrically crystallize the pattern of quadrature, which in turn crystallizes
the relationship that binds any four distinct yet related divine names, such 
as the Living, the Knowing, the Willing, and the Powerful. Ibn �Arabi assimi-
lates this process to the differentiation of geometrical forms within a circle:
“The world in its entirety is circular in form, within which are then differenti-
ated the forms of all figures, such as quadrature, triplicity, hexad, and so on 
indefinitely.”61

For Sufis, combinations of the divine names constitute the regulating pat-
terns of existence, varying according to the subjects they designate. The cre-
ation of the world, for example, requires a pattern different to that required for
the subsistence of the world after it has been created. Likewise, different
modalities of the divine reveal different patterns. A different combination of at-
tributes is needed to know God as the creator of the world than the ones needed
to know him as the self-sufficient. Sufis discern a structure in these infinite va-
rieties of patterns, based on a perceived hierarchy in both single and combined
divine names. Quadrature and triplicity occupy, with regard to the creative
process, primary positions in this hierarchy.
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Quadrature: Pattern of Proliferation

Sufis teach that God’s manifestation and becoming knowable coincides with the
creation of the world. For this creative emergence to be fulfilled a certain combi-
nation of divine names is necessary. According to Ibn �Arabi, this is achieved
through four principal names: the Living (al-hayy), the Knowing (al-�alim), the
Willing (al-murid), and the Powerful (al-qadir), which manifest the attributes of
Life, Knowledge, Will, and Power. There are several Quranic references to these
names: “God! There is no God save him, the Alive, the Eternal” (3:2); “He cre-
ates what he will. He is the Knower, the Powerful” (30:54). The logic that brings
these four names together is based on human creativity that necessitates these four
indispensable attributes. In order to be able to produce anything, one must, first
of all, be alive, must know what one is intending to produce, must have the will for
production, and must be able to produce. This is the creative quadrature accord-
ing to human logic. It might derive from the physical order, but its roots lie in the
metaphysical world. The physical order of existence, as Ibn �Arabi affirms, is nec-
essarily rooted in divine realities.62 If this is the way we naturally conceive of the
creative act, it is because divine realities structure our modes of thinking accord-
ing to the original order of things.63 This creative quadrature reveals the first trace
of order, the exemplar of all quadratures in the created world. The nearest cognate
pattern to the creative quadrature is that which binds the divine names mentioned
in the verse: “He is the First and the Last, and the Outward and the Inward”
(57:3).64 Already linked to the structure of the circle, this combination describes
the position of the creator in the created world.
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Within the creative quadrature Ibn �Arabi traces a hierarchy. Life, he says, is
the primary attribute since it is the necessary condition for all other attributes.
Knowledge follows Life in the hierarchy. Al-Qashani considers Knowledge to be
the leader of the attributes, on the basis that although one’s creative ability hinges
on being alive, being alive does not presuppose the other creative attributes.65 For
Ibn �Arabi, however, Life is the very condition of existence, including the exis-
tence of Knowledge, hence its primacy. Most Sufis, however, concur with Ibn
�Arabi on the primacy of both Life and Knowledge over Will and Power. The log-
ical basis of Ibn �Arabi’s hierarchy concerns the domain of influence and the lim-
its of the realm to which the presence of each of these attributes extends in the
creative process. Being the very condition of all attributes Life occupies the high-
est position in the hierarchy. Knowledge follows, since its domain of influence
extends to both the realm of necessary Being and the realm of possibility, which
includes what can and cannot exist (al-mumkin wa al-muhal). Then follows Will,
whose domain of influence is restricted to the realm of the possible by exercising
a preference as to what may and may not exist. Power is the last in the hierarchy,
being the most restricted, since its function is confined to bring into existence the
possibility already given a preference for existence.66

This hierarchy is conducive to another kind of differentiation, in which
each attribute acquires an active or passive generative quality. The primary at-
tributes of Life and Knowledge are considered to be active, acting upon the sec-
ondary attributes of Will and Power, which are passive. Ibn �Arabi considers
that just as Life is the condition of Knowledge, Will is the condition of Power.
So Will is to Power as Life is to Knowledge. Accordingly, Life draws Will into
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its state, and Knowledge draws Power into its state. The articulation of the cre-
ative quadrature’s original hierarchy into active and passive, conditioning and
conditioned, form the divine model for all other creative orders that rely on the
agency of active or passive qualities. “The created world, in its entirety, is pas-
sive in relation to God,” Ibn �Arabi says, “while in itself is active in parts and
passive in others.”67

The creative quadrature of divinity is novel since it occurs without a pre-
ceding model. Every quadrature that follows, in this as well as in other do-
mains, is but a reproduction of this novel order. With reference to the
prophetic tradition, which says that creation started with the Intellect (al-�aql)
followed by the creation of the Soul (al-nafs) from the Intellect, Ibn �Arabi
traces the second stage of manifestation: “God brought into existence the
first Intellect from the attribute of Life and the Soul from the attribute of
Knowledge. So the Intellect was the condition for the existence of the Soul as
Life was the condition for the existence of Knowledge. The two passive real-
ities in relation to the Intellect and the Soul were Universal Matter (al-haba�)
and Universal Body. These four were the origin whence all forms in the world
were manifested.”68

At this stage Ibn �Arabi introduces a new element, “Nature” (al-tabi�a), be-
tween the Soul and Universal Matter. Nature, as Ibn �Arabi describes it, is an
intelligible reality, a force, that has no essence (�ayn). We know it through its ef-
fects in the physical world, which manifest through the agency of four reali-
ties—heat (harara), cold (buruda), dryness (yubusa), and moistness (rutuba).69

In our bodily experiences we sense the effects of these four forces of Nature in
the phenomenal world, not Nature per se. The working of Nature, Ibn �Arabi
explains, displays a quaternary structure that resonates with the original cre-
ative quadrature:

Between the Soul and Universal Matter there is the state of Nature. It, too, is
based on four realities, two of which are active, and two are passive. Yet all are
in the state of passivity with regard to the source whence they proceeded. These
are heat, cold, moistness, and dryness. Dryness is passive in relation to heat, and
moistness is passive in relation to cold. Heat is from the Intellect, and the Intel-
lect is from Life; hence the nature of life in the sensible bodies is heat. Cold is
from the Soul, and the Soul from Knowledge; hence knowledge, when settled,
is usually described by the “cold of certainty” and by “snow”70 . . . As dryness
and moistness are passive with regard to heat and cold, Will demands dryness
because it belongs to its state, and Power demands moistness because it belongs
to its state. And since Power is restricted to bringing-into-existence in particu-
lar, it is duly charged with imprinting the nature of life, that is, heat and moist-
ness, in the bodies.71
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Fig. 2.7a The third stage of manifestation according to Ibn �Arabi (Futuhat,
a: Dar Sadir ed.).

Fig. 2.7b The third stage of manifestation according to to Ibn �Arabi (MS. 1328).



Ibn �Arabi says that all forms (suwar) and figures (ashkal) are manifested in the
Universal Matter and the Universal Body. The form of our world is one of these
“forms and figures.” Referring to the Quranic verse, “the heavens and the earth
were of one piece (martuqa), then we parted them, and we made every living thing
of water” (21:30), he says, heaven and earth were first manifested in the form of
an undifferentiated, indistinctive mass (martuqa, literally “stitched together”).
“Then God turned to unstitching the sewn mass in order to distinguish between
their (i.e., heaven and earth) essences (a�yan). Water was the principle of their ex-
istence, and that is why he said: We made every living thing of water.”72 This pro-
vides the key for the third stage in the creative process, the stage of manifesting the
four simple and ideal elements, Fire, Air, Water, and Earth. Water is the principal
element, just as Life, to which it relates, is the principal divine attribute. Ibn �Arabi
explains the working of the quaternary order at the third stage of manifestation:

First of all, God ordered these four natural realities in a particular pattern
(nazm makhsus). He joined heat and dryness, and there was the simple and
ideal Fire. He manifested its ruling (hukm) in three places of the Throne’s
body (al-�arsh), which is the “utmost sphere” (al-falak al-aqsa) and the “Uni-
versal Body” (al-jism al-kull). He called the first place “Aries,” called the sec-
ond place, which is the fifth of the designated places, “Leo,” and called the
third place, which is the ninth of the designated places, “Sagittarius.” Then he
joined cold and dryness, and there was the simple and ideal Earth. He mani-
fested its ruling in three places of this sphere: He called the first place “Tau-
rus,” the second “Virgo,” and the third “Capricorn.” Then he joined heat and
moistness, and there was the simple and ideal Air. He manifested its ruling in
three places of this utmost sphere: He called the first place “Gemini,” the sec-
ond “Libra,” and the third “Aquarius.” Then he joined cold to moistness, and
there was the simple and ideal Water. He manifested its ruling in three places
of the utmost sphere: He called the first place “Cancer,” the second “Scor-
pio,” and the third “Pisces.” This is the division of the sphere of the constel-
lations: there are twelve designated divisions determined by the twenty-eight
planets. All is set by the design (taqdir) of the Mighty, the Knower.73

This pattern of quaternary manifestation also represents the basic pattern of
the cosmogonic proliferation of the many from the maternal source, the point.
As the unmanifest source that precedes the manifestation of the many, the
point signifies the feminine, progenitive origin wherein all things are con-
ceived as an undifferentiated totality. “Whatever may be the term that you do
choose for the first entity,” Ibn �Arabi explains, “it will always be feminine.”74

Geometrically, the unity of mother-point proliferates into the multiplicity of
the circumference. The points of this circumference represent the genera of
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existents. In the same manner that the mother-point first burst open to give
birth to the first circumference, the multiplicity of genera, so likewise each
genus may in turn proliferate into a multiplicity of species, species into kinds,
and kinds into individuals.

Ibn �Arabi says that every part of the world may cause the existence of another
smaller world similar to, but in no way more perfect than, it; and so likewise “every
point may cause the existence of a circumference whose condition is the same as
the first one, and so on ad infinitum.”75 “The principle of all this is the first point,”
he writes, “for a line extending from the point-center to a determined point on the
circumference may also extend from it to the points of the half-circle that lies out-
side the first circle.”76 The pattern of proliferation at once follows and inscribes the
law of unity and multiplicity or the whole and the parts, according to which every
part reveals the same order of the whole and as such it forms a whole on its own.

Triplicity: Pattern of Formation

Reflecting on the nature of the creative act, Ibn �Arabi says that we can only
say that God “designs” (yuqaddir) things eternally but not “brings into 
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existence” (yujid) eternally, because it is not possible.77 Accordingly, he dis-
tinguishes two modes of creation: creation by “designing” or “determin
ation” (taqdir) and creation by “bringing into existence” ( ijad) or “forma-
tion” (takwin). The former is an eternal, creative act that does not involve
physical production, whereas the latter is an act that does. The former coex-
ists with God’s knowing of the nonexistent world in its potential state,
whereas the latter coexists with the bringing of the world from nonexistence
into existence, from potentiality into actuality.78 The distinction between
these two creative modalities is traceable at the linguistic level. In Arabic
�alam and kawn are the two distinct terms translated as “world.” The former
derives from �ilm, “knowledge,” with reference to which Ibn �Arabi says that
the moment God knew himself, he knew the world.79 The latter derives from
the trilateral root k.w.n., literally, hadath, that is, “something new,” “a nov-
elty,” “an unprecedented thing,” “occurrence,” from which comes the terms
muhdath and huduth, “ephemeral existence” and “newness,” as opposed to
qad im and qidam, “primordial” and “eternity.”

Although knowing is a creative act, it is not necessarily a physically pro-
ductive one. Things may be created in the imagination without being brought
into existence physically. Takwin, however, is necessarily a physically produc-
tive act, causing the designated thing to exist. The verb kawwana means “to
bring into existence,” “to synthesize,” the imperative of which kun (Be!) is the
divine creative word. Thus creation has two complementary modes: designative
through knowledge and design (taqd ir), and productive through bringing into
existence and formation (takwin). This conception further supports al-Ghazali’s
analogies already discussed.

If quadrature can be viewed as the primary pattern of creation with regard
to taqdir, then triplicity is the primary pattern of creation with regard to takwin.
This can be traced in the Sufi conceptions of the creative act and of the divine
model for bodily formation. The divine creative command, as we have seen, is
based on the triplicity of the Essence, Will, and Word. This is considered to be
an active triplicity in response to which a passive triplicity appears in the cre-
ated thing. It is the union of both that causes this thing to exist. In response to
the creative command, Ibn �Arabi explains,

there arises in the thing to be created, too, a singleness, a triplicity, by which
the thing, on its part, properly partakes in its own formation and its being
brought into being. This is its thing-ness (shay�iyya), its hearing (sama�), and
its obeying (imtithal) the command of the creator concerning its coming into
being. So the thing matches the [creative] triad with a triad: its affirmative,
though nonexisting, essence corresponds to the Essence of its creator; its hear-
ing corresponds to the Will of its creator; and its obedient acceptance of what
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has been commanded concerning its formation corresponds to the creator’s
utterance of Be!80

Formation (takwin) presupposes embodiment that demands a pattern of divine
names to be realized. This pattern determines the spatiality of embodiment
through the three dimensions and six directions. Sufis distinguish two comple-
mentary modalities whereby God may be known: the creative modality in
which God is attached to the world and the self-sufficient modality in which
“God is independent of all creatures” (3:97).81 Both are known through two sets
of four names. The creative set consists of the Living, the Knowing, the Will-
ing, and the Powerful, while the self-sufficient set consists of the Living, the
Speaking, the Hearing, and the Seeing. The latter relates to the Quranic verse:
“Naught is as his likeness; and he is the Hearer, the Seer” (42:11). “For if he
hears his speech and sees his Essence,” Ibn �Arabi writes, “surely then, his Self-
existence without being related to the world is complete.”82 Together, the two
modalities reveal the following seven divine names: the Living, the Speaking,
the Knowing, the Hearing, the Seeing, the Willing, and the Powerful. These are
unanimously accepted by traditional Islamic schools as the seven principal di-
vine names, from which all other names derive. In premodern theological and
mystical literature, they are known as the “mothers of all names” (ummahat al-
asma�). For Sufis, the seven principal names constitute the fundamental order
of the divine presence.

Triplicity is inscribed in the seven principal names as the divine pattern
of formation that complements quadrature in the creative process. Here tri-
plicity corresponds to the three dimensions of length, width, and depth,
which Ibn �Arabi considers as embodying the productive triplicity of the cre-
ative command “Be!” The triplicity of the dimensions is revealed numerically
through the seven principal names together with the Essence, adding up to
eight, the first cubic number, being the minimum number of points required
for the production of bodies in space. Explaining the structure of this pattern,
Ibn �Arabi writes:

The ultimate aim of synthesis is the body. The body is eight points only, and
what is known from the Real is just the Essence and the seven attributes.
Neither are these God himself nor other than himself; likewise, neither is
the body other than the points, nor are the points other than the body, nor
are the points the body itself. We say that the least of bodies is eight points
because the original line arises from two points up; the original plane arises
from two lines up, hence the plane arises from four points; and the original
body arises from two planes up, hence the body arises from eight points.
The body acquired the name of the length from the line, the name of the
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width from the plane, and the name of the depth from the synthesis of two
planes. Thus the body is established upon triplicity, just as the structure of
syllogistic reasoning is established on triplicity,83 and as the origin of being,
the Real, becomes manifest by bringing into existence through three Reali-
ties: his Essence (huwiyyatuhu), his Turning (tawajuhuhu), and his Uttering
(qawluhu).84

The seven principal divine names also determine the six directions—up and
down, left and right, front and back—further qualifying the bodies already
formed on the triplicity of dimensions. Of these seven names, Ibn �Arabi
says, only six relate to the possible being, while the seventh, the Living, does
not. Insofar as the Living is the condition for the existence of the other six
names, it is the point where they all meet. The other six divine names—the
Speaking, the Knowing, the Hearing, the Seeing, the Willing, and the Pow-
erful—determine the six directions, while the living Essence marks the point
where all coincide.85 Thus viewed, the process of universal manifestation re-
veals triplicity and quadrature as complementary divine paradigms: one
crystallizes the designative aspects of the creative act and the other crystal-
lizes the productive aspects. In this process quadrature underlies the pattern
of proliferation and deployment, whereas triplicity underlies the pattern of
synthesis and formation.

The Human Presence

“I am the Truth,” cried al-Hallaj, a fatal cry that was said to have led to his
prosecution and tragic execution.86 Yet the great Sufi martyr was only stating
boldly what had later become the object of a sophisticated Sufi theory. That
man is the mirror image of God became a central theme in Sufi thought, while
tasting the divine reality humans embody became the prime object of the mys-
tical experience. In the Fusus Ibn �Arabi wrote: “I praise him and he praises
me, I worship him and he worships me.”87 Earlier, I referred to al-Hamawi’s
metaphor of God’s Eye that never sleeps. In Arabic insan, “humankind,” is also
translated as “pupil.” The term insan is taken to designate humankind, Ibn
�Arabi explains, because man is to God what the pupil is to the eye, the instru-
ment of seeing. So if God is the light whereby the Eye sees, man is the instru-
ment of “vision” (basar) that makes “seeing” possible. Man is insan because
God “sees” his creatures through him, and it is the comprehensiveness of his
reality that makes such vision possible.88
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The Epitome of Creation

In al-Hindi’s multiple states of Being, the first state of determination is also
designated as the Muhammadan Reality (al-haqiqa al-muhammadiyya),
whereas the second state is designated as the Human Reality (al-haqiqa al-
insaniyya). In the same way these two states of Being are taken to constitute the
divine presence, they are taken to constitute the human presence (al-hadra al-
insaniyya).89 The human presence is but the other side of the divine presence.
The logic of this hinges on the religious concept, which is not peculiar to Islam,
that God created man in his image. This being so, man becomes the ultimate
aim of the creation and the first thing God conceived. As God’s conception of
man’s creation coincides with his self-manifestation, the human presence goes
through the same stages of determination already discussed. These two stages
can be thought of as identifying the idea of man in its ideal and particular de-
termination. For Muslims Muhammad is the ideal model of humankind, just as
Christ is for Christians, whereas Adam is the first incarnation of this perfect
model. This is what the Muhammadan and Human Realities represent in the
constitution of the human presence.

In the Fusus Ibn �Arabi explains, using numerical symbolism, the structural
similarity and concordance between the divine and human presences. When the
undetermined unity subjected itself to the process of determination, triplicity
was the first order it revealed: unity, multiplicity, and affinity. Thus 3 was the
first comprehensible form unity took. Three is also the first odd (fard) number,
since 1 is not a number but the origin of numbers. Fard also means “single” and
“individual,” of which farid means “unique.” Ibn �Arabi plays on the semantics
of fard to show how the human presence mirrors that of the divine. In being the
first object of divine knowledge, man becomes synonymous with the universe,
and the articulation of the concept of ‘man’ in the divine mind coincides with the
manifestation of the names and attributes. Thus the idea of Muhammad, in being
the model in the likeness of which man was to be fashioned—according to the
hadith: “I was a prophet when Adam was still between water and clay”—equates
the divine knowledge in the indistinctive state. This is the wisdom of Muham-
mad’s prophethood, as Ibn �Arabi puts it, revealing the triplicity of the state of
Being with which he is identified.90

In his exposition of Ibn �Arabi’s Fusus, al-Qashani explains that the notion
of the Muhammadan Reality designates the first self-determination with which
the primordial Essence qualified itself. This included the determination of the
hierarchy of genera, species, kinds, and individuals, the entirety of which
Muhammad comprised in his constitution. In this sense, Muhammad was
unique. Above his reality there was only the ineffable transcendent Essence.91

The Muhammadan Reality was particularized through the idea of Adam, with
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the creation of whom the human presence was realized. Adam was at once the
“lens” through which God viewed all beings and the “mirror” in which he
viewed his own Being. The otherness of the reflected image externalized di-
vinity in a unique way, revealing the realities of the names in an embodied
form.92 If the divine presence is God revealing his names and attributes, then
the human presence is the incarnation of these names and attributes in the
human form. In this sense, the human presence becomes the outer face of di-
vinity, while the divine presence becomes the inner face of humanity.93 Al-
Qashani explains the sense in which man is seen to epitomize the realities of
the creation. Being last in the creative process, man was as it were the conclu-
sive act, summarizing all the ontological degrees that unfolded in the process of
self-determination and refocusing the colors of the ontological spectrum.94

In brief, the Sufi concept of the ‘human presence’ is based on three princi-
ples. First, man, as an idea, was the first to be conceived by God in the creative
process; second, man, as an embodied form, was the last creature to be brought
into existence; and third, man, in both the ideal and embodied form, constitutes
the comprehensive epitome of all manifest states of Being and the sum total of
all divine and cosmic realities.

Universal Man

The Sufi notion of the human presence is synonymous with that of the Univer-
sal Man (al-insan al-kamil/al-kulli). According to al-Hindi, Universal Man is
the state of Being that can be attained through an ascension (�uruj), whereby
one retraces the process of manifestation back to its original source. Such as-
cension causes all states of Being with the expanded knowledge they entail to
unfold within the individual self, resulting in transcending the limits of indi-
viduality and recognizing the universality of one’s presence.95 The notion of the
Universal Man is central to Ibn �Arabi’s writings, which he articulates into a
highly sophisticated theory in most of his texts, and specifically in Insha� al-
Dawa�ir, al-Tadbirat al-Ilahiyya, Futuhat, and Fusus. It is al-Jili, however, who
is well known for his comprehensive book on Universal Man.96 Introducing the
book, al-Jili says that “since it was the Real (al-haqq) who is sought in the writ-
ing of this book, it is mandatory that we deal in it with the Real-most transcen-
dent, in regard to his names first, because they directly point to him, then in
regard to his attributes because of the diversity of essential perfections they ex-
press, and because they are the first manifest forms of his revealment.”97 In
sixty-three chapters, al-Jili goes through a wide range of metaphysical, cosmo-
logical, and eschatological themes, unfolding the dimensions of the Universal
Man. Far from being confined to the domain of humanity, the concept encom-
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passes all the realities of Being—spiritual, imaginal, and corporeal—as well as
the cosmic structure in its current complexity and its reformation in the here-
after. “The Universal Man,” al-Jili writes, “is the pole around whom revolves
the spheres of Being from its beginning to its end.”98

The Two Exemplars

The human presence, Ibn �Arabi explains, comprises two “exemplars”
(nuskhatan): outward and inward. The former, temporally produced, is homolo-
gous to the whole world; the latter, eternally conceived, is homologous to the di-
vine presence.99 Through this dual structure man becomes at once the most
universal entity and the most effective mediator between God and the world. The
duality of the creator-creature is rendered interactive through the agency of man’s
two exemplars, since no other worldly being admits the quality of divinity, nor
can the divine admit the quality of worldliness, al-�ubudiyya. Ibn �Arabi writes:

Man alone possesses two perfect relationships, by one he enters into the divine
presence, and by the other he enters into the cosmic presence (al-hadra al-
kayaniyya). So he is called a “slave” with regard to his being an obligated crea-
ture that was not and then became, just like the world, and he is called “lord”
with regard to his being a vicegerent, to his form, and to his being created in the
best stature. Thus, he is, as it were, a mediator between the world and the Real,
bringing together the created and the creator. He is the dividing line between the
divine and the cosmic presences, as the dividing line between the shadow and
sunlight. This is his reality: he has the perfection of both eternity and newness.100
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Ibn �Arabi articulates his two-exemplar concept by detailing the way in which the
ternary and quaternary patterns of the divine presence are reflected in man’s con-
stitution. Here he identifies man by three essential components: nature (tabi�a),
body (jism), and figure (shakl). The state of nature embodies the generative pattern
of quadrature; whereas the states of body and figure crystallize the formative pat-
tern of triplicity. The three-fold structure—nature, body, and figure—constitutes
the manifest exemplar, the inner face of which corresponds to the three-fold struc-
ture of divinity—Essence, attributes, and actions. Ibn �Arabi explains:

In his essence, this individual man corresponds to the divine presence. God
created him, in respect of his figure and organs, with six directions. These
were made manifest through him because he is to the world as the point is to
the circumference . . . God also created him, in respect of his nature and the
form of his body, from four, so he has quadrature according to his nature,
being the sum of the four elements (arkan). And he structured his body (jism)
as to have three dimensions, length, width, and depth. Thus he resembles the
divine presence in regard to its Essence, attributes, and actions. These are three
states: the state of his figure, which is none other than his directions, the state
of his nature, and the state of his body.101

The two-exemplar concept allows us to see the agency of the human presence
appearing in different modalities. The outward modality becomes identical
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with the world; whereas its inward modality becomes identical with divinity. In
bringing God and the world together the human presence itself tends to dis-
solve, just as the dividing line between shadow and sunlight that exists only
through the existence of the neighboring domains.

The three states that constitute the outward exemplar of the human pres-
ence may be synthesized in the form of the three-dimensional cross, its sym-
bol par excellence. The four arms of the horizontal cross mark the quadrature
of man’s nature; the three axes express the three-dimensionality of his body;
and the six arms of the cross projecting from the center graphs the directional-
ity of his unique figure. All are reconciled in the central point, which represents
man’s centrality in the world.102

Man’s Nature

When God breathed his Spirit into Adam, Ibn �Arabi says, the profusion of
the Breath generated the quadrature of his nature through the four humours:
yellow bile, black bile, blood, and phlegm. These four natures of the human
biological structure derive from the four principal elements (arkan): Fire,
Earth, Air, Water. The yellow bile came from Fire, the black bile from Earth,
blood from Air, and phlegm from Water. In addition, God provided man with
four natural forces—attractive, fixative, digestive, and repulsive—to enable
the functioning of these natures. This quaternary pattern reflects the divine
creative quadrature—Life, Knowledge, Will, and Power—the model for all
created quadratures.103

These four natures, as the four principal elements, are referred to as
“arkan,” plural of rukn, a “corner” or “corner pillar,” giving the imagery of a
quadrangular “structure.” According to Ibn �Arabi, this is the primary “struc-
ture” of being: “God established being upon quadrature and made it for himself
as a house standing upon four arkan, for he is the first, the last, the outward,
and the inward.”104 These four attributes formed the primary quadrature that
necessitated the establishment of the “house” of being upon four corner pillars,
within the structure of which the world of spirits and the world of bodies were
manifested. From the world of divinity this structure prompted the creative at-
tributes of Knowledge, Will, Power, and Utterance, which generated the world
of spirits, which is beyond nature, as well as the natural world. The manifesta-
tion of the natural quadrature of heat, cold, moistness, and dryness followed
and was employed in the generation of the world of bodies, dense and subtle.
Before forming the bodies, however, God laid out the spiritual world of “writ-
ing” (tadwin) and “inscription” (tastir) that produced the original blueprint, 
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al-Ghazali’s exemplar. This included the quadrature of the Intellect, the Soul,
Nature, and Matter, through the agency of which the four elements (arkan) of
Fire, Air, Water, and Earth were generated. It is in this divine and cosmic hier-
archy that the four humors of the animal body and the four functioning forces
were eventually created.105

As a whole constituted from the four natures, man reflects the primary di-
vine quadrature of the first and the last, the outward and the inward in differ-
ent ways.106 With regard to God, he is the inward; with regard to the world, he is
the outward; with regard to God’s intention (al-qasd) in the creation, he is the
first; and with regard to his existential formation (al-nash�), he is the last. Thus
man is first in intention, last in existence, outward in form, and inward in
spirit.107 Holistically, “he is to the world as the point is to the circumference.”

Man’s Body

Regarding the spatial formation of an animal body, Ibn �Arabi quotes a curious
hadith in which the Prophet is reported to have said that “the formation will be
established upon the sacrum (al-nash�a taqum �ala �ajb al-dhanab).”108 Al-
nash�a is a specific Quranic term that designates at once the creation and the for-
mation of the world—its structure, spatio-temporal conditions, and sensible
forms.109 The Quran refers to the “first creation” (al-nash�a al-�ula, 56:63),
meaning the world in its current formation, and to the “other creation” (al-
nash�a al-�ukhra, 53:47), meaning the world as it will be re-formed in the here-
after. The expression �ajb al-dhanab refers, according to the renowned
eighth-century lexicographer and grammarian al-Farahidi, to the lowest point
of the spine wherefrom the animal’s tail originates.110 In humans this is known as
the sacrum, the triangular-shaped bone wedged between the fifth lumbar verte-
bra and the coccyx (tailbone), consisting of the five sacral vertebrae fused to-
gether. The sacrum is the heaviest bone of the pelvis and the center of gravity of
the skeletal structure. The term comes from Latin, os sacrum, meaning “sacred
bone,” which points to its significance in medieval Europe, when it was known
as the resurrection bone, from which a person will be reborn in the hereafter.111

The Islamic tradition seems to have preserved this Christian conception.
The Quranic term al-nash�a and its link to the sacrum deserve some atten-

tion. Etymologically, it derives from the trilateral root n.sh.�, “to grow,” “to be
alive,” of which ansha�a means “to create,” “to invent,” “to produce,” and “to
compose.” The Quran says: “He brought you forth (ansha�akum) from the
earth” (11:61). Ansha�a also means “to begin,” “to start,” and “to commence
doing something.” Hence the verse, “He it is who produces (ansha�a) gardens
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trellised and untrellised” (6:142) means that “he invented them and com-
menced their creation.”112 The term ansha�a has many applications in poetry
and architecture. In poetry, ansha�a means “to compose a poem” and “to
commence reciting it”; in architecture, it means “to commence setting up a
structure.” Therefore, insha� is associated with building a structure.

The above hadith, which many religious authorities quote, reveals a con-
cern with the spatiality of formation: how the human body is structured and in
what form it will be reconstructed in the other world.113 Seen as the only non-
perishable (la yabla) component of the body, the sacrum provides the element
of continuity between the two creations. Ibn �Arabi interprets the hadith as
concerning the spatial structure of the body. He explains that the sacrum rep-
resents the center whence the body springs forth and upon which it is sym-
metrically established. It is the focal point of growth, which occurs through
three centrifugal movements: downwards, upwards, and outwards. In humans,
the downward movement unfolds the lower part of the body, from the sacrum
to the feet; the upward movement unfolds the upper part of the body, from the
sacrum to the head; and the outward movement unfolds the body in the four
directions of right, left, front, and back.114 Thus the state of man’s body refers
to his spatial structure in the form of the three-dimensional cross, the divine
pattern of formation.
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Premodern Muslim physicians did not seem to have shared this view. Ibn
Sina, for instance, describes in detail how the human body originates from the
heart, the first organ of an embryo to develop in the mother’s womb.115 From the
spatio-comogonic perspective, however, the sacrum seems to have been consid-
ered the center of the body. The proportional system of the human body devel-
oped by the Ikhwan in their epistle on music adds support to this idea.116 A
well-developed body, free of any kind of deformation, they posit, has a definite
proportion based on its hand-span. The height from the feet to the top of the head
should measure eight hand-spans, which equals the distance between the tips of
the fingers when the arms are opened wide in opposite directions as a bird open-
ing its wings.117 This position defines a square, the center of which is a point that
lies at the top of the thigh, which the Ikhwan consider to be the midpoint of the
body. If the center of the square thus defined does not coincide with the sacrum,
since the Ikhwan do not refer to it, it is nonetheless associated with a term that
connotes the concept of ‘centrality.’The Ikhwan refer to the top of the thigh bone
where it joins the hip, the level on which falls the midpoint of the body, by the
term al-huqq, from haqqi, “the middle of a thing.” This term derives from the tri-
lateral root h.q.q., “true” or “real,” from which comes God’s name al-haqq,
“Truth” or “Real.” This term correlates the notion of centrality with that of real-
ity and permanence, resonating with the hadith of the sacrum that describes it as
the only component of the human body that does not decompose (la yabla).

The state of the body of the human presence exemplifies the way in which
natural bodies expand in space from their source, the point-center. Expansion oc-
curs though physical movements of growth, which reflect the intelligible move-
ments of manifestation, whereby the divine Essence disengages itself from
primordial stillness and “moves” into the world of existence. Ibn �Arabi describes
this creative movement as the “movement of love,” that is, God’s passion to be
known, without which the world would not have been manifested.118 Al-Qashani
expounds on the notion of intelligible movements (al-harakat al-ma�qula), ex-
plaining the way in which they mediate cosmic existence (al-wujud al-kawni).
Just as the sensible movements of upward, downward, and horizontal, he says, the
intelligible movements designate three conceptual orientations. First is the re-
versed movement of “productive creation” (al-takwin): it is God’s turning down-
ward in order to bring the lower world into existence. Second is the rectilinear
movement of “innovative creation” (al-ibda�): it is his turning upward in order to
bring the worlds of the divine names and attributes as well as the worlds of spir-
its and souls into existence. Third is the horizontal movement of unfolding, turn-
ing toward the heavenly bodies, which mediate between the other two from
horizon to horizon.119 The intelligible movements of cosmic creation provide the
model according to which the human body unfolds from �ajb al-dhanab.
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The three sensible movements of spatial unfolding are also the movements
of growth tendencies. The Sufis differentiate the four kingdoms—human, ani-
mal, plant, and mineral—according to the most expressive movement in their
growth tendencies. The tendency of humans is to grow upward, of the animal to
grow horizontally, of plants to grow downward (their nutritive organ being the
root), and of minerals not to grow, to be still. Thus humans are distinguished by
their upward, ascending spatial expansion through the “rectilinear movement”
(al-haraka al-mustaqima). The animal is distinguished by its horizontal spatial
expansion through the “horizontal movement” (al-haraka al-ufuqiyya). And the
plant is distinguished by its downward spatial expansion through the “reversed
movement” (al-haraka al-mankusa). The synthesis of these three movements,
together with the stillness of the mineral, reveals the three-dimensional cross as
the pattern of spatial unfolding.

Along this common view, Ibn �Arabi offers another interpretation of
growth tendencies and spatial formation of natural bodies, one that is closer
to the hadith of the sacrum and al-Qashani’s intelligible movements. He says
that plants embody the reality of Growth (numuww); animals embody the re-
alities of Growth and Sensation (al-his); and humans embody the realities of
Growth, Sensation, and Reason (al-nutq). Thus all embody the reality of
Growth; however, since plants cannot intrinsically move except by way 
of their growth tendency, they are considered representative of the move-
ment of growth in all natural bodies. This means that growth movement oc-
curs in an animal body insofar as it is a plant, for other movements relate to
other realities, namely, Sense and Reason.120 Accordingly, no distinction be-
tween movements of growth as such can be made, because the body of a
plant grows from the seed in the upward, downward, and outward directions
exactly in the same way as an animal body grows from the sacrum. All
movements of growth can thus be referred to as “rectilinear.” The “reversed”
movement, then, becomes the forcible movement (al-haraka al-qasriyya),
which is contrary to the movement intrinsic to a natural object according to
the law of nature, as, for example, a stone thrown in the air moving upward
while its natural movement by gravity is downward. In this view, growth that
leads to the formation of bodies in space is considered to occur through the
following movements: first, movement from the center (haraka min al-
wasat), that is, the simultaneous, centrifugal movement or spatial expansion
from the origin in all directions; second, movement to the center (haraka ila
al-wasat), that is, the simultaneous, centripetal movement of divine suste-
nance that determines the extent of growth in each direction; and third,
movement within the center (haraka fi al-wasat), that is, the essential en-
livening movement whereby the essence of the origin subsists.121
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Man’s Figure

In the well-known story of Adam’s creation, the Quran tells how God informed
the angels and the jinn that he was about to set on earth a viceroy before whom
they were to prostrate themselves in deference to his superiority. Somewhat
baffled, they all did except Iblis who, taking pride in his fiery nature, unrepen-
tantly refused. Having been expelled from paradise because of his rebellious,
disobedient attitude, Iblis revealed his sinister intentions: “Now, because you
have sent me astray, verily I shall lurk in ambush for them on your right path.
Then I shall come upon them from before them and from behind them and from
their right hands and from their left hands, and you will not find most of them
grateful” (7:16–17). The reference to man’s directions in this dialogue is rather
curious. Why is man identified by his directions? Why only the four horizontal
directions? What about the above and the below? What does it mean for Satan
to approach man through these directions? Why is Satan’s attack spatially
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referenced? These questions lead us to consider man’s figure. The three-
dimensional cross identifies at once the quantitative and qualitative aspects of
the human presence. The state of man’s body (jism) has led us to consider the
quantitative aspect, the dimension, now the state of man’s figure (shakl) leads
us to consider the qualitative aspect, the direction.

In themselves, directions in space are indifferent. The sphere as a spatial
expression of all possibility contains all possible directions, which are deter-
mined by extensions from the center to the surface. Indefinite in number, all di-
rections are also equal in significance. The human figure, however, in being
structured upon six qualitatively different directions, qualifies space by render-
ing its directions significantly different. Commenting on the Quranic verse,
“The originator of the heavens and the earth” (2:117), Ibn �Arabi says that
heaven is what ascends and earth is what descends, and man is the one who dis-
tinguishes between what is above and below because he is the one with the di-
rections.122 The spatial formation of man distinguishes six main directions:
front and back, right and left, up and down. This differentiation is based on
bodily attributes and functions. Front is the direction of vision toward which
man naturally moves; back is the direction of the unknown, of vulnerability;
right is the direction of strength, being naturally the stronger side; left is the di-
rection of weakness, being naturally the weaker side; up is the direction of
man’s head, pointing heavenward; and down is the direction of his feet, point-
ing earthward.123

Identifying man by his directions in the above verse assumes certain links
between directions and one’s virtues and beliefs. So Satan’s approach from the
front is understood as making people indulge in the pleasures of the world
they see, whereas his approach from the back is understood as making people
doubt the reality of the world they do not see, the hereafter. His approach from
the right is the corruption he may bring to the soul through its good virtues and
from the left through its bad virtues. The above and down were inaccessible by
him, for they designate the vertical channel of God’s direct communication
and mercy.124

Ibn �Arabi takes this understanding further. First, he sees in Satan’s spatial
reference an indication of human superiority. Satan’s reference to four direc-
tions only, he says, is an expression of the limitation of his formation and of his
world. Lacking the reality of transcendence that grants him access to the verti-
cal axis, he remains inferior to man.125 Man’s upright bodily formation gener-
ated by the rectilinear movement, as we have seen, sets him apart from all other
creatures. This awareness of the uniqueness of verticality has a spiritual signif-
icance in the mystical experience. The concept of ‘verticality’ is viewed to be a
spatial expression of the Muhammadan Reality in its eternal presence. The
ninth-century Sufi Sahl al-Tusturi (d. 896) speaks of the differentiation of the
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“light of Muhammad” (nur Muhammad) from the divine light in spatial terms.
When God intended to create Muhammad, he says, he projected from his own
light a distinct light (azhara min nurihi nuran). “When it reached the veil of the
Majesty (hijab al-�azama) it bowed in prostration before God. God created
from its prostration (sajda) a mighty column (�amud) like crystal glass (zujaj)
of light that is outwardly (zahir) and inwardly (batin) translucent.”126 It is from
this Muhammadan light, al-Tusturi adds, that the human race originated. Adam
was the first to be manifested in this way: “God created Adam from the light
of Muhammad.”127 Before this, the Muhammad of preexistence had stood as a
column before God for a million years “without body (jism) and form
(rasm).”128 “When the preexistential and temporal universe as well as the
prophetic129 and spiritual prototypes had completed the emanation of light ulti-
mately from Muhammad’s light, Muhammad was shaped in a body (jasad), in
his terrestrial form, from the clay of Adam (tin Adam). This clay of Adam in
turn had been formed from the column of light in which Muhammad had
served his Lord in preexistence.”130 This column of light, which is “as thick as
the seven heavens,”131 is the archetype man’s upright posture embodies.

The notion of the ‘column of light’ emphasizes the significance of the
vertical axis and its exclusive association with man. The state of the human fig-
ure is concerned with the meaning of this spatial uniqueness. The Quran speaks
explicitly of the human superiority over all creatures and especially over the
other two rational creatures, the jinn and the angels. As a living, rational creature
with a sensible body, man gathers together in his formation the qualities of two
kinds of creatures: creatures endowed with the rational faculty but lacking a sen-
sible body and those with a sensible body but lacking the rational faculty. The
former includes the jinn and the angels, and the latter includes the animals and
the plants. None of these creatures shares with man one single quality: his ver-
ticality. Animals are characterized by their horizontality, plants by their down-
wardness, and humans alone by their upwardness. Humans share the qualities of
horizontality and downwardness with animals and plants, whereas their verti-
cality renders them distinct. Lacking the rational faculty, animals and plants can-
not become consciously aware of the significance of their spatial structure, even
if it were the same as that of humans. Humans’ superior spatial structure gains
further significance when coupled with their rationality.

In Satan’s attack on man through the four horizontal directions, Ibn �Arabi
sees a metaphor for depraving and corrupting human psychic characteristics that
are associated with these directions. The front is the direction of vision, of the
known, so it is associated with confidence and certainty as humans are in com-
mand of what happens in front of them. Satan attacks them from this direction by
making them skeptical and uncertain, so they may doubt the oneness of God and
become polytheists (mushrik). The back is the direction of the unseen, of the 
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unknown, so it is associated with ignorance and fear. Satan attacks people from
this direction by exploiting their ignorance and making them disbelievers or mak-
ing them believe only in the incomparability of God (mu�attil, one who refuses
the analogical relationships between God and the created world). The right is the
direction of strength, so it is associated with power and authority. Satan attacks
people from this direction by weakening them, and by exploiting human author-
ity to make them arrogant (mutakabbir). The left is the direction of weakness, so
it is associated with pretence and dependence. Satan attacks people from this di-
rection by exploiting their pretentiousness to make them hypocrites (munafiq).132

The Satanic attack finds support in human earthly nature and sensuous de-
sires. Therefore, Ibn �Arabi says, people are ordered to fight him from these di-
rections, which should be fortified according to what the law (al-shar�) has
ordered them to fortify them with, so Satan would not find a way to approach
them.133 The fortification of these directions takes on cosmic dimensions in the
Sufi teaching, wherein four spiritual masters (awtad, “pegs” or “pillars”) are iden-
tified with the four directions—east, west, north, and south. By these four “pil-
lars,” Ibn �Arabi explains, God preserves the four cardinal directions, one pillar for
every direction. And by these four pillars together with the “pole,” al-qutb, the
greatest master who represents the cosmic axis, God preserves the existence of the
world.134 Satan has no access to the upward and downward directions because of
his limitation. The exclusive verticality people have constitutes their transcenden-
tal dimension. It is the dimension that enables them to transcend the horizontality
of their animality, to communicate with heaven, and to receive divine pure inspi-
rations free from satanic contaminations. The above, Ibn �Arabi says, “is the di-
rection that leads toward the spirit, from which comes truthful inspirations and
angelic revelations, and from which knowledge and spiritual realities emanate.”135

In the context of Sufi teachings, verticality is a spatial expression of human
uniqueness, while the six directions comprise an expression of the comprehen-
siveness of the human reality. By giving meanings to the directions in space, such
teaching engenders a particular spatial sensibility based on an awareness of the
psycho-religious significance of directions. The three dimensions and six direc-
tions are the spatial conditions that were seen to govern the entire natural world.
Along with human nature, one’s body and figure exemplify these conditions, pro-
viding a constant reminder of the foundational order of spatial existence.

The Presence of the Word

In al-Ghazali’s analogy, God did not draw the blueprint of the world; he wrote
it. Although drawing might appear to us as more universal than writing and an
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image more expressive than a word, inscribing, in a sense, conflates drawing
and writing, the image and the word. In Ibn �Arabi’s cosmogony, as we have
seen, it is the enunciation of kun that brought the world into existence: in the
beginning was the word. The transcendent Essence that affirms its unity
through the numerical one and the geometrical point also reveals itself as the
word. The primordial word, the divine logos, in its uttered and inscribed modes,
is the primary means by which the world was actualized. This archaic view has
continued to thrive within the Islamic tradition taking on new dimensions.

In Islam the divine word was seen as being incarnated in the sacred text
of the Quran; hence it is only natural to speak of the presence of the word.
Schuon draws our attention to the ubiquity and profound influence of the
Quranic text when he says: “The verses of the Quran are not only utterances
which transmit thoughts; they are also, in a sense, beings, powers, talismans.
The soul of the Muslim is as it were woven out of sacred formulae; in these
he works, in these he rests, in these he lives, in these he dies.”136 This cer-
tainly resonates with the Sufi perspective, which views the language of the Is-
lamic revelation, Arabic, in both its written and oral forms, as an embodiment
of the primordial word, a materialization of the creative enunciation. The un-
derlying patterns of divine realities, discussed above, find immediate expres-
sions in this domain. The concept of the Unity of Being and all the states it
contains, the divine and the human presences, all find immediate correspon-
dences in various aspects of the Arabic language.137 In the world of utterance
and inscription, beings take on, so to speak, a linguistic guise. They become,
as Ibn �Arabi puts it, “letters inscribed in the spread parchment of existence
wherein writing is ceaseless and endless.”138 The Sufi teachings on the sym-
bolism of the letters have survived well into the twentieth century through
figures such as the Algerian shaykh Ahmad al-�Alawi (d. 1934), who wrote in
the true spirit of the Sufi tradition. His tract on the symbolism of the letters
reveals the profundity of Ibn �Arabi and al-Jili.139

The World as a Book

Mir�at al-�Arifin, a popular treatise on the meanings of the Quran’s opening
chapter (al-fatiha) attributed variably to al-Qunawi, Ibn �Arabi, and even imam
al-Hussayn, opens by saying: “Praise be to God who externalized from the nun
(N) what he internalized in the Pen, and brought out into being by benevolence
what he treasured in non-Being . . . And glory to him who . . . unrolled the
parchment of the world (al-raqq al-manshur) and inscribed the archetypal book
(al-kitab al-mastur) by the ink of existence, which manifests all that is latent
within the speaker in the form of letters and perfect words.”140 The metaphor
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of the world as a book is common in premodern Islam. There are numerous
Sufi treatises devoted to the science of letters, �ilm al-huruf, whose origin is
often attributed to the fourth caliph and the Prophet’s son-in-law Ali bin Abi
Talib. The Quranic imageries of the pen, the ink-well of nun, and the divine act
of writing provide the basic conceptual tools used by Sufis and other theolo-
gians in the development of their metaphorical interpretations. The concepts
of the ‘Pen’ (al-qalam) and the ‘Preserved Tablet’ (al-lawh al-mahfuz), the
analogy of the trees as pens and the seas as ink, of the word as a tree, and so on,
along with the prophetic traditions that corroborate these Quranic ideas all
form the foundation of alphabetical symbolism in Islam. There are also the
fourteen mysterious disjointed letters that appear at the beginning of several
Quranic chapters. These received great attention in premodern Islam and con-
tributed significantly to the science of alphabetical symbolism. Forming ex-
actly half of the twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet, these fourteen
disjointed letters are seen as representing the spiritual dimension of the alpha-
bet, corresponding to the world of spirits. They are called the “luminous letters”
(huruf nuraniyya), in contrast to the other fourteen that are taken to represent
the corporeal dimension and are, therefore, called the “tenebrous letters” (huruf
zalmaniyya). The science of the letters, Ibn �Arabi explains, concerns both the
“length” and the “breadth” of the world. The “length of the world” (tul al-
�alam) refers to the spiritual world, the world of meanings, whereas the
“breadth of the world” (�ard al-�alam) refers to the physical world, the world
of bodies.141 This resonates with his interpretations of the spatiality of the
human body already discussed.

In the parallels Sufis draw between the world and the Quran, letters and
words acquire individual presences just as other beings do. Everything is
brought forth through the creative enunciation mediated by the “Breath of the
Compassionate” (al-nafas al-rahmani), the substance of life pervading the uni-
verse. In this sense, each letter or sound becomes an entity in its own right, de-
termining and articulating the undifferentiated “sound” of the creative
enunciation.142 Their manifestation coincides with the utterance of the creative
command “Be!” (kun) and the exteriorization of the “cosmos” (kawn) in the
forms of letters, words, sentences, and texts. The presence of the word thus
emerges from seeing all cosmic entities as phonetic articulations manifested
through the articulation of the divine Breath. Mir�at al-�Arif in says:

Every being is a letter (harf ) in a sense, a word (kalima) in a sense, an isolated,
disjointed letter (mufrad wa muqatta� ) in a sense, a composed utterance (alfaz
murakkaba) in a sense, and a sura in a sense. When we consider only the
essence (dhat) of every being without considering its aspects (wujuh), proper-
ties (khawas), accidents (�awarid), and concomitants (lawazim), as dissociated
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from the whole, we call it, with reference to this dissociation, a “letter.” And
when we consider its aspects, properties, accidents, and concomitants in
association with the essence, we call it, with reference to its association with
the whole, a “word.” And with regard to the abstraction of every being from the
additions and relations, and to the distinction from one another, they are called
“isolated, disjointed letters.”143 And with regard to the nonabstraction of beings
from the additions and relations, and to the nondistinction from one another,
they are called “composed utterances.” And with regard to the distinction of
the universal states of Being from one another, and to every being falling under
one state, they are called “chapters” (sura).144

The attribute of knowledge, as already discussed, is the first determination of
the divine Essence. In the context of alphabetical symbolism, manifestation be-
comes the “book” that contains the divine knowledge. Here Sufis articulate two
concepts concerning the detailed and summarized versions of the “book.”
“Know O well-supported son that the world is two-fold, the world of command
and the world of creation, and that each is a book from God’s many books, and
that each has an opening, and that all that is detailed in the book is summed up
in the opening. So with regard to summing up what is detailed in the book, the
opening is called the ‘mother of the book’ (umm al-kitab), and with regard to
unpacking what is summed up in it, this state of detailing is called the ‘clear
book’ (al-kitab al-mubin).”145

Both concepts derive from the Quran, which is referred to as the “clear
book” and its opening chapter (al-fatiha, “that which opens”) as the “mother
of the book.” A hadith takes this process of miniaturization further to the
point of the first letter.146 The opening chapter comprises seven verses that are
seen as corresponding to the seven principal divine names, which are called
the “mothers of the names.” Just as these seven names contain all the divine
names, so likewise al-fatiha contains in synoptic form all the truths revealed
in the book.147 Understood as signifying the potential and actual modes of
being, the Sufis have applied both concepts at various levels of existence.
Consistently, the “mother of the book” refers to the maternal source wherein
all is potentially latent, whereas the “clear book” refers to the projected state
where the undifferentiated totality is revealed in differentiated forms. At the
divine level, the Essence, in that all divine realities are latent within it, is des-
ignated as the “mother of the book,” whereas God’s knowledge of himself,
which reveals these realities in the form of the names, is designated as the
“clear book.” In the world of archetypes, the Pen, in that all cosmic realities
are latent within it, is designated as the “mother of the book,” whereas the
Preserved Tablet, which reveals these realities as cosmic forms, is designated
as the “clear book.” In the world of nature, the Throne (al-�arsh), in that 
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all the realities of the physical world are latent within it, is designated as the
“mother of the book,” whereas the Footstool (al-kursi), which reveals these
realities in the forms of the heavens and the earth, is designated as the 
“clear book.”148

The twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet are viewed to correspond to
the “human formation” (al-nash�a al-insaniyya) in both its bodily and spiritual
constitution. “Jawahir al-Sirr al-Munir,” a Sufi treatise on the symbolism of the
letters attributed to Ibn Sab�in, shows in a diagrammatic way how every letter
corresponds to one part of the human body. While the outward forms of the let-
ters correspond to the human body, the “Jawahir” says, their inner meanings
correspond to the human spirit. The twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet
are God’s secrets in the world. “They are formed in the image of a human fig-
ure, as a person standing upright, whose creation is perfect, that is, composed
of two parts: spirit and body.”149

The “Jawahir” divides the letters into four kinds: intellectual (fikriyya), ut-
tered (lafziyya), written (raqamiyya), and numerical (�adadiyya). Two of these
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kinds, the uttered and the written, are considered to be manifest, and the other
two, the intellectual and the numerical, to be hidden. Thus, the latter are seen to
be “in the state of the spirit,” and the former “in the state of the body.”150 In ad-
dition to expressing the bodily and spiritual dimension of the human presence,
the Arabic letters are also viewed to have different natures, whereby they
embody the creative quadrature and correspond to the four arkan—Fire, Air,
Water, and Earth. For example, the letter alif (A) is considered to be hot and
dry, corresponding to Fire; ba� (B) is cold and dry, corresponding to Earth; jim
(J) is hot and moist, corresponding to Air; and dal (D) is cold and moist, corre-
sponding to Water. There are several systems that classify the letters according
to their natural qualities.

With regard to their calligraphic forms, the letters are seen as being com-
posed of the primary geometric forms: the point, the line, and the circle. The alif
(A), for example, is a vertical line; the ba� (B) is a horizontal line with a point
underneath; the nun (N) is half a circle with a central point; the lam (L) is half a
circle with a vertical line on one end; and so on. In this way the Sufis extend
their geometrical symbolism to the alphabet, thereby conflating writing and
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drawing under the notion of inscription as well as relating the spatial order of the
letters to that of the divine and the human presences. The Arabic letters also have
numerical values that play a significant role in the Sufi interpretations. The geo-
metrical point or the alphabetical dot (nuqta) is where it all begins. The Sufis
teach that just as all existents are conceived within the primordial Essence, so
likewise all letters, words, sentences, and texts are contained within the primor-
dial “dot.” And just as all beings are manifested and differentiated from the in-
comprehensible Being, so likewise all the letters, words, sentences, and texts are
manifested and differentiated from the impenetrable point.

The first two letters of the Arabic alphabet, the alif (A) and the ba� (B),
present in the presence of the word the traces of the universal realities and order
of Being as revealed in the divine and human presences.

The Alif

The letter alif (A), written as a vertical stroke ( | ), is the first letter of the Ara-
bic alphabet. The term alif derives from the root a.l.f., “thousand,” the verb of
which, allafa, means “to bring together,” “to attune,” “to harmonize,” and “to
compose.” The nouns ilf and ilfa mean “familiarity,” “intimacy,” and “har-
mony.” Al-Jili relates the meaning of alif to the human feeling of closeness and
familiarity (ilfa). The first letter was named “alif,” he says, because, just like
ilfa brings people closer together, it brings all the letters together by forming
their shared inner substance.151 Here al-Jili refers to the names and pronuncia-
tion of the Arabic letters, which, in one form or another, contain the alif. Inso-
far as the alif is a geometrical line, all letters, as geometrical shapes, can also be
reduced to it. Al-�Alawi explains how the spatial formations of the letters are no
more than a transformation of the alif. The ha� (H), he says, is simply a hunch-
back alif, while the mim (M) is a circular alif.152 The alif is what all the letters
have in common.

Islamic mythology provides many interesting narratives on the creation of
the alif. The “Jawahir” says that God first created the Pen from a green emerald
and the Tablet from white light and then ordered the Pen to inscribe onto the
Tablet the destiny, or his knowledge, of the created world. Upon this divine
order a “drop” (nuqta, “point”) fell from the nib of the Pen. It overflowed in-
scribing a line standing upright. When God saw this he decided to make it the
first letter of his exalted name Allah. The alif thus became the origin of all the
letters just as God’s generosity was the source of all existents.153 Al-�Alawi
overlays the same narrative with a poetic imagery: “Indeed the Alif is none
other than the Point itself which is an eye that wept or a drop that gushed forth
and which in its downpour was named Alif .”154
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According to Ibn �Arabi, the alif has two forms: one in writing as a vertical
stroke, the other in utterance as the hamza (hiatus). For him the alif is not a letter
but the origin of all letters, just as 1 is not a number but the origin of all numbers.
In utterance, the alif is the unobstructed breath emanating from the heart, whose
various guttural, palatal, dental, and labial articulations manifest the letters of the
alphabet. Numerically, the alif is number 1; geometrically, it is the line; and cal-
ligraphically, it is the diameter of the circle within which the other letters are dif-
ferentiated. Accordingly, the alif represents the first definable form of unity that
emerged from the undefinable point. Unlike all other letters, al-Jili says, the alif
is “only one degree distant from the point, for two points together make an
alif.”155 It is the “first definable appearance” of the point. By appearing in the
form of the alif the point qualifies itself with firstness. Thus the alif stands for the
state of first determination, for divinity in its first knowable state.156

As the first affirmation of unity, the alif corresponds to the Muhammadan
Reality, the “column of light,” in al-Tusturi’s terms. Al-Jili finds reference to this
in the hadith that says that the first thing God created from his Essence was the
spirit of Muhammad, and from this spirit he then created the entire world. Here
the alif becomes a visual evidence of the first stage in the creative process.
“Every letter is composed from the point, so the point is as a simple substance
(jawhar basit), while the letter is as a composed body (jism murakkab). The alif,
in that every letter is shaped from it, represents the point. So in its composed
form, the alif represents the simple substance of the point, because all the let-
ters are shaped from it . . . And so likewise the Muhammadan Reality from
which the entire world is created.”157 The analogy between the manifestation of
the world and the differentiation of the letters is a common theme in the Sufi lit-
erature. In the same way the manifestation of the divine presence was not caused
by anything other than the irradiation of Essence itself and its inward love to be
known, so was the manifestation of the alif caused by the overflowing of the
point. The original alif was “not traced by the pen, nor was it dependent upon it,
but sprung from the outward urge of the Point in its principal centre.”158 The act
of overflowing brings out the alif without any detriment to the integrity of the
flawless dot that remains transcendent in its eternal incomparability.

The Ba�

The letter ba� (B), written as a horizontal line with a point underneath it (̆ . ), is the
second letter of the Arabic alphabet. It is the first letter of the first word in the
Quran, bism, “in the name,” with al-basmala considered as the first verse. Two tra-
ditions frequently quoted by the Sufis form the basis of alphabetical symbolism in
general and the ba� in particular. The first says: “All that is in the revealed books is
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in the Quran, and all that is in the Quran is in the fatiha, and all that is in the fatiha
is in bism Allah al-rahman al-rahim”; the other says: “All that is in bism Allah al-
rahman al-rahim is in the letter ba�, which itself is contained in the point that is be-
neath it.”159 The ba� is seen to represent the first differentiation of the alif. It is its
first articulated form with which the alif uniquely appears.160 Thus the ba� is taken
to stand for the human presence, the Universal Man, that is, the outward mode of
the divine presence. The ba�, the Sufis teach, is nothing but man, the “first man,”
who is “the spirit of being,” created in the image of God, the alif.161

As a horizontal extension, the ba� graphs the shadow of the vertical alif
standing before the radiating light of the point. As the shadow of the alif, the
ba� carries within it a visible trace of the original source, which is the point that
appears beneath it. The point of ba� becomes the shadow of the higher point
that resides “in its hidden-treasurehood” before its first self-disclosure as an
alif.162 The transcendental point that lies above the alif descends to appear un-
derneath the ba�, just as divinity images itself in the human form. The Sufis see
in this a reaffirmation of the universal realities and a clear illustration that the
things of the lower worlds are manifestations of the things of the higher worlds.
They refer to the prophetic tradition that says: “If you lower a rope unto the
nethermost earth it would light upon God,” to show how the ba� discloses the
truth that underlies all things. They also refer to the verse that says that “every-
thing perishes but his Face,” to illustrate how the alphabetical symbol of the
human presence at one veils and reveals in its form the unperishable face of di-
vinity.163 The point beneath the ba� becomes the seal of divinity in the created
world, a constant reminder of the origin (asl) whence everything proceeds.

Despite its veiled appearance in the ba� the point remains essentially dis-
tinct from the letters, in the same way that Being, despite manifesting in all
other beings, remains “nothing is as his likeness” (42:2). Al-�Alawi writes:
“The point was in its principal state of utterly impenetrable secrecy where there
is neither separation nor union, neither after nor before, neither breadth nor
length, and all the letters were obliterate in its hidden Essence.”164 And even
though it reveals itself in the form of all the letters, the point remains above “all
that is to be found in the letters by way of length and shortness and protuber-
ance,”165 and beyond the grasp of vision, aurality, or literacy.

The Soliloquy of the Ba�

A Sufi tradition says that “by the ba� Being manifests; and by the point 
the adoring is distinguished from the adored.”166 In “al-Kahf wa al-Raqim,” al-
Jili reflects on the spatial form of the ba�, presenting a dialogue between the let-
ter itself and the point that lies beneath it. The conversation reminds us of
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al-Nabulusi’s soliloquy, while presenting the doctrine of the Unity of Being in
a geometrical guise. On the one hand, al-Jili’s soliloquy illustrates the meaning
of the above Sufi tradition, and on the other, it expresses in a reflective, sym-
bolic manner the bounding relationship between God and man, the divine and
the human presence. He writes:

The point says to the ba�: “O letter, I am your origin (asl) because you are
composed from me. Yet, in your composite form, you are my origin, be-
cause every part of you is a point, so you are the whole (al-kull) while I am
the part (al-juz�): the whole is the origin while the part is the branch (far�).
In reality, however, I am the origin, because your composition is none other
than me (�ayn). Do not look at my appearance behind you and say: ‘This
manifest thing is other than me,’ for I regard you to be none other than my-
self and my identity (huwiyya). And had I not existed in you I would not
have had such a relationship to you. Until when will you turn your percep-
tion (shahada) away from me, leaving me behind your back? Make your
hidden mysteries be your perception and your perception be your hidden
mysteries by realizing my unity with you. Without you I would not have
been the point of the ba�, and without me you would not have been the ba�
with a point. How many symbols have I struck for you so that you may un-
derstand my unity with you, and know that your expansion (inbisat) in the
world of the seen (�alam al-shahada) and my concealment (istitar) in the
world of the unseen (�alam al-ghayb) are two modalities for our same
essence. No one participates in my relationship to you, nor in your relation-
ship to me. You are not ‘you,’ because your name is novel compared to mine.
Can you not see how the first part of you is called ‘point,’ the second part
is called ‘point,’ the third part is called ‘point,’ and so are the rest of your
parts, point by point. I am you; you have no I-ness in yourself. Rather, my
identity is your I-ness whereby you are what you are. Had you, when say-
ing in yourself I, imagined my essence, I, too, would have, when saying he,
imagined my face (wajh). Then, you would know that ‘I’ and ‘he’ are two
expressions for one essence.”

The ba� said: “O master, it has become certain to me that you are my ori-
gin, and I have realized that the branch and the origin are the same. This is my
body extended and composed; I cannot exist except within it. I am a gross body
(jism kathif) bound to one place only whereas you are a subtle substance
(jawhar latif) that can exist in everything. So how could I have the reality of
yours? How could I be you? How would your conditions be the same as mine?”

The point answered the ba� and said: “perceiving your corporeality and
imagining my spirituality is a form and a modality of mine. And since all the
various letters and words, in their entirety, are none other than me, how could
there be a distance? And even though the ten cannot be regarded as the name
of the sum of these five units, where, in the reality of the ten, would the differ-
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ence between the five and the ten be except in the name-ness (al-ismiyya)? You
are, with all your aspects, being a modality and a glance of mine; where would
the polarity between you and me be? and how? while I am not only the origin
of this dialogue between you and me but also of all of that which comes out of
you and me. All of this is none other than myself: an order of a divine wisdom.
So if you want to conceive of me, imagine yourself, the letters, all of them, and
the words, small and large, then say point, that totality is none other than my-
self, and myself is none other than that totality.”167

The Formation of the Word

Describing the creation of Adam, the Quran reports: “So, when I have formed
him (sawwaytahu) and have breathed into him of my spirit” (15:29). With ref-
erence to this verse, Ibn �Arabi compares the formation of man to the formation
of the word, that is, to the way in which letters are joined together to form
meaningful, utterable words. A brief clarification of the nature of the Arabic is
necessary here. Unlike the Latin-based alphabets, the Arabic alphabet does not
contain, properly speaking, letters that are designated as vowels. The twenty-
eight letters of the Arabic alphabet are consonants and unutterable on their own.
The letters a, w, and y, which are usually referred to as “long vowels,” are in
Arabic huruf al-�illa, literally, “the letters of weakness,” of “deficiency,” or of
“cause” (the philosophic expression al-�illa al-�ula means the “prime cause”).
There are countless words in Arabic in which these letters form no part; hence,
they are not vowels in the literal sense of the word. Instead, there are six
harakat, literally “motions,” marked on words in the form of diacritical nota-
tions that play the role of vowels in Arabic. They are not letters, however, nor do
they form part of the alphabet. In a word such as DaRaBa, “to strike,” for ex-
ample, the only letters that are written are those of the trilateral root D.R.B.; to
put this same verb in a passive form DuRiBa, “is struck,” changes nothing in
the word’s spelling. The only things that change are the unwritten “phonetic
motions” (harakat), without which the root is unpronounceable, meaningless,
or “dead,” so to speak. Utterance that causes a word to exist, to assume a pres-
ence, to be alive, is effected through the application of the harakat. The letter is
unutterable if not mobilized by the vocalizing motions.

From this perspective, the consonant letters of the alphabet are viewed to
constitute the word’s lifeless body whereas vowelling to act as the animating
spirit. It is from this perspective that Ibn �Arabi compares the addition of the
phonetic motions onto the letters, after their being prepared (taswiya) to receive
these motions, to the formation of Adam as described in the above verse.
Through the agency of motions, Ibn �Arabi says, the letters are brought forth
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in a new formation (nash�a) called “word” (kalima), just as any individual of us
is called “man” (insan) only after receiving the divine spirit.168 This process
also corresponds to the initial stage of the cosmogonic process, when the world
is disengaged from the stillness of the primordial chaos, the state in which the
possibilities of manifestation, still virtual, are lost in the indifferentiation of its
materia. Ibn �Arabi writes: “God first brought the entire world into existence in
the form of a well-prepared (musawwa), yet lifeless, ghost. It was like an un-
polished mirror. But it is a rule in the divine business to prepare no place with-
out it being able to receive a divine spirit, an act referred to as the ‘blowing of
spirit into it.’This is none other than the already prepared form reaching a state
of readiness (isti�dad) to receive the incessant, radiating effusion (al-fayd) that
has been and will always be.”169

The phonetic system of the Arabic language forms the basis of the Sufi
notion of the formation of the word. The letters of the Arabic alphabet are seen
to represent, insofar as they are all consonants, a homogeneous substratum that
does not yet include any qualitative or differentiated imprint. The addition of
the vocalizing motions (harakat) to the letters symbolizes the blowing of the
spirit into this homogeneous substratum, an act that disengages the letters from
the stillness of their primordial consonance, bringing them forth into the
audible world of sound.

In grammatical terms, the six phonetic motions are divided into two corre-
lated sets of three. One is harakat al-i�rab, literally, “motions of expression”;
the other is harakat al-bina�, literally, “motions of building.” They are corre-
lated in the following order:

vowel i�rab bina� literal meaning

A nasb fath “erecting,” “unfolding”
U raf � damm “rasing,” “embracing”
I khafd kasr “bringing down,” “breaking”

A consonant letter that is not subject to any of these phonetic motions is gram-
matically identified with sukun, “stillness.”170 The pattern of formation consti-
tuted by the three phonetic motions—“unfolding” (fath), “raising” (raf �), and
“bringing down” (khafd), together with “stillness” (sukun) as the common cen-
ter whence these “motions” emanate—retraces the Sufis’ pattern of cosmic ex-
istence, spatial unfolding, and natural growth already discussed. Ibn �Arabi
says the fath signifies the unfolding of existence, raf � signifies transcendence,
and khafd signifies corporeality.171 They correspond to the horizontal, rectilin-
ear, and reversed movements respectively, revealing the three-dimensional
cross, the pattern of triplicity. In the Fihrist, the tenth-century scholar and 
biographer Ibn al-Nadim quotes the ninth-century scholar Sahl b. Harun as 
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saying: “Al-i�rab is made up of three motions (harakat)—al-raf �, al-nasb, and
al-khafd—because the natural movements are three: (1) movement from the
center, like the movement of fire; (2) movement to the center, like the move-
ment of earth (movement caused by gravity); and (3) movement about the cen-
ter, like the movement of a sphere.”172

The act of adding these phonetic motions to the letters is called in Arabic
“tashkil,” literally, “giving shape, morph or figure,” and “forming.” It derives
from shakl, literally, “shape,” “morph,” and “figure.” Thus the act of trans-
forming the consonant letters into pronounceable words connotes the idea of
forming or shaping, giving, as it were, sonic-audible forms to the synthesis in
the same way the human body receives its spatial-visual form when brought
into existence. Ibn �Arabi says: “Such is the way the world of words and utter-
ances is formed from the world of letters. The letters are matter for words, just
as water, earth, fire, and air are matter for the formation of our bodies.”173 And
just as nothing moves in the world except by the order of the immovable prin-
ciple, so likewise in the world of letters, no phonetic motion may ever manifest
except by the order of the principial stillness. “The promptings unto utterance,”
Al-�Alawi writes, “were set in motion according to the demands of the Point’s
attributes which lay hidden in its Essence.”174
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The Tree of Being

Kun (Be!) was God’s first uttered word, and kawn (the world) was the im-
mediate outcome of this utterance. Ibn �Arabi’s treatise Shajarat al-Kawn
(The Tree of Being) is a fascinating exposition of his mystical reflections on
the relationship between kun and kawn, the command and the outcome, the
word and the world. Among the poetic imageries he constructs is the corre-
spondence between the spatial structure of the human presence (the three-
dimensional cross) and the “tree” of realities that grows from the “seed” of
the divine word kun. In the Ta�rifat, a dictionary of Sufi terminology, al-
Jurjani defines the term shajara, “tree,” as “the Universal Man who governs
the structure of the Universal Body.” The Arabic term shajara, “tree,” liter-
ally means “every plant that stands vertically with a trunk.” It derives from
tashajur, “fighting,” “quarrel,” and “opposition.” Sufis identify the notion of
the tree with that of the Universal Man because both embody the pattern of
the three-dimensional cross, which expresses notions of both verticality and
opposition. The trunk represents the vertical axis, and the branches represent
the two horizontal axes.175 The seed whence the tree grows corresponds to
the center, the heart of Universal Man, which is the place where all comple-
ments are united and all opposites are reconciled. The Sufi master Abu Sa�id
al-Kharraz was once asked, “Whereby do you know God?” He replied, “By
the fact that he is the coincidentia oppositorum.”176

Kun is the imperative of kawn, which means “cosmos” or “universe,” “the
world of becoming”; kawn also means “coming into existence” and is “used as
a noun for ‘existence’ as a whole, and so the ‘universe’ as containing all exist-
ing things.”177 Kun is the principle of takwin (formation), the divine order that
can be interpreted as “become” or “come into existence.” So the Tree of Being
is nothing other than the cosmic tree, and the seed whence it grows is the divine
Essence. In Shajarat al-Kawn Ibn �Arabi writes:

I have looked at the universe (kawn) and its design (takwin), at what was con-
cealed (maknun) and its inscription, and I saw that the whole universe (kawn)
was a tree, the root of whose light is from the seed ‘Be!’ (kun). The K of the
creation (kawniyya) was fecundated by the seed of “We created you” (56:57),
from which was formed the fruit of “We have created every thing by measure”
(54:49) . . .

The first things to grow from this Tree, which is the seed of kun, were
three shoots. One shoot thereof went to the right; this was “the fellows of
the right hand” (56:27). Another shoot went to the left; this was “the fel-
lows of the left hand” (56:41). And yet another shoot, well-balanced in
shape, went straight up in a rectilinear way, from which were “the preced-
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ers,” “those who draw near” (56:11). As it became firm and high reaching,
there came from its high and low branches the worlds of meaning and
form. What came from the external bark and visible covers was the world
of earthly kingdom. And what came from inner cores and concealed mean-
ings was the world of heavenly kingdom. And what came from the sap that
runs in its arteries and veins whereby its growth, living, and rising occur,
its flowers blossom, and its fruits ripe, was the world of dominating power,
which is the secret of the word kun.

Then God set a wall around the tree, determined its limits, and drew its
forms. Its limits were the directions; they were up and down, right and left,
before and behind. So what was highest was its upper limit, and what was
lowest was its lower limit. As for its forms they were the spheres, the planets,
the angels, the rules, the effects, and the people. So he rendered the seven lay-
ers as the leaves sought for their shade, the shining planets as the flowers in
the horizons, and the days and nights as two different garments: one was black
worn to be veiled from sights, the other was white worn to appear unto those
with insights . . .

When the trunk of this tree and its branches stood firm, its two limits
met, as its end reached unto its beginning: “Unto your Lord is its termination”
(79:44) to its initiation. For whatever begins with kun (Be!) it ends with yakun
(will be). Thus no matter how many its branches are, and of how many kinds
it may be, its origin is one, the seed of the word kun, and its end will be one,
the word kun.178

The Geometry of Being

In Insha� al-Dwa�ir (The Construction of Circles) Ibn �Arabi provides a two-
dimensional diagram, geometrizing the basic structure of being. The diagram
illustrates the relationship between the primordial, divine, and human pres-
ences, on which the presence of the word can also be mapped. The primordial
presence is represented by the “whiteness,” the nondifferentiated background
against which the diagram projects. The divine presence is represented by 
an all-encompassing circle, defining the outer limit of the circle of the hum-
an presence, which in turn defines the outer limit of the circle of the world. 
Mediating between the divine presence and the world, the human presence
translates the original unity into the fundamental quadrature of being.

From Ibn �Arabi’s two-dimensional diagram of simultaneous unfolding we
can reconstruct the process of universal manifestation in spatial terms. The spa-
tial diagram illustrates the principles of centrality, axiality, circularity, triplic-
ity, and quadrature, synthesized in one diagram to represent symbolically 
the underlying order of being. This pattern spatialises the realities of the three
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manifest presences. Although the order of this pattern is revealed in each one of
these manifest presences, specific aspects may be taken to represent each pres-
ence. Centrality and circularity, in that they reflect the order of unity and mul-
tiplicity, may be taken to designate the divine presence, whereas triplicity and
quadrature, in that they reflect the three dimensions and the six directions, are
taken to designate the human presence. As the creative instrument, the presence
of the word mediates between the divine and the human presences by express-
ing the realities of both. All presences coincide in the central point, the expres-
sion par excellence of coincidentia oppositorum.
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Fig. 2.16 The fundamental order of being according to Ibn �Arabi (Insha� al-
Dawa�ir).



Fig. 2.17 Diagrammatic representation of the geometry of being.





Chapter 3

Cosmic Order

The Original Idea

In �Uqlat al-Mustawfiz Ibn �Arabi asks us to consider the situation of a person
seeking shade and protection, who thought of the idea of a canopy. To build the
canopy, however, he first had to prepare the ground and lay down the foundations.
In seeking shade and protection, the foundations are the last thing to be thought
of yet first to exist. The canopy, by contrast, is the first thing to occur in the mind
but last to exist. This is the situation of the world, Ibn �Arabi says. When God
thought of revealing his “hidden treasures,” the first thing that occurred in his
mind was the idea of humanity. To fulfill this idea, he first had to bring the entire
world into existence to form the foundation for human existence. Although last in
existence, humanity was the original idea.1 Humanity could not have existed
without the world, just as the canopy cannot stand up without the foundations.
And just as the foundation alone without the canopy is meaningless, for it pro-
vides neither shade nor protection, so likewise the world without humanity is pur-
poseless, for it lacks the core being for whose purpose it was brought into
existence.2 The celebrated thirteenth-century Sufi Jalal al-Din Rumi restates Ibn
�Arabi’s idea in a poetic manner, drawing our attention to the fact that the outward
appearance of things often conceals the inner reality. He writes:

Externally, the branch is the origin of the fruit; intrinsically the branch came
into existence for the sake of the fruit.
Had there been no hope of the fruit, would the gardener have planted the tree?
Therefore in reality the tree is borne of the fruit, though it appears to be produced
by the tree.3
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The Sufis along with most premodern Muslim thinkers advocate the view of a
purpose-built cosmos designed by God for the accommodation of humankind.
Man is at once the center, the model, and the ultimate aim of existence. The
ontological correspondence between man and the cosmos was complex and
multilayered. It was conceived and presented in a variety of ways in premodern
Islamic sources, although the structural core concerning the three-dimensional
cross was consistent. Texts such as, for example, the Ikhwan’s Rasa�il, Ibn Tu-
fail’s, Hayy bin Yaqzan, Ibn �Arabi’s al-Tadbirat, and al-Jili’s al-Insan al-Kamil,
reveal rich and sophisticated conceptions underpinned by a firm belief in a uni-
versal order and structural resonance among the various levels of being. This
was not peculiar to the Islamic tradition, of course. In fact the term cosmos,
from Greek kósmos, denotes the idea of “order” and “ornament,” meaning the
universe as an ordered and ornamented whole. The Arabic equivalent, kawn, as
already discussed in the Tree of Being, designates the “cosmos” as an embodi-
ment of the metaphysical order. “Cosmic formation” (takwin) refers to the ma-
terialization of the immutable essences (al-a�yan al-thabita) in the form of the
external essences (al-a�yan al-kharijiyya), revealing the last three states in al-
Hindi’s hierarchy: the world of spirits, the world of similitude, and the world
of bodies. These worlds correspond to the three modes of cosmic existence:
spiritual (jabarut), angelic (malakut), and human (nasut).

In the metaphysical order, the human presence was presented as mediat-
ing between God and the world. This is as far as the designative mode of cre-
ation (taqdir) is concerned. In the cosmic order, it is the cosmos that mediates
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Fig. 3.1 The geocentric cosmos and domains of being according to Ibn �Arabi.
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between God and man, as far as the productive mode of creation (ijad) is
concerned. The patterns of universal manifestation project into the realm of
existence through the production of cosmic forms (al-suwar al-kawniyya).
Acting as a link between God and man, the cosmos comprises the formal,
imaginable, and communicable vocabularies, which constitute the alphabet of
the language of symbolism. By means of this alphabet human imagination is
able to function, as already discussed, and by means of the governing order
one is able to retrace the geometry of existence according to which the world
is fashioned.

In this chapter I will trace the order of divine realities discussed in the pre-
ceding chapters at the various levels of cosmic manifestation, focusing on the
cosmograms presented in Ibn �Arabi’s Futuhat. These cosmograms geometrize
the cosmic structure at the spiritual, angelic, and human levels of being, reveal-
ing the main elements of cosmic landscape that embody the metaphysical order
in many and varied forms.4 Thus the analysis of cosmic order deals with these
various modes of embodiment, illustrating the way in which the formless, yet in-
telligible, relationships between the divine realities are translated into imaginable,
spatio-temporal expressions. It demonstrates how all levels of cosmic hierarchy
are gathered by the nizam, at once “order” and “thread,” of the divine realities that
ties all manifestations together and everything back to their original source.

Creative Breathing

The utterance of the creative order, Ibn �Arabi says, coincides with both the
exhalation of the divine Breath (al-nafas al-ilahi) or the Breath of the Compas-
sionate (al-nafas al-rahmani) and the manifestation of the world.5 Through the
agency of the Breath the manifestation of the world becomes synonymous with
the self-disclosure of the Absolute.6 Self-disclosure, like creation, has two dis-
tinct phases: first, the essential Self-disclosure (al-tajalli al-dhati), wherein the
Absolute manifests as immutable essences; and second, the sensuous Self-
disclosure (al-tajalli al-asma�i), wherein the Absolute manifests as external
essences.7 As an inward act that occurs within the divine Self or Consciousness,
the essential Self-disclosure does not project outwardly in an otherness differ-
entiated from the sameness of the Essence. The immutable essences manifested
by this determining act are nothing other than the names and attributes of the
essence before externalization. Otherness occurs in the sensuous Self-
disclosure when these names take on forms, through God’s exhalation of “the
first dense, transparent, luminous mass,” the “compassionate vapor” (al-bukhar
al-rahmani), that is, the divine Breath.8

What is this compassionate vapor? And why did God exhale it? The realities
of the world, Ibn �Arabi explains, were within the Essence in a state of anxiety
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and distress (karab), crying out for externalization.9 Bali Efendi, the sixteenth-
century Sufi, compares this to the holding of one’s breath within and the associ-
ated “painful sensation of extreme compression” as the breath seeks an outlet.
Only when one breathes out does this compression cease. Similarly, Efendi says,
“the Absolute would feel the pain of compression if it did not bring into existence
the world in response to the demand of the Names.”10 This state of distress caused
“the sadness of the primordial solitude” that made God yearn to reveal himself:
“I was a hidden Treasure, I yearned to be known. That is why I produced crea-
tures, in order to be known in them.”11 To alleviate this distress (karab) God
breathed (tanaffas), and by breathing he externalized the inner realities, compas-
sionately responding to their cry. The Breath of the Compassionate, as al-Qashani
puts it, brought out potential beings (al-mumkinat), which had they remained in
nonexistence they would have caused the “distress of the Compassionate” (karab
al-rahman).12 Thus the attribute of compassion characterizes the act of bringing
into existence the forms of the world, and that is why the creative medium is
called the “Breath of the Compassionate” (al-nafas al-rahmani).13

Breathing involves a repetitive act of inhalation and exhalation. Sufis use
this metaphor in their concept of perpetual ‘renewal of creation’ (tajd id al-
khalq). They say that by the inhalation and exhalation of the divine Breath all
cosmic forms contained in the Breath are constantly manifested and reabsorbed,
ceaselessly renewing the creation at every moment. The concept of the ‘divine
Breath’ also forms the foundation for alphabetical symbolism, already dis-
cussed. Al-Qashani says that as God attributes to himself the Breath, it is neces-
sary to attribute to him also all of what the Breath involves, like breathing forth
(tanf is) and articulating the forms of the letters and words that, in this case, are
the cosmic words (al-kalimat al-kawniyya).14 Through the Breath meanings and
letters, as spirits and forms, become fused together. The forms of the world re-
ceive the animating spirit from the Breath of the Compassionate in the same way
letters receive meanings the moment they are pronounced.15

Ibn �Arabi asks those seeking to understand the nature of the divine Breath
to consider the world. All is contained in the divine Breath like the day in the
morning’s dawn, he says, meaning that the world actualizes the forms potentially
disseminated in the Breath, in the same way the day brings about all the events al-
ready ordained in its first moment, the dawn.16 In philosophical terms, the divine
Breath is the original medium through which potential beings were externalized,
bursting out from the inwardness of formless potentiality into the outwardness of
formal actuality. It is the “substance of the world” (jawhar al-�alam), wherein are
latent all the possibilities of formal manifestation.17 The Breath equates the prime
matter (al-hayula al-�ula), which englobes all the forms of the world, represent-
ing, in the Ikhwan’s terms, the transcendent substance of all divine artefacts.18

The Breath is to the world what the intelligible point is to geometry and what the
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“ink” is to al-Ghazali’s archetypal exemplar: the source wherein all possibilities
are fused together as a nondifferentiated totality. It is to God what the whiteness
of a blank sheet is to the architect: the unformed materia that is susceptible of re-
ceiving all kinds of forms. The divine Breath is at once the creative medium and
the necessary substantial support for all creations.

Breathing as Imagining

In response to the question “Where was our Lord before creating his creatures?”
the Prophet is reported to have said: “in a �ama� with no air either above or
below.”19 The Arabic term �ama� literally means “thin and subtle cloud.” Accord-
ing to Ibn �Arabi, it refers here to the divine Breath. The primordial “Cloud” is thus
the first form the Breath took on externally and within which God then differenti-
ated the forms of the world.20 In the context of the geometrical and alphabetical
symbolism, the Cloud can be seen as the cosmic equivalent of the circle and the
alif, that is, the first affirmatively conceived reality and the first qualified form of
unity. It is the governing form within which the realities of the world are delivered
from potency into actuality, from formlessness to formal existence. Ibn �Arabi
considers the Cloud to be the first existential condition (zarf) that supported God’s
external being (kaynunat al-haqq), while at the same time identifying it with ab-
solute imagination (al-khayal al-mutlaq).21 The Cloud is identified with the divine
imagination because it is viewed not only as a passive substance capable of re-
ceiving all forms but also as active agent that gives beings their forms.22 It is thus
the means whereby God projected forth the essences of potential beings as cosmic,
imaginable forms, and the instrument whose function is to actualize the transcen-
dental patterns of divine realities in the harmonized form of the cosmos.

By identifying the Cloud with absolute imagination Ibn �Arabi presents
divine breathing as an act of imagining. Unlike human imagining, he argues,
divine imagining occurs from without and not from within the Essence. This is
to say that God produced the world the moment he imagined it and not accord-
ing to an eternally imagined model (mithal). And prior to their existence in the
Cloud, the forms of the world did not exist as such in the divine Self, nor has
God imagined them in his Mind prior to their production. As immutable
essences, they were known as they are and as they would be when formally pro-
duced but not imagined.23 The divine imagining of the forms of the world co-
incides with producing them through the Breath, hence the conflating of the
divine acts of breathing and imagining.24 Peculiar though it may sound, this
conception is fundamental to Ibn �Arabi’s approach to resolve the perennial
philosophical problem of the eternity (qidam) and newness (huduth) of the
world. Through breathing-as-imagining Ibn �Arabi attempts to reconcile the
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eternity of the world as immutable essences with the Islamic dogma of creatio
ex nihilo.25

To resolve this philosophical dilemma, Ibn �Arabi begins by making a clear
distinction between form (sura) and meaning (ma�na), imagining and knowing,
as already discussed in chapter 1. Forms embody formless meanings, and as
such they are accessible by human imagination. “The forms, insofar as they are
forms,” he says, referring to the cosmic forms, “are the imaginable, and the
Cloud, in which they are manifested, is the imagination.”26 Thus viewed, Ibn
�Arabi’s forms are not permanent, Platonic models in whose likeness things are
made but are rather the things themselves. There are pure, spiritual forms just as
there are sensible, gross forms and intelligible, subtle forms. Together they con-
stitute the cosmic forms that embody the formless immutable essences. In Ibn
�Arabi’s scheme of the creation, “cosmic” and “formal” are therefore synony-
mous terms. Meanings, on the other hand, are accessible by the intellect and can
be known without necessarily being imagined. The original meanings are none
other than the immutable essences.27 Accordingly, the imaginable forms that Ibn
�Arabi speaks of as existing in the Cloud or the detached imagination are differ-
ent to the knowable immutable essences, which “have not smelt the fragrance
of existence,” residing as they are in the divine Self.

The distinction between meaning and form, knowing and imagining, is
consistent with Ibn �Arabi’s conviction that knowledge is not the knower imag-
ining the form of the known, as already discussed. He finds support for this in
the divine name bad i�, “originator” or “innovator,” mentioned in a verse that
speaks of “the originator (bad i�) of the heavens and the earth” (2:117).28 This
name derives from ibda�, which means “to bring forth something original,
novel, unprecedented,” and of which the term bid�a means “originality,” “nov-
elty,” and “heresy.” Commenting on the above verse, Ibn �Arabi says that the
creation of the heavens and the earth is associated with the name badi� because
they are created according to no preceding “model,” “likeness,” or “form”
(mithal). Had the form of the cosmos been identical with the immutable
essences in the nonexistence, God would not have been badi�, for he would
have been creating according to the form already present in his knowledge, and
there would be no creatio ex nihilo.

God says: “The originator of the heavens and the earth” because they were
created according to no preceding model. The first thing God created was the In-
tellect, that is, the Pen (al-qalam): it is the first original creature (maf�ul ibda�i)
manifested from God-most transcendent. And every creature created without a
preceding model (mithal) is original (mubda�), and its creator is its originator
(mubdi�). So if knowledge is conceiving the form of the known, as some people
maintain in the definition (hadd) of knowledge, that creature would not be orig-
inal (mubda�), because it has in the soul of the one who originated it a model,
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according to which he brought it into existence. To maintain this definition of
knowledge would mean that that which is in God’s Self has never ceased to be
necessary being (wajib al-wujud) and that God did not originate (ibtada�a) it in
himself, as does the innovator (al-muhdith) when he originates, nor has anything
been brought into existence but according to the form, which exists in the Self of
the form giver (al-musawwir) for [the sake of things to be in] its likeness not for
its own sake, for [God’s Self] is not the place of what he creates. It follows that
God is not bad i� (according to those who maintain that knowledge is the form of
the known imprinted in the soul of the knower); but he is. So he has in his Self
no form of what he originates, nor has he conceived of its form [before originat-
ing it]. This is a problematic matter. Among the knowable matters (ma� lumat)
there are things that can be formalized and others that cannot, though they are
knowable; hence, the definition of knowledge is not conceiving the form of the
known. And so likewise is the one who knows; he could be amongst those who
are able to conceive of forms, being endowed with the imagining faculty, and
could be amongst those who know without being able to formalize, being inca-
pable of giving form. Thus, [for God] form giving is an act that occurs from
without (min kharij), and he does not receive within his Self what he forms
(sawwara) from without, but he knows it. And know first that origination (ibda�)
is not possible except with forms (suwar) in particular, because they can be cre-
ated and can, therefore, be originated. As for meanings (ma�ani), none of them is
originated (mubtada�), because they cannot be created nor can they be origi-
nated, though they can be intellectualized as being essentially immutable.29

The “Cloud” and Cosmic Forms

Ibn �Arabi’s elaboration on the nature of the forms contained in the Cloud adds
further clarity both to the distinction he makes between form and meaning and
to the relation he establishes between the primordial Cloud and the world of de-
tached imagination. Commenting on the verse “Everything will perish save his
Face (wajhihi)” (28:88), Ibn �Arabi explains that his in “his face” (the pronom-
inal suffix hi in wajhi-hi) can be understood as referring to the “thing” in
“everything.” The verse would then read as “Everything will perish save its
face.” Similarly, in the prophetic tradition “God created man in his Image
(suratihi),” the same pronoun may also refer to “man,” meaning God created
man in man’s own image. Understood in the alternative sense, Ibn �Arabi con-
siders the form of a thing to be its perishable aspect revealed in the Cloud,
whereas its “face” to be its imperishable reality. He explains:

Then he caused to exist in the Cloud all the forms of the world, about which
he said, “It will perish,” that is, in respect of its forms, “save its face,” that is,
in respect of its reality it will not perish. For the ha� in wajhihi refers to the
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“thing.” So in relation to the forms of the world, “everything will perish,” but
in relation to its realities, the world will not perish, nor is it possible to per-
ish. If the form of man perishes, for example, and there remains no trace of
it in existence, its reality, which is identified by, and is identical with, man’s
definition (hadd), would not perish. We say that man is a “rational animal”
(hayawan natiq), and we do not refer to his being existent or nonexistent, be-
cause this reality has never ceased to be his even if there were for him no
form in existence.30

Within the primordial Cloud God unfolded the forms of the entire world, high-
est and lowest, subtle and dense, spatial and nonspatial. Ibn �Arabi illustrates
these forms in a series of diagrams, which show in a hierarchical order both the
supra-natural and the natural worlds with all the cosmic levels they comprise.
In the following I shall examine some of these diagrams in the same sequential
manner Ibn �Arabi follows, though he indicates that they should be seen as one
diagram, in which the simultaneous existence of the elements would enable a
better appreciation of their proper relationships.31

The World of Command

“To him belong the creation and the command” (7:54), the Quran says, intro-
ducing an important duality that underpinned premodern Islamic cosmology.
Muslim theologians interpreted the verse as referring to two distinct worlds:
the world of command (�alam al-amr) and the world of creation (�alam al-
khalq). This duality is consistent with the then prevailing Neoplatonic con-
ception of the sensible and intelligible or physical and metaphysical division
of reality. Ibn �Arabi’s first diagram illustrates the metaphysical world of com-
mand.32 Signifying authority and control, �alam al-amr designates the realm
where the immutable laws governing all forms of worldly existence are set. In
al-Hindi’s hierarchy, it is the fourth state of Being, the world of spirits (�alam
al-arwah) that comprises the simple, cosmic models, in the likeness of which
things are fashioned. It is the highest level in the hierarchy of cosmic mani-
festation, the level where God revealed his design of the world through the 
luminous traces the Pen inscribed upon the Tablet.

Ibn �Arabi’s rather curious diagram of the world of command shows the
first stage of formal articulation within the primordial Cloud. It shows the
Cloud in the form of an encompassing circle, the circumference of which is
marked by the thirty stations of the angels ecstatic with love (maqamat al-
mala�ika al-muhayyama). These encompass the quadrature of the Pen, the Pre-
served Tablet, Nature, and Matter, with each assuming distinct geometrical
shape. The Pen is identified as the First Intellect (al-�aql al-awwal), and the
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Preserved Tablet as the Universal Soul (al-nafs al-kulliyya). Within the Pre-
served Tablet two smaller circles are shown, representing the Soul’s intellectual
and practical faculties.33 Next to the Preserved Tablet, the state of Nature
(martabat al-tabi�a) is shown as a rectangle divided diametrically into four
parts. In these divisions the four principles of Nature are arranged in two anti-
nomical pairs: heat/cold and dryness/moistness. Next to the state of Nature, the
Universal Matter (al-hayula al-kull) appears in the form of a circle analogous
to the encompassing circle of the Cloud.34

Ibn �Arabi’s diagram re-presents the already-discussed quadrature of the
Intellect, Soul, Nature, and Matter in a new way. Comparing this with the dia-
gram discussed in the chapter on the divine presence helps understand the dif-
ference between the two modalities. At the divine level these elements were
formless. The divine geometry emphasizes a particular configuration of
relationships and an inherent propagative order. It reveals the symmetrical re-
lationships the first created quadrature bear to the original divine attributes
and the governing patterns they inscribe. The cosmic geometry, by contrast,
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emphasizes their distinct forms, functions, and existential context. The Intel-
lect, a formless reality at the divine level, assumes the form of an angel ecsta-
tic with love at the cosmic level and becomes distinguished, unlike the rest of
the angels in its class, by the unique capacity of intellectualizing both itself
and its creator. The Soul also takes on the form of an angel ecstatic with love
and becomes equipped with the theoretical and practical capacities. Nature, as
a state, appears through its four generative forces. While Matter, the substance
of the physical world, assumes a circular form specifically conditioned for
spatial determinations.

Ibn �Arabi’s visualization of the world of command has its roots in the
prevailing mythology and reported prophetic traditions. One tradition says:
“God has a white earth in which the sun takes thirty days to cross the sky, and
each of these days is thirty times longer than the days of the lower world. That
earth is filled with creatures who do not know that God has been disobeyed
in the earth or that He has created Adam and Iblis.”35 This is the prophetic ref-
erence to the angel ecstatic with love, who, according to Ibn �Arabi, are the
first luminous bodies God created. Apart from the Soul, which was created
through the agency of the Intellect, these luminous bodies were created with-
out the agency of other beings. They are nonspatial bodies lying above the
ruling of Nature. Being the most rarefied form of bodies, they define the uni-
versal boundary, the transitional zone, between the formal and the formless.
They form the circumference of the Cloud, the outer limit of the universe.
Created from the light of the divine Majesty these principial spirits are en-
raptured with God’s beauty for they are exposed to nothing else.36 Among
them only the Intellect and the Soul are charged with responsibilities toward
the created world.37

The metaphysical order underpins the various embodiments that take place
at this cosmic level as revealed in the triangle of the Intellect, the rectangle of the
Soul, the divided square of Nature, and the circle of Matter. Ibn �Arabi does not
explain the logic of this diagram’s asymmetrical composition. Despite the over-
all circular form, there seems to be a sense of vertical hierarchy in the composi-
tion, suggesting a vertical reading of the diagram. The pointedness of the Pen
above the Tablet establishes their ranking, while their connection with the phys-
ical world, that is to unfold with the Universal Matter, is mediated by the state of
Nature. Circularity, as an expression of unity, totality, and firstness, appears in
the form of both the Cloud and Universal Matter. The form of the Cloud, as the
cosmic expression of the first qualified form of unity, is mirrored in the form of
Universal Matter. But whereas the circle of the Cloud encompasses both the
metaphysical and the physical, the Universal Matter is specially conditioned for
physical manifestations.

Ibn �Arabi differentiates two levels of Nature: grand and limited.
“Nature,” he says, “is the most deserving relation to be identified with the
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Real because everything else was manifested by it.”38 It is the Breath that
pervades the world, ruling over all forms including the Intellect. Here Ibn
�Arabi is referring to the grand Nature (al-tabi�a al-�uzma) that is inherent
within God’s creative medium, the Breath.39 The two levels of Nature are
similar, however, in the way that a mother and a daughter are capable of ma-
ternity and progenitive production. The state of Nature shown in the above
diagram is the “daughter” of the grand Nature.40 As Nature has no essence,
however, it is traced through the substance within which it reveals its effects.
The grand Nature is, therefore, identified with the Cloud, and the “daughter”
with the Universal Matter.41 The Cloud, the first luminous mass, is the pri-
mal foundation of all, whereas Universal Matter, also al-haba�, is the sub-
stance of the spatio-temporal world. Al-haba�, the Jurjani’s Ta�rifat says, is
“the very substance in which God unfolded the bodies of the world.”42 Thus
understood, al-haba� is not a prime substance in the sense of pure potency,
but rather a relative or secondary substance that is determined in accordance
with the special demands of the spatio-temporal conditions of existence.43 In
this sense, Universal Matter corresponds to materia secunda in the scholas-
tic philosophy, whereas materia prima equates Ibn �Arabi’s �ama� and the
Ikhwan’s Original Matter.44

Structured upon quadrature, the state of Nature mediates between the
exemplar set in the Tablet and its embodiment in the Universal Matter. Yet
Nature, as Ibn �Arabi explains, has no inherent knowledge of its own, nor
has the instrument of acquiring knowledge. As an active force, it acts under
the directives of the Soul, and quadrature is the underlying structure of its
modus operandi. Although it functions by means of the four generative prin-
ciples, only two of these are active. This is because it is subject to the Soul’s
determination, Ibn �Arabi explains, and the Soul has only two faculties: the
theoretical and the practical. So Nature’s two active instruments come from
the Soul’s inherent dual structure. They work together: the Soul provides
knowledge, and Nature acts. This reflects the understanding that the natural
laws governing worldly existence alone cannot explain the reality of things.
The laws of nature constitute the object of the science of causes (�ilm al-
asbab), whereas the inner meanings can only be accessed through the sci-
ence of realities (�ilm al-haqa�iq).

Nature’s two active principles are heat and cold. Heat causes dryness, and
cold causes moistness. Dryness and moistness are thus passive outcomes in re-
lation to heat and cold. They are also in opposition just as are heat and cold.45

Heat negates cold, and dryness negates moistness; hence they cannot naturally
mix. Their contrasting qualities, however, enable a particular pattern of pro-
ductive synthesis, wherein quadrature remains the underlying order. Active and
passive forces of Nature join in four possible combinations only, producing the
four natural elements: fire, air, earth, and water.46
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Heat Cold

Dryness � Moistness Dryness � Moistness

Fire Air Earth Water

The active-passive interaction applies to the Pen and the Tablet as well, as both
are subject to the ruling of the grand Nature. The Pen represents the essential, ac-
tive pole of manifestation, and the Tablet represents the substantial, passive pole.
The Pen, as the “cosmic refraction” of the primordial word,47 embodies the trip-
licity of the creative command “Be!”; whereas the Tablet, as the cosmic book, ac-
tualizes the command, materializing the quadrature of the arkan—fire, air, water,
and earth. The Pen corresponds to the productive triplicity of formation, whereas
the Tablet corresponds to the designative quadrature of proliferation. A reported
prophetic tradition says that the first thing God created was the Pen, whose length
equaled the distance between heaven and the earth. He then created the Tablet,
whose length extended between heaven and earth, and its width stretched from
east to west.48 The Pen, thus viewed, signifies axiality, corresponding to human
spirituality and unique upwardness, to the verticality of the alif, to the trunk of the
Tree of Being, and to the vertical axis of the three-dimensional cross. The Tablet
signifies the principle of horizontality, corresponding to the human corporeality,
to the letter ba�, to the branches of the Tree of Being, and to the two horizontal
axes of the cross. The Tablet also corresponds to the circle, reflecting the divine
presence, and the Pen corresponds to the point, reflecting the Essence. Just as the
Essence, under the “pressure” of the realities, exhaled the Breath, manifesting the
forms of the world, the mother point, wanting to reveal its hidden treasures, gave
birth to the multitude of potential beings, and the seed of “Be!” after fecundation
generated the cosmic tree, so likewise the Pen, after looking toward God with “a
look of reverential fear (hayba),”49 burst open, the ink (midad) of existence
flowed, and the exemplar of the world was transcribed.

The World of Creation

Zooming in on the circle of Universal Matter, we cross the threshold from the
world of command (�alam al-amr) into the world of creation (�alam al-khalq),
from the metaphysical to the physical. As an imaginary substance specially
conditioned for physical manifestations, Universal Matter is an intelligible re-
ality, or an agency, with no essence (ma�qul ghayr mawjud al-wujud al-
�ayni).50 It is recognizable through the forms that unfold within it. These are
the world of creation represented by the main cosmic features: the divine
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Throne, the Footstool, the celestial Gardens, the heavens and the earths. These
cosmic forms are subject to the governing effects of Nature and are therefore
distinguished from the supra-natural world that lies above them.51

The Throne and the Footstool

The natural world in Ibn �Arabi’s scheme is the world of synthesis, and the
Throne is the first composite form that marks the threshold into the domain of
complex cosmic entities.52 But composition is not in the material sense yet, for
the Throne and the Footstool are not literally spatial entities. Synthesis refers
here to the mediating realities involved in their production. The Throne is con-
sidered to be a composite form because its production involves four realities:
Nature, Universal Matter, Universal Body, and Circularity. God first brought
Universal Matter into being, which was then transformed into the Universal
Body upon receiving the spatial qualities of length, breadth, and depth. Nature
then conditioned this Body by governing its possibilities. Circularity was the
first form this Body received, so there was the sphere (falak). God called this
sphere the “Throne” and as the all-Compassionate he rested upon it.
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The Quran describes the Throne as the divine seat, “The all-Compassionate
sat himself upon the Throne” (20:5), and his Footstool (kursi) as “encompassing
the heavens and the earth” (2:255). It also refers to the bearers carrying the
Throne and the angels surrounding it. �Arsh, “throne,” has two related meanings:
the “kingdom” over which a king reigns and the “seat” (sarir) upon which he
sits. The Throne was accordingly seen as the whole physical world as well as the
cosmic seat upon which God rests. Citing Ibn Masarra, Ibn �Arabi says that the
lifted Throne (al-�arsh al-mahmul) is none other than the divine kingdom (al-
mulk).53 The bearers can thus be interpreted as the basic structure and govern-
ing laws of the kingdom as well as the pillars that support the Throne.54 As for
the angels, Ibn �Arabi explains that God created them from the lights of the
Throne, which is described in a tradition as being created from divine Light.
From these angels God selected four bearers to carry the pillars of the Throne.55

As the threshold into the physical world, the Throne and the Footstool de-
fine a transitory domain that is neither spatial nor nonspatial. Ibn �Arabi attrib-
utes to the Throne sensible, spatial characteristics, describing it as “a seat with
four corners and four faces.” Although the four corners are the “original pil-
lars,” they are not the sole supports of the Throne. “In each of the Throne’s four
faces,” Ibn �Arabi adds, “there are many pillars equally distributed.” The
Throne is also made hollow to contain the physical world.56 With reference to
the verse, “The angels and the spirit ascend unto him in a day whereof the span
is fifty thousand years” (70:4), Ibn Kathir says, “The distance between the
Throne and the seventh earth is fifty thousand years of travel, and its breadth
is fifty thousand years.”57 But despite these spatial characteristics, Ibn �Arabi
warns, the Throne is not spatial in the literal sense. To take the spatial charac-
teristic literally, he says, one would face the difficult task of explaining in spa-
tial terms the modes of divine “sitting” upon it and the angels “encircling” it.
“If you say that there is, for the angels who are encircling the Throne, no space
to move within, since the Throne has occupied the entire vacuum,” Ibn �Arabi
explains, “we say, there is no difference between them encircling the Throne
and God resting upon it. For that which does not admit spatiality does not admit
conjunction and separation.”58 The same applies to the Footstool, which shares
with the Throne its subtle modality, for just “as the Compassionate rests upon
the Throne, the Feet rest upon the Footstool.”59 By virtue of its subtle, interme-
diary nature, the domain of the Throne and the Footstool combines the spiritual
and physical characteristics of its neighboring domains.

The forms of the Throne and the Footstool crystallize the pattern of quadra-
ture. The four bearers of the Throne correspond to the four creative attributes—
Life, Knowledge, Will, and Power—that support the divine presence. Many
traditions say that God created the Throne from green emerald and its four pillars
from red ruby.60 The bearers of the Throne are also depicted as four angels whose
feet are in the nethermost earth and whose heads are in the Throne. These four
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bearers have the forms of a man, a bull, an eagle, and a lion.61 Four celestial rivers
are also described as being laid out about the Throne: a river of sparkling light, a
river of blazing fire, a river of shining white snow, and a river of water.62

The bearers of the Throne, Ibn �Arabi explains, are the governors responsi-
ble for the management of the natural world. They are four pairs of archangels
and companion prophets. The angels are Seraphiel (Israphil), Gabriel (Jibra�il),
Michael (Mikha�il), and Rudwan, and the prophets are Adam, Muhammad,
Abraham, and Malik.63 Each of the four pairs is responsible for one core matter:
form (sura), spirit (ruh), nourishment (ghidha�), and status (martaba). Seraphiel
and Adam are responsible for forms, Gabriel and Muhammad for spirits,
Michael and Abraham for nourishment (arzaq), and Malik and Rudwan for sta-
tus. Each pair of the Throne’s supporters constitutes as it were two complemen-
tary aspects: hidden and manifest, spiritual and sensible. This is reflected in the
elements they support. Ibn �Arabi explains that forms are of two kinds: luminous
like those of the “angels ecstatic with love,” and sensible like those in the natural
world (including imaginary forms); spirits are divided into those associated with
luminous forms and those with sensible forms; nourishment is also divided into
sensible, such as food, and spiritual, such as sciences and knowledge; and the
status of every being is polarized into happiness and suffering, which have many
sensible and spiritual forms in this world and in the hereafter.
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Although quadrangular in form, Ibn �Arabi says, the Throne has eight pil-
lars. The other four pillars, for which there are no bearers in this world, mark
the middle of each of the Throne’s four faces. On the day of the resurrection
God will appoint those who shall bear the throne from these pillars, as alluded
to in the following verse: “And eight will uphold the Throne of their Lord that
day” (69:17).64 Accordingly, the quadrangular structure of the Throne is tied to
the structure of the “first formation” (al-nash�a al-�ula), supporting existence
in the present world. In the “other formation” (al-nash�a al-�ukhra), when the
world will be recreated afresh, the Throne will become octagonal as the new
four supporters will assume their responsibilities.65 In this formal transforma-
tion the very structure of the Throne will not change, only four new bearers will
join the original four. Ibn �Arabi illustrates geometrically the structure of the di-
vine Throne in the other formation by way of two superimposed squares, a form
that reveals at once the original quadrature of the first formation as well as the
octagonal structure of the other formation.

“Inside the Throne,” Ibn �Arabi says, “God created the Footstool (al-kursi),
square in form, and let his Feet to hang down onto it.”66 Al-kursi, the cosmic
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container of the heavens and the earth, is seen as the support of the divine Feet.
It is quadrangular in form, sharing with the Throne similar features. A tradition
says: “Those who bear the Footstool are four angels, each of whom has four
faces; their feet are in the Rock below the seventh, nethermost earth.”67 Ibn
�Arabi confirms that the Footstool resembles the Throne, but only with regard
to its quadrature, not its pillars. The main difference lies in that the Footstool
identifies the level at which the first bifurcation of unity occurs symbolized by
the Feet (al-qadamayn). As the Feet hang down onto the Footstool, Ibn �Arabi
explains, “the divine word, which was one on the Throne, is divided.”68 The di-
vine compassion, one at the Throne of the all-Compassionate, splits at the Foot-
stool into compassion (rahma), symbolized by one foot, and wrath mixed with
compassion (ghadab mashub bi-rahma), symbolized by the other. At the level
of the Footstool, the absolute compassion of the Throne becomes relative by as-
sociating it with wrath, its opposite. Thus the divine Feet signify the first po-
larization of unity, the model for all binary oppositions, which fall under either
commandment (amr) and prohibition (nahi) or affirmation (ithbat) and nega-
tion (naf i). These binaries govern the physical world. They are the cosmic ref-
erents of God’s antinomical names and attributes, which are in turn the
referents for all opposites in the world, whose spatial expression par excellence
are the six arms of the three-dimensional cross projecting from a common
center into opposite directions.

The Throne is associated with two ideas: the idea of light (nur) and the
idea of spirit (ruh). The spirit, “most often figured as a ‘center’, a ‘ray’, a ‘de-
scent’, a ‘presence’ or ‘immanence’,” is thought of as residing at the center of
the Throne. As the sphere of spheres, the outermost, all-encompassing limit
of our world, the Throne forms the “circumference” (muhit) of the body of
the world. Signifying totality and integration, the Throne identifies a univer-
sal domain of which spirit is the center and light is the matter.69 Thus viewed,
the Throne embodies the principle of circularity, reflecting the pattern of the
divine presence, wherein the Essence corresponds to the central spirit, and
the names correspond to the encompassing circumference.70 The process
through which the undifferentiated divine Light becomes differentiated by
taking on the form of the Throne simulates the process through which the un-
determined Essence becomes determined by descending into the state of the
first determination. And just as the process of the essential determination
continues to distinctively reveal the divine names and to designate the cre-
ative quadrature of Life, Knowledge, Will, and Power, so likewise the process
of differentiation of the divine Light continues to manifest the angels, who
encircle the Throne, from the lights of the Throne (anwar al-�arsh), and to
designate the supportive quadrature, who are entrusted with the task of car-
rying the Throne.
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Combined with the vertical ray of the spirit, which stands at its center, the
quadrature of the Throne constitutes the three-dimensional cross, the pattern of
the human presence. The spirit is represented by a vertical ray since it is “the
affirmation of Unity in all the degrees of universal Existence,” the vertical link
that ties all beings to their originator.71 Numerically, the octagonal order of the
Throne corresponds to the number 8, the order of the divine presence: the
Essence and the seven principal names—Living, Knowing, Willing, Powerful,
Speaking, Hearing, and Seeing. Eight is seen as the first cubical number,
which, as previously discussed, corresponds to the three dimensions of length,
breadth, and depth. Hence the octad of the Throne also corresponds to the trip-
licity of the human presence. The triplicity of the three dimensions is the pat-
tern by means of which Universal Matter becomes the Absolute Body, which
then receives the forms of the Throne and the Footstool.

The Celestial Gardens

Within the realm of the Throne and Footstool, Ibn �Arabi locates the celestial
Gardens (al-jinan, singular janna), the faithfuls’ promised abode of eternal hap-
piness. Premodern Islamic sources reveal an interesting debate concerning
whether the Gardens are already created or are part of God’s scheme of the sec-
ond creation. The point of the debate is why God would create something use-
less that he will have to destroy and recreate again at the time of resurrection.
Ibn �Arabi articulates a sophisticated view with regard to this debate, arguing for
the existence of hierarchically structured Gardens located in a cosmic domain
that will not be subject to destruction and recreation. This domain is bounded by
two spheres that God created within the Footstool: the sphere without stars
(atlas), its upper limit, and the sphere with fixed stars (falak al-kawakib al-
thabita), its lower limit. The convex surface of the latter sphere forms at once the
ground of the Gardens and the upper limit of the planetary skies, the domain that
will be consumed by the fire of Hell in the hereafter.

The atlas sphere is a “circular, transparent body” that God divided into
twelve sections, buruj, as alluded to in the following verse: “By the heaven,
holding mansions of the stars (buruj)” (85:1).72 It is the sphere of the constel-
lations. The Arabic term atlas means “effaced” or “obliterated,” denoting the
idea of perfect homogeneity without any distinguishable features. The atlas
sphere thus forms the homogeneous background onto which the configurations
and movements of the planets and the stars are projected. In “The Anatomy of
Spheres,” the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century astronomer Baha� al-Din al-
�Amili considers the atlas sphere and the sphere of the fixed stars to be the sci-
entific terms for the Throne and the Footstool respectively.73 This might have
been so, but as we will see, this does not work with Ibn �Arabi’s cosmological
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structure, wherein the Throne and the Footstool are necessarily motionless
instruments for the determination of different modalities and durations of time.

Ibn �Arabi’s paradisaical domain consists of eight Gardens, seven of which
are hierarchically ordered in seven levels, and an eighth superior one, al-
Wasila, cutting across all the levels assigned to the Prophet Muhammad.74 The
seven Gardens, in a descending order, are �Adan, al-Firdaws, al-Na�im, al-
Ma�wa, al-Khuld, Dar al-Salam, and Dar al-Maqama. The names derive from
various Quranic verses, and the structure reflects the order of the divine pres-
ence: the seven Gardens correspond to the seven principal names, and al-
Wasila represents the Essence. As the Essence supports all the names, al-Wasila
prevails in all the Gardens. The Quran makes numerous references to the Gar-
dens, which Ibn �Arabi interprets in a layered way.

In addition to the eight-level order, Ibn �Arabi distinguishes three types of
Gardens: Gardens of the Elites (jannat al-ikhtisas), Gardens of Inheritance (jan-
nat al-mirath), and Gardens of Deeds (jannat al-a�mal). The first and highest in
order refers to the verse: “But God chooses (yakhtass) for his mercy whom 
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he will” (2:105). The second refers to “Such is the Garden which we cause the
devout among our bondmen to inherit” (19:63). The third refers to “Give good
tidings unto those who believe and do good deeds, that theirs are Gardens un-
derneath which rivers flow” (2:25). In this hierarchy Ibn �Arabi focuses on what
makes people worthy of being chosen, of inheriting and of inhabiting the Gar-
dens. With reference to the repeated imagery of the “Gardens underneath which
rivers flow” (85:11), he further elaborates his layout, saying that in every type of
Garden God laid out four rivers, so there are twelve rivers in accordance with the
order of the astrological signs.75

The four rivers represent the main sources of esoteric knowledge.76 They in-
clude a river of unchanging Water (ma� ghayr asin) representing the science of
life (�ilm al-hayat); a river of Wine (khamr) representing the science of the spir-
itual states (�ilm al-ahwal); a river of Honey (�asal) representing the science of
the divine revelation (�ilm al-wahi) with its many kinds; and a river of Milk
(laban) representing the science of secrets (�ilm al-asrar), the kernel of all sci-
ences that God directly reveals to those who devote themselves utterly to him.77

Tied directly to the tripartite structure of the human formation (al-nash�a al-
insaniyya)—sensible, spiritual, and imaginary—the fourfold pattern of sciences
generates twelve different types of knowledge in accordance with the duodenary
structure of the zodiac. Ibn �Arabi explains:

These are four sciences, while man’s formation is threefold: an inward, ideal, spir-
itual formation; an outward, sensible, natural formation; and an intermediary, isth-
mian-bodily, imaginal formation. Through each formation man has a distinct
share in each of the four rivers, with each share having an independent river, the
taste of which differs according to the formation. What man perceives of a river
by the senses is other than what he conceives of it by imagination, and what he
conceives by imagination is other than the meaning he intellectualizes. This is the
order of every formation. So for man there are twelve rivers: four in the Garden of
the Elites, four in the Garden of Inheritance, and four in the Garden of Deeds.78

Three, 4, and 12 are the numbers that underlie the order of the paradisaical do-
main. They derive from the duodenary structure of the atlas sphere, the ruling
element. Although the divisions of the atlas sphere are twelve, Ibn �Arabi ex-
plains, they are of four different natures: aqueous, terrestrial, aerial, and igneous.
The quadrature derives from the four pillars of the Throne. Nature rules over all
modalities of being in the world of creation, including that of the Gardens,
through the agency of the atlas sphere. Ibn �Arabi identifies three modalities of
being, manazil (dwellings)—the present world (dunya), the intermediary world
(barzakh, of the dead awaiting the second creation), and the future world
(akhira)—with each having distinct existential conditions. Different though they
may be, these three worlds are nevertheless subject to the ruling of Nature, with
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each requiring four distinct signs to mediate the natural processes in ways
unique to its modality of being; hence, the twelve signs of the constellation
(buruj).79 The triple repetition of the quadrature results in the signs that are re-
lated by the triangle being of the same nature and tendency, whereas the signs
that are related by the square being of different nature and tendency.

Since the atlas sphere is a composed cosmic entity, Ibn �Arabi says, Nature
rules over it through the elements, fire, air, water, and earth, and not through
the simple tendencies of heat, cold, dryness, and moistness. Thus Nature dif-
ferentiates the signs into Igneous (hot and dry), Aerial (hot and wet), Aqueous
(dry and wet), and Terrestrial (cold and dry). In their turn, the signs generate in
the corporeal domain the spheres of the natural elements (fire, air, water, and
earth) whereby generation and corruption occur. Their generative pattern is
structured in the following order:

1. Igneous: Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius are the generators of the
sphere of fire.

2. Aerial: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius are the generators of the
sphere of air.
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3. Aqueous: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces are the generators of the
sphere of water.

4. Terrestrial: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn are the generators of the
sphere of earth.

The structure of the atlas sphere corresponds to the higher cosmic forms
within which it is contained, while determining the structure of the Gardens
which itself contains. The divine order of universal manifestation projects once
more into the domain of the celestial Gardens, manifesting itself in a new cos-
mic modality. Quadrature is revealed in the fourfold division of the atlas
sphere, in the four natural elements generated by the zodiac, and in the four
rivers of esoteric knowledge. Triplicity is revealed in the threefold division of
the atlas sphere, in the three modalities of being, and in the three levels of Gar-
dens. The duodenary pattern of the sphere of the constellations is yet another
cosmic manifestation of the original productive marriage of triplicity and quad-
rature. Centrality and axiality, however, are revealed in the tree of tuba, which
stands at the center of the Gardens. The tree represents Universal Man, desig-
nating, as it were, his place in the Gardens. It relates to the rest of the trees in
the Gardens as Adam relates to humankind. God planted it with his own hand
in the same way he created Adam. He also breathed the spirit into it, rendering
it the most splendid of all trees. It rises above the fence of the Garden of Eden,
where God planted it, and its branches spread over other Gardens. Its roots are
in the soil of our world and its fruits in paradise.

Heaven and Earth

Within the sphere of the fixed stars, the ground of the Gardens, God unfolded
the heavens and the earths, the world of space and time as we know it. Ibn
�Arabi’s diagram of this world shows the sphere of the fixed stars with the
twenty-eight mansions of the moon (manazil al-qamar (36:38)), the seven
domes of the heavens resting upon their respective layers of the earths (al-
ardun), the four kingdoms, and the Universal Man. At the center of the diagram
a vertical line, identified as �amad (pillars), is shown, representing the invisible
cosmic pillars that hold up the vaults of heaven. Heaven and earth is the last and
innermost world in the hierarchy of cosmic manifestation. It is the sensible
world of corporeal bodies. The size of this world in relation to the Footstool, a
reported tradition says, is as a ring thrown in a desert. Another describes the
suspension of heaven and earth in the middle of the Footstool as the suspension
of Footstool is in the middle of the Throne, like a lamp hanging down from the
sky. In al-Hindi’s hierarchy, heaven and earth is the World of Bodies (�alam al-
ajsam), the sixth state of dense, composed, cosmic entities that is susceptible of
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division, portioning, separation, and conjunction. It is the necessary foundation
for man to whom al-Hindi designates the seventh and final state of Being.

The form and the structure of the corporeal world are elaborated in many
Quranic references, prophetic sayings, and rich folkloric tradition. According
to the Quran, “God it is who has created seven heavens, and of the earth the like
thereof ” (65:12). Upon the flat expanse of the earths, the Prophet is reported to
have said, the skies are constructed “like a dome,” an image that seems to de-
rive from the immediate spatial experience.80 The Quranic descriptions of
heaven and earth tend to support such interpretation: “Who has appointed the
earth a resting-place (firash) for you, and the sky a canopy (bina�)” (2:22). Fi-
rash, from farasha, literally “to extend,” “to spread out,” and “to furnish,” gives
the meaning of furnishing the earth by spreading it out in order to accommo-
date human existence. Bina�, from bana, “to build,” “to construct,” is often
interpreted as “a roof upon the earth in the form of a dome.”81 The Prophet, fur-
ther elaborating this image, is reported to have said that God created the earths
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(al-ardun) flat, seven in number, laid successively one below the other, and
each being smaller than the one below it. The seven skies (al-samawat), simi-
larly laid one above the other, are domical in shape, and each is smaller than the
one above it. Each sky rests on the extremities of its respective layer of earth,
thus forming a series of domes placed within each other and separated by a dis-
tance of five hundred years of travel. Ibn �Arabi reproduces these descriptions
in a graphic form, illustrating the way in which medieval Muslims conceived of
the cosmic structure of heavens and earths. Commenting on his diagram, Ibn
�Arabi reiterates the Prophet’s descriptions: “God made the seven skies resting
upon earth like domes. Upon each earth, which is spread out like a carpet, a sky
like a hemisphere rests on its ends. God spread out the earth so that the sky
could stand upon it.”82

Early Islamic narratives describe the earth as being spread out on the back
of a fish, a whale (hut) called “nun” (literally “N”), whose ends touch the ex-
tremities of the sky.83 The meaning of this description may be understood with
reference to the symbolism of the Arabic letter nun. Geometrically, the letter
nun is written as half a circle with a diacritical point representing its center.
Originally, Ibn �Arabi says, the nun was a complete circle, representing the
spherical form of the world. But since the world is divided into two equivalent
halves—the sensible and the intelligible—the letter nun is likewise divided into
two corresponding halves—inscribed and implied or visible and invisible. The
analogy is inverted as a mirror image, however. The inscribed lower half of the
nun represents the visible upper part of the world, whereas the implied upper
half of the nun represents the invisible lower part of the world.
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The directional differentiation of lower and upper has an experiential as
well as a symbolic reference. Experientially, standing on the flat expanse of the
earth under the hemispherical dome of the sky the invisible half of the sphere is
always below us. Symbolically, however, we normally refer to the invisible
world of higher realities, the world of the unseen, in contrast to the lower visi-
ble world of shadows, the world of the seen. The inversion here reminds us of
the way in which the manifest triplicity and hidden quadrature projects through
syllogistical reasoning into the sensible world in an inverse manner—hidden
triplicity and manifest quadrature.84 Acting as a mirror, the letter nun depicts
the form of heaven and earth in an inverse manner. The spreading out of the
earth on the back of nun, the fish, whose ends touch the ends of the sky, may
then be seen as an extension of the flat layers of earth between the two ends of
the letter nun. The earth thus becomes the diameter of the circle of nun, the
center of which is the original rock.85

Early cosmological narratives describe a central rock (sakhra), upon which
the fish rests, as standing below the lowest earth. This rock is thought of as the
foundation upon which the bearers of the Throne stand. A tradition says: “The
rock which is beneath the earth is the end of the created world; upon its borders
there are four angels, whose heads are below the Throne.”86 At one time, the
narrative says, the fish moved so the earth swayed and became unstable and un-
inhabitable. In order to stabilize it, God “cast into the earth firm mountains
(rawasi)” (31:10), the largest of which is mount qaf (literally, “Q”), which is
described as encompassing the earth, as the perimeter to which the sky adheres,
and as the source from which the vault of heaven derives its green color. It is
also described as being connected to the rock by means of veins or roots that
hold the whole earth firm. When God wants to quake a spot on earth he simply
moves the root to which this spot is attached.87

In �Uqlat al-Mustawfiz, Ibn �Arabi describes the process of creating the
lower world (al-dunya, from dana, to “draw nearer,” as opposed to al-akhira,
the “future world,” from akhkhara, “to delay”). After creating the Intellect, the
Soul, the Throne, the Footstool, the atlas sphere, and the sphere of the fixed
stars, he says, the divine gaze (al-nazar) and willed orientation (al-tawajjuh al-
irad i) were directed toward the creation of the sensible world. First, God or-
dered an angel to descend in the depth of the space to its innermost point to
form the center. This center was to the world what the sacrum (�ajb al-dhanab)
was to the animal body: the birthplace and the foundation of its formation. “It
is the part that does not decompose (la yabla),” Ibn �Arabi adds, “the place of
attention of the supreme element (al-�unsur al-a�zam), from whose brief atten-
tion (ilti fata) the Intellect is created.” As directed, the angel descended to the
center of the world and positioned the rock, reaffirming the divine order of
things wherein the center is always the source from which things proceed forth
and to which they will eventually return. The angel rotated the earth’s sphere,
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making “that which surrounds the center an immense spherical rock, and in the
center of that rock the angel placed an animal with a green leaf in its mouth.”88

This view introduces an interesting shift in the creative process. Up to this
stage, God followed a linear descending order. After creating the sphere of the
fixed stars, however, God changed procedure by first founding the central rock
and then unfolding the heavens and earths in an ascending order. Contrary to
what many ancient philosophers had believed, Ibn �Arabi argues, the first thing
laid in the corporeal world was the center, around which the skies were then
constructed. The earth, as a center, was first laid out and then the skies were
formed following the three-dimensional structure of the human formation.89

The rock formed the “sacrum” of the world’s structure, the focal point whence
the body of the world unfolded in the six directions—front and back, left and
right, up and down—materializing the spatial structure of the human presence.

Ibn �Arabi’s view of the creation and structure of the corporeal world can be
traced in the writings of various scholars. For example, al-Zamakhshari
(d. 1144) writes: “The creation of the substance of the earth is anterior to the cre-
ation of heaven; but the spreading out of the earth is posterior to it.”90 Al-
Diyarbakri (d. 1582) presents a similar view: “When God began to create things,
He created the turbah before heaven; when He had created the heavens and di-
vided them into seven stages, He spread out the earth.”91 A popular tradition also
relates that “Allah created a jawharah, a substance; thereupon he contemplated it
with a majestic gaze, so that it melted; then a vapour rose from it, which gave ori-
gin to the sky; thereupon the earth was created from the remainder of the
jawharah.”92 The “green leaf ” in the mouth of the mythical animal that dwells at
the rock signifies the source of life, immortality, and divine knowledge. In his
Tafsir, Ibn Kathir says that “in the center of this rock there is a spring called
“Life” (hayat) whose water renders alive whatever it reaches.”93 The rock is also
associated with the legendary Quranic figure al-Khidr, unto whom God says:
“We had given mercy from us, and had taught him knowledge from our presence”
(18:66). Al-Khidr, whose name connotes the idea of “green,” is he “who attained
the source of life, has drunk of the water of immortality, and consequently knows
neither old age nor death. He is the ‘Eternal Youth.’”94

These metaphorical expressions show the significance of centrality in the
cosmological scheme. Axiality is equally significant. A tradition says that God
has a pillar of light (�amud al-nur), whose base is below the seventh earth and
whose top is below the Throne. The pillar vibrates whenever one testifies to
God’s unity.95 This pillar of light connects heaven and earth, acting as a channel
of communication that is exteriorized through the pillar’s vibration. This pillar
echoes the concept of Muhammad as a column of light, already discussed. Pen-
etrating the seven layers of the earth and the seven vaults of heaven, this pillar
acts as axis mundi, around which existence revolves. It is a direct spatial
expression of the axiality of the human presence. When Adam was brought
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down from paradise, a tradition tells, he was so tall that his head was in heaven,
and his feet were on the earth. He could even hear the angels glorifying God.96

In his diagram of the corporeal world, Ibn �Arabi depicts the form of the Uni-
versal Man by the form of the axis mundi—al-�amad that “you cannot see”
(13:2)—without which the vault of heaven would collapse.97

Al-insan al-kamil, the cosmic pillar, is also referred to as “al-qutb,” the
pole around which the world revolves. The Arabic term qutb derives from the
trilateral root q.t.b., “to bring together.” As the epitome of all manifested reali-
ties, Universal Man brings together in his being all possibilities and all modes
of existence. He expands both horizontally and vertically: his horizontal ex-
pansion is his realization of all cosmic realities, while his vertical expansion is
his realization of divine realities. His horizontal expansion is fourfold in that it
comprises the realities of the four kingdoms—the mineral, plant, animal, and
human—each of which represents certain modes of existence and actualizes a
particular ensemble of possibilities. His vertical expansion traces a return pas-
sage from quadrature to unity. The idea of Universal Man recapitulates both
cosmic and divine realities, and the notion of axiality ensures continuous com-
munication between the higher and the lower worlds and harmony between
Man’s parental domains: his celestial fathers and terrestrial mothers.98

The term qutb is the name for the central piece around which a millstone
rotates. Acting as a motionless hub for the rotating upper part, the qutb is
firmly fixed in the still lower part of the millstone, hence the imagery of axis
mundi. This is taken to represent the firm earthly rootedness of Universal Man,
while his verticality acts as the unchanging pole around which the wheel of
change revolves. “A millstone rotates only about its pole (qutb) when this pole
is in the millstone,” Ibn �Arabi writes, “for the pole is its firm essence, which is
not susceptible of movement nor transposition during the state of rotation.”99

The revolution of the stars and heavenly bodies in the corporeal domain
is also seen as following the metaphysical order of things in many and differ-
ent ways. The spatial journey of the sun around the stationary earth, for ex-
ample, engenders space and time, revealing the intertwined relationship
between triplicity and quadrature. The annual journey of the sun is punctu-
ated by four nodal points—two solstices and two equinoxes—dividing the
ecliptic into four qualitatively distinct intervals and marking out the cardinal
directions of space. The cyclical rotation of the moon around the earth, which
regulates time in the Islamic calendar, also has quadrature as its basic pattern.
The twenty-eight phases of the lunar cycle involve four recurrent intervals,
each with seven phases (4 � 7). No moon (al-mahaq) and full moon (al-
badr) mark the beginning and the middle of the cycle, the two extremes anal-
ogous to the solstices, whereas the half moons (al-tarbi �) mark two
intermediate points similar to the equinoxes. The seven phases of every
interval, which determine the week, are in themselves generated numerically
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by three and four (3�4�7), unfolding yet another cosmic modality of the
primordial bond between triplicity and quadrature.

Within the domain of heaven and earth the metaphysical order of things is
revealed in many forms. Centrality is revealed in the rock, the sacrum (�ajb al-
dhanab) of the world’s body, and the primordial mountain. Circularity is re-
vealed in the form of heavenly bodies and their orbits; in the domical form of
the skies; in the form of nun, the fish; and in mount Qaf that encompasses the
earth. The pattern of proliferation into a multitude of secondary centers is re-
vealed in the ubiquitous presence of mount Qaf, symbolized by the links it has
to all mountains and every place on earth. “There is no one country amongst all
countries, nor a city amongst all cities, nor a town amongst all towns but has a
root of its roots,” a tradition affirms. Another adds, “nor is there any mountain
of all mountains but has a root in Qaf.”100 Axiality is revealed in the pillar of
light, in the primordial mountain, and in Universal Man, the cosmic pillar.
Quadrature is revealed in the four angels standing on the rock, the four king-
doms, the four nodal points of the sun, the four directions of space, and the four
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intervals of the moon. Triplicity and quadrature are also embodied in the
corporeal conditions of space and time.

Space and Time

Perhaps nowhere the presence of the metaphysical order of triplicity and
quadrature is more immediate and tangible to us than in our existential condi-
tions of space and time. The three dimensions of space—length, breadth, and
depth—spatialize triplicity, whereas the four divisions of time—day, week,
month, and year—temporalize quadrature. Immanent yet elusive, tangible yet
hard to define, space and time have their roots deep in the infinity and eternity
of divinity. Throughout history and across all traditions, the human mind has
marveled at the nature of these bounding conditions while constantly searching
for ways to understand them. Today, science has taken the lead, but in premod-
ern times it was the religio-philosophical imagination that provided the answers.

Following Judaism and Christianity, Islam reaffirmed the narrative of the
creation: “Your lord is God who created the heavens and the earth in six days”
(7:54). The six days of the creation presents a complex paradox and raises some
interesting questions. If the existence of space and time is evidently tied to the
existence of heaven and earth and the movement of the heavenly bodies, how
could heaven and earth be created in six days? If the “day” mentioned in this
verse refers to the temporal duration that we experience between two successive
risings of the sun, no days should have existed before the existence of the stars
and planets, and the six days of the creation remain inexplicable in terms of our
time. This has often been resolved either by maintaining that the six days of the
creation are presumed durations or by differentiating between two spatio-tem-
poral modalities: divine and human. In Islamic cosmology, this was achieved
by distinguishing the spatio-temporal modality of the Throne and Footstool
from that of heaven and earth. Through his intricate structure and a double
movement scheme, Ibn �Arabi was able to maintain that space and time already
existed before the creation of heaven and earth, and that a day as a measuring
unit was also differentiated in time by reference to the position of the divine
Feet on the Footstool. This is a divine day, of course, as in “a day with God is as
a thousand years of what you reckon” (22:47). Unlike our time, however, the di-
vine time has neither daytimes (nahar), nor nighttimes (layl), nor weeks, nor
months, nor years, nor seasons, for all of these relate to the sun and the moon.101

There is, instead, pure duration of only one ever-recurring day.
As already discussed, the manifestation of space and time in their pure

form first occurred in the Universal Matter, which was specially conditioned
for this purpose. Their presence in the world of creation coincided with the
production of the Absolute Body (al-jism al-kull), whose existence was
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mediated by three cosmic agents: the Intellect, the Soul, and the vacuum (al-
khala�). God first brought Universal Matter into existence, Ibn �Arabi says,
within which he then unfolded the form of the three dimensions. The length,
he says, was from the Intellect, the breadth from the Soul, and the depth was
the vacuum, extending from the outermost perimeter to the innermost cen-
ter.102 God made the Universal Body circular in form, Ibn �Arabi adds, fill-
ing up with it the entire vacuum—the imaginary extension without a
body—and leaving outside it neither vacuum nor plenum.103 In this sense, the
Universal Body stands for the first spatalization of both the divine and the
human presences and the materialization of the geometry of being.

Nature rules over the Universal Body, conditioning its possibilities, Ibn
�Arabi explains, while being the principal generator of time. In our spatio-tem-
poral modality, nature first unfolded the annual measure, the year, and differ-
entiated the four seasons—spring, summer, autumn, and winter—whose
quadrature was then reflected in the four divisions of time—year, month, week,
and day. The quadrature of the seasons was manifested by the sun traversing the
signs of the constellations, which were also divided by nature into Igneous,
Aerial, Aqueous, and Terrestrial, according to the division of the arkan into
fire, air, water, and earth, which in turn reflected the divine creative quadra-
ture.104 Movement (haraka) was the main principle of generation brought about
by the concurrence of space and time. Thought of as a form imposed on the
Body by the Universal Soul, motion directly linked space and time to the gen-
eration of life.105 “Time is associated with the motion of the Body,” the Ikhwan
explain, “and the Body is passively generated by the Soul. As the Soul made the
Universal Body spherical in shape, which is the noblest of all shapes, it also
made its motion circular, which is the noblest of all motions.”106

Ibn �Arabi reflects on the reasons behind the original motion and its circu-
lar form. The initial movement, he says, was caused by disequilibrium in the
contrasting natural forces (heat-cold, moistness-dryness). In their original state
of equilibrium nothing occurs: there can be neither bringing-into-existence nor
production. The equilibrium was broken when heat dominated other forces, and
as the amount of heat in the body of the sphere increased, the sphere moved.
But there was nowhere to move to, for it had already filled up the entire vac-
uum. Under the force of disequilibrium, it moved in its place about its center, a
movement of the middle.107 This is best represented by the motion of a mill-
stone: while every part is moving from one place to another by the movement
of the whole, the whole itself does not change its location by the movement of
the parts. This is the case with every circular motion, Ibn �Arabi says, “it is
moving–still.” With regard to the whole, it does not evacuate its space by
translocation, yet its parts remain in motion.108

The Universal Body is an imaginary entity, a necessary conceptual foun-
dation for all three-dimensional bodies in the world of creation. Its first mate-
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rialization is the Throne. As mentioned earlier, some astronomers identify the
Throne with the atlas sphere or the sphere of the constellations, the motion of
which then becomes the first generator of time. Ibn �Arabi, however, places the
atlas within the Throne in order to differentiate three modalities of time: divine,
paradisaical, and human. As the cosmic progenitor of space and time, the atlas
sphere plays a mediatory role, whose motion can be determined both from
within and from without. Being without stars, the motion of the atlas engenders
a pure, undifferentiated duration. On its own it lacks any distinguishable refer-
ence point that may differentiate its incessant movement into recurrent cycles.
Viewed from within, with reference to the sphere with fixed stars and the
movement of planets and the stars, its pure motion becomes differentiate into
the human temporal durations (day, week, month, year). Seen from within but
without reference to the sphere with fixed stars and planetary skies, we have
one pure paradisaical duration. Seen from without, however, with references to
the position of the divine Feet on the Footstool we have the divine durations, to
which God refers in the six days of the creation.109

As is the order of being, the divine modality of time forms the model for
the human temporality. In articulating the relationship between the divine and
human temporality, Ibn �Arabi first distinguishes the movements of the stars
from the motion of the atlas sphere itself. The revolution of the stars within the
atlas sphere, he posits, is subject to two types of movements: natural (tabi�iyya)
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and forcible (qasriyya).110 The natural movement is that whereby the stars tra-
verse the atlas sphere from west to east, as seen by the eye, whereas the forcible
movement is the reverse one whereby the stars move with the movement of the
atlas sphere from east to west.111 The situation is like an ant on a piece of ma-
terial that is being pulled westward while the ant is moving eastward: the ant is
simultaneously moving to the east and to the west. This is the situation of the
stars, he says: at the same instant in which they are naturally moving from west
to east, they are also forcibly moving from east to west. Humans work with the
natural motion, while God works with the forcible. By means of the position
of his Feet on the Footstool, God differentiates the primordial motion of the
atlas sphere into seven recurrent cycles, or days, in accordance with the seven
principal attributes of the divine presence. Ibn �Arabi explains:

By the existence of the atlas sphere there occurred the seven days, the months,
and the years. But these times were not determined until after God created in-
side this sphere the signs whereby these times were distinguished. The only du-
ration this sphere determines is the day, which is one cycle determined by the
position of the Foot on the Footstool. So it is determined from above, and the
measure of one complete cycle is called “day” (yawm). Because of the homo-
geneity of this sphere, this day is known only to God most high. The starting
point of its movement coincides with the first degree of Gemini, which is
among the Aerial signs, facing the Foot. The first day manifested in the world
was in the first degree of Gemini, and that day was called “al-Ahad” (Sunday)
. . . Upon the end of the first cycle the sphere started another movement . . .
This second movement was called “al-Ithnayn” (Monday), and so on until the
seven cyclical movements were completed, one divine attribute determining
each movement. As the [principal] attributes are no more than seven, the days
of the aeon (al-dahr) cannot be more than seven, not even by a day, for there
is nothing that may necessitate it. Thus, the ruling returned to the first attribute
that rotated the sphere [again] and the name Ahad became associated with
it . . . [For the new cycle,] however, it was more appropriate to be the eighth
with regard to the cycles, but since its existence was caused by the same first
attribute its name did not change. Similarly, the cycle that followed, and so was
the following one until the seven cycles [were once again completed].112

Accordingly, each divine attribute is seen to engender one entire cycle or day,
during which period this attribute dominates over other attributes, causing its
characteristic to inhere in all creatures. During the cycle which is engendered
and dominated by the divine attribute of Hearing, for example, all creatures re-
ceive the characteristic of hearing by virtue of which they become able to hear.
The same goes for the rest of the principal attributes. Since the creative process
begins with the utterance of the primordial word, hearing was the first charac-
teristic the creatures received so that they became able to respond to the divine
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creative command “Be!” According to Ibn �Arabi, the creative process took
place in the following order:

Hearing Sunday al-Ahad
Living Monday al-Ithnayn
Seeing Tuesday al-Thulatha�
Will Wednesday al-Arbi�a�
Power Thursday al-Khamis
Knowledge Friday al-Jumu�a
Speech Saturday al-Sabt113

Representing the governing principles of universal manifestation, the seven
divine attributes at once determine the cyclical revolution of the atlas sphere
and necessitate the creation of seven planets. This ensured the harmony and
continuity between the divine and human modalities of time. In an interesting
treatise on time and eternity, al-Qashani says that the seven principal divine
names required intermediaries to ensure the continuity of their domination over
all things in the corporeal world. So these names caused the existence of the
seven revolving planets together with their spheres and made them the presi-
dents and chieftains for directing the affairs of the present world. Thus the
seven planets embody the dominating power of the seven divine names, repre-
senting the cosmic intermediaries between the immutable world of archetypes
and the earthly creatures. The movements of the seven planets differentiate the
pure temporal duration of the first motion into recurrent cycles of measured du-
ration in accordance with the divine model. Al-Qashani explains:

If you consider the first motion and the extension of its duration, which is un-
differentiated time (al-zaman al-mutlaq), disregarding what is below it, it has
neither beginning nor end nor division. But if you relate the sun to a particular
point, any point whatsoever, the year, whose every cycle is the return of the sun
to that point, begins by the movement of the sun whereby it traverses the parts
of the sphere of the constellations. By this movement the [pure] duration is ar-
ticulated into years; the year, in regard to the sun’s traversing of the constella-
tions, into months; the months into weeks; the weeks, in regard to the sun’s
return to the first point in its diurnal movement, into days; the days into hours;
the hours into minutes; the minutes into seconds; then into thirds until now,
which is to time as the geometrical point is to a line.114

The movements of the seven planets also qualify the pure extension of space. The
diurnal and annual journeys of the sun, while differentiating time, simultaneously
qualify space by measuring out its extremities and marking out the cardinal direc-
tions—east, west, south, north, zenith, and nadir. Through the combined rhythm 
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of their revolutions, the seven planets construct various geometric relationships
based on their reciprocal positions against the twelve signs of the zodiac, unfold-
ing as it were the spatial cosmic qualities that are virtually contained in the pure,
unqualified space of the atlas sphere. In Ibn �Arabi’s cosmological scheme, the
atlas sphere with the rock as its center, imagined independently of the planetary
skies, gives the image of an all-encompassing sphere that represents space as an
undifferentiated totality. Thus imagined, the atlas provides the cosmic model for
the geometric sphere, the spatial expression par excellence of the divine presence.
Its empty vastness signifies the divine’s all possibility and immutability, while the
inexhaustible multitude of its directions signifies the multiplicity of the divine
names and attributes.115 As the inexhaustible multitude of the names is exemplified
by seven only, six of which are related to the created world and one, the Living,
acting as their principle, so likewise the multiplicity of the directions in space, de-
termined by the lines connecting the point of the center and the points of the
sphere’s surface, are exemplified by seven only, six of which are on the sphere’s
surface, determining the six main directions—front and back, left and right, and
up and down—and the seventh point, acting as their common principle, the direc-
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tionless source. The primordial motion of the atlas sphere generates a pure dura-
tion of time that is, as is the pure extension of space, indefinite, unqualified, and
undifferentiated. This mode of time mirrors divine eternity, as time is to us what
eternity is to God.116 Al-Qashani even compares the undetermined temporal dura-
tion generated by the primordial motion to the inconceivable duration (imtidad) of
the subsistence of the divine Essence. As the undetermined Essence becomes de-
termined when the seven principal names are related to it, so likewise the undif-
ferentiated motion of the atlas sphere becomes differentiated when the movements
of the seven planets are contrasted with its motion.117

In that cosmic manifestation coincides with the utterance of the primordial
word, the differentiation of the pure spatio-temporal modality of the atlas
sphere corresponds to the articulation of the primordial sound, the medium
through which the primordial word was externalized. The Sufis correlate the
twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet, which represent as many articula-
tions of an unobstructed breath emanating from the heart, with the twenty-eight
mansions of the moon. The articulated sounds of the letters are “the microcos-
mic and human expression of the essential determinations of the divine Breath,
which is itself the prime motivation of the cosmic cycles.”118 Ibn �Arabi says
that contrary to what people think that “the mansions of the moon represent the
models of the letters; it is the twenty-eight sounds which determine the lunar
mansions.”119 The twenty-eight mansions of the moon also correspond to
twenty-eight divine names. The process of the sonorous differentiation pro-
ceeds in a successive order from the letter ali f (A) to the letter waw (W). As the
alif does not admit any of the vocalizing motions (harakat), it is unpronounce-
able. It is therefore represented by the hamza (hiatus), which “is not properly
speaking a sound, but only a transitory instance between silence and locu-
tion.”120 The hamza, the threshold between the silence of nonexistence and the
sound of existence, corresponds to the Universal Intellect and coincides with
the spring equinox. The hamza represents the unpronounceable ali f, which is to
the letters what the one is to the numbers. In the same way that one is not a
number but the principle of numbers, the ali f is not a sound but the principle of
sounds. The first articulated sound is ha� (H). Proceeding from the innermost
source, the heart, ha� is the least differentiated and articulated consonant; it is
the audible reflection of the inaudible ali f. The articulation of sounds proceeds
from ha�, passing through the guttural, palatal, and dental consonants, to the
last and outermost labial consonant waw. The first and the last consonants in
this process form the Arabic word huwa, “he,” which sums up the whole order
of being: “He is the first and the last, and the outward and the inward; and he
is knower of all things” (57:3).
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Chapter 4

Architectural Order

Gazing at the Sky

Al-Ghazali’s analogy that served as the starting point of this excursion into
premodern Islamic cosmology and metaphysics was concerned with the pro-
cedural aspects of the creation, with how God and an architect alike first
produce a written or drawn exemplar in accordance with which an object is
then brought into existence. The analogy does not tell us much about the
contents of these exemplars, nor about whether and how the architect inter-
prets the divine paradigms and casts them into architectural forms. Even in
his more detailed discussion of the divine names, al-Ghazali’s main concern
remains the process and protocol of production. In a treatise on the wisdom
of God’s creatures, al-Ghazali gives us other clues. With references to the
verses: “Have they not then observed the sky above them, how we have con-
structed it and beautified it, and how there are no rifts therein?” (50:6) and
“God it is who has created seven heavens, and of the earth the like thereof ”
(65:12) he writes:

Know, may God treat you with mercy, that if you reflect in your mind upon this
world you will find it like a built house equipped with everything one needs.
The sky is raised as a roof, the ground is stretched out as a carpet, the stars are
hung like lamps, and the substances are stored as treasures. Everything is pre-
pared and specifically formed for a purpose. Man acts as the owner of the
house who is in charge of its contents. The varieties of plants are designated for
his needs, and the species of animals are dedicated to his interests. God also
created heaven and made its color most appropriate and strengthening for his
vision. For if it was pure rays and lights it would have harmed the onlooker.
Looking at the green and blue, however, is suitable for the human sight, as the
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souls find felicity and comfort in gazing upon the vastness of the sky, and
especially when the starts are shining and moonlight is clear. For this reason,
the kings adorn the ceilings of their courts with patterns and decorations that
give the viewer comfort and delight. Yet, as the viewer continues to look at this
adornment he becomes bored with it and loses what he used to find in his vi-
sual experience of felicity and delight. This is unlike gazing upon the heaven
and its adornment, to which those displeased by whatever reason—be they
kings or lay people—turn their sight seeking delight both in the sky and the
vastness of space. As the wise men say: “you will have of comfort and delight
in your house just as much as you have of the sky.”1

That the cosmos, in its complexity, beauty, and order, conceals a profound
divine wisdom is beyond question for most Muslims. It is a core theme in the
Quran that enjoins Muslims to reflect upon the wonders, beauty, and wisdom
of God’s creation in order to deduce lessons, guidance, and meanings for their
worldly practices. A whole genre of literature concerned with the wisdom of
God’s creations proliferated in premodern Islam. Even Islamic historiography
was predicated on the notion of i�tibar, the need to reflect and “take lessons”
from the events of past generations in order to understand God’s hidden wis-
dom. The search for and praise of divine wisdom is traceable in a wide range
of Islamic literature, and especially in the later Ottoman writings on architec-
ture. The seventeenth-century text of Risale-i Mi�mariyye wonders about the
architecture of the world:

What is this exalted mosque and retreat for witnessing?
What is this lofty vault and lamp ornament?

What is this bright window, what is this luminous taper?
What is this wonderful creation, and what is this beauteous form?

What is this vault of heaven, and what is this surface of the world?
What is this lofty arch, and what is this great pavilion?

What is this? Who made such an edifice?
Without drawings and without mathematics and without analogy?2

Such reflections, while being concerned with procedure and aesthetics, sup-
port the assumption of a deeper connection between the divine act of creating
and the human act of designing. In the preceding, I have explored the “con-
tents” of the divine exemplar from the mystical perspective, focusing on what
the Sufis consider to be the consistent, underlying nizam (order) of the uni-
verse, the thread that ties together all divine, cosmic, and human manifesta-
tions. So far, my focus has been on the divine side of the analogy; here I will
turn to the architect’s side to discuss the tectonic embodiment of the universal
order in architecture.
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Ordering Spaces

A simple examination of a range of surviving premodern Islamic buildings
reveals a discernible preference for geometrically ordered spaces with isotropic
spatial qualities. There was a tendency to organize spaces symmetrically
around a central point and to identify, in one form or another, the cross of di-
rections, regardless of whether or not the cross is aligned with the cardinal
points. For example, the formal composition of a dome on a geometrically reg-
ular base or a courtyard with a central fountain and four vaulted iwans, door-
ways, and other symmetrical elements are recurrent in a variety of building
types. They were used to form the whole or parts of buildings as diverse as
tombs, mosques, palaces, hospitals, caravanserais, public baths, garden pavil-
ions, and schools. This same spatial order is traceable in buildings that serve
secular as well as religious purposes. There are rich tectonic and regional vari-
ations, of course, but the underlying spatial order remains consistently visible
from India to Spain and from the formative period to the late Ottomans. This
tendency is not peculiar to Islam though. Notwithstanding the conspicuous dif-
ferences in tectonic expressions, other traditions reveal a similar sense of or-
dering. The consistency of this tendency across geo-cultural, temporal, and
typological boundaries is taken to suggest a spatial sensibility that is more
uniquely premodern than Islamic. Shaped by prevailing intellectual and inter-
cultural conditions, as well as by established professional practices, ‘spatial
sensibility’ remains an elusive concept, one whose roots extend well beyond
any historically or culturally identifiable boundaries. Yet spatial sensibility is
graspable through the sense of ordering and spatial structure it reveals, provid-
ing an appropriate focus for broad theoretical analyses of architecture and cos-
mology across historical periods, building types, and regional variations.

Spatial order, thus identified, is concerned primarily with individual
spaces that are pictorially and experientially unified. Large architectural
complexes are considered to be composed of a series of interrelated spaces
that are pictorially unified. The overall compositional qualities may vary
widely, as in the Taj Mahal in Agra, Masjid-i Shah in Isfahan, the Dome of
the Rock in Jerusalem, the Sultan Hasan school in Cairo, and the courtyard
gardens of Alhambra. However, the same sense of spatial ordering is clearly
visible in all. Focusing on spaces of pictorial unity enables us to appreciate
the compositional relationship of the whole and the parts without giving pri-
ority to the whole or being concerned about the accretive or accidental na-
ture of compositions that is common in premodern Islamic buildings. It also
enables us to correlate elements of different styles and historical periods
within an ahistorical frame, such as the early Umayyad Dome of the Rock
and the Aqsa mosque along with the various Mamluk additions, especially
the Ashrafiyya school, which are experientially unified in the ensemble of
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the Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem. This approach resonates with the way in
which Muslim travelers present their spatial experiences of buildings and
landscapes as seen outside their distant and diverse sociohistorical origins.
The rich variety of designs and tectonic expressions reveals two types of
composition: concentric and linear.

Concentric Composition

The concentric composition represents all architectural designs that are laid out
about a stationary center, expressing the spatial order of the three-dimensional
cross in a static manner. Two models typify spaces thus ordered: a centralized en-
closed space and a centralized open courtyard. A centralized enclosed space in-
cludes all architectural spaces that are defined by a geometrically regular base and
domical, conical, or other form of centralized roofing. While the roof tends to em-
phasize unity and centrality, the base tends to emphasize the directionality and spa-
tial deployment. The Umayyad Dome of the Rock and the adjacent four-iwan hall
of the Mamluk Ashrafiyya school in Jerusalem, recurrently visited described by
Muslim travelers, are two immanent examples of the concentric order. Their di-
verse forms and distant temporality show how a particular spatial sensibility can
continue to manifest the same sense of ordering in different forms and across both
historical periods and stylistic variations.
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Fig. 4.2 The formal order of the centralized enclosed space model.

Fig. 4.1 The geometry of the concentric composition.



Geometrically, a centralized enclosed space develops from a regular poly-
gon (mostly quadrangular); spatially, it expands from a focal point and evolves
symmetrically about a central axis, resulting in a balanced synthesis in all di-
rections. The simplest architectural embodiment of this model is a building
with a cubical base and a hemispherical dome. The architectural composition
of the Islamic mausoleum, described as “the posterity of the Dome of the
Rock,” follows this model.3 Mausoleums can be free-standing structures as in
Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya, Samarra�, and the tomb of the Samanids, Bukhara, or
part of a larger complex, as in the mausoleum of Barquq and that of Sultan
Qayitbay, Cairo. Externally, Islamic mausoleums vary greatly in shape and
scale; however, most of them are composed of a geometrically regular base
with a domical or conical roof. Internally, they reveal the same centralized
order. The cities of the dead in Cairo show the widespread use of this model for
tomb architecture. Gunbads—mausoleums in tower form—found mostly in
Iran, such as the Gunbad-i Qabus and Gunbad-i Ghazan Khan, though of dif-
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ferent appearance, are only variations on the theme. They exhibit the same spa-
tial regularity and symmetry but emphasize the vertical axis.4

The second form of concentric composition is the centralized open court-
yard. It represents all confined, unroofed spaces that are organized symmetri-
cally about a central point. The geometrical order of this composition reveals,
like the previous model, the geometrical proliferation of unity into quadrature.
The defining surfaces are usually symmetrically articulated in relation to a cen-
tral axis, leading to a balanced deployment of space in all directions. Far from
being merely a negative space, the open courtyard forms an integral and major
part of many architectural compositions. In many cases it even forms the major
space of which the building is the defining parameter.

The courtyard can form a part of buildings such as mosques, schools,
and houses; or on a larger scale it can become a large garden or the central
space of an entire city. In the many cases, where the internal courtyard is a
predominant spatial element, regular geometrical and spatial qualities are
evident. Whether a centralized courtyard is the determining model of an en-
tire architectural complex or only a part of it, it normally expresses, in one
form or another, the underlying order of the concentric composition. Many
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Islamic gardens follow this model. Domestic courtyard gardens, character-
ized by a central fountain and regular spatial arrangements can be found
throughout the Islamic world.5 Large gardens, particularly those found in the
Iranian plateau and the Indian subcontinent, are particularly expressive of
this model. Two complementary spatial arrangements have been identified:
gardens inwardly oriented with a major structure, a pavilion or a mau-
soleum, occupying its center; and gardens outwardly oriented with an empty
center and a major structure defining its boundary.6 Some gardens with a
central domed pavilion, such as Hasht Bihesht in Isfahan, show a sophisti-
cated synthesis of the centralized enclosed space and centralized open court-
yard. The planning of some of the early Islamic cities, such as al-Kufa,
al-Basra, and Baghdad also follow the model of a centralized open court-
yard. As described by Muslim chroniclers, they were laid out around a large
open court (sahn) centered by one or two buildings—a mosque in al-Kufa
and al-Basra and a mosque and the caliph’s palace in Baghdad, revealing the
same underlying spatial order at a larger urban scale.
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Linear Composition

The linear composition is a variation on the concentric composition involving
repetition. The repetition of a concentrically ordered unit generates a linear com-
position, conveying motion and extensionality. The linear composition can be
seen primarily in premodern bazaars, such as those still existing in Isfahan,
Kashan, Aleppo, and Jerusalem. The repetitive form might have been generated
by structural necessities, yet the spatial characteristics of the linear spaces are
expressive of the same spatial sensibility that underlies the concentric composi-
tions. While maintaining the order of centrality, axiality, and quadrature, the lin-
ear composition is created when the stationary center of a concentric space
“moves,” so to speak, manifesting through this motion a linear space that joins
two or more points.7 In contrast to the concentric composition, the linear com-
position represents all spaces that are focused by a “moving” center, expressing
the underlying spatial order in a dynamic way. Movement enables reiterative ex-
posure to a similar formal unit and spatial structure, the arched base and domed
roof, creating a sense of monotony and repetition. Colonnades, porticoes, and
spaces covered with a multidomed structure, typical of Ottoman architecture,
share with the bazaar its linear, dynamic characteristic. Architecturally, the linear
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composition is formed by the repetition of a spatial unit, creating a number of
individual concentric spaces or “spatial pulses.” These units are linked together
in a manner analogous to the way beads of a rosary are connected upon its
thread. The monotony of linearity is often interrupted when the main route of the
bazaar intersects with another or when the entry to a building is emphasized.
These interruptions produce a series of nodal points that break the regulating
monotony of linearity.

Whereas the static unfolding of space in the concentric composition re-
veals one center in a pictorially unified space, the dynamic nature of the linear
composition manifests a multitude of centers, all of which are of more or less
equal importance. As a series of “spatial pulses” they embody in a repetitive
manner the same underlying spatial order and reveal similar spatial character-
istics. An architectural composition that is concentrically ordered may also
comprise a multitude of centers, but usually varying degrees of importance
can be distinguished. A geometrical analysis of the plan and form of Taj
Mahal, for example, shows how the central space is distinguished in size and
articulations from the other similar but smaller spaces, which nonetheless re-
veal the same underlying spatial order as the whole.8 From an analogical per-
spective, one may observe that the concentric composition is the basis from
which the linear composition derives, just as the point is thought of as the prin-
ciple from which the line extends and stillness (sukun) as the state from which
motion (haraka) proceeds.

The Quest for Principles

Premodern spatial sensibility and modes of spatial ordering were rooted in a
complex web of scientific and theological thinking. Geometry, geography, and
astronomy, an intertwined set of scientific enterprises, were often under the in-
fluence of theological, philosophical, and astrological speculations that were
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concerned with the origin, order, and purpose of the universe. In the complex
matrix of ideas and preoccupations that underpinned premodern modes of
thinking, the relentless quest for principles provided a common ground across
most disciplines. If existence is meaningful only with God as its principle, then
everything else in the world must likewise have a founding principle, including,
one would think, the ordering of spaces and making of architecture. This pre-
vailing assumption can be traced in numerous sources. The Ikhwan give an ex-
plicit reference. In their treatise on geometry, the Ikhwan speak of the divisions
of science introduced by people of antiquity (al-qudama�) to teach their chil-
dren and students. The divisions they identify follow those of the Greeks: math-
ematics, logic, natural sciences, and metaphysics.9 Each division, they say,
includes many branches, each of which has a principle (mabda�) that governs
its fields and possibilities. Mathematics, for example, includes four sciences:
arithmetic, whose principle is the number 1; geometry, whose principle is the
point; astronomy, whose principle is the movement of the sun; and music,
whose principle is the proportion (the equation of two or more ratios). The
same goes for other divisions.

This mode of reasoning constructs, on the one hand, causal links between
the principle and its manifestations and, on the other, correspondences between
different worlds and modes of being based on the inherent order that binds all
principles to their respective worlds. As we have seen, the whole of Sufi cos-
mology is motivated by a passion to understand how the world unfolded from
its primordial principle. This quest for principles is central to our understand-
ing of what shaped the spatial sensibility and sense of ordering of premodern
Muslims. From the third century onward, Euclidian geometry and Ptolemaic
astronomy prevailed in the Islamic world. As these sciences were themselves
underpinned by a quest for principles, it is necessary to understand the scien-
tific frame of geometrical imagining that legitimated Sufi cosmological and
cosmogonic interpretations.

Designing necessarily involves geometry, the Ikhwan write, since it in-
volves the manipulation of dimensions and measures according to what the
designer conceives of and imagines in their mind.10 According to Euclidian
geometry, everything begins with the point, the principle to which the entire
science of geometry, its intelligible and sensible forms, can be reduced. The
Ikhwan explain:

An intelligible line cannot be seen on its own, but only as it lies between
two surfaces, like the borderline between sunlight and shade. If there were
no sunlight and no shade you would not have seen a line [defined] by two
imaginary points. And if you imagine that one of these two points is moving
while the other is standing still, until it returns to where the movement
began, a plane will occur in your mind. An intelligible surface, too, cannot
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be seen on its own, but only as it lies between two bodies, like the common
surface between fat and water. An intelligible point, too, cannot be seen on
its own, but only where a line is divided by imagination into two halves;
wherever a division is indicated the point is marked there. And know, O
brother, that if you imagine this point moving in one direction, an imaginary
straight line would occur in your mind. And if you imagine this line mov-
ing in a direction other than that toward which the point has moved, an
imaginary plane would occur in your mind. And if you imagine this plane
moving in yet another direction to those of the point and the line, an imagi-
nary body that has six square planes with right angles, that is, a cube, would
occur in your imagination. If the distance traced by the movement of the
plane is shorter than that traced by the line, a brick-like body (jism labiniyy)
will occur; and if it is longer, a well-like body (jism bi�riyy) will occur;
whereas if they are equal, a cube will occur.

And know, O brother, that every straight line conceived in the imagina-
tion must have two ends which are its two extremes; they are called the “two
imaginary points.” If you imagine that one of the two points has moved,
while the other stayed still, until it returns back to the point where move-
ment began, an imaginary circular plane will occur in your mind. The still
point then becomes the center of the circle, while the moving point marks,
in your mind, by its movement the circumference of the circle. Then know
that the first plane that occurs is the quarter of the circle, then the third, then
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one half, then the circle. If you then imagine that the curved line, which
forms half of the circumference of the circle, is moving while its two ends
are still, until it returns to where it began moving, a spherical body will
occur in your mind. So it is clear to you, from what we have said, that intel-
ligible geometry is the reflection on the three dimensions, which are the
length, the width, and the depth as abstracted from natural bodies.11

And know that many of the muhandisin (geometers, architects) and sci-
entists imagine that these dimensions, I mean the length, width, and depth,
have forms that exist by themselves, without knowing that this existence is
either in the substance of the body or the substance of the soul. To the di-
mensions, these substances are like matter (hayula), and in the substances
the dimensions are like form (sura), detached by the thinking faculty from
the sensible bodies. If only they knew that the ultimate aim of studying
mathematical sciences is the training of the students’ souls to be able to ab-
stract, through the senses, the forms of the sensible bodies and to conceive
their essences by the intellectual faculty, so that when the sensible bodies
disappear from contact with the senses these forms—which have been
transmitted from the senses to the imagination, and from the imagination to
the intellectual faculty, and from the intellectual faculty to the memory—
remain formed in the substance of the soul. The soul, then, when turning to
itself, will dispense with using the senses in perceiving the information. It
will find the forms of all information in its own substance.12
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This mode of geometrical reasoning of the fundamental order in space is
based on the necessity for a principle, following the divine model wherein
the Essence projects itself into the world as the main cause of existence and
principial element of order. And once the first principle is identified it is
only logical to search for a progressional order of manifestation that ex-
plains the existence of the complex from the simple and the manifold from
the one. This is not limited to the field of geometry, of course, but extends to
other sciences, culminating with metaphysics whose principle is seen to be
the Principle of all principles. The understanding of space and spatial mani-
festations as three dimensional projections from a principial point can be
seen as a foundational concept that shaped premodern spatial sensibility, re-
sulting in a consistent sense of ordering across geo-cultural, temporal, and
typological variation.

Architecture and the Sacred

The ‘sacred’ is a key concept in modern discourses of the symbolism of pre-
modern architecture. Cosmology and architecture meet on sacred grounds, and
forms that embody cosmological ideas invoke the sacred. The sacred consti-
tutes the complex religious context of spatial ordering.

The Sacred and the Profane

Our current understanding of the nature of the sacred is profoundly shaped by
the works of two influential scholars, Rudolf Otto and Mircea Eliade.13 Ever
since the appearance of Otto’s seminal work Das Heilige (The Holy) in 1917, the
notion of the holy has come to denote primarily the mysterious, the numinous,
the ineffable, and the nonrational.14 Otto’s main challenge, when he wrote the
book, was explaining the ineffable nature of the mysterium to a dispassionate
and intensely rational German audience. As a theologian and historian of reli-
gion, Otto was clearly writing from a defensive position. Rationalism, the pre-
vailing intellectual condition of the time, relegated to the irrational anything that
was inexplicable in rigorous and scientifically coherent terms. Throughout the
text Otto was at pains to make an argument for the nonrational or suprarational
as an alternative to the irrational. His main focus was the psychology of the holy;
he wanted to make a case for “the feeling which remains where the concept
fails.”15 Otto’s struggle was clearly reflected in the English edition (first ap-
peared in 1923), which bore the following clumsy title: The Idea of the Holy: An
Inquiry into the Non-Rational Factor in the Divine and Its Relation to the Ra-
tional. Clearly, the perceived conflict between the rational and nonrational 
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aspects of religion was the framework within which the notion of the holy was
understood and defined. In this intellectual context, Otto presented the mysteri-
ous core of the holy as the “wholly other.” He saw it as the inexplicable essence
that lies “beyond the sphere of the usual, the intelligible, and the familiar,”16 as
the incomprehensible alien that fills the mind with “blank wonder and astonish-
ment.”17 “The truly mysterious object is beyond our apprehension and compre-
hension,” he wrote, “not only because our knowledge has certain irremovable
limits, but because in it we come upon something inherently ‘wholly other,’
whose kind and character are incommensurable with our own, and before which
we therefore recoil in a wonder that strikes us chill and numb.”18

In The Sacred and the Profane Eliade developed Otto’s perspective, while
maintaining a polarized understanding of the sacred. “The first possible defini-
tion of the sacred,” he wrote, “is that it is the opposite of the profane.”19 Eliade
articulated his understanding of the sacred as a “hierophany,” that is, “something
sacred that shows itself to us.”20 It is the manifestation of divine otherness at the
human level of existence. Eliade saw the whole history of religions to be consti-
tuted by the manifestations of a wide range of sacred realities. Unlike Otto’s pre-
occupation with the psychology of the sacred, however, Eliade focused on its
mythico-symbolic functions and spatio-temporal conditions. Central to his the-
sis was his conception of the heterogeneous nature of space and time. For homo
religiosus, Eliade argues, space and time are not homogeneous extension and
duration. The sacred marks “interruptions and breaks” in their continuum by
disturbing the predictability of the natural processes and familiar conditions of
existence. Where and when this happens, the sacred manifests itself in spatial
or temporal forms that reconfigure the profane’s nondifferentiated continuum.
Thus the manifestation of the sacred disrupts the homogenous continuity of
space and nullifies the linearity of history. With the manifestation of the sacred,
space becomes centralized and time cyclical: the amorphous becomes structured
according to archetypal paradigms.21

Eliade’s theoretical analyses were of a wide appeal. Not only anthropo-
logists, ethnologists, historians of religion, and social scientists were keen to 
explore Eliade’s polarity, but also architects, architecture historians, and theo-
reticians were also quick to appropriate it into the field. Through the agency of
function, the sacred-profane polarity was uncritically extended to architecture.
A functional-typological split between religious and secular architecture was
convenient and easy to define. It made sense to academics as well as profes-
sionals, leading to polarized historical and theoretical studies as well as design
practices. While buildings, landscapes, and settlements, in general, are inter-
preted in sociopolitical, environmental, and aesthetic terms, only those that
serve religious purposes are seen to accommodate the sacred and the symbolic.
It is not the act of making or the fabric of the made object per se that legitimates
the presence of the holy but rather the human function that takes place within.
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The fabric is seen merely as a material support for the human activities. In such
a polarized setting, a place of worship, for example, presupposes a mode of
engagement with architecture that is different to, say, a marketplace. One seeks
the holy; the other ignores it.

A Sacred without a Profane

Insightful and illuminating though it may be, Eliade’s polarized approach to
the study of the holy in general, and of sacred space, landscape, and architec-
ture in particular, involves many problems. The most significant challenge
the Islamic tradition poses to both Otto’s and Eliade’s polarized thinking is
the lack of polarity. Neither was the sacred defined with reference to an
antonym, nor was it viewed to pose a challenge to rationality. Translators of
Eliade’s works into Arabic face the difficulty of finding not only that critical
definer, the elusive profane, but also the equivalents to many of his terms and
concepts.22 The “profane” has been rendered in various translations as al-�ad i
(the “ordinary”) and al-mudannas (the “impure,” the “desecrated”), yet nei-
ther forms a polarity with the sacred that is traceable in premodern Arabic lit-
erature. True, the absence of a term for the “profane” does not automatically
rule out the availability of the concept or the possibility of a polarity, but it
does make it difficult to maintain the sharp distinction Eliade draws between
the two domains.

Apart from invoking the numinous, the notion of the “sacred” in the Ju-
daeo-Christian tradition, as Otto explains, is generally understood as a moral
attribute. It is the “completely Good.” The “holy,” Otto writes, stands for “the
absolute moral attribute, denoting the consummation of moral goodness.”23 The
Arabic term for the “sacred,” muqaddas, while sharing the association with the
numinous, denotes the idea of “purity.” “Purity” was understood as a bodily
rather than moral attribute, although one can make an argument for the overlap
between spiritual purity and moral goodness. Purity, in premodern Islamic
texts, signified proximity to the primordial nature (fitra), the initial condition
of one’s being, hence its association with sacredness. The Muslim version of
the narrative of Moses and the burning bush illustrates this subtle difference.
The Quran recounts the events in a similar way to the Torah: “Verily I am your
Lord. So take off your shoes, for you are in the sacred valley, Tuwa” (20:12).
Eliade refers to this event in order to illustrate his fundamental concept of ‘spa-
tial heterogeneity.’ He cites the story to show that there is “a sacred space, and
hence a strong, significant space” that stands in contrast to other amorphous
spaces “that are not sacred and so are without structure or consistency.”24 Tak-
ing off the shoes, Eliade argues, marks the discontinuity of the profane space
that is ruptured by the manifestation of the sacred.
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Following Eliade’s logic one would expect to find in medieval theological
texts that interpret this Quranic verse some treatment of the spatial qualities of
the “sacred valley, Tuwa,” or some preoccupation with the characteristics that
distinguish it from the nonsacred surrounds, or at least a curiosity to delimit the
sacred from the ordinary. But this is not the case. Instead, we find a debate of
what Moses’ shoes were made of that made them unfit for a holy presence. It
was not spatiality that seemed to be the main concern, but rather the purity of
the body. The sandals, some argued, were made of dead donkey’s skin, and that
contravened the purity of the sacred.25 The contact of the bare feet with the
ground was considered necessary for the direct contact with the numinous
source and associated blessing conferred on that site. Of course, this does not
devalue Eliade’s insights and compelling interpretations but points to the ne-
cessity of identifying clearly the reading protocol that is being followed. While
Eliade passionately argues that this is how premodern homo religiosus has al-
ways and everywhere conceived of and understood his spatial condition, his
readings are in fact modern academic constructions that are often incongruent
with the premodern perspectives they represent.

Medieval Arabic sources do not speak of “sacred” sites, landscapes, and
cities as distinct from other types that are “profane,” nor do they interpret
spatiality in a dualistic frame of real and unreal, structured and amorphous,
significant and insignificant. They also present us with scanty references to
ritualistic practices of consecration that are associated with laying out build-
ings, settlements, or gardens. The absence of elaborate rituals in Islam pre-
sents yet another challenge to Eliade’s interpretations. There are numerous
references to astrological correspondences, but these are not presented as a
part of consistent ritualistic practices for consecrating human acts of making.
Apart from the reference to the “sacred valley” of Tuwa and the “sacred
land” of the Jews, the Quran does not use the term muqaddas to identify
sacred sites, not even the most sacred of all, Mecca. This does not mean, of
course, that in premodern Islam there were no conceptions of the sacred or
sacred sites but that the understanding and construction of the “sacred” itself
was different. Conceptually, a “sacred” without a profane must necessarily be
different from a “sacred” with a profane. Such difference presupposes a
unique spatio-temporal understanding that constitutes the conditions of the
sacred’s modus operandi.

The Sacred as the Virtuous

In premodern Islam, we encounter an understanding of the scared as the “vir-
tuous,” meaning that which has special merits. The notion of the virtuous ac-
counts for both the sacred and the profane in that all sites and places have
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virtues. The intensity and significance of the virtuous, however, vary from one
place to another. The variations are hierarchically ordered and are charted
through a unique form of conceptual mapping of holiness that is traced by
Muslims on the territories they inhabit.26

The notion of the scared in relation to places, integral to premodern Islamic
cosmology, was best expressed through the unique premodern genre of fada�il.
Literally meaning “merits,” “virtues,” or “excellences,” the term fada�il was used
mainly as an adjective denoting the distinctive virtues of, or merits associated
with, certain texts, individuals, places, or times. The intent is panegyric, while
viewing things from a peculiar divine-human perspective for the purpose of lau-
dation.27 A large portion of the fada�il texts is devoted to the distinctive virtues
of provinces, cities, places, and monuments, which began to develop into a
unique genre of literature from the twelfth century onward. In their early forms,
dating from the first century of Islam, the fada�il texts consisted mainly of a
compilation of sayings attributed to the Prophet and his immediate companions.
Later on, they developed into a unique style of historiography establishing a
recognizable discourse.

Evidenced by its pervasiveness in most forms of literary expressions, there
is no doubt that the concept of the ‘fada�il’ was central to the modes of thinking
and seeing the world in premodern Islam. While the works of later Muslim
scholars, such as Ibn �Asakir (d. 1175), al-Maqdisi (d. 1364), al-Suyuti (d.
1475), and al-Hanbali (d. 1520), among many others, present the fada�il in its
most developed and sophisticated form of religious historiography, the works
of chroniclers, geographers, theologians, mystics, travelers, and literary schol-
ars throughout premodern Islam also incorporate, in a more or less conspicu-
ous way, the perspective of the fada�il. The ubiquity and legitimacy of the
fada�il discourse derives primarily from being as it were a by-product and a
direct extension of the science of prophetic traditions (�ilm al-had ith).

The fada�il is anchored in the Quran and the had ith, which identifies and
alludes to many sites of special significance. In the chapter of “The Fig,” for ex-
ample, the Quran says: “By the fig and the olive, by the Mount of Sinai, and by
this land made safe” (95:1–3). These were interpreted as referring to four sig-
nificant sites. The Damascene historian and had ith scholar Ibn �Asakir explains
that the “fig” refers to the mosque of Damascus; the “olive” to the mosque of
Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), “Mount Sinai” to the spot where God spoke to
Moses, and the “land made safe” to Mecca.”28 Ibn �Asakir further elaborates
these references by reporting a set of traditions that describe the eschatological
significance of these sites. For example, a recurrent had ith says that the con-
struction of the mosque of Damascus was predicted long before it was actually
built and that it will survive the destruction of the world by forty years.29

Jerusalem, al-Quds, Bayt al-Maqdis, and al-Bayt al-Muqaddas in Arabic,
meaning “holiness,” “the house of holiness,” and “the holy house,” is one of the
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most sacred sites in Islam on which numerous fada�il texts were composed.30 In
these texts one encounters complex spatial conceptions presented through
prophetic sayings and popular narratives. For instance, Jerusalem is said to be
God’s favorite spot on earth, toward which he glances twice a day. It is the cen-
ter of the earth and the closest place to heaven by eighteen miles. Whether be-
cause of this spatial proximity or other cosmological reasons, paradise is said
to “long” passionately for Jerusalem. In fact, Jerusalem itself is said to be an
extension of the heavenly geography of paradise. Paradise is envisioned to be
located directly above it, and those aspiring for a foretaste of paradise are di-
rected to see Jerusalem. Along with Jerusalem, Mecca and Medina are consis-
tently cited among the cities with heavenly connection (other urban centers are
often selectively included). When the three most sacred centers, Mecca,
Medina, and Jerusalem, are projected together a hierarchy of holiness is always
evident. Visitors of Mecca are, for example, said to be forgiven and elevated
eight steps, whereas visitors of Medina are to be forgiven and elevated six
steps, while visitors of Jerusalem are to be forgiven and elevated four steps.

Through such as well as various other means the fada�il discourse confers
significance on places, monuments, and landscapes. It constructs the virtues of
a particular site through a complex juxtaposition of various religious, cosmo-
logical, eschatological, and environmental references, while at the same time
weaving together elements of vernacular history, sacred geography, religious
rituals, and popular legends. Through such geo-mythical conceptions, the
fada�il enables, on the one hand, the construction of imaginative geographies
that differentiates sharply between places, and on the other, the blurring of the
boundary between the mythical and the real. It is through this blurring of spa-
tiality that the fada�il confers significance on places, buildings, and landscapes.

The Sacred and Difference

The concept of ‘fada�il’ reveals a discriminatory view of things based on God’s
own “preference” (tafdil, a derivative of fada�il). The way things are material-
izes this divine preference. Things do not just happen serendipitously, but man-
ifest in accordance with divine partiality, the logic of which hinges on the
necessity of difference. In the overall scheme of creation, according not only
to Islam but also to many other religions, different peoples, texts, and places are
not of equal status. In the beginning was difference, and difference was never
meant to be projected democratically. Difference was predicated on a prefer-
ence, an absolute, nonnegotiable, divine preference. From this perspective, the
fada�il conception can be seen as an attempt to lay out spatially the matrix of
differentiation and to reveal the pattern of divine partiality. It is as it were a
literary act to inscribe the ontological foundation of difference.
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‘Difference’ is, of course, a relational concept that requires a horizon of
reference against which the other is to be differentiated. Naturally, the fada�il
projects Islam as the horizon of reference against which divine preferences are
identified and explained. The non-Muslim other occupies an awkwardly mar-
ginal position that is never in concordance with the order of things. The other
is de-placed. The fada�il texts on Jerusalem, for example, relate an elaborate
story of how the Christians’ attempts to construct a monumental building over
the sacred rock (where the Dome of the Rock was later built), long before the
Islamic takeover, repeatedly failed. Three times their exquisite and highly
adorned structure miraculously collapsed, forcing them in the end to consider
a different site. It was not their architectural or engineering inadequacies that
led to the repeated collapse but simply their religious otherness. The site, orig-
inally designated for Islam, could only tolerate an architecture that facilitates
spatial practices that are in harmony with the Islamic creed of absolute unity.
In this manner, the fada�il discourse founds not just difference per se, but a
politicized difference. Difference is politicized through religious scenarios of
encounters with the sacred, which take place in the blurred spatiality of the
real and the imaginary, the earthly and the heavenly. It is a determinedly Is-
lamic version of geo-politics wherein God, along with the Muslims, acts as a
central figure in the plotting, unfolding, and staging of events.

Design and Cosmic Paradigms

Apart from the typological split of the sacred and the profane, Eliade’s
approach enabled a relocation of architecture into a context where the de-
terminants of forms are not entirely human centered, where the divine is
seen as an active partner in the act of siting and designing. Sacred places,
Eliade argues, are not “chosen but rather discovered by religious man.” “The
sacred place in some way or another reveals itself to him.”31 In the absence
of a direct revelation, holiness can still be invoked by human consecration
through the enactment of certain religious rituals. Once consecrated, a
sacred space becomes a defined, qualified, and significant space; it becomes
an ordered space: a space with precise limits measured in accordance with
cosmic paradigms. The act of ordering with reference to cosmic paradigms,
Eliade argues, invokes God’s blueprint of the world, the universal pattern of
creation, and the principal elements of determination that emerged out of the
primordial chaos.

We know very little about the procedures involved in designating spaces
and the demarcation of their limits in the Islamic tradition. The designation of
a sacred zone by setting out demarcating boundaries can be traces in some pre-
modern Islamic references. Many early places for prayer were said to have
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merely lines drawn in the sand: “[O]nce the worshipper had stepped over the
boundary thus demarcated he was within a sanctified area in which all the
Quranic taboos governing ritual purity were in operation.”32 The procedures in-
volved in laying out the early cities of al-Basra and al-Kufa are significant. Me-
dieval sources say that the mosques of these two cities were first laid out,
forming the centers of their internal open spaces (al-sahn). The boundaries of
these internal spaces were determined by shooting arrows toward the four di-
rections from their central points (i.e., their mosques).33 The space thus deter-
mined was then marked out by a ditch, and the residential zone was established
beyond this boundary. Chroniclers also say that the city of al-Kufa has four
openings or gateways.34 A similar planning pattern was reproduced in the city
of Baghdad (762), the famous city of al-Mansur, the so-called City of Peace,
which was laid out in concentric circles about a central point. The mosque and
the caliph’s residence occupied the center, which was surrounded by a circular
residential zone that encompassed a large empty space. The surrounding resi-
dential belt was punctuated by four fortified gates, marking the ends of two
perpendicular axes intersecting at the center of the city. The city was made cir-
cular, historian al-Baghdadi (d. 1071) says, so that all residents are equally
related to the caliph who resides at the center.35

Premodern Islamic chronicles provide other references to significant sites.
They tell us that many buildings, cities, and gardens were erected consciously on
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sites that were chosen with the help of scriptural, cosmological, or other
supranatural references. Some settlement sites were chosen on particular auspi-
cious dates determined astrologically or with reference to traditions that predict
the location of the settlement or the destiny of the ruler. Through this religious
reference the act of decision making is mediated by a divine reference giving the
site or settlement special significance. For instance, the mount on which the
mosque of Ibn Tulun was built in Cairo was believed to have been a blessed
place, where a prayer was always heard and where Moses conversed with the
Lord.36 The foundations of the city of Baghdad were said to have been laid at a
particular date chosen by the astrologer Nabukhat, and so was the founding of
Kashan and Cairo.37 The renowned Egyptian historian al-Maqrizi (d. 1442) re-
lates an amusing story concerning the founding of the city of Cairo. After the as-
trologers chose the appropriate dates to dig for the foundation of the city’s
protecting wall, all the workers were instructed to commence work simultane-
ously when the astrologers observed the ascent of the stellar reference. So that
the workers would know when to start, bells were attached to a rope stretching
throughout the work area. But in this instance things went wrong. A crow landed
on the rope, ringing the bells and prompting the workers to begin under the as-
cendancy of the wrong star, which gave Cairo its current name, al-Qahira. Re-
gardless of the historical reality of such anecdotes, they nonetheless reveal a
particular preoccupation with some kind of suprarational references to legiti-
mate human preferences.38

Orientation

Acts of orientation reveal how people’s spatial sensibility is influenced by the
working of the sacred. The Quran describes Muhammad’s inner desire for a
new sacred center (qibla)39 to pray toward other than Jerusalem, in response to
which the Ka�ba was chosen. The Quran says: “We have seen the turning of
your face to heaven. We shall therefore make you turn toward a qibla that
pleases you. So turn your face toward the Holy Mosque, and you (O Muslims),
wheresoever you may be, turn your faces toward it” (2:144). Since this event all
mosques have been oriented toward the Ka�ba, the divinely chosen center of the
Islamic world. And since Muslims can pray practically anywhere, other build-
ings, such as tombs or schools, are often provided with niches for prayer and
aligned with the direction of the qibla. Even entire cities, with more or less or-
thogonal street plans, are sometime laid out facing the direction of Mecca so
that religious buildings could thus be aligned with the street patterns.40

It might seem a simple liturgical practice; however, in premodern Islam
orientation took on cosmic significance. Orienting a built form toward the
sacred center means positioning one’s self and space on the grid of the divine
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map of holiness. Facing the Ka�ba can thus orient one’s mind toward the celes-
tial archetypes that lie directly above it. A marginal commentary on Ibn �Arabi’s
treatise on Transcendent Unity (Risalat al-Ahadiyya) articulates a fivefold
structure of the qibla.41 The first qibla, it says, is the niche (al-mihrab) of a
mosque; the second is the Ka�ba; the third is the Frequented House (al-bayt al-
ma�mur); the fourth is the Throne (al-�arsh); and the fifth is the Footstool (al-
kursi). The niche is the qibla of the soul (al-nafs); the Ka�ba is the qibla of
intention (al-niyya); the Frequented House is the qibla of understanding (al-
fahm); the Throne is the qibla of the heart (al-qalb); and the Footstool is the
qibla of the intellect (al-�aql). Orienting oneself, and by extension a built form,
toward the qibla, can thus be seen as establishing a horizontal link with the cen-
ter of the world and a vertical link with the celestial centers marking the axis of
the world. Orientation, in this sense, is an act of integration that establishes a
way of return from the fragmented to the unified, from the complex to the
simple, from the accidental to the essential, and from the many to the one.

In addition to the liturgical alignment with the direction of the qibla, there
is a spatial alignment with the cardinal and intercardinal directions as marked
by the sun’s trajectory in its diurnal and annual journeys. Although the spatial
ordering of Islamic buildings and landscape, as we have seen, emphasize the
cross of directions with elements such as four doors, openings, iwans, gate-
ways, channels of water, or two major perpendicularly intersecting thorough-
fares, the cross of directions is not always aligned with the cardinal points. The
visitor to the bazaar of Isfahan and Masjid-i-Shah, for example, would notice
that in the buildings clustered alongside the spinal route of the bazaar there are
numerous spaces of varying sizes and significance with clearly identified cen-
ters and cross of directions. Given the crookedness of the route, to which many
of these spaces are parallel, and the orientation of the city, it is evident that the
quadrature marked by their cruciform pattern has little to do with the cardinal
directions. A cruciform planning pattern reappears in the Masjid-i-Shah with
which the bazaar ends. The orientation of the mosque masterfully ruptures the
north-south axis of the city in order to face Mecca, yet the center and the cross
of directions are clearly marked not only in its central courtyard but also in the
other minor spaces that form parts of the overall composition.

The alignment of buildings with the cardinal points is, as many studies have
shown, a well-established ancient practice. In the Hindu tradition, for instance,
there are building manuals that prescribe the rituals of laying out buildings in 
accordance with cosmic geometry. Traversing the parameter of the celestial
space, the sun determines the four extremities of spatial extension—east, west,
north, and south—and the four nodes of the temporal cycle—the four seasons
and the four temporal measures, year, month, week, and day. These spatial and
temporal determinations are “married in the motions of the solar orb.”42 Mark-
ing the center and the cross of directions through architecture is shown to have
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been understood as tracing the order of celestial geometry. By way of corre-
spondence with the solar cycles, the plan of a building becomes, so to speak, an
architectural crystallization of temporal cycles, a cosmic graph, a projection of
the celestial geometry, a geometrization of time, and a coagulation of time in
spatial form.43

The Islamic tradition left no textual references to consistent rituals of lay-
ing out buildings, settlements, and landscapes similar to those found in other
traditions. Yet Muslims seem to have adhered to the same sense ordering and
spatial sensibility, appropriating the ancient practices into their religious frame-
work. With the orientation toward Mecca taking priority, the cruciform pattern
acquires a new significance, one that is anchored in human spatiality viewed, as
we have seen, as the original idea and the divine paradigm of cosmic structure.
This can be traced in the temporal notion of ‘waqt.’

Al-Waqt and Spatial Order

Islamic prayers occur at certain times (awqat, singular, waqt) of the day, the
accuracy of which is essential for the prayer’s validity. Defining those times is
a spatial as much as it is a temporal exercise. Al-waqt, literally “a period/point
in time,” denotes, according to Ibn �Arabi, a designation (taqdir) in something
that in itself does not admit what is being designated. It is an assumption, in
other words, as is the case when one assumes a beginning, middle, or end in a
sphere, while the spatiality of the sphere does not admit any of these defini-
tions. With reference to a prophetic tradition that describes time (zaman) as
being circular in form, Ibn �Arabi argues that al-awqat, as temporal assump-
tions, are meaningful only with reference to both human spatiality and man’s
centrality in the world. It is the correlation of the stellar movements with
human spatiality that establishes the spatio-temporal order of the world. Ibn
�Arabi explains:

When God created the atlas sphere and it revolved, the day was not yet deter-
mined, nor did it have a designated form. It was as the water of a jug when the
water was still in the river before being in the jug. But when God designated
in the atlas sphere the twelve divisions, which were precisely timed, and
called them “signs” (buruj) . . . , set an individual standing [in the center]
about whom this sphere revolved, and rendered this individual with sight
whereby he observed those designated divisions by means of the signs ren-
dered in them, these supposed divisions were distinguished from one another
by those signs which are made as allusions to them. This individual sighted
one of those designated divisions, I mean, the sign, then the sphere rotated
with that sign, on which the spectator had already fixed his sight. The sign
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vanished from his sight, but he never ceased standing in his position there
until that sign had returned to him. It was only then that he knew that the
sphere has revolved one circuit, in relation to this spectator and not to the
sphere, so we called that circuit “yawm” (day). Then afterward God created an
immense luminous planet in the fourth of the seven heavens. He called it in
the Arabic tongue “shams” (sun). In the sight of the spectator, the atlas sphere
rose with the sun from behind the veil of the earth, upon which this spectator
is standing, so he called that place of the sunrise “mashriq” (east),44 and the
rising “shuruq” (illumination); because that luminous planet rose from it and
illumined the atmosphere wherein the spectator was standing. His sight never
ceased following the movement of that planet [as it rose] until it coincided
with his position; he called this coincidence “istiwa�” (resting). Then the
planet began descending from its resting position towards the right-hand side
of the spectator,45 with regard to the spectator and not the planet itself, as we
have already said. He called the beginning of its dissociation from its resting
position, in the eye of the spectator, “zawal” (vanishing, disappearing) and
“duluk” (moving from the center of heaven). The spectator kept on following
it by his sight until the body of the planet disappeared; he called its disap-
pearance “ghurub” (setting), and the place where his sight saw the sun disap-
pearing “maghrib” (west).46
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In its continuous movement around the stationary earth, the sun, according to
this depiction, neither rises nor sets. Its perpetual movement reflects the non-
differentiated motion of the atlas sphere, which, according to al-Qashani, is
but a temporal expression of the undetermined duration of the subsistence of
the divine Essence from “preeternity of preeternities” (azaliyyat al-azal) to
“posteternity of posteternities” (abadiyyat al-abad).47 The cardinal points are
spatial determinations of the temporal differentiation of the flux of time into
recurring cycles of prescribed diurnal or annual durations by means of a ref-
erence point. Man’s centrality marks the reference point, without which there
can be neither east nor west, nor can the cross of the directions marked by the
solstitial and equinoctial nodal points be meaningful.48 This is why Ibn �Arabi
considers ‘direction’ to be a relational concept, defined as neither existent nor
nonexistent, neither spatial nor nonspatial, neither self-supported nor sup-
ported by other substances. ‘East,’ ‘west,’ ‘north,’ and ‘south’ are thus con-
cepts identifiable only with reference to a given visual horizon established by
a fixed point on earth. Man represents the fixed point, and his vision is what
establishes the horizon. The determination of the cardinal directions coin-
cides with the determination of al-awqat. The directions qualify the nondif-
ferentiated expanse of space, in the same way that al-awqat qualify the
nondifferentiated duration of time.

Long before Islam the Arabs also used human spatiality as a reference for
qualifying the directions of space. This is evident in the Arabic names of the
four winds that were astronomically determined, and with which the four sides
of the Ka�ba were aligned.49 Al-qabul, the eastern wind, derives from qubl,
“man’s front”; al-dabur, the western wind, derives from dubr, “man’s back”; al-
shamal, the northern wind, derives from shimal, “man’s left-hand side”; and
al-janub, the southern wind, derives from janb, literally “man’s side,” referring
indirectly to man’s right-hand side.50 The alignments of the Ka�ba with the four
winds shows the primacy of human spatiality in identifying directions in space.
This can also be traced in the shooting of the arrows in the four directions to de-
termine the layout of the cities of al-Basra and al-Kufa. The early chronicler
and Quran scholar al-Tabari (d. 923) defines these directions as the right-hand
side, the left-hand side, the front, and the back of the archer, while the ninth-
century historian al-Baladhuri relates them to the directions of the winds.51

Furthermore, from the very beginning Islam did not ascribe a special
religious value to the sun. In fact, the sunrise, the zenith, and the sunset posi-
tion are considered among the prohibited awqat for prayer.52 This is to avoid
any coincidence between praying and these three nodal positions of the sun
so that he whose qibla is aligned to the east or the west, or who happens to
be standing directly below the sun, would not appear as if he were praying to-
ward it.53 This sensitivity is expressed in the verse: “Adore neither the sun nor



the moon; but adore God who created them, if it is in truth him whom you
worship” (41:37).

Whether it relates to the four cardinal points, to the four winds, or to the
four directions of man, the tectonic quadrature can be seen to correspond
with the quaternary order of manifestation and divine pattern of prolifera-
tion. It expresses a desire to impose a transcendental order on the human set-
tings. The deployment of space from a central point along the axes of the
cross of directions can be seen as an embodiment of the manifestation of the
four creative attributes—Life, Knowledge, Will, and Power—from the un-
manifest Essence, and a reenactment of the spreading out of the square of
the earth from its unextended substance, the turba. The spatial and direc-
tional ordering marked by two horizontal axes can be seen to correspond to
all nondirectional divine quadratures, the four supranatural principles—
Intellect, Soul, Nature, and Matter—the four principles of Nature—heat,
cold, dryness, and moistness—the four ideal elements (arkan)—fire, air,
water, and earth—the four bearers of the Throne, the four supporters of the
Footstool, and the four rivers of paradise. It can be taken to correspond to
the four nodal points of the sun, the four intervals of the moon, the four sea-
sons, the four measures of time—year, month, week, and day—the four
kinds of signs—Igneous, Aerial, Aqueous, and Terrestrial—the four king-
doms—mineral, plant, animal, and human—to man’s four humours—yellow
bile, black bile, blood, and phlegm—and to his four natural forces—attrac-
tive, fixative, digestive, and repulsive. The marking of the four directions in
space may also allude to the four spiritual masters (awtad) who guard these
directions and to the four qualitatively different sets of Arabic letters. This
set of correspondences is only a sample of a much wider range that can be
found in numerous premodern Islamic sources.54

Heavenly Landscape

From his prison cell in the fortress of Fardajan, the great Muslim philosopher Ibn
Sina (Avicenna, d. 1037) projected his burning desire to break out of the captivi-
ties of this world. In a visionary narrative, Hayy bin Yaqzan, Ibn Sina revealed his
longing to journey away from the wretched darkness of the Occident, and to set
out for the enlightening beauty of the Orient. His spiritual guide, Hayy, a beauti-
ful and youthful shaykh who shone with divine glory, came from al-Bayt al-
Muqaddas, “the Most Holy Dwelling,” with which the city of Jerusalem was
identified. Hayy’s job was ceaseless journeying, forever traveling around the uni-
verse to know its conditions.55 In response to Ibn Sina’s eager questioning, the
shaykh provided fascinating descriptions of the cosmic terrains he visited, the
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various climes and their inhabitants, the Occident and its darkness, the spring of
life, the cities, the mountains, the seas, and the perilous obstacles one has to over-
come in order to reach the Orient. Eager to follow in Hayy’s footsteps, Ibn Sina
asked the shaykh to show him the way, to which the shaykh’s surprising response
was: “[T]he road is closed to you all.”56

This was not always the case, of course. Ibn Sina was not the only one to
speak of a spiritual journey or to visualize cosmic and paradisaical land-
scapes. His contemporary al-Ma�arri (d. 1058) and later al-Suhrawardi (d.
1191) wrote equally fascinating accounts of the cosmic topography and envi-
ronments. Ibn �Arabi, too, needed no one to show him the way as he set out to
explore the wondrous cities, landscapes, and inhabitants of the celestial
world. His detailed and vivid descriptions reveal not only the richness and
profundity of his spiritual experiences but also an intriguing sense of famil-
iarity with the otherworldly things.

Such visualizations and experiences show that al-Ghazali’s gazing at the
sky for psychic comfort and delight and for contemplating the wonders and
beauty of God’s design are only one aspect of the Muslims’ fascination with
heaven. Another more profound aspect is the imagining, constructing, and in-
deed experiencing the spatial order and architecture of the celestial world. This
draws attention to the premodern Islamic understanding of spatial reality that
includes both physical and spiritual spaces. In premodern Islamic sources one
encounters a complex picture of the world where earthly geography occupies
only a limited space. There are other vast, imaginal, yet real, terrains that even
mainstream religious literature meticulously describes.57 The Sufis have con-
tributed significantly to the construction and propagation of such conceptions,
while establishing a sense of actuality based on real experiences. Although it
is difficult to make sense of such experiences in modern scientific terms, we
cannot simply ignore them or reduce them to the “spiritual,” “mystical” or
“mythical” categories, in order to sharply distinguishing them from physical
reality. For the experiences they unveil have spatial and bodily dimensions
connected with the architecture and landscape of these ethereal terrains as
well as socio-religious values.

“Where has the protected rider come from?” Ibn �Arabi was asked upon ar-
riving at the gateway of the celestial world. “From the land of the occidental
body,” he replied.58 These experiences seem to be of an imaginative nature,
combining spirituality and materiality in creative ways. Although spatio-
temporal, they do not conform to the commonly known laws of nature. They
have their own “natural” laws and corresponding spatio-temporal conditions.
To what extent the visualization of such terrains had influenced the conceptu-
alization and making of earthly spaces in architecture and landscape is a ques-
tion that is yet to be adequately explored. The paucity of such studies in this
area limits our understanding of this potentially rich possibility.
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The Land of Reality and the Cities of Light

When God created Adam, the father of mankind, from fermented clay, Ibn
�Arabi writes, a very small remnant of the clay was left over. From this rem-
nant God created the palm tree (al-nakhla), Adam’s “sister,” yet, a tiny speck,
the size of a sesame seed, still remained. Within this speck God spread a vast
land, so vast, indeed, that it included all creations, even the divine Throne and
what it contains—the Footstool, the skies and the earths, all that is below the
earth and all levels of heaven and hell. The proportion of all of these to the vast
land is as a ring thrown in a limitless desert. This is the Land of Reality (ard
al-haqiqa).59 Access to this land has certain protocols; Ibn �Arabi explains:

On that land there exist forms (suwar) of wondrous formation and beautiful
stature; they stand at the entrances to the avenues that overlook this world in
which we are, its earth and heaven, its paradise and hell. When one of us
wishes to enter this land, that is, the knowers from any kind they might be,
human, jinn or angel or from the people of paradise, as long as he possesses
adequate knowledge and has stepped outside his temple of flesh, he finds these
forms at the entrances of the avenues, standing ready to carry out the respon-
sibilities that God has charged them with. One of them runs to the new arrival;
it clothes him in a dress appropriate to his rank, takes him by the hand, and
walks with him through this land. The visitor goes wherever he wishes and re-
flects on God’s artefacts . . . When the visitor wishes to return, his companion
goes with him to the place where he entered; he salutes him, removes the dress
in which he had clothed him and departs from him.60

The protocol of access and departure and the exchanges that take place at the
threshold are intriguing. The process involves both continuity and transformation
so that bodily engagements are not completely dispensed with. Ibn �Arabi ex-
plains the mechanics of formal exchanges by way of an analogy. If one looks at a
light source and squints one’s eyes, he says, one will see a multitude of light rays
connecting one’s eyes with the luminous source. By gradually opening the eyes
the rays contract back to the light source. The light source, he adds, represents the
specific place of this land whence forms emanate; the pupil, the instrument of vi-
sion, represents the world; and the rays represent the new forms one’s soul take
on once detached from its body (during sleep, for example). One’s intention to
see the rays by squinting represents one’s preparedness (al-isti�dad); the projec-
tion of rays represents the emanation of forms upon such preparedness; and the
contraction of the rays represents the return of forms to the land upon the cessa-
tion of one’s preparedness.61

The Land of Reality has been interpreted by modern scholars as an
allegorical reference to the “imaginal world,” the world where “all the essential
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realities of being . . . are manifested in real images.”62 It is an intermediary
world between the physical and the metaphysical, the plane where spirits and
bodies exchange qualities: spirits become materialized and bodies spiritualized.
As described by Ibn �Arabi, it is the land of great wonders, where many ratio-
nal impossibilities and absurdities exist, where reality reveals itself in many
fascinating forms and whence all imaginable forms emanate.63

The Land of Reality is the qibla of the Sufis, the place in which their ac-
tive imagination is anchored. Those who visited this land reported what they
had observed and learned there. They say that unlike things in our world, all
things on that land are alive and endowed with a rational faculty. One can con-
verse with, and learn from, gardens, animals, and minerals. “He passes near no
stone, no tree, no village, nothing whatsoever,” Ibn �Arabi reports after a visi-
tor, “without talking to it, if he wishes, as a man speaks with his companion.
They have different languages, but this land has the characteristic of giving to
all who enter it the understanding of all the languages that are spoken on it.”64

And while everything in our world is ephemeral, mortal, and mutable, things
there are permanent, immortal, and immutable. This land contains many
worlds, among them one made exactly in the form of our phenomenal world.
If a Sufi observes this world he would see himself in it, as confirmed by the
Prophet’s companion Ibn �Abbas.65

Within this land there are many places with distinct characteristics. There
is a place where everything—from minerals to fruits, to men, and so on—is
made of red gold. The shapes and forms of trees and fruits are exactly the same
as ours, but they are golden; their taste and fragrance, however, are far superior.
Fruits are ornamented and decorated so beautifully that they can hardly be
imagined. It is one of the many wonders of this land that if one picks a fruit
from a tree another fruit in a ripe state instantly replaces it. Other spots are
made of silver, of white camphor, and of saffron. The most exquisite place,
however, is that of saffron “compared to whose women the Houries of Paradise
fade into insignificance.”66 Time differs from one spot to another—a moment
in one may equal a year in another.67

As for the architecture of this land, the inhabitants there can either build
using the same tools and methods familiar to us or else build by mere imagina-
tion and intention. They have cities called the “Cities of Light” (mada�in al-
nur), whose structure is wondrous. They also have a Ka�ba, which they
circumambulate in the same manner as the people of earth. Although it has the
same quadrangular form as the earthly Ka�ba, the one in this land is larger and
unclothed. And unlike the earthly one, this Ka�ba salutes, and speaks to, its am-
bulants, benefiting them with sciences they do not possess. Their cities, the
Cities of Light, are multistoried, thirteen in number, built one above the other.
They have gates with vaults that are made of enormous stones of hyacinth.
When these cities were built a particular spot was first chosen and then a small
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city with great fences was constructed. Afterward, towers that are higher than
those of the small city were erected away from the sides of the first one. Ex-
tending the building in between these towers the first city was covered up. The
new structure became like a roof to the first one. This roof was used as a
ground, and another city greater than the first one was built upon it. Building
layer upon layer in this manner, thirteen stories were constructed.68

Ibn �Arabi’s diagrammatic representation of heaven and earth, already
discussed, bears striking similarities to the Cities of Light, which can also be seen
in premodern iconographic depictions of the celestial, terrestrial, and infraterres-
trial worlds.69 Seen as an extension to this land, the earthly environment provides
the necessary reference for the transformed spatial experiences, which can be
traced in the popular literature concerned with the modes of living in the hereafter.

The architect of the cities holds a privileged status in this land. Ibn �Arabi
reports after one visitor, who met many of the land’s kings, that once he met a
distinguished person sitting next to one of the kings. The person’s gestures and
movements attracted the attention of the visitor, so he asked the king about his
status in the kingdom. The king smiled and asked: “Did you like him?” “Yes,”
the visitor replied. The king said, “He is the mi�mar (architect) who builds for
us the houses and the cities, and everything you see is the traces of his work.”70

The Ka��ba: The First House

According to premodern Islamic sources, Mecca was the omphalos of the earth,
and the Ka�ba was God’s first house of worship. Being, so to speak, the first
divine-sponsored architectural project, the Ka�ba is a key element in the interplay
of cosmology and architecture. With the help of angels, Adam is said to have been
the builder of the primordial house (al-bayt al-�at iq). During the deluge, however,
the Ka�ba was raised to heaven, and it was Abraham who later rediscovered the site
and reerected the sacred house under God’s order and guidance. The Quran says:
“And when we prepared for Abraham the place of the house” (22:26).

Traditional narratives elaborate on this, explaining that after the
disappearance of the Ka�ba during the deluge, God ordered Abraham to
reestablish the house of God. Not knowing where he should do so, Abraham
asked: “O Lord, but where?” God replied: “We shall show you.” God sent him
a speaking “cloud” (al-sakina) that directed him to the sacred spot.71 Taking
on the form of the house, the sakina said: “O Abraham, your Lord orders you
to design according to the measure of this cloud”; in another source: “O Abra-
ham, take from the land according to my measure, with no increase or de-
crease”;72 Ibn �Arabi reports: “Build according to the measure of my
shadow.”73 Abraham traced precisely the form of the cloud, and with the as-
sistance of his son Ishmael rebuilt the house as he was instructed. The Quran
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confirms: “And when Abraham and Ishmael were raising the foundations of
the house (Abraham prayed): our Lord, accept this from us, you are the Hearer,
the Knower” (2:127).

Al-sakina, the divine agent that selected the sacred site and delivered the
heavenly model of the Ka�ba, denotes the ideas of “centrality” and “peace.” The
name derives from sukun, literally “stillness,” and has been used in the Quran
to denote the ideas of “repose,” “peacefulness,” and “certainty”: “He it is who
sent down peace of reassurance (al-sakina) into the heart of the believers”
(48:4).74 It also relates to sakana, to “dwell,” a meaning that alludes to the heart
as God’s “dwelling,” the center of repose, the spring of certainty. The quest for
principle is implicit in this term, since stillness is the quality par excellence of
the center, the motionless mover, the unvocalized cause of utterances (sukun),
and the immutable principle of change. As a visible embodiment of the sakina,
the Ka�ba becomes the heart of the world, the house of stillness, the locus of
great peace, and the immanence of divinity at the center of the world.75

In Sufi terms, the Ka�ba’s cube-like form is a crystallization of the cube of
man. It is an embodiment of the human as well as cosmic spatial structure and
a visible manifestation of the three-dimensional cross. Its four arkan corre-
spond to the human nature, its six faces to the human figure, and its three di-
mensions of length, breadth, and depth to the human body. The form of the
Ka�ba is also seen to correspond to the twenty-eight mansions of the moon and,
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consequently, to the twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet. Ibn �Arabi says
that the height of the Ka�ba is twenty-eight cubits, twenty-seven cubits to the
roof level, and one cubit for the parapet. Every cubit corresponds to a designa-
tion of divine order (amr ilahi). These designations, he says, are analogous “to
the stations of the heart, traversed by the planets of faith in order to manifest
events that occur within the soul, and this corresponds to the mansions of the
moon, [traversed] by the mobile planets in order to produce events that occur in
the natural world.”76

Premodern literature on the Ka�ba provides ample references to the notion
of centrality, axiality, triplicity, and quadrature; to its agency in the spatial de-
ployment and temporal differentiation; and to its significance in materializ-
ing the creative relationship between triplicity and quadrature. The rich and
complex mythology of the Ka�ba shows how a built form can become an inte-
gral part of divine geography and a central element in a cosmic landscape.

The Center of the World

Built according to a divine model and on a divinely chosen site, the Ka�ba was
viewed to mark the center of the earth. Renowned early scholar al-Kisa�i (d. c.
805) affirms: “Know that the center of the earth, according to a tradition on the
authority of the Prophet, is the Ka�ba; it has the significance of the navel of the
earth, because of its rising above the level of the earth.”77 Described in the
Quran as “the mother of towns” (umm al-qura, 6:92), Muslims were reassured
that Mecca was indeed the navel of the earth. Al-Azraqi (d. after 858) in his fa-
mous chronicle Akhbar Makka reports many traditions concerned with the ori-
gin and significance of the Ka�ba that had continued to be reported in various
forms until the dawn of the nineteenth century.78 Mecca-centered maps preva-
lent in premodern times depict the Islamic world as a gigantic wheel with
Mecca as its hub. The regions of this world were often identified by niches ori-
ented toward the center. The lines radiating to all the mosques on earth, which
represent the spokes of the wheel, form the axes of orientation that converge on
the Ka�ba.79 This imagery can be traced in early literature. Describing the
Ka�ba’s geo-cosmic position the Ikhwan write:

The house (al-bayt) in the middle of the holy mosque (al-masjid al-haram),
the holy mosque in the middle of the sanctuary (al-haram), the sanctuary in the
middle of al-Hijaz, al-Hijaz in the middle of the Islamic countries, is in the
likeness of the earth in the middle of the atmosphere, the atmosphere in 
the middle of the lunar sphere, the lunar sphere in the middle of the [celestial]
spheres. And those who pray in the horizons oriented toward the house are in
the likeness of the planets in the spheres—their radiations are directed towards
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the center of the earth. And the rotation of the heavens with their planets
around the earth is in the likeness of the rotation of the ambulants around 
the house.80

Marking the center of the earth, the Ka�ba assumes a significant cosmological
function. It is the initial element from which the earth was “spread out” (duhiyat).
A reported tradition says that the site of the Ka�ba was created two thousand years
before the earth, which was spread out from it.81 Ka�b al-Ahbar, the Prophet’s
companion, is reported to have said: “Forty years before God created the heavens
and the earth, the Ka�ba was a scum on the water, and from it earth was spread
out.”82 Al-Azraqi reports a tradition that says that the Ka�ba stands on the exact
spot where Adam built the first temple, the foundations of which were laid by the
angels deep in the seventh earth. It is said that Adam was ordered to build a house
to glorify God in the same manner of the angels. So he was led to the spot where
the archangel Gabriel struck the earth with his wing, revealing a “firm founda-
tion” (uss thabit) in the nethermost earth. The angels filled up this pit with im-
mense rocks until it became level with the surface of the earth.83 Adam then laid
out the first temple on the angelic foundation. Al-Ya�qubi (d. after 905) adds that
the Ka�ba was once burned down, and in the process of rebuilding, the Qurayshis
dug deep to Abraham’s foundations, of which they accidentally extracted a stone.
But the stone immediately jumped back to its position, and a large serpent
emerged and prevented the workers from reaching the building. Such narratives
show the cosmological significance of the Ka�ba seen as the navel of the earth,
the sacrum (�ajb al-dhanab) of the body of the world.84

In mystical exegesis, the Ka�ba assumes another level of significance
whereby it becomes a visible trace of the process of universal manifestation.
In an interesting interpretation of the Quranic verse, in which Abraham ad-
dresses God, saying: “Our Lord, I have settled some of my posterity in an un-
cultivated valley near your holy house” (14:37), the celebrated Bosnian Sufi
al-Birami (d. 1644), known as sharih al-Fusus, reads an architectural em-
bodiment of the divine process of determination. The “uncultivated valley”
(wadi la zar�a f ihi), he says, refers to the state of nondetermination (al-
lata�ayyun): the “valley” being the divine Essence, and “cultivation” being
the manifestation of the names and attributes. Thus understood, the “uncul-
tivated valley,” on which the Ka�ba was built, becomes a reference to the
state of Transcendent Unity (al-ahadiyya), the state of virginity not yet cul-
tivated with the considerations of the names and attributes, nor with their re-
lations and additions, nor with their effects and determinations.85 As “the
first sanctuary appointed for mankind” (3:96), the Ka�ba then becomes as it
were an architectural trace of the first act of determination. It becomes a tec-
tonic expression of the manifestation of the divine presence from the un-
manifest principle of Being. The laying out of the square plan of the Ka�ba
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in the uncultivated, virgin valley corresponds to the differentiation of the
creative divine quadrature—Life, Knowledge, Will, and Power—from the
undifferentiated unity, and to the differentiation of the quadrangular form of
the Throne from the undifferentiated primordial Light. With reference to the
Quranic verse: “So let them worship the Lord of this house” (106:3), the
Ka�ba has also been associated with the presence of lordship (al-rububiyya).
Its “planting” in the plantless valley, al-Birami writes, is a visible trace of
“the determining of the state of lordship in the uncultivated valley of
essential unity (al-wahda al-dhatiyya).”86

The Cosmic Axis

At the center of the earth the Ka�ba reveals a vertical relationship with the
center of heaven. Premodern sources speak of the correspondence the Ka�ba
has with the Polestar, viewed as the center of heaven. Al-Kisa�i says that tradi-
tionally it is believed that “the Polestar proves the Ka�ba to be the highest situ-
ated territory on earth, for it (viz. the Ka�ba) is opposite the center of heaven.”87

He further explains:

In the center of this moving part of heaven (viz. the Great Bear) is a fixed star
which does not move, and this is the Polestar, around which the Bear and the
rest of the stars turn. People are agreed on this point that he who places him-
self opposite the Polestar has at the same time the direction of the Kibla, be-
cause this star is above the Ka�ba, without ever moving. The Bear may move
somewhat, but the Polestar never does. If now the Polestar, which is the center
of heaven, around which the other stars turn, is above the Ka�ba, this fact
proves that what corresponds with the center of heaven is most likely to be the
center of the earth; consequently the Ka�ba is the center of the earth.88

The correspondence between the terrestrial and celestial centers suggests a
perpendicular cosmic axis that penetrates the terrestrial and celestial terrains,
tying the Ka�ba to their respective centers. This perpendicular connection
makes the Ka�ba the nearest point to heaven. “In no place,” says the Prophet’s
wife �A�isha, “I ever saw heaven nearer to earth than I saw it in Mecca.”89 This
is also expressed by the tradition that says that Mecca “is situated twelve mil
nearer to heaven.”90 The cosmic axis that passes through the Ka�ba connects it
to its infraterrestrial, celestial, and supracelestial counterparts. A prophetic tra-
dition describes the location of the Ka�ba as being at the midpoint of an axis
that penetrates the seven heavens and seven earths, marking at each level a cen-
tral point whereupon stands a house similar in structure and sacredness to that
of the Ka�ba. Al-Azraqi writes: “The Apostle of God said: this house is one of
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fifteen, seven in the heavens up to the Throne and seven down to the limits of
the lowest earth. The highest situated one, which is near the Throne, is the Fre-
quented House (al-bayt al-ma�mur). Every one of these houses has a sacred ter-
ritory, like that of the Ka�ba. If any one of them fell down, the rest would fall
down, one upon the other, to the limits of the lowest earth. And every house has
its heavenly or earthly worshippers, like the Ka�ba.”91

The cosmic axis is the channel through which the higher cosmic entities
pass their qualities onto their lower replicas. The Ka�ba is a visible replica of
the Frequented House, also referred to as “al-durah,” the Ka�ba’s highest ce-
lestial counterpart, which in turn is a replica of the supracelestial model, the di-
vine Throne.92 A popular tradition says that “the house which is in heaven is
called “al-durah”; its form is similar to this sacred house; if it falls, it would
fall upon the house.”93 It is said that the Prophet saw it during his miraculous
ascension and afterward described it to his companions as being located di-
rectly above the Ka�ba and directly below the Throne, and as being as sacred to
the inhabitants of heaven as the Ka�ba is to the inhabitants of earth.

Ibn �Arabi explains the unchanging axial relationship between the Ka�ba
and its celestial counterpart, al-durah. He says that al-durah is located in the
seventh heaven, which is standing still, as are the rest of the heavens. God made
these heavens firm and settled; they are to us as the roof is to a house, and that
is why heaven is called the “uplifted roof ” (al-saqf al-marfu�). As for the
spheres (af lak) in which the planets revolve, they are confined within these
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fixed heavens and not the heavens themselves. That is why al-durah does not
move from its axial position opposite the Ka�ba.94

Axiality is associated with the idea of the mountain, seen as the natural
place of communication between heaven and earth.95 In a sense, the mountain,
a primordial symbol of centrality and loftiness, represents the cosmic pillar that
stands at the center of the earth and around which everything revolves. Ac-
cording to Islamic cosmogony, the position of the Ka�ba as the navel of the
earth is evidenced by the fact that Abu Qubays, a mountain in the vicinity of
Mecca, was the first mountain positioned on earth, and this is why Mecca is
called the “mother of towns.” Reporting after the Prophet, Ibn �Abbas says:
“When, before the creation of heaven and earth, the Throne was upon the water,
God most high sent a soft wind that struck the water, unveiling at the position
of this house a piece of rock like a dome. God stretched out the earths from un-
derneath it; it swayed and swayed again, so God most high pegged it by moun-
tains, and the first mountain placed therein was Abu Qubays, and that is why
Mecca was called the ‘mother of towns.’”96

Spatial Deployment, Temporal Differentiation

Describing the form of the house that Adam first constructed on the Ka�ba’s
site, al-Azraqi writes: “Adam descended with a hollow red ruby that has four
white corners (arkan) and laid it upon the foundation. It remained like that until
the time of the deluge.”97 Al-Tabari (d. 922) adds that the foundations of this
house, which were laid out by the angels in the seventh earth, were also quad-
rangular.98 The form of Adam’s house was imagined as reflecting the form of
the Frequented House, the Ka�ba’s celestial model, described as “a building on
four pillars of chrysolite that God crowned with a red ruby and called ‘al-
durah.’”99 Both Adam’s house and its celestial model, al-durah, confirm the di-
vine paradigm of the Ka�ba’s quaternary structure. Ibn �Abbas is reported to
have said: “God created the Ka�ba and placed it on water, upon four pillars, two
thousand years before he created the world. From underneath the house the
earth was then spread out.”100 As the omphalos whence the earth emerged and
was spread out, the Ka�ba extended its quadrature into the shape of the earth.
East, west, south, and north were depicted as four sides of the earthly square.101

The spatiality of the Ka�ba thus becomes a meteorograph for the rainfall and
fertility for all parts of the earth. “When rain beats one of the sides of the
Ka�ba,” a tradition says, “fertility will be during the year on that side; when it
beats all sides, fertility will reign on all sides.”102 In representing the first spa-
tial deployment, the Ka�ba becomes a visible trace of the creative process
through which unity proceeded into four-ness and a tectonic expression of the
emergence of space and directionality from its maternal, nondirectional source,
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the point. Many iconographic depictions emphasize the Ka�ba’s quadrature and
extend it to the complex of the haram, its architectural context.

In Sufi views, the Ka�ba’s quadrature is a reminder of the four directions
along which Satan approaches and corrupts man, and of the presence of the
four awtad, the spiritual guardians of these directions. Seen as “mountains”—
“Have we not made the earth an expanse, and the high hills bulwarks (awtad)?”
(78:6–7)—the awtad assume the role of stabilizing the faith of the believers
and ensuring the constant flow of God’s grace and inspirations.103 Through the
four awtad God preserves Islam as the primordial religion, al-d in al-hanif. By
one he preserves faith (al-iman), by the second he preserves sainthood (al-
wilaya), by the third he preserves prophecy (al-nubuwwa), and by the fourth he
preserves scripture (al-risala).104 In their onerous tasks, the awtad are aided by
four prophets and four archangels, with which the four corners of the Ka�ba are
identified.105 Ibn �Arabi explains:

Among them is one who corresponds to the heart of Adam, the other to the heart
of Abraham, the third to the heart of Christ, and the fourth to heart of Muham-
mad, peace be upon them. So among them is one who is supported by the spiri-
tuality of Seraphiel, the other by the spirituality of Michael, the third by the
spirituality of Gabriel, and the fourth by the spirituality of Izraiel. Each watad
has one corner of the house: the one who corresponds to the heart of Adam . . .
has the Syrian corner, the one who corresponds to the heart of Abraham . . . has
the Iraqi corner, the one who corresponds to the heart of Christ . . . has the Ya-
manite corner, and the one who corresponds to the heart of Muhammad . . . has
the corner of the black stone.106
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The corners of the Ka�ba correspond with the original divine quadrature of “the
first and the last, and the outward and the inward” (57:3), which inheres in all
created quadratures that God set for himself as the house of being.107 In this
correspondence, the inward correlates with the corner of the black stone, God’s
right hand on earth, which the pilgrims kiss in recognition of its significance.
When the sight falls on the stone, Ibn �Arabi explains, the insight falls on the
right hand, the stone’s inner reality. It stands for the “oil” of the “blessed olive
tree,” that is “neither of the east nor of the west,” which sustains the divine
light—“God is the light of the heavens and the earth” (24:35). While the out-
ward form of the Ka�ba expresses directionality and spatial deployment, its
centrality conceals the secret of the directionless identity, the coincidentia
oppositorum, whence the light of the world emanates.108

In addition to its spatial symbolism, the Ka�ba and the rites associated with
it also have temporal significance. A popular imagery depicts the Ka�ba with
the circumambulating pilgrims as an earthly miniature of the divine Throne and
its encircling angels. The imagery seemed so vivid that questions were raised
about the nature of space occupied by the angels, since the Throne was known
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to have occupied the entire vacuum. And Ibn �Arabi goes so far as to consider
human glorifications of God in circumambulating the Ka�ba to be superior to
those of the angels.109

The ritual circumambulation of the Ka�ba is performed in seven continuous,
anticlockwise revolutions, starting from the corner of the black stone. A cycle is
completed by the return to this same point, indicated by kissing, touching, or fac-
ing the stone when out of reach.110 The black stone is seen to mark the starting
point of the ritual revolution about the Ka�ba in the same way the position of the
divine Feet on the Footstool regulates the cyclic revolution of the atlas sphere.111

Thus the seven rounds performed about the Ka�ba correspond to the original cy-
cles of the atlas sphere about the earth before the creation of the planetary
spheres, and the delineation of the seven cycles by reference to the black stone re-
flects the differentiation of the seven divine days by reference to the divine Feet.
It is with reference to this correspondence that the completion of the seven rounds
around the Ka�ba is known as “completing one’s week.”

The seven revolutions of the atlas sphere are, as we have seen, temporal
expressions of the seven principal divine attributes, and the ritual circumambu-
lations are reenactments of the celestial cycles. Thus the seven cycles around
the house correspond to the seven divine attributes, while the house stands for
the Essence.112 In realizing the significance of their act while partaking in the
ritual circumambulation, the ambulants are said to be endowed with the quali-
ties of the divine attributes.113 By circumambulating the Ka�ba the ambulant not
only reenacts the primeval process of temporal manifestation that successively
took place through the revolution of the atlas sphere but also qualifies space by
differentiating its four cardinal directions. The ritual circumambulation in-
volves the utterance of four different statements that correspond to the four cor-
ners of the Ka�ba. These utterances punctuate the continuity of the ritual
revolution, marking four distinct points that correspond to the four directions
of space determined by the four corners of the Ka�ba. This act mimics the way
in which the four nodal points—the two solstices and the two equinoxes—of
the ecliptic punctuate the sun’s annual journey whereby it measures out the
limits of the space and defines the cardinal directions.

Triplicity and Quadrature

In Akhbar Makka Al-Azraqi relates a common hadith that says that once the
Prophet told his wife �A�isha that when her tribesmen of Quraysh rebuilt the
Ka�ba, they did not lay it out exactly upon the foundations of Abraham. They
made it shorter on one side by about seven cubits. Had they not been still well
acquainted with infidelity, the Prophet lamented, he would have rebuilt the
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house, adding to it what they had omitted. The hadith adds that the Prophet then
took his wife and showed her the missing part of the house so that she might
be a witness if Quraysh ever decided to add the missing part.114 Acknowledging
their omission, however, the Qurayshi builders fenced the unbuilt part of the
Ka�ba by a semicircular parapet wall opposite the northwestern side. This
fenced area is known as al-hijir, from hajara, literally “to deny access,” “to de-
tain.” It was built in order to prevent the ambulants from intruding into that area
during circumambulation, thus acknowledging its belonging to the Ka�ba.

At the time of Ibn al-Zubayr’s revolt against the Umayyad caliph �Abd al-
Malik, the Ka�ba was burned down. With reference to the above tradition, Ibn al-
Zubayr is said to have rebuilt the Ka�ba according to the Prophet’s descriptions
exactly upon the foundations of Abraham. But no sooner had he finished 
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rebuilding the Ka�ba than he was killed by al-Hajjaj, the Umayyad governor,
who took over Mecca, pulled down the Ka�ba, and rebuilt it again as it was at the
time of the Prophet. Thus it remained to this day. After realizing the authenticity
of the above hadith, some sources say, the Umayyad caliph �Abd al-Malik later
regretted what he had done to the house and wished he had left it as it was.

Given the Ka�ba’s rich cosmological significance, the above tradition and
the related historical events raise critical questions about its original form and
the divine model it meant to embody. Was it quadrangular or triangular? Ibn
�Arabi considers the Ka�ba to have two complementary forms, explicit and im-
plicit. The explicit form is the current one with four corners (arkan), while the
implicit form is the one established by Adam and Abraham according to the di-
vine model that has three corners only. He says that it was for a divine secret
that “God caused his house to have four corners, though in reality it had only
three, because it is muka��ab in shape.”115 Here the term muka��ab used by Ibn
�Arabi to describe the original shape of the Ka�ba calls for some explanation.

Although the Arabic term ka�ba denotes the idea of cube-like, it does not
literally mean “cube,” as is commonly understood,116 nor does the Arabic term
muka��ab, currently used for “cube,” refer, in the original sense of the word,
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to a “geometrical hexahedron.” This is evident from the preceding reference
by Ibn �Arabi. Both terms ka�ba and muka��ab derive from ka�b, which means
literally “ankle,” “anklebone,” and “every articulation between bones.” It
seems that the form of the Ka�ba as a cube has something to do with ki�ab or
ku�ub (plural of ka�b), “bones,” perhaps “cuboid,” which were used in certain
games in ancient Arabia.117 The shape of these bones must bear some similar-
ity to the semicircular form of the hijir, since Ibn �Arabi says it is muka��ab in
shape. Describing the third corner of the Ka�ba’s implicit from, Ibn �Arabi
says: “The one corner that coincides with the hijir is as the hijir in form,
muka��ab in shape, and for this reason it is called ‘ka�ba,’ comparing it with
the ka�b.”118 The relationship between the circular form of the hijir and the
name ka�ba can also be traced in the verb ka�aba, meaning “to be full and
round,” “to swell,” which was traditionally used to describe the “swelling of a
woman’s breast.” Al-Zamakhshari says that the “swelling” (taka��aba) of a
woman’s breast is to protrude like the ka�b.119 Al-Farahidi further explains that
ka�ba also means “quadrature,” and the ka�ba of the house is its “upper quad-
rature,” and every square house is ka�ba.120 These references suggest that the
term ka�ba refers originally to the form of the house including the hijir, that is,
its quadrature as well as its semicircular end, rather than to the form of the
cube, to which it nonetheless bears a secondary relation.

Be that as it may, Ibn �Arabi considers the original divine model of the
Ka�ba to be ternary rather than quaternary. The three corners of the house
being the black stone, the Yemenite, and “the third corner is in the hijir.” This
corner is undetermined, he says, for it has no sensible form in the house.121 As
for the Syrian and Iraqi corners the hijir replaces, Ibn �Arabi says that they
were not part of the original divine model of the house and, consequently, not
corners of the house, and this is the reason why their treatment in the
pilgrimage rituals is different.122

The meanings of the Ka�ba’s implicit triplicity, Ibn �Arabi explains, lie in
the holy tradition that is widely reported in Sufi literature, in which God says:
“Neither my earth nor my heaven can encompass me, yet the heart of my
faithful worshiper can.” Sufis compare the heart to the Ka�ba for both share
the notion of centrality at the micro and macrocosmic levels. Just as man is
defined by two extremities, namely, his innermost heart and outermost body,
so the world is defined by the Ka�ba, its innermost center, and the divine
Throne, its outermost body. In a mystical reflection, Ibn �Arabi poetically
writes what God has communicated to him: “This Ka�ba of mine is the heart
of existence, and to this heart my Throne is a defined body. Neither of 
them has space for me, nor tells about me what I tell about them, but the 
house of mine that has room for me is your intended heart, placed in your
perceived body.”123
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In this analogical frame, the ambulants who frequent the Ka�ba become the
“quick-passing thoughts” (khawatir) that frequent the heart. These khawatir are
man’s inner secrets (asrar) and interiorized thoughts that are generated by
worldly engagements and personal preoccupations. They circumambulate the
heart in the same way the pilgrims circumambulate the Ka�ba, so one’s sensible
attachments turn around one’s body in the same way the angels move about the
encompassing Throne. The ambulants of the Ka�ba are viewed to correspond to
the secrets of the heart, because both share the idea of “heart-ness” (al-
qalbiyya); whereas the ambulants of the body correspond to the ambulants of
the Throne, because both share the idea of “encompassed-ness” (al-ihatiyya).
And just as the composed body is of a lesser status than the simple heart, so
likewise is the encompassing Throne in relation to the Ka�ba.124

As for the quick-passing thoughts (khawatir) that circumambulate the
heart, Ibn �Arabi says, they derive from four distinct sources: divine, angelic,
psychic, and satanic. They correspond with both the quaternary and the
ternary orders of the Ka�ba. When we consider the ternary order, Ibn �Arabi
says, the three corners of the black stone, the Yemenite, and the hijir corre-
spond to the heart’s divine thought (al-khatir al-ilahi), angelic thought (al-
khatir al-malaki), and psychic thought (al-khatir al-nafsi) respectively,
leaving no room for the satanic thought (al-khatir al-shaytani). This is the
model after which the hearts of prophets are made, he says, and to which
Satan has no access.125 But when we consider its quaternary pattern, the four
corners, with the Syrian and the Iraqi corners replacing the hijir, we add the
satanic thought. From the ritual invocation associated with each corner dur-
ing circumambulation, Ibn �Arabi infers that the Iraqi corner is the one cor-
related with the satanic thought, whereas the Shami corner is the one
correlated with psychic thought. The quaternary order underlies the model
after which the hearts of all people, other than the prophets, are made, in-
cluding the hearts of the faithful.126

Concerning the relationship between the concealed triplicity and re-
vealed quadrature, Ibn �Arabi says that it was the divine wisdom that
prompted the Umayyad caliph to order his governor al-Hajjaj to pull down
the Ka�ba and return it to the current quadrant form that does not conform to
the original divine model.127 In this the Ka�ba become a true expression 
of the creative relationship between hidden triplicity and manifest quadrature,
the triplicity of the divine command (al-amr al-ilahi) and the quadrature of
universal manifestation (al-zuhur al-kulli). The concealed triplicity comple-
ments the revealed quadrature in the form of the Ka�ba, in the same way in
which spirituality complements materiality in cosmogony, and essentiality
complements substantiality in manifestation. Thus this productive relation-
ship that was first revealed through the inherent nature of the intermediary
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world of al-barzakh, and then manifested in various modes at different cos-
mic and human levels, is ultimately crystallized in the architectural form of
the Ka�ba.

The Mosque and the Spatiality of Prayer

Mosques—masjid, musalla, and jami�—are the Islamic places of worship the
Muslims have constructed in a rich variety of forms and styles. Austere or elab-
orate, simple or monumental, the mosque serves a uniquely Islamic function
and has, therefore, been widely recognized as the expression par excellence of
Islamic architecture.128 Despite the large body of literature on the origin and de-
velopment of mosque architecture, the curious relationship between the act of
prayer and the architecture of the mosque, between the function and the form,
has rarely been profoundly explored. Several prophetic sayings, such as,
“Wherever you pray, that place is a mosque,” and, “I have been given the whole
earth as a sanctuary,” raise questions about how and why an identifiable
mosque architecture emerged and developed. In its formal and compositional
characteristics, the typical mosque remains an intriguing phenomenon that is at
once simple and complex. It is simple in that a number of recurrent elements
can be traced in various compositions throughout the premodern and modern
periods, revealing a consistent identity. Yet it is complex in that the model per-
petuated in many elaborate forms has little to do with the function it serves.
One only needs to observe the ranks of a large Muslim congregation during a
major feast or Friday prayer, extending in linear form inside and outside the
prayer hall, inside and outside the courtyard (when a mosque has one), to real-
ize how impertinent the form of the mosque is, with all its elaborate elements,
to the fulfillment of the prayer. If one can pray just as well inside and outside a
mosque, then what difference does architecture make? This question is further
complicated when one considers the various curious extensions, enlargements,
and additions made to many mosques, such as, for example, the duplication of
al-Mansur’s mosque and the successive additions to the Cordoba mosque; or
considers the large structures that are sometimes built within the prayer hall,
as with the shrine of the prophet Yahya in the great Umayyad mosque of Dam-
ascus; or considers the broad range of structures and forms to which the term
“mosque” can apply. For instance, the Dome of the Rock, the sanctuary where
it stands, and the Aqsa are all referred to as “mosques” in premodern Islamic
literature. With regard to the spatial order traced so far, the typical hypostyle
mosque layout appears to bare little relevance. In order to show the consistency
of the premodern spatial sensibility with regard to mosque architecture, I have
followed an unorthodox approach that focuses on the spatiality of prayer.
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The Prophetic Model

Historians of Islamic architecture generally concur that the simple dwelling and
hypostyle mosque constructed by the Prophet in Medina served as a model for
mosque design throughout the Islamic world.129 Some even argue that this
model contained in an embryonic form the elements that later became the
defining characteristics of mosque architecture. The perpetuation of the basic
layout of the prophet’s house-mosque is curious, since this prototype is not con-
ceived as being constructed according to a specific divine model. Unlike the
Ka�ba, the first mosque did not generate a rich body of mythical narratives as-
sociated with its founding and construction.130 This may be explained by the
lack of Quranic references and the nature of prophethood in Islam; however, it
seems that the prophetic example has in time assumed the status of a divine
model that legitimated its numerous adaptations.

The story of founding and constructing the Prophet’s house, however, is not
without sacred connotations. Early sources describe how the Prophet was led to
the site of his mosque by God.131 As he entered the Medina on the back of his
camel, al-Qaswa�, Muhammad was fervently welcomed, and many eager invita-
tions were offered. But Muhammad told the inviting crowd repeatedly to let his
camel go on her way saying: “She is under the command of God” (ma�mura).
After a short tour, al-Qaswa� finally knelt and flattened her chest against the
ground. There, Muhammad alighted and said: “This, if God will, is the
dwelling.”132 The sources also report that during the course of construction,
Muhammad asked his companions who were helping him to “build it in the
form of �arish like that of Moses,”133 indicating that he had a particular model
in mind. According to the literal meanings of the term, �arish refers to a “trel-
lis” erected for shading, to the roof of a building, probably made in the form of
a trellis, to a kind of house found in Mecca, and also to “tabernacle” or “tent.”134

The Prophet’s house-mosque was in the shape of a square measuring one
hundred or seventy cubits a side. It consisted of two parts: a simple walled court-
yard and a simple shelter built with a flat roof held up by palm trunks used as pil-
lars. This was first built along the northern side that faces Jerusalem, and a few
months later with the divine injunction to change the qibla it was dismantled and
reerected along the southern side, which faces Mecca. This shelter formed the
prayer hall and opened onto the courtyard, which formed an extension to the cov-
ered area and an integral part of the mosque as a whole. The open courtyard was
the predominant part of the mosque and was provided with three doors, one on
each of the eastern, western, and northern sides of the square.135 In his Tabaqat,
Ibn Sa�d (d. 845) describes the doors as being one at the rear, one the door of al-
Rahma (compassion) that is also known as the door of �Atika, and the third was
the door through which the Prophet used to enter.136 Whether these three doors to-
gether with the sheltered hall, often depicted in opposite positions, were meant to
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mark the four directions of space is not clear. Yet, it is clear that many subsequent
mosques, including the early great Umayyad mosque of Damascus that was first
to reproduce the Prophet’s model at a monumental scale, reveal similar planning
and spatial characteristics. The question that is rarely discussed in the studies of
mosque architecture is how does this model serve the performance of prayer?

Prayer as Visualization

As prescribed by the Prophet, Islamic prayer is an act of worship performed to-
ward a liturgical center, the Ka�ba, that, unlike the church’s alter, lies beyond
the boundaries of all mosques, except for the one that contains the Ka�ba. The
Prophet further teaches: “adore God as though you do see him, for if you do not
see him he does see you.” Thus viewed, the Islamic prayer is not primarily a pic-
torial experience or a visually oriented act, for the object of seeing is that which
cannot be seen. In the Islamic prayer “seeing” takes on a different meaning, es-
pecially when viewed from the Sufi perspective. Islamic prayer requires no tan-
gible object, such as an icon or a statue, to induce a sense of divine presence
and serve as a support for worship. Visual engagement is therefore unneces-
sary. The only visual engagement it requires is that whereby Muslims orient
themselves toward the qibla. Otherwise, the prayer is simply a bodily perfor-
mance associated with oral recitations, requiring, especially in the communal
prayer, an acute auditory engagement. From the moment the call to prayer is
heard, Muslims engage in aural-oral correspondence, repeating certain phrases
and acting in certain ways. During prayer, the oral recitations by the imam are
the principal means of regulating the prayer’s rhythmical sequence. This was
the reason why in some large mosques the dikka, a “respondents’ platform,” be-
came a necessary piece of liturgical furniture in order to extend the imam�s
audible presence.

There are several prophetic traditions that define the nature of the Islamic
prayer, such as the one cited above and the one that says: “In truth God is pres-
ent in the qibla of every one of you.” But the most important one in the context
of this study is the holy tradition that concerns the recitation of al-f atiha, the
opening chapter, which constitutes the principal text of the prayer. In this rather
long had ith, God begins by saying: “I have divided prayer between me and my
servant into two halves, one being due to me, the other to my servant; and my
servant will receive that for which he asks.”137 The had ith goes on depicting the
prayer as a dialogical act, a direct conversation between God and Man, wherein
each has a role to play and a responsibility to fulfill. In this sense, prayer be-
comes as it were a “colloquy” between the adorer and the adored, an “intimate
dialogue” (munajat) between the creator and his creature.138 Ibn �Arabi goes so
far to suggest that prayer is indeed a shared act of worship: “He glorifies me
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and I glorify him. He worships me and I worship him.”139 In Mir�at al-�Arif in,
the author translates this holy tradition into a diagram that illustrates the dia-
logical nature of prayer in a geometrical form.140

Ibn �Arabi teaches that to achieve such a dialogue, one must place oneself
in the presence of God, imagine God as being present in the qibla, visualize
his presence in his heart, and hear his voice vibrating in all manifested
things.141 Shuhud, “vision” or “visualization,” the key Quranic concept in such
experience, refers to imaginative visualization that compensates for the lack of
sensory visual engagement in prayer. Imagination being our only means of en-
gagement with the Absolute, any prayer can be seen as an attempt to commu-
nicate with God through imaginative visualization. The way to achieve such
visualization, however, may differ. In Christianity, for example, Ibn �Arabi ob-
serves that visualization is achieved through the mediation of icons. “The
Byzantines developed the art of painting to its perfection,” he writes, “because
for them the unique nature (fardaniyyah) of Sayyidna �Isa as expressed in his
image, is the foremost support of concentration on Divine Unity.”142 In con-
trast, Islam prohibits the use of icons in prayer, he adds, prescribing instead to
“adore God as though you do see him.” Ibn �Arabi’s argument reveals an
awareness that visualization in Christianity is induced through the agency of
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depiction; whereas in Islam it is induced through the agency of invocation. 
Depiction centers on the divine word revealed in the form of a human being,
as in the case of Christ, demanding direct visual engagement with the depicted
image. By contrast, invocation centers on the divine word revealed in the form
of a book, as is the case of the Quran, demanding direct auditory engagement
with the invoked text.

On a practical level, Muslim clerics have considered some techniques for
concentration that would enhance the experience of praying. Since closing the
eyes in prayer is undesirable in Islam, they searched for ways to reduce visual
distractions.143 In the Ihya�, for example, al-Ghazali advises that one should re-
strict one’s sight to the spot on which one is standing, which can be achieved by
standing near a wall or by drawing a line on which one’s gaze is fixed through-
out the prayer. In doing so, he says, one shortens the range of one’s sight and
consequently enhances one’s concentration.144 Whereas vision is regarded as
distracting in prayer, hearing is considered to be engaging. In any case, one
cannot do away with one’s hearing in the same way one can with one’s vision by
simply closing one’s eyes.

Sufis associate hearing with invocation (dhikr), an act that creates a
sense of divine presence necessary for prayer. “Whoever invokes God, finds
himself in the presence of God,” Ibn �Arabi writes, referring to the holy 
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tradition that says: “I witness the invocation of he who invokes me.”145 Dhikr
means “recall” and “remembrance.” When identified with prayer, dhikr be-
comes the recalling and remembering of God in order to converse with him.
Having the ability to invoke is only one side that must be complemented by
the ability to “hear” the divine reply. If one is unable to hear God’s reply in
the prayer, Ibn �Arabi stresses, then one is not “lending his hearing while
witnessing” (50:37); that is, one is not present in front of one’s Lord and can
neither hear nor see him. Thus understood, it is not the eye and the sense of
seeing that enhance the creative imagination in prayer, but rather the ear and
the sense of hearing. Hearing engenders the experience of a presence, and
the oral-aural participation activates the inner sense of vision, enabling one’s
visualization. “He who makes himself present to whom he invokes, being
one with in-sight, sees his companion,” Ibn �Arabi explains, “this being both
a visualization (mushahada) and vision (ru�ya).” If one cannot attain such
visualization, however, one should worship God by faith as though he sees
him, that is, imagining him in his qibla while conversing with him and
lending his hearing to what he might receive from him.146

Prayer and Acoustic Space

Islamic prayer thus understood does not depend on the eye and the sense of see-
ing and, therefore, bears poor relationship to pictorial or visual space. Rather, it
depends on the ear and the sense of hearing, bearing a stronger affinity with au-
ditory or acoustic space.147 The main characteristics of acoustic space derive
from sound’s essential feature of invoking an unlocalized presence. “Because
of its association with sound,” Ong observes, “acoustic space implies presence
far more than does visual space.”148 Sound suggests a presence without loca-
tion, a presence that occupies the entire space rather than being located in it.
This is very much like God’s presence in the qibla of the faithful, which, though
physically in front of him, is in reality everywhere around him: “Wheresoever
you turn, there is the face of God” (2:115).

Unlike visual space, auditory space is not spread out before us with a fore,
middle, and background but is diffused around us as a boundless bubble, as a
sphere that has no precisely defined boundaries.149 Sound can be heard equally
well from any direction, front or back, left or right, above or below, and in any
position, lying down, sitting, or standing up. Accordingly, the space appre-
hended by the ear has neutral spatial characteristics: neither does it have any fa-
vorable point as a center, nor does it relate to any particular direction more than
others. Every point in it is a center sufficient to itself, and every spot entertains
the sense of spatial entirety. In an acoustic space every participant is situated in
the center of his or her own acoustic field, regardless of the location or the
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number of participants. Furthermore, auditory space is not a pure or empty,
boxed-in space but is an “essentially inhabited space.”150 This means that one
cannot simply be independent of it; one cannot stand outside it and experience
it but has to be within it in order for such space to exist. Acoustic space cannot
be frozen in the matrix of matter; it cannot be preserved, as in a photographic
form, and made to passively endure in the memory. For there is no way to pre-
serve sound as sound; when sound stops, its opposite, silence, prevails.151 Ac-
cordingly, acoustic space is not a passive, static space in the sense that its
inhabitant adds virtually nothing to its quality; rather, it is an active, dynamic
space, “always in flux, creating its own dimensions moment by moment”152 and
always in transformations, corresponding to the states that one may attain
during one’s presence in it.

The characteristics of acoustic space provide an ideal environment for the
performance of Islamic prayer, in which every participant is invested with the
dignity of the imam and acts as his own priest. A reported prophetic tradition
says that every worshiper is an imam, for the angels pray behind him when he
prays alone.153 Theoretically, every Muslim praying constitutes an independent
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center directly connected to the supreme center, the Ka�ba, in the same way that
every participant in an acoustic field finds him- or herself directly related to the
sonic source. Although architecture can enhance the acoustic qualities, auditory
space is not a tectonic space. It is a space that can virtually exist anywhere, as
a prophetic tradition asserts: “God has blessed my community by giving them
the face of the whole world as a sanctuary.”154 But Muhammad did not pray
anywhere. As we have seen, he did project a choice.

Examining the spatial characteristics of a prayer hall of the early hypostyle
model from the standpoint of acoustic space, the following spatial characteris-
tics emerge: short visual field, no visual center, and neutral spatial characteris-
tics. The most conspicuous quality one observes is that the space does not
beckon the eye in a particular direction. Looking in a direction parallel to any
row of columns, the eye neither rests on a terminating element nor is invited to
any point of special significance. Looking diagonally, however, one encounters
a forest of columns, rendering the visual field very limited. Mosque spatiality
lacks orientation toward a liturgical center comparable to the one found in a
church, which acts as both a spatial and a visual focus.155 It includes no starting
or terminating point that may evoke a sense of progression. As a result, a space
of this kind can be extended in practically any direction, as had actually hap-
pened in many mosques; it can accommodate varying ranks of pillars without
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affecting its internal spatial order or changing its essential characteristics. “In
this respect,” Grabar observes, “the early mosque was a remarkably modern
building which could be expanded and contracted according to the needs of the
community.”156 A prayer hall can also include large structures, such as the large
tomb of the prophet Yahya in the great Umayyad mosque of Damascus, without
disturbing the sense of spatial cohesion and continuity.

Thus viewed, the spatial characteristics of the prayer hall of the early hy-
postyle mosques provide a suitable ambience for praying, through the sense of
neutrality, nonprocession, repose, and equilibrium it reveals, allowing every
point in the space to be a center of equal significance.157 Such an ambience
tends to generate an encompassing sense of presence that is consistent with the
Islamic idea of universal sanctuary.158 Through oral-aural participation in
prayer, this ambience helps evoke one’s own inward auditory space, which is
“in a way a vast interior in the center of which the listener finds himself
together with his interlocutors.”159 This, however, should not be taken to suggest
that this was intentional in the prophetic model. Yet the indifference the func-
tion of praying presents toward architectural forms might be seen as having
helped the adoption, adaptation, and perpetuation of a prophetic model in
wherever form it happened to be.

The Spatiality of Prayer

Acoustic space, as we have seen, cannot be dissociated from the individual who
is the center of this space. The experiences and meanings associated with this
space, therefore, derive from the actions of the one who at once unfolds and oc-
cupies this space. In the course of prayer, each individual defines a spatial field
by his or her bodily movements that have spiritual significance. It is, therefore,
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important to know the bodily and oral performances involved in prayer as well
as their sequence to fully appreciate their spiritual significance.

Islamic prayer comprises a prescribed set of gestures and recitations,
performed in the same way individually or collectively while standing at a
fixed point in space. It involves a series of bodily postures rhythmically re-
peated in one place with no processional rituals. There are four principal pos-
tures: standing (qiyam), bowing (ruku�), sitting or resting (julus), and
prostrating (sujud). The movements associated with these bodily postures re-
veal four tendencies: upward, associated with the standing posture; horizontal,
associated with the bowing posture; downward, associated with the prostrating
posture; and stillness, associated with the resting posture. When repeated in a
certain sequence in association with an oral recitation, these postures consti-
tute the so-called rak�a (from ruku�, “bowing posture”), the prayer’s repeated
unit or cycle. Each complete rak�a (cycle) consists of seven distinct acts: six
repetitive ones and a terminating one every two cycles, as shown in the dia-
gram. When a prayer is of three or five cycles, the seventh act is also repeated
in the last odd cycle.

Sufis see in the spatial tendencies of the prayer an expression of the
three-dimensional cross, the underlying divine structure of both human and
cosmic formation, and the basis of spatial ordering. Ibn �Arabi explains:
“Since Being became known through an intelligible movement that trans-
ferred the world from nonexistence to existence, the prayer involved all the
movements, which are three: the rectilinear movement which is the wor-
shiper’s standing posture, the horizontal movement which is the worshiper’s
bowing posture, and the reversed movement which is the worshiper’s prostra-
tion. Man’s movement is rectilinear, the animal’s horizontal, and the plant’s
reversed; the mineral has no movement of its own, when a stone moves it is
being moved by other forces.”160

Thus viewed, the three movements of the prayer reenact the primordial
process of existential unfolding, which, according to al-Qashani, occurred by way
of three intelligible or cosmic movements. They also retrace both the movements
of spatial expansion from the center and the natural growth of the human body
from the sacrum. Accordingly, by the tendencies of their bodily movements, a
Muslim in prayer unfolds—in principle—a sphere that defines the spatiality of
the boundless bubble of their acoustic field. Ibn �Arabi describes an experience
he once had in a prayer wherein he visualized himself as being transformed into
intense light wherein he could no longer distinguish his directions.161

The postures of the prayer together with their associated tendencies are
seen to correspond to the threefold origin of humanity. Through the prostrating
posture and its downward tendency humans seek the origin of their body, water
and earth; through the standing posture and its ascending tendency they seek
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the origin of their spirit, God; and through his bowing posture and its horizon-
tal tendency they seek the origin of their imaginative and mental faculties, the
isthmus (al-barzakh).162 The horizontal, bowing posture mediates between
standing and prostrating and thus includes in its form the qualities of both: as-
cending spirituality and descending materiality. This isthmian characteristic,
Ibn �Arabi explains, is expressed though the phrase the Muslim utters on God’s
behalf while rising from the bowing position: “God hears him who glorifies
him.” The bowing posture also corresponds to the isthmian verse of al-fatiha:
“It is you whom we adore, and it is of you that we beg assistance,” which God
and man share and which divides the seven verses of al-fatiha into two halves:
three relating to God and three relating to man. The postures of prayer are also
viewed to correspond to the form of the Arabic letters. The standing posture
corresponds to the letter alif (A), whose verticality is seen to represent the orig-
inal position from which other postures derive. Calligraphically, the straight-
ness of the alif is taken to represent the principal form of the various curvatures
and bending of other letters.

Considering the ritual prayer during the pilgrimage, Ibn �Arabi constructs
another level of cosmological significance based on the spatiality of prayer.
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The pilgrimage rituals prescribe the performance of two rak�as after the com-
pletion of every seven laps around the Ka�ba. The main reason for this, Ibn
�Arabi explains, comes from the very act of circumambulation. In circumam-
bulating the Ka�ba seven times one assumes the role of the revolving planets
in generating and ruling over the earthly conditions. The planets are cosmic
agents with which God regulates the worldly affairs through their influences
on the four natural elements. In reenacting the “days” of the divine “week,” the
ritual circumambulation assumes the function of the celestial agents, and the
human body assumes the place of the four elements. This cosmological reso-
nance necessitates the two rak�as, since the human formation has two compo-
nents, material and intellectual. “God also rendered for every cyclical
movement of this week a trace in the prayer,” Ibn �Arabi further explains. “In
the prayer there manifests seven bodily and spiritual traces, one trace from the
movement of every cycle of the week of circumambulation . . . The seven bod-
ily traces in the formation of the prayer are first standing, bowing, second
standing, which is rising up from bowing, [first] prostration, sitting between
the two prostrations, second prostration, and sitting for testimony. As for the
invocations associated with these seven bodily movements, they are their
spirits. Thus payer was composed as a perfect formation.”163

Unity and Community

In communal prayers individuals are required to be perfectly aligned in straight
lines with shoulders rubbing so that no spaces are left between the participants.
The perfect alignment is seen as a spatial expression of the equality all wor-
shippers have to God. God asks humans to pray in order to commune with them
as a community. As earthly creatures bound to space, humans express their
equal connection to divinity spatially though their perfect alignment, which im-
ages the way in which angels stand in God’s presence: “And your Lord shall
come with angels, rank on rank” (89:22), “on the day when the angels and the
Spirit stand arrayed” (78:38). The imam, however, leads the prayer from his
stand-alone position. Here the spatiality of the imam and the aligned crowd
involve a double resonance.

In standing alone, Ibn �Arabi explains, the imam represents the totality of
the worshipers, constituting a row on his own. No one else is allowed to do so.
If one finds oneself alone one is required to either squeeze in the last row, or, if
it is already well-packed, invite one from the row to make a pair. Standing
alone, the imam’s prayer projects God’s “unity of totality” (ahadiyyat al-
majmu�), whereas standing in aligned rows, the prayers of individuals project
God’s “totality of unity” (majmu� al-ahadiyya). The inversed resonance reveals
an awareness of the spatiality of visualizing and projecting divinity by the
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imam and the community in the course of prayer. The spatial design of the
prayer hall of the hypostyle mosque seems to reflect this reciprocal relation-
ship. The pillared hall tends to express architecturally the congregation’s “to-
tality of unity,” whereas the imam’s position marked by the mihrab and
sometimes a dome positioned directly above it, or even the central dome, tends
to express the imam’s “unity of totality.”

Creative Hearing

Finally, hearing (sama�) recalls the creative act of divine utterance and the
process of existentiation ( ijad). In Ibn �Arabi’s cosmology, utterance and hear-
ing are the two generative principles of existentiation. Every determining agent
is a father, every determined thing is a mother, every act of determination is a
marriage relationship, and every resultant is a child. The speaker is a father, the
listener is a mother, the act of speaking is a marriage relationship, and the
understanding or the vision produced in the listener is a child.164 The Quran
often describes God as “the Hearer, the Knower” and “the Hearer, the Seer.”
Hearing is associated with Knowing and Seeing, but hearing always comes
first. Ibn �Arabi says that this is because hearing was the means by which exis-
tents first knew of their Lord when they responded to the creative command
“Be!”165 Hearing, as we have seen, was also the first faculty possible beings re-
ceived concurrently with the first temporal motion, engendered by the attribute
of Hearing, whereby the first day of the divine week occurred. The “hearing” of
possible beings is what brought them into existence and enabled them to then
see and know their creator.166

Hearing, Ibn �Arabi explains, is of three kinds: divine hearing (sama�
ilahi), spiritual hearing (sama� ruhani), and natural hearing (sama� tabi� i). Di-
vine hearing is the unconditioned hearing (al-sama� al-mutlaq) of the “ears of
the heart” that relates to the transcendental sound of the divine creative com-
mand heard from everything, in everything, and with everything, as expressed
in the verse: “Never comes there unto them a new reminder from their Lord
but they listen” (21:2). It is the hearing of one for whom existence is the inex-
haustible divine words, and of whom God says: “I am the hearing wherewith
he hears.” Spiritual hearing is the cosmic hearing (al-sama� al-kawni) of the
“ears of the intellect” that relates to the scratching sound (sarif ) of the super-
nal Pen as it inscribes the divine words upon the Preserved Tablet of existence.
It is the hearing of one who sees the traces of the divine words in the cosmic
forms. Natural hearing is the hearing of the “ears of carnal soul” that relates to
natural sounds.

Natural hearing reflects spiritual hearing, which in turn reflects divine
hearing. They are all based on the pattern of quadrature. Divine hearing 
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involves the Essence (dhat), relation (nisba) or attribute, turning toward the lis-
tener (tawajjuh) or will, and utterance (qawl) or power. Spiritual hearing in-
volves the Essence (dhat), hand (yad), pen (qalam), and the scratching sound of
inscription (sarif ). And natural hearing involves the four principles of nature:
heat, cold, moistness, and dryness. By the quadrature of divine hearing Being
(wujud) manifests; by the quadrature of spiritual hearing the Universal Soul
manifests, and by the quadrature of natural hearing natural existence, to which
the human sensible body belongs, manifests.167 Ibn �Arabi says that those who
belong among the people of the divine hearing observe the metaphysical order
of the divine names; their hearing and consequently their knowledge derive
from there. Those who belong among the people of the spiritual hearing ob-
serve the traces of the metaphysical order in the cosmic order of both the higher
and lower worlds; their hearing and consequently their knowledge derive from
there. As for those who belong among the people of natural hearing, they can
only feel and respond to the effect of natural sounds; natural hearing does not
produce knowledge; it only produces an effect in the soul.
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Afterword:
Architecture and
Cosmic Habitat

Al-Ghazali’s analogy that has guided us through the preceding journey
conceals hitherto unexamined assumptions concerning the act of designing.
First is the predictability of God’s way of designing and our ability to read
God’s mind by reflecting on his design work. Second is the architect’s respon-
sibility to emulate the predictable aspects of God’s design. The analogy has led
us to explore what it could possibly mean to consider the question of design as
an ontological enquiry and to view it from a metaphysical perspective. The ex-
ploration revealed what set of existential possibilities the cosmogonic act of de-
sign can bring together, what levels of understanding designers can attain when
they see themselves as privileged creatures strategically positioned at the cen-
ter of the universe, and what it means for these creatures to see themselves as
the center, the model, and the ultimate aim of existence. With and without the
mystical overtone, the awareness of the centrality of humankind in a universe
that is purpose-designed for their dwelling and habitation is as relevant to us
today as it ever was.

At the turn of the twenty-first century certain fundamental questions
concerning the nature, purpose, and order of existence have persisted. The pre-
modern cosmological picture, however, has been irreversibly altered. Physical
sciences aided by advanced technologies have probed new frontiers of reality at
scales, distances, and complexities unimaginable before. Today, the cosmic ter-
rains are remarkably vaster, the temporal scope is considerably deeper, and the
cosmological scenario is far more complex. Yet modern and premodern con-
ceptions seem to overlap in certain speculative areas concerned with the begin-
ning of the cosmic drama. “Everything astronomers can see, stretching out to
distances of 10 billion light-years,” cosmologist Martin Rees asserts, “emerged
from infinitesimal speck.”1 What followed is of course a different story; how-
ever, the logic of the beginning remains consistent. As to why anything exists at
all and why things are the way they are remain in the realm of speculations
outside the purview of physical sciences.
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Modern cosmology has led to two significant changes: the decentering of
humankind in the universal order of existence and the fragmenting of the
spatial sensibility that underpins the meaningful continuity between everyday
life and other levels of reality. More by default than intention, modern cosmo-
logical theories trivialize the role of humankind in the scheme of existence. In
the mind of God, man is no longer the original idea. As Paul Davies observes,
“People were no longer cast at the center of the great scheme, but were rele-
gated to an incidental and seemingly pointless role in an indifferent cosmic
drama, like unscripted extras that have accidentally stumbled onto a vast movie
set.”2 Furthermore, our spatial sensibility is being constantly reshaped at the
frontiers of scientific and technological inventions, at the cutting edges of “the
very big, the very small, and the very complex.”3 Today, quantum and astro-
physicists explore reality at either ends of a spatio-temporal scale that extends
between 10�20 cm and 10�25 cm, dealing with unimaginable dimensions that
may make sense mathematically but remain experientially incomprehensible.4

What connects us with the cosmos from the scientific perspective is no longer
a structural or ontological resonance but rather the very stuff we are made of,
the chemistry of our bodies that “derived from stellar explosions that occurred
well before the formation of the solar system.”5 We are simply animated star-
dust. This is where the existential continuity is currently pursued. As Rees ob-
serves, “Almost all scientists already believe that our everyday world is, in a
sense, reducible to atomic physics.”6 By understanding the workings of the
atomic and subatomic structures, it is argued, we will be able to understand the
order and meaning of the universe. The theory of everything, which promises
to give us the ability to read the mind of God, does not start with the whole but
with the nature of the invisible units of being. As for the big picture, the deep
forces that shape the universe are also pursued in mathematical terms that, like
the theory of everything, bare little relevance to everyday life and unmediated
human experiences. Reconciling the physics of the very small with that of the
very big might be one of the most exciting scientific projects, but making sense
of such reconciliation at the human scale remains the real challenge.

The issue of scale is important, particularly with regard to the question of
cosmology and architecture. Science fiction might have already projected nu-
merous scenarios of what it means to live and think at the intergalactic or
atomic levels, but these hyper-real spaces remain alien to the daily activity, to
the Euclidean space where we live, interact, design, and build. Premodern spa-
tial sensibility was anchored in the Euclidean space whose order applied con-
sistently from the big to the small ends of reality. Today, architecture while
remaining faithful to the principles of Euclidean geometry, both in experience
and modes of production, has been alienated from the curved galactic spatial-
ity of relativity and the multidimensional subatomic spatiality of the super-
strings. The architecture of the universe and earthly architecture are no longer
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encompassed by the same perspective. It is this alienation that broke the
structural nexus between man and the cosmos, resulting in significant reshap-
ing of our spatial sensibility. The formal and structural correspondences be-
tween man and the cosmos that lay at the heart of the philosophical order
discussed in the preceding pages have now lost their reality; and the countless
analogies among the human body, earth’s geography, the cosmos, and the con-
structed environment have now lost their immediacy as objects of belief. The
idea of structural resonance between the whole and the parts has also lost its
currency in today’s scientific enterprise.

Life and intelligence, however, remain the puzzling elements that compel
scientists to ponder the exceptional “recipe” of existence and to believe in the
uniqueness of our planet. Self-consciousness “can be no trivial detail, no minor
by product of mindless, purposeless forces,” Davies observes.7 If “we are truly
meant to be here,” as he concludes, then Rees’s idea of cosmic habitat assumes
a special significance, for it offers a new possibility of crossing between archi-
tecture and cosmology. The growing global concern for the future of our planet
and the sustainability of earthly habitats has already been appropriated into the
mainstream architectural discourse. Rees’s notion of cosmic habitat broadens
our perspective to include the universality of our cosmic environment, prompt-
ing us to think not only of the earthly conditions but also of the very fine uni-
versal balance that underpins and sustains the presence of life. Moreover, the
notion of cosmic habitat, while expanding our perspective of the “native” habi-
tat, has the potential of bringing back humankind into the central stage of exis-
tence. It introduces a new dimension, new environmental scale, where the
“native” environment for habitation extends beyond the confines of regional
geography: the “native” becomes the “global” and its cosmic conditions. This
brings about new challenges to architectural theorists who have to consider the
ontology of design and sustainment in the complexity of today’s cosmology. It
is an invitation to reinvent, as Karsten Harries puts it, “an altogether new
postmodern geocentricism.”8
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